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Abstract

Information-centric networking (ICN) is a new communication paradigm that has been proposed to cope with drawbacks of host-based communication protocols, namely scalability and security. In this thesis, we base our work on Named Data Networking (NDN), which is a popular ICN architecture, and investigate NDN in the context of wireless and mobile ad hoc networks.

In a first part, we focus on NDN efficiency (and potential improvements) in wireless environments by investigating NDN in wireless one-hop communication, i.e., without any routing protocols. A basic requirement to initiate information-centric communication is the knowledge of existing and available content names. Therefore, we develop three opportunistic content discovery algorithms and evaluate them in diverse scenarios for different node densities and content distributions. After content names are known, requesters can retrieve content opportunistically from any neighbor node that provides the content. However, in case of short contact times to content sources, content retrieval may be disrupted. Therefore, we develop a requester application that keeps meta information of disrupted content retrievals and enables resume operations when a new content source has been found. Besides message efficiency, we also evaluate power consumption of information-centric broadcast and unicast communication. Based on our findings, we develop two mechanisms to increase efficiency of information-centric wireless one-hop communication. The first approach called Dynamic Unicast (DU) avoids broadcast communication whenever possible since broadcast transmissions result in more duplicate Data transmissions, lower data rates and higher energy consumption on mobile nodes, which are not interested in overheard Data, compared to unicast communication. Hence, DU uses broadcast communication only until a content source has been found and then retrieves content directly via unicast from the same source. The second approach called RC-NDN targets efficiency of wireless broadcast communication by reducing the number of duplicate Data transmissions. In particular, RC-NDN is a Data encoding scheme for content sources that increases diversity in wireless broadcast transmissions such that multiple concurrent requesters can profit from each others’ (overheard) message transmissions.

If requesters and content sources are not in one-hop distance to each other, requests need to be forwarded via multi-hop routing. Therefore, in a second part of this thesis, we investigate information-centric wireless multi-hop communication. First, we consider multi-hop broadcast communication in the context of rather static community networks. We introduce the concept of preferred forwarders, which relay Interest messages slightly faster than non-preferred forwarders to reduce redundant duplicate message transmissions. While this approach works well in static networks, the performance may degrade in mobile networks if preferred forwarders may regularly move away. Thus, to enable routing in mobile ad hoc networks, we extend DU for multi-hop communication. Compared to one-hop
communication, multi-hop DU requires efficient path update mechanisms (since multi-hop paths may expire quickly) and new forwarding strategies to maintain NDN benefits (request aggregation and caching) such that only a few messages need to be transmitted over the entire end-to-end path even in case of multiple concurrent requesters. To perform quick retransmission in case of collisions or other transmission errors, we implement and evaluate retransmission timers from related work and compare them to CCNTimer, which is a new algorithm that enables shorter content retrieval times in information-centric wireless multi-hop communication. Yet, in case of intermittent connectivity between requesters and content sources, multi-hop routing protocols may not work because they require continuous end-to-end paths. Therefore, we present agent-based content retrieval (ACR) for delay-tolerant networks. In ACR, requester nodes can delegate content retrieval to mobile agent nodes, which move closer to content sources, can retrieve content and return it to requesters. Thus, ACR exploits the mobility of agent nodes to retrieve content from remote locations. To enable delay-tolerant communication via agents, retrieved content needs to be stored persistently such that requesters can verify its authenticity via original publisher signatures. To achieve this, we develop a persistent caching concept that maintains received popular content in repositories and deletes unpopular content if free space is required. Since our persistent caching concept can complement regular short-term caching in the content store, it can also be used for network caching to store popular delay-tolerant content at edge routers (to reduce network traffic and improve network performance) while real-time traffic can still be maintained and served from the content store.
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Part I

Introduction, Related Work and Evaluation Methodology

In Chapter 1, we motivate our work, identify open challenges and list the contributions of this thesis. Chapter 2 gives an overview of related work for all topics addressed in this thesis. Then, Chapter 3 presents our evaluation methodology by listing the evaluation tools and evaluated parameters.
Chapter 1

Introduction

Communication systems have evolved around a host-centric networking model to enable communication between well-defined locations. The first electric telegraphs at around 1838 made it possible to transmit encoded messages (Morse code) over dedicated cables between entities several kilometers apart. Similarly, the first electric telephones at around 1876 used dedicated cables to enable direct transmission of voice. Since dedicated cables turned out to be impractical with an increasing number of users, electric circuit switching has been developed enabling circuits between callers and callees to be connected at a central switching system.

The first computer networks that appeared in the early 1960s enabled users to remotely use (and share) scarce and expensive devices such as card readers, supercomputers or printers. At that time, the number of connected computers and the transferred amount of data was very small. Similar to the telephone network, the communication model included the conversation between exactly two machines: one machine to use the resource and one machine to provide access to it. However, different from telephone networks, it was not required to establish permanent circuits but packets were switched based on their intended destination. To unify communication among heterogeneous networks (as basis for the Internet), the Transmission Control Protocol and IP Protocol (TCP/IP) was specified in mid 1970s and has been widely developed in early 1980s ensuring end-to-end message transfer independent of the underlying network, including error control, packet segmentation, flow and congestion control as well as application addressing (port numbers).

Since the introduction of the world wide web (WWW) in the mid 1990s, access to information in the Internet has been facilitated for the general public and the Internet has moved from a host-centric (resource sharing) communication model to a universal tool to access content as illustrated in Figure 1.1. Today, the Internet has become our primary source of information, e.g., via news sites, interactive discussion forums, blogs, social networking, video-on-demand (VoD) or online shopping. In general, content location does not matter anymore as long as the content is authentic. However, communication is still based on the network architectures designed in the 70s.

Network traffic projections [79, 88] estimate a massive traffic increase for the
next five years, which is mainly caused by two reasons. First, we are entering a connected world, where microprocessors are embedded in nearly all electronic devices because they have become cheap, powerful and more energy efficient, enabling those devices to collect and exchange data at any time. The number of mobile devices has already increased drastically in recent years. Since 2014 there are more mobile devices than people on earth [79], and the number of embedded devices is expected to increase even more, e.g., by connected smart homes and the Internet of Things (IoT). Second, the average data traffic per device is expected to increase due to higher (cellular and fixed line) data rates enabling the exchange of more dynamic content, e.g., personal photos and videos, via social networking as well as exchanging larger content sizes, e.g., through high definition video streaming. This increase in data traffic calls for new solutions and network architectures to address communication more efficiently in Future Internet communication. There have been many projects and activities addressing different aspects of the Future Internet, e.g., as listed by the European Future Internet Assembly (FIA) [10], the Asia Future Internet Forum (AsiaFI) [2] or the NSF Future Internet Architecture (NSF-FIA) [18]. Among all these approaches, Information-Centric Networking (ICN) addresses the particular challenges that the current Internet architecture is facing for increased data traffic and user mobility.

1.1 Overview and Benefits of Information-Centric Networking

Information-centric networking (ICN) proposes a paradigm change by routing messages based on names instead of endpoint identifiers as in host-based approaches. By this, ICN aims to better deal with the expected huge amount of traffic of the Future Internet. In particular, ICN can address the following aspects.
1.1. OVERVIEW AND BENEFITS OF INFORMATION-CENTRIC NETWORKING

- **Scalability**: Because every exchanged message has a name, similar requests can be identified and aggregated. Thus, in case of multiple identical requests, e.g., for a live video broadcast, only one request needs to be forwarded to a content source avoiding unintentional Denial-of-Service (DoS) attacks by many legitimate users on a server. Furthermore, content can be cached automatically in every node to serve future requests reducing traffic load at core servers. The caching mechanisms can consider popularity of content at the network level, which may be measured by requests in the same content. Therefore, ICN can react to popularity dynamics and does not require pre-planning or application-specific distribution mechanisms like Content Distribution Networks (CDNs).

- **Mobility Support**: Because messages are not routed between endpoints but based on names, requests can be naturally satisfied by the closest content sources supporting seamless consumer mobility. Furthermore, ICN can also support data mobility. For example, when trying to access a bookmark in the browser after years, it may be unsuccessful (broken link) because the content moved to another server and got a new URL. When requesting content via name, the content can still be found assuming the forwarding tables have been updated in the meantime (but this is a required mechanism in ICN).

- **Security**: Every ICN message is signed and (optionally) encrypted. By this, the content is secured rather than the channel between endpoints, which has several benefits. For example, content can be retrieved from any cache from any neighbor because authenticity can be assured via signature. Thus, mobility does not require any support by establishing new secure channels to new locations. Furthermore, most spam messages may be prevented because users can authenticate content and need to request (or subscribe to) content before receiving it. Thus, content exchange is only performed if a user is interested.

- **Context Awareness**: ICN does not follow a classical client-server communication model such that requests can be satisfied by local content sources, reducing global Internet traffic and increasing the relevance (and accuracy) of retrieved information. In particular, ICN can increase information granularity by disseminating information of local importance that may never be widely accessible through the Internet. Thus, ICN enables the development of novel applications that do not rely on central servers in the Internet but enable users to create and dynamically share content with friends and neighbors based on their context. By that, ICN can support opportunistic communication in remote areas or disaster scenarios where central communication infrastructures may be not available.

- **Communication Technologies**: ICN can support cellular technologies, WiFi, mobile ad-hoc networks and others at the same time because it focuses on
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content. Changes in the underlying channel may be handled by routing strategies and forwarding abstractions based on connectivity and availability of the corresponding technology. Loop-free forwarding (through caching and request aggregation) may avoid redundant traffic.

- **Efficient Wireless Communication:** ICN can exploit the inherent broadcast capability of the wireless medium. By transmitting broadcast requests, a user can perform implicit content discovery (get Data if a content source is available and nothing otherwise). Automatic caching in wireless nodes is also useful in case of collisions in multi-hop communication because content may then be retrieved from intermediate caches (where the collision occurred) and may not need to be retransmitted over the entire end-to-end path. Thus, in case of frequent collisions (where retransmissions may collide as well), some content may still be received by requesters. Furthermore, for time critical applications, e.g., real-time video streams, retransmitted content from intermediate caches may still be received in time (because they do not have to be transmitted over the entire path) increasing the number of received frames and, thus, improving the perceived quality of a video stream.

Several ICN architectures have been proposed (see [31, 226] for an overview and comparison). In this work, we focus on the Named Data Networking (NDN) architecture [119], which has previously also been known as Content-Centric Networking (CCN, see Section 2.1). In particular, we investigate NDN in wireless and mobile networks.

1.2 Challenges and Problem Statements

Within this thesis, we investigated different topics and challenges in the context of wireless and mobile (multi-hop) environments. When doing this, we faced the following problems and challenges.

- **Evaluation Methodology, Tools and Software:** NDN removes the idea of an end-to-end communication channel by using content names as fundamental communication units. Thus, it does not matter from where content comes from and it can be cached everywhere in the network. What seems to be the main benefit of NDN, is also one of the biggest challenges, i.e., subsequent content downloads may not be independent of each other due to caching. Therefore, existing performance metrics such as throughput or bandwidth may not always be appropriate. For example, a short round-trip-time (RTT) may be caused by an uncongested high performing link or by a closely cached content copy (if another requester has retrieved the same content shortly before). There is not much consensus in the research community how to evaluate NDN, e.g., what scenarios and parameters to compare. In
1.2. CHALLENGES AND PROBLEM STATEMENTS

addition, during the course of this thesis, the development of NDN (in particular the CCNx implementation) was a very dynamic process with new code updates almost every 1-2 months (see Section 2.1) and there was barely any documentation except from the source code.

- **Content Discovery**: NDN is based on a pull-based (request-response) communication scheme. Thus, before content can be retrieved, knowledge of available content names is required. In distributed environments without continuous connections to the Internet, the number of available content objects may be limited such that specific content (preferred content names) may not be available. Then, it is crucial to decide whether a user request can also be satisfied with one of the available content objects. In particular, the design of content namespaces to enable efficient content discovery is a fairly unexplored area.

- **Efficiency of NDN Broadcast Communication**: In wireless networks, the connectivity (neighbor nodes) of a mobile node may change frequently. Since NDN messages do not contain endpoint identifiers, a mobile node can retrieve content from any neighbor node via broadcast (given that a neighbor node holds desired content). However, the efficiency of NDN broadcast communication has not been studied. In particular, wireless MAC protocols are optimized for wireless unicast communication (e.g., rate adaptation mechanisms, reliability via acknowledgments, lower power consumption due to duty cycles) and provide only reduced data rates during wireless broadcast communication. Moreover, broadcast requests address multiple nodes at the same time, which may increase the collision probability in case of multiple content sources.

- **Forwarding in Wireless Multi-hop Environments**: If a requester cannot meet a content source directly, wireless multi-hop routing protocols are required to retrieve content. To enable multi-hop communication, forwarding entries need to be configured in intermediate nodes. The question is how to configure forwarding entries and define forwarding mechanisms in an efficient way. For example, content advertisements may expire quickly in case of mobility and regular updates may increase the control overhead, which may not be justified for unpopular content that is never requested. Flooding mechanisms (multi-hop broadcast communication) may be more robust to topology changes, but it may also result in an increased message overhead due to redundant (unnecessary) message transmissions.

- **Delay-tolerant NDN Communication**: NDN is based on symmetric Interest-Data forwarding paths. In delay-tolerant networks, there may be considerable delays between the transmission of Interests and the reception of corresponding Data messages. For example, if there is no continuous end-to-end path between requester and content source, Interests may expire and may
never reach a content source. Furthermore, due to node mobility, nodes that have forwarded Interests may have moved away and can not forward returned Data objects anymore, i.e., breaking the symmetry in NDN forwarding paths.

- **Caching:** NDN caches are considered as short-term storage to avoid retransmissions over the entire path to a content source in case of collisions or to synchronize multiple concurrent requesters of the same content. In the latter case, caches can consolidate even slightly time shifted requests to reduce network traffic. Since NDN caches need to support line-speed, they are implemented in main memory, which has a limited (small) size and is cleared in case of power outages. Therefore, short-term caching may not meet the requirements for delay-tolerant networking. Furthermore, small caches may result in frequent cache replacements, i.e., resulting in lower cache hit rates, in case of frequent transmissions of large content objects.

### 1.3 Contributions

#### 1.3.1 Overview

Our main contributions are presented in Part II and III of this thesis. In Part II, we investigate opportunistic information-centric one-hop communication. In this part, requester nodes explore their direct neighborhood for desired content without requiring explicit device discovery. A requester needs to come into a content source's transmission range to retrieve the content. Thus, not every content object is available at all times and there are disruption periods where requesters may not be in range of the content source. Our contributions in Part II are as follows.

- **Content Discovery:** We describe three content discovery algorithms to explore available content objects in opportunistic environments without central name directories (cf. Subsection 1.3.2).

- **Opportunistic Content Retrieval:** We develop an opportunistic content retrieval application that persistently stores partially received content and enables requesters to resume disrupted content retrievals in case of short contact times to content sources (cf. Subsection 1.3.3). Furthermore, to understand and potentially improve wireless NDN communication, we study the efficiency of NDN broadcast communication.

- **Dynamic Unicast:** We develop a mechanism called Dynamic Unicast to increase efficiency of content retrieval from one-hop neighbors. The approach is based on implicit content discovery via broadcast requests and registers direct forwarding entries to discovered content sources for efficient content retrieval (cf. Subsection 1.3.4).
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- **Raptor Codes Enabled Named Data Networking**: We develop a Data encoding scheme based on Raptor codes to reduce duplicate transmissions during NDN broadcast communications by increasing diversity of wireless Data transmissions (cf. Subsection 1.3.5).

Part III describes mechanisms to enable information-centric multi-hop communication. This is required if requesters may never see a content source directly and could, therefore, not retrieve content via one-hop communication even if they waited infinitely long. In Part III we present the following contributions.

- **Multi-hop Communication via Preferred Forwarders**: We describe a broadcast forwarding protocol that configures forwarding entries based on overheard Data prefixes and identifies preferred forwarders among intermediate nodes to reduce redundant message transmissions (cf. Subsection 1.3.6).

- **Dynamic Unicast Routing for Wireless Multi-hop Networks**: We describe a wireless multi-hop extension for Dynamic Unicast and present different forwarding strategies for reliable (mobile) multi-hop content retrieval (cf. Subsection 1.3.7).

- **Dynamic Retransmission Timers**: We analyze existing adaptive retransmission timers and describe new retransmission timers to increase throughput of information-centric wireless multi-hop communication in case of collisions (cf. Subsection 1.3.8).

- **Agent-based Content Retrieval for Delay-tolerant Networks**: We describe agent-based content retrieval to enable multi-hop content retrieval in case of intermittent connectivity (cf. Subsection 1.3.9). Because the approach does not require any modifications to ICN messages, it can be combined with wireless multi-hop routing enabling operation in arbitrary environments.

- **Persistent Caching**: We present a persistent caching extension that can supplement NDN short-term caching at each node to increase the availability of popular delay-tolerant content near requesters (cf. Subsection 1.3.10).

We gained insights how to evaluate NDN networks by using several evaluation platforms and investigating different performance parameters (cf. Chapter 3). In particular, we have implemented an ICN framework for OMNeT++ [205] that allowed us to thoroughly analyze NDN in mobile wireless networks. In addition, we extended the direct code execution framework (NS3-DCE [16]) of the network simulator NS3 [17] such that we can evaluate real NDN implementations based on CCNx [27] with different parameters in parallel on multiple computing nodes of a Linux Cluster [200].
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1.3.2 Content Discovery in Wireless Information-Centric Networks

If a central communication infrastructure is not available because it is broken, e.g., natural disasters such as floodings or earthquakes, or it was not available in the first place, e.g., in remote areas, requesters need to learn what content is available before they can request content. Information-centric opportunistic communication does not require device discovery (because the location of content is irrelevant) but can exploit implicit content discovery via broadcast requests to learn whether a certain content object is available or not. If a content request is not answered, the content object is not available, which means that no neighbor devices can provide the content.

In Chapter 4, we describe three different content discovery algorithms, namely Regular Interest Discovery (RID), Enumeration Request Discovery (ERD) and Leaves First Discovery (LFD). RID exploits implicit content discovery by always requesting the first segment of a content object before looking for other content. ERD is similar to the service discovery protocol for DNS (DNS-SD): it uses enumeration requests, which request next-level name components for a certain prefix without requesting the actual content. Thus, individual ERD Data messages are smaller than for RID. LFD is a combination of RID and ERD using RID to reach the leaves of a name tree and then ERD at the leaf level. We evaluate all three algorithms in various scenarios with different content and node densities as well as with different namespace structures, i.e., a flat, hierarchical and mixed namespaces. Basic evaluations of RID and ERD have been published in [52, 201] and more detailed evaluations including LFD have been published in [50, 182]. Evaluations show that algorithms designed for flat namespaces (ERD) do not perform well in hierarchical namespaces. In particular, if the namespace structure is unknown, LFD should be preferred because it performs overall best in all scenarios.

1.3.3 Opportunistic Content Retrieval with Resume Capability

If contact durations to content sources are short, only partial content may be retrieved at once. In case of long intercontact times, already received content objects may not be found in caches anymore due to their limited space. In this case, content downloads need to be restarted from the beginning resulting in redundant Data transmissions.

In Chapter 5, we describe a requester application for opportunistic networks that persistently stores meta information in case of disrupted content retrievals such that incomplete content retrievals can be resumed if connectivity is regained. We deploy our source code on wireless mesh nodes and show that processing and data overhead is negligible. Furthermore, we evaluate wireless throughput as well as power consumption during broadcast and unicast communication. We find that throughput with unicast communication is significantly larger than with broadcast communication. Furthermore, listener nodes that are not interested in the content have an increased power consumption of more than 20% when they receive un-
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desired broadcast messages. These properties (and the fact that unicast forwarding entries cannot be configured statically in opportunistic networks) build the motivation of Dynamic Unicast (see Subsection 1.3.4 or Chapter 6). In addition, we have observed that broadcast data rates can be significantly increased with shorter Interest lifetimes because requesters can react quicker to collisions. This observation forms the basic motivation of our adaptive Interest lifetime algorithms in Chapter 10. Contributions of Chapter 5 have been published in [48, 176, 220].

1.3.4 Dynamic Transmission Modes to Support Opportunistic and Information-Centric One-hop Communication

Information-centric networking enables users to retrieve content from the closest content source and it is not necessary to keep connectivity to (or find) a specific host. By this, ICN can support context-specific content downloads, e.g., retrieving temperature from a close-by sensor instead of a server several kilometers away. Since NDN messages do not maintain source or destination addresses, most wireless NDN works use broadcast communication to make communication resilient to individual node mobility and enable ubiquitous caching in every node. However, broadcast requests may trigger transmission from multiple nodes increasing the probability for duplicate Data transmissions and collisions. With ubiquitous caching, every node that overhears Data transmissions automatically becomes a content source increasing content density and collision probability even more.

Chapter 6 shows by simulations that broadcast Data transmissions need to be delayed to reduce collisions and duplicate transmissions whereas unicast communication does not require such delays. Then, we describe Dynamic Unicast, published in [42], where requests are only transmitted via broadcast until a content source has been found among one-hop neighbors. Afterwards, a direct (unicast) forwarding face is configured to the same content source until it becomes unavailable. We observe that for only a few requesters, ubiquitous caching is often not required because content may not be requested anymore. However, for multiple requesters, content density is also high with Dynamic Unicast since each requester still caches retrieved content. Simulations confirm that broadcast is not as efficient as expected in case of many requesters and Dynamic Unicast results even in faster transmissions including fewer or only slightly more message transmissions.

1.3.5 RC-NDN: Raptor Codes Enabled Named Data Networking

Information-centric networking is not optimized for wireless broadcast communication because the same copies of content are (re-)transmitted along the same communication paths such that shared resources on the wireless medium are not efficiently used. There have been some research efforts [147, 225, 140, 212, 60, 172] that introduce network coding in ICN architectures to address inefficiencies in ICN data delivery. However, these approaches do not consider the implications of the proposed modifications as well as the limitations of information-centric network-
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ing (see Subsection 2.7.2). In particular, if packets are re-encoded at intermediate
nodes, new (encoded) content would be created, requiring new signatures and con-
sequently new trust models.

In Chapter 7, we describe RC-NDN, an approach that encodes Data (with Rap-
tor Codes) only at content sources. Although potential gains may be smaller than
when re-encoding messages at intermediate nodes, extensive simulations, which
have been published in [51, 190], show that RC-NDN significantly outperforms
original NDN in terms of content retrieval times and number of transmitted Interest
and Data messages. Interestingly, the performance of RC-NDN increases with
the number of requesters. Thus, RC-NDN is particularly appropriate for dense urban
environments such as train stations or sport stadiums, where multiple requesters
can benefit from each other when requesting popular content.

1.3.6 Information-Centric Wireless Multi-hop Communication via Pre-
ferred Forwarders

If content sources can not be found in one-hop distances, requests need to be for-
warded towards content sources multiple hops away. In static wireless networks,
prefixes can be configured with the help of routing protocols [216, 112] and re-
dundant random searches [75]. However, in wireless community networks, node
connectivity and content availability may change over time. Proactive periodic
exchange and configuration of all possible prefixes may overload the network.

In Chapter 8, we describe a broadcast multi-hop scheme that configures over-
heard content prefixes in forwarding tables. If Interests are flooded, they may be
forwarded by multiple nodes resulting in redundant transmissions. Our forward-
ing concept is based on preferred forwarders, which are responsible for Interest
forwarding while non-preferred forwarders delay Interest forwarding and transmit
Interests only later if they do not overhear the Data transmission. A simulation
study, published in [43], shows that this approach is much more efficient in terms
of duplicate transmissions and throughput than original NDN, where only Data
messages are delayed. However, the approach may be susceptible to random mo-
tility (resulting in larger forwarding delays) when preferred forwarders are regu-
larly moving.

1.3.7 Dynamic Unicast for Wireless and Mobile Multi-hop Networks

Mobile ad-hoc networks (MANETs) have been investigated for more than two
decades and diverse proactive and reactive routing protocols have been proposed
[81, 122, 159, 158]. However, most existing MANET routing protocols establish
paths between endpoints, which do not work well in case of frequent node failures
or high mobility. Multi-path routing protocols [192] can increase robustness of
end-to-end communication but they also increase communication overhead due to
redundant paths (and individual paths are still prone to link failures).
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In Chapter 9, we extend Dynamic Unicast for multi-hop communication and describe two Interest forwarding strategies. We have implemented the approach in CCNx and evaluate it with NS3-DCE. Extensive evaluations in mobile scenarios with multiple requesters and multiple content sources show that Dynamic Unicast can still support all NDN benefits, namely implicit content discovery, caching and scalability of wireless multi-hop communication such that only a fraction of requests needs to be forwarded to content sources. Furthermore, Dynamic Unicast results in shorter content retrieval times and fewer Data transmissions than broadcast for high and low content densities. We also implement and evaluate a Content Request Tracker, which keeps track of unicast transmissions and reverts to broadcast communication if a certain number of unicast requests from different neighbors is detected. Multi-hop Dynamic Unicast and Content Request Tracker have been published in [54, 221].

1.3.8 Adaptive Interest Lifetimes to Support Information-Centric Wireless Multi-hop Communication

Wireless multi-hop communication is error-prone because received and forwarded messages can collide. If collisions occur near destinations, retransmissions during host-based communication need to be performed over the entire path between requester and content source, hence, they experience a similar collision probability. In case of frequent collisions, retransmissions may consume most of the bandwidth and may drastically reduce throughput in the network. ICN can mitigate this problem because content is automatically cached in every node, thus, retransmissions need only to be performed over the last hop where the collision occurred. Interest retransmissions can be performed after their lifetimes have expired.

In Chapter 10, we evaluate existing retransmission timers from literature for information-centric wireless multi-hop communication and introduce two modified algorithms. Our evaluation study, published in [53, 210], shows that adaptive Interest lifetimes perform significantly better than fixed lifetimes. Our proposed algorithms perform better than existing algorithms in low traffic scenarios and perform similar in high traffic scenarios. In particular, we have observed that it is not required to double Interest lifetimes in case of timeouts because most timeouts are caused by high RTT variations or collisions. In both cases content may be found in caches of intermediate nodes such that slightly increased Interest lifetimes can often retrieve the subsequent Data messages without timeouts.

1.3.9 Agent-based Content Retrieval for Delay-tolerant Information-Centric Networks

In case of intermittent connectivity between requesters and content sources, symmetric Interest - Data message forwarding may not work because the network topology may have changed on the return path. There are approaches to enable delay-tolerant NDN [87, 146] but they modify ICN messages formats and message
processing procedures, which make them incompatible with multi-hop forwarding in connected networks. However, most communication environments may not be strictly classified into disrupted (delay-tolerant) and connected networks since connectivity may change based on location (urban vs. rural), daytime (rush hour vs. late at night) or season (summer vs. winter). Network protocols should, therefore, operate in isolated islands but should also benefit from communication infrastructures if they are available.

In Chapter 11 we describe agent-based content retrieval (ACR) where content retrieval can be delegated to agent nodes which retrieve content on behalf of requesters and deliver it back. We implement ACR in CCNx and compare it to Dynamic Unicast in various mobile scenarios with different node densities, node velocities and content sizes. While Dynamic Unicast is superior to ACR for high node densities, our evaluations show that ACR performs better than Dynamic Unicast for low and intermediate node densities where multi-hop forwarding may result in frequent disruptions. Furthermore, ACR is beneficial in case of large content objects and works well even under high mobility. Contributions presented in Chapter 11 have been published in [45, 34, 49, 177, 221].

1.3.10 Persistent Caching for Information-Centric Networks

One of the main benefits in NDN is caching because it decreases path lengths and reduces Data transmissions by storing content closer to requesters. Caches in NDN need to support line-speed, and are usually implemented in volatile memory, which is expensive, power hungry and only available in small capacities. Thus, NDN caches can not support delay-tolerant networking because content may be replaced quickly or may be deleted if the system is temporarily turned off. In addition, related traffic studies of social networking services [223, 175, 169] have shown that users in the same geographic area tend to access similar content because their social environment is similar. Thus, storing locally popular content persistently at edge nodes can significantly reduce network traffic.

In Chapter 12, we describe a persistent caching extension based on the repository implementation in CCNx. This enables popular delay-tolerant content to be stored persistently for a longer time, while real-time traffic is still only served from volatile regular caches (which support line-speed). Persistent caching supports agent-based content retrieval, but it can also be applied to network caches at edge routers, where it improves perceived performance of end users (due to lower content access latencies) and reduces operational costs for the network infrastructure (due to less backhaul traffic). We evaluate the validity of persistent caching via extensive experiments using YouTube and web server traffic models. The performance study has been published in [47, 46, 95].
1.4 Thesis Outline

Chapter 2 gives an overview over the most important topics and related works that are addressed in this thesis. We describe our evaluation methodology in Chapter 3 including the tools and parameters that were used in this thesis to evaluate NDN. In NDN, knowledge of available content names is required to efficiently retrieve content. Chapter 4 presents content discovery algorithms for opportunistic environments without central naming repositories. Then, Chapter 5 explores opportunistic content retrieval with resume operations in case of disruptions during ongoing content retrievals. To increase efficiency of opportunistic one-hop content retrieval, we present Dynamic Unicast in Chapter 6 and a Raptor Encoded Named Data Networking (RC-NDN) framework in Chapter 7. However, if content sources are not in one-hop distance to a requester, requests need to be forwarded via multi-hop communication. Chapter 8 describes a forwarding approach for multi-hop broadcast communication based on overhearing and preferred forwarders. As alternative to broadcast communication, Chapter 9 presents a Dynamic Unicast extension and forwarding strategies for mobile multi-hop communication. Then, Chapter 10 analyzes adaptive Interest lifetime algorithms for information-centric wireless multi-hop routing to reduce timeout periods in case of collisions or other transmission errors. Since multi-hop routing is not possible in case of intermittent connectivity, Chapter 11 presents agent-based content retrieval for delay-tolerant networks, which can be combined with multi-hop routing in case of high node densities. Finally, Chapter 12 presents a persistent caching concept for popular delay-tolerant content, which can be combined with regular short-term NDN caching, to reduce network traffic and enable delay-tolerant networking via agents. We conclude our work by highlighting our major findings in Chapter 13 and describe challenges that can be addressed as future work in Chapter 14.
Chapter 2

Related Work

2.1 Information-Centric Networking

Several Information-Centric Networking architectures have been proposed in the last decade (see [31, 226] for an overview). Among those, the Named Data Networking (NDN) and Content-Centric Networking (CCN) architectures have become very popular due to their open source reference implementations. In Subsection 2.1.1, we describe basic concepts and data structures of CCN/NDN. As we show in Subsection 2.1.2, NDN and CCN are closely related to each other. Hence, for the sake of simplicity (see Section 3.1 for more information), we use the term NDN in remainder of this thesis.

2.1.1 Named Data Networking (NDN)

In this subsection, we give an overview of NDN node roles, data structures and message processing procedures as well as namespace structures and message headers that are relevant in the context of this thesis.

NDN Node Roles

Routing in NDN is based on names and not endpoint identifiers. In general, there are three different node roles in NDN.

1. Consumers or Requesters send Interests for content.
2. Producers, Publishers or Content Sources have created content and can reply Interests with Data messages.
3. Routers or Forwarders receive messages and may forward them towards a content source. In some works, we also refer to them as Listener nodes because they may overhear and forward broadcast messages from other nodes but they do not request content themselves, i.e., no messages originate from them. Listener nodes can also reply Data messages directly without forwarding Interests if they have matching content in their caches.
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Content is organized in segments (also called chunks). Every segment, which is included in a Data message, has a unique name and is signed by the publisher who created the content. NDN is a pull-based ICN architecture: requesters need to transmit Interest messages for all segments of a content object to retrieve the complete content object. Interests may be answered by content sources directly (if they are in direct transmission range) or they are forwarded via forwarders towards content sources. Then, Data is returned on the reverse path. Since NDN does not require name resolution procedures, it can be applied to mobile ad-hoc networks, where connectivity to central infrastructures may not always be available.

Data Structures for NDN Message Processing

The CCNx [27] project provides an implementation of the CCN/NDN concepts (see Subsection 2.1.2). In CCNx, all message processing is performed by the CCN daemon (CCND). Figure 2.1 gives an overview of the CCND, which can be found in every NDN node, i.e., requesters, content sources and forwarders. Links from the CCND to applications or other hosts are called faces. A CCND has the following three data structures:

1. The Forwarding Information Base (FIB) contains forwarding entries with Data names (or prefixes thereof) to direct Interests via face out towards content sources. To avoid loops, Interests are never forwarded on the same face from where they were received.

2. The Pending Interest Table (PIT) stores unsatisfied forwarded Interests together with the face on which they were received (face in) and forwarded (face out). PIT entries form a multicast tree such that each Interest is only forwarded once at a time (Interest lifetime) over a certain face.

3. The Content Store (CS) is used as cache in a NDN router storing received Data messages temporarily. It is considered as short-term storage to avoid retransmissions over the entire path to a content source and to synchronize multiple concurrent requests for the same content even if they are slightly time shifted.

NDN Message Processing

We describe NDN message processing with the help of Figure 2.1. When receiving an Interest, it is first checked whether the requested Data can be found in the CS (step 1). If this is the case, the Data message can be returned (step 2) without further propagating the Interest. If Data cannot be found in the CS, the PIT is consulted (step 3). Existing PIT entries prevent forwarding of similar Interests over the same faces because the requests are already pending (Interest aggregation). A PIT entry is removed if matching Data comes back or if the Interest expires (based
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Figure 2.1: NDN Message Processing.

on the Interest lifetime defined in the Interest header). If there is no PIT entry (step 4), the FIB defines over which faces Interests can be forwarded towards a content source (step 5). The matching of Interest names to FIB entries is based on longest-prefix matching similar to IP networks, i.e., FIB entries may contain complete Data names or only prefixes thereof. If there are no matching FIB entries, Interests are dropped. The number of Interests that can be concurrently transmitted by an application (before at least one Data message needs to be received) is defined by the pipeline size. After receiving a Data message in return to an Interest, it is stored in the CS (step 6). Based on recorded PIT information (step 7), Data messages can be forwarded on the reverse path towards requesters (step 8).

Prior to each Data transmission, a Data message is included and scheduled for transmission in a queue. To avoid duplicate Data transmissions, a broadcast delay, which is randomly selected within the interval $[DP, 3DP]$, is applied when scheduling broadcast transmissions. The data pause $DP$ is a configurable parameter, which is set by default to 10ms. If a node overhears the transmission of the same Data message from another node, it can cancel a scheduled Data transmission (duplicate suppression).

Content sources can publish and persistently store content in repositories. Repositories are implemented as local applications, i.e., they receive and transmit messages via internal face from and to the CCND as illustrated in Figure 2.1. Repositories store all Data messages including headers and signatures in one file, i.e., the repo file. For fast access to content in the repo file, the repository keeps references in a B-tree.
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Content Names

In NDN, content names have a hierarchical structure composed of multiple (arbitrary) name components $c_0, \ldots, c_n$, a file name $fname$, a version number that labels different versions of the same content and a segment number $s_n$ to mark each segment individually. The name structure looks as follows:

$$/c_0/\cdots/c_n/fname/version/s_n$$

To ensure globally unique names and support routing, content names may be aggregated by publisher specific prefixes similar to DNS names. There are no restrictions on content names and they may be selected arbitrarily. In addition, hierarchical names may not indicate the location of content objects, i.e., content from the same publisher may be downloaded and provided by different mobile hosts.

Header Fields in NDN Messages

Interest messages contain several header fields [5], which are considered in the forwarding and matching process. The Interest Lifetime determines how long an Interest stays in the PIT. Since no Interests are forwarded for existing PIT entries, the Interest lifetime has a direct impact on the time when Interests can be retransmitted. The Scope (if present) limits forwarding to the local host or neighboring hosts. The AnswerOriginKind determines whether Data may be retrieved from caches or needs to be retrieved from persistent storage at a repository. Furthermore, Exclude filters can be used when requesting content with a name prefix, i.e., longest-prefix matching of names in Interest and Data messages, to indicate already known (or unwanted) next-level name components $/name_{prefix}/components/$. Every Data message [4] contains a signature from the publisher. Furthermore, the freshnessSeconds value in the Data header specifies the lifetime of a segment in the CS after its reception (before it gets stale). A final bit in the Data header marks the last segment of a content object.

2.1.2 Evolution of CCN and NDN projects

Figure 2.2 gives an overview of CCN and NDN evolution. CCN has been presented at CoNEXT in 2009 [119] and at the same time PARC has released the open source reference implementation CCNx [27]. The NDN project [13] is an NSF-funded Future Internet project that has started one year later and was based on PARC’s CCNx source code. At the end of the three-years project in August 2013, NDN and CCN have separated because of different research agendas. While PARC geared towards a closed source commercial solution, NDN wanted to continue the project as open source research project.
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Figure 2.2: Evolution of CCN and NDN Projects.

CCNx

The CCNx [27] project provided the first implementations of Content-Centric Networking (CCN) [119] and was developed by PARC. The CCNx source code featured a C-implementation of the CCN daemon (CCND), which is responsible for message processing and forwarding, as well as application libraries implemented in Java and C. Until version 0.8.2, CCNx was developed as open source project under the GNU GPL license, which enabled the growth of a large scientific community in Content-Centric Networking.

In June 2015, the source code of CCNx 1.0 has been made available under a free evaluation license for educational institutions and a commercial evaluation license for commercial developers. However, since January 2016, the source code is again available for everyone under simplified licensing terms [19]. CCNx 1.0 has been completely rewritten featuring a different forwarding engine and different message formats. For example, longest-prefix matching of Interest and Data messages (Interests can retrieve Data messages from caches or repositories even if Interest names are only prefixes of Data names) as well as Interest selectors, e.g., Exclude filters (see Subsection 2.1.1), are no longer supported. Instead, names in Interest and Data messages need to match exactly [150].
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NDNx

NDN and CCN were closely related to each other when NDN was based on CCNx. In August 2013, CCN and NDN separated and since then, NDNx [15] refers to the codebase of the NDN project. However, the first NDNx 0.1 source code was mainly a fork of CCNx 0.7.2 (with renamed namespace from ccnx to ndnx) and NDNx 0.2 was a continuation of CCNx including features developed within the NDN project. In August 2014 NDNx 0.3 has been published featuring a new Network Forwarding Daemon (NFD) implemented in C++ (equivalent to CCND in CCNx). With NDNx 0.3, the last ties to CCNx have been removed. The current NDNx 0.4.0 release is published under the GNU GPL and LGPL license. In NDNx 0.4.0, longest-prefix matching of Interest and Data messages and Exclude filters are still supported [14].

2.2 Service and Content Discovery

2.2.1 Device and Service Discovery

Service discovery enables users to detect devices that run specific services in local networks by service name (or service type) without knowing the host names of the devices. Service discovery supports zero-configuration networking, i.e., automatic configuration without manual operator intervention, by using multicast requests to discover available services. In most service discovery protocols such as the Service Location Protocol (SLP) [103], the Simple Service Discovery Protocol (SSDP) component of Universal Plug and Play (UPnP) [86], or the Web Services Dynamic Discovery (WS-Discovery) [25], devices answer service replies via unicast including a minimalistic service description and a pointer, e.g., an URL, to more detailed information. In large wired networks, devices can additionally register their services at centralized directories, e.g., directory agents [103], control points [86] or discovery proxies [25], to reduce multicast service requests. In contrast, DNS-based Service Discovery (DNS-SD) [74] for the multicast Domain Name System (mDNS) [73] uses not only multicast discovery but also multicast replies such that other hosts on the network can see the responses and keep their caches up to date.

Several service discovery algorithms have also been proposed for mobile ad hoc networks (see [207] for a survey). Due to changing connectivity patterns between mobile nodes, centralized directories (as proposed for wired networks) are not practical and represent a single point of failure. Most protocols are, therefore, either based on distributed directory-based service discovery (where directory nodes are organized in a backbone or cluster) or based on directory-less service discovery. In the latter case, service providers broadcast service advertisements (proactive mode) or requesters broadcast service requests (reactive mode). To lower the traffic load, the scope of broadcast can be limited to only a few number of hops or broadcasting can be avoided, e.g., via probabilistic forwarding or selective forwarding for known service providers. The literature study [207] concludes that cross-layer protocols that integrate service discovery with routing are more effi-
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cient (in terms of message and energy overhead) than service discovery protocols running on top of routing protocols (see Section 2.3 for an overview of commonly used host-based routing protocols). Hence, this conclusion indicates a promising potential for ICN in mobile ad hoc communication, i.e., since messages are forwarded based on (content or service) names and not endpoint identifiers, service discovery could be integrated even more efficiently with information-centric than host-based routing protocols.

2.2.2 Relation between Content Discovery and ICN Routing Protocols

Routing in ICN is equivalent to finding a content source for a given content name (or a service provider for a given service name). Consequently, there is no clear differentiation between routing and content discovery protocols in related ICN literature. Due to loop-free forwarding in NDN, Interests can be flooded or forwarded over multiple faces to find content sources [76, 75, 227]. An overview of current ICN routing protocols can be found in Section 2.1. However, routing protocols are essentially used to configure forwarding entries in the FIB in a transparent way, i.e., without users noticing it. In addition due to name aggregation in NDN, routing protocols may only configure content prefixes, which are enough for routing, but they do not provide information about content published under these prefixes. Some ICN content discovery protocols use Bloom Filters to exchange content availability information of local caches among neighbors [219, 133, 134]. However, since caches are only short-term storage and may contain only partial files, these approaches may result in a huge overhead. Furthermore, it is not possible to describe arbitrary content names with Bloom Filters but only content objects or segments of known content collections. Yet, in opportunistic scenarios with limited content availability, content names may not be known a-priori and users may want to know what content can be locally retrieved.

In Chapter 4, we investigate opportunistic content discovery in NDN namespaces based on one-hop broadcast requests. Broadcast requests enable *implicit content discovery* in wireless networks since Data is returned in response to Interest messages only if it is available. In combination with longest-prefix matching of Interest and Data messages, implicit content discovery enables users to request content even before it is created or to find different resources, e.g., different temperature sensors or base stations, for the same name prefixes without knowing the complete name of the resources [213, 217, 52, 45]. Since the same content objects, i.e., copies, may be downloaded and stored at repositories and caches of multiple nodes, broadcast discovery requests are answered via broadcast replies to enable duplicate suppression (if another node transmits an identical content object).
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2.3 Host-based Wireless Ad-hoc Networking

Mobile ad-hoc networks (MANETs) are composed of mobile nodes that create ad-hoc connections among themselves to enable communication in areas without communication infrastructures. MANETs have been an active research area for more than two decades and diverse proactive and reactive routing protocols have been proposed [81, 122, 159, 158]. Yet, most existing MANET routing protocols establish paths between endpoints and, therefore, do not work well in case of frequent node failures or high mobility. Although multi-path routing [192] has been proposed to increase robustness of end-to-end communication, it also increases communication overhead. Furthermore, individual paths are still prone to link failures. In this subsection, we give a brief overview of the most relevant host-based wireless routing protocols, which are still used in wireless networks and have influenced information-centric wireless routing protocols (see next subsection).

2.3.1 Proactive Routing

Optimized Link State Routing (OLSR) [121] and its successor OLSRv2 [80] are proactive routing protocols. Each node stores a routing table with all available destinations and the number of hops to reach them. To reduce broadcast transmissions, multipoint relays (MPR) are selected among one-hop neighbors. To do that, each node periodically transmits hello messages with neighbor information to its one-hop neighbors. MPR selectors are selected such that two-hop neighbors can be reached in the most efficient way. Because the MPR set is re-calculated in case of topology changes, OLSR/OLSRv2 target rather static and low mobility networks.

2.3.2 Reactive Routing

Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) [123] is a reactive source routing protocol, where senders include the complete forwarding node sequence in packet headers. To know which nodes to select, senders need to perform route discovery via broadcast. Forwarding nodes include their node IDs and updated hop distances in the packet before re-broadcasting it. When reply packets return on the reverse path via unicast, senders know the complete path to the destination and can remember it. Route maintenance mechanisms are applied to detect path breaks before discovering new routes to the same destinations.

Ad-hoc On-Demand Distance Vector Routing (AODV) [159] and its successor AODVv2 [158], which has been formerly named Dynamic MANET On-demand Routing Protocol (DYMO), are other reactive routing protocols. Similar to DSR, path discovery is performed via broadcast until a node has been found which knows the destination. Then, reply packets return on the reverse path via unicast. However, different from DSR, no information is included into the packets but soft states (source node, destination node, broadcast ID, sequence number) are established in all forwarding nodes. Forwarding paths are deleted automatically if they are not
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used for a specific time. If links break, route maintenance mechanisms are applied to discover new routes to the same destinations.

2.3.3 Geographic Routing

Geographic routing protocols forward messages based on location information, e.g., GPS or other localization techniques, towards the geographic location of a destination. Examples of such protocols are the Greedy Perimeter Stateless Routing (GPSR) [124], where packets are forwarded to the closest neighbor towards a destination, the Distance Routing Effect Algorithm for Mobility (DREAM) [57], where packets are forwarded in the direction of an expected region (where the destination is assumed), or Terminodes routing [59], which uses greedy geographic routing to cover long distances towards a destination region and proactive routing (based on local routing tables) within the destination region. Most routing protocols require periodic beacons that include a node’s geographic location but there are also approaches without beaconing, e.g., BLR [104].

Geographic routing protocols are in general robust to topology changes, but they require additional information, i.e., each node needs to know its own location and the source needs to know the location of the destination. In general, obtaining accurate location information is not a trivial task, e.g., collected information may expire quickly in case of high mobility and reliable localization mechanisms are required for indoor and outdoor environments. Furthermore, position-based forwarding may result in an increased processing overhead because forwarding decisions (compare coordinates in each packet with own location) need to be performed at every node for every packet.

2.3.4 Data-Centric Routing

Routing in Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs, see [33] for a survey) has similarities to CCN because routing is data-centric, i.e., data is requested based on names while node IDs of responding nodes are not important. A popular data-centric WSN routing protocol is Directed Diffusion (DD) [116]. In DD, a sink broadcasts interests for names to find sensors with matching data. The interests establish soft states in forwarding nodes such that data can travel at a low rate via unicast on the reverse path. In contrast to CCN, these soft states are not deleted after receiving a data packet but maintained to receive data at a specific rate until they expire. A sink can reinforce soft states positively (higher data rate) or negatively (lower data rate). Despite similarities to CCN, data-centric WSN routing protocols cannot be used as general purpose MANET routing protocols. Since sensor networks are built for a specific purpose, e.g., monitoring the temperature, sensors can understand data values and aggregate them. In CCN, data aggregation is not possible by intermediate nodes because they i) may not understand the data and ii) would need to create and add new signatures when modifying data. Furthermore, WSNs target typically rather static scenarios with a sink node that collects rather redundant data
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from multiple sensors, while MANETs can be highly mobile comprising multiple requesters and diverse content sources.

2.4 Information-Centric Routing Protocols

Information-centric networking (ICN) has been proposed to address security and scalability issues of current host-based communication. In contrast to host-based communication, requests are routed based on names towards content sources and are not based on endpoint identifiers. If the connectivity to a content source breaks, e.g., because the distance becomes too long, it is not required to establish a new path to the same source or perform handovers to connect to a new source. Instead, requesters can implicitly find content at sources or caches nearby. In this section, we give an overview of existing wired and wireless ICN routing protocols.

2.4.1 Wired Routing Protocols

Routing Protocols for Static Networks

OSPFN [216] and NLSR [112] are link-state routing protocols, which have been proposed for wired NDN networks. These protocols disseminate routing updates (with information of physical links between named routers, together with content prefixes) through the entire network. Each router can then build a complete network topology, i.e., containing all routers with associated content prefixes, to calculate multiple paths (faces) for each name prefix in the FIB. Since Interest aggregation and caching prevents routing loops, FIB entries can contain more than one face. Recently, a more efficient link state routing protocol (smaller communication and storage complexity than OSPFN and NLSR) called Link State Content Routing (LSCR) [106] has been proposed. Similar to OSPFN and NLSR, LSCR learns the complete network topology of named routers. However, instead of flooding publisher information of all publishers (as OSPFN and NLSR), LSCR propagates publisher information only from preferred publishers (king anchors), which can be selected in a distributed way at each router. Yet, OSPFN, NLSR and LSCR target rather static networks without frequent changes in topology and content availability to avoid many path updates.

Mobility Support

NDN supports consumer mobility because Interests are routed based on configured FIB entries from a requester’s position to a content source [199, 44]. In contrast, source mobility is more complex because forwarding entries (location of the content source) may change. To address global source mobility, naming structures using proxy-based resolution (indirection) [131, 107] and location/identity splits [168, 108, 125] have been proposed. A locator is a prefix that defines the location
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(Point of Attachment), where the device is attached. For example, by using temporal name components in the form /<Point of Attachment>/<Device Id>/<prefix>/ content that is generated and located at a specific device can be moved together with the device to another location (Point of Attachment).

Optimized Routing to Off-Path Caches

Routes to original content sources can be configured via routing protocols for static networks as described above. To detect routes to alternative content sources closer to the requester, which may not be on a configured path to the original content source, optimizations are required. Bloom filters [133, 219] have been proposed to exchange caching information among neighbors. However, nodes would need to guarantee minimal cache validity times in order to be useful.

In the context of NDN routing, the concept of adaptive Interest forwarding [228] has been investigated. Since FIB entries may contain multiple forwarding faces for the same content prefix (without risking routing loops), requirements on individual forwarding faces can be relaxed, e.g., forwarding faces may only indicate locations where the content may be found with high probability (but without certainty). Based on successful Data retrievals, forwarding nodes can select which FIB face to use in the next transmission. Further work [227] has indicated that routing protocols are mainly used to bootstrap message forwarding in communication networks and probing (adaptive Interest forwarding) can be used to select the best performing configured face.

Following this concept, another approach [76] floods Interest for the most popular content (which may be stored in many nodes) to find new off-path content sources nearby and uses controlled forwarding based on configured FIB entries for less popular content. Due to flooding, the number of required FIB entries can be reduced at the expense of slightly more Interest transmissions. Further work [75] uses an exploration phase where Interests are forwarded over the shortest configured path to a permanent content copy and at the same time additionally over a randomly selected face to discover temporal content copies in caches. In the following exploitation phase, Interests are forwarded only over the best face (learned from exploration phase) until the performance over the selected face degrades. In this case, a new exploration phase is started.

Another approach [111] proposes a tracker-based caching scheme, where network nodes can register cached content at a tracker server. The network is divided into sub-systems and each sub-system has a separate tracker server. Routing is based on an indirection approach where Interests are first forwarded to the local tracker server to check if another node in the same sub-system has a cached Data copy. Only if no cached copy can be found, the Interest is further forwarded towards the original content source.
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2.4.2 Wireless Routing Protocols

Different from wired networks, the topology of mobile ad-hoc networks may change dynamically. Analytical work [206] has shown that the cost of maintaining routing information in mobile networks may overwhelm the benefits of structured solutions. Thus, flooding may be beneficial in networks with high host churn.

Broadcast Protocols with Node Identifiers

Listen-First-Broadcast-Later (LFBL) [143] is the first on-demand MANET routing protocol for named data networking. Similar to DSR, LFBL adds additional information to all messages but in contrast to DSR only source/destination endpoints (node IDs) and hop counters are added instead of a complete node sequence. Similar to AODVv2, nodes that overhear transmissions can store distance information to endpoints locally. However, in contrast to existing MANET routing protocols, all messages are broadcasted. Forwarders delay re-broadcasting of messages based on the distance from previous senders, i.e., the longer the distance the shorter is the delay. E-CHANET [41] is a similar approach for pedestrian mobility. Similar to LFBL, all messages contain a source node ID of the requester, a destination node ID of the content provider and a hop count for the distance. The same mechanisms have also been used for Content-Centric Vehicular Networking (CCVN) [37].

However, when node IDs are added to both Interest and Data messages, the communication is not strictly information-centric anymore since node IDs of providers matter and provider handovers [41] are required. Furthermore, Interest aggregation for multiple requesters becomes more complex because of different node IDs and (potentially) different hop distances. In addition, the hop distance to content providers may be inaccurate in case of mobility and cached Data. If hop distances and node IDs need to be updated at every hop, they cannot be protected by the publisher’s signature making them susceptible to attacks.

Broadcast Protocols without Node Identifiers

Wireless ICN communication without endpoint identifiers has been mainly investigated in the context of vehicular networks. It has been shown that name prefixes can be used to quickly find resources that provide certain content [213]. This is beneficial for high-speed mobility, when connectivity to a content source is short and topology discovery would take too much time. In particular, it has been shown [213] that NDN outperforms MobileIP for vehicular communication with high speeds because NDN requests can seamlessly retrieve content from any vehicle or base station while MobileIP requires handovers (delays until regaining connectivity) when moving from one base station to another. Since computers carried by vehicles may have significantly more storage and energy than mobile handheld devices, all NDN communication can be performed via broadcast and all overheard traffic can be cached, even unsolicited content for which no Interests have been transmitted (no matching PIT entries). Further work [217] has proposed a naming
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design for mobile Data collection (without evaluations). All Interests are transmitted via broadcast such that they can be satisfied by neighboring nodes. Data mules may overhear and cache broadcast communication for later redistribution to consumers. Several mechanisms have been proposed to enable efficient multi-hop broadcast communication [214]. A collision avoidance timer delays message forwarding randomly to avoid collisions and duplicate transmissions. A pushing timer delays messages based on a node’s distance from the content source enabling nodes farther away to re-broadcast packets earlier to make more progress. However, if multiple vehicles have a similar distance from a content source such as in dense environments, pushing timers, i.e., intervals of potential forwarding delay values, may need to be either large (to reduce the probability that multiple vehicles send a packet at the same time) or they may result in many duplicate transmissions. Therefore, we present a different approach for multi-hop broadcast communication based on preferred forwarders in Chapter 8. Intermediate nodes that overhear a Data transmission from other nodes slightly before their own transmission conclude that they are not required for the transmission (non-preferred forwarders) and delay subsequent Interest transmissions more, i.e., they increase an Interest Forwarding Delay (IFD), while other nodes assume that they are preferred and slightly decrease their IFDs. This simple strategy enables intermediate nodes to use initially large IFDs to prevent duplicate transmissions but the throughput increases with time when preferred and non-preferred forwarders have been identified, i.e., IFDs of preferred forwarders tend to zero. Preferred forwarders are particularly efficient in rather static networks, but efficiency may decrease in highly mobile networks when preferred forwarders may regularly move away.

Geographical Routing Protocols

To route messages quickly over large distances, geographic routing protocols are beneficial. While location information encoded in names [214, 217] may enable traffic information to be quickly forwarded further away from where it was originated, it would also require forwarding strategies to understand name semantics. To avoid complex forwarding strategies based on name semantics, a Link Adaptation Layer (LAL) [100] has been proposed to enable broadcast support and location information for raw 802.11 frames. LAL is a layer 2.5 protocol that appends location information as additional header to all transmitted MAC messages. By that, each node can compute the distance between the sender and itself and trigger forwarding timers based on it. Besides a GPS receiver, LAL requires every node to have a digital map to locate nodes on the map. Messages are forwarded with a delay based on the distance to the previous node: the shorter is the distance, the longer is the wait. If the same transmission is overheard from another node, LAL locates the forwarder on the digital map. If the other forwarder is closer to the destination, forwarding can be suppressed.

Navigo [101] is an extension for geographic routing based on LAL. The main idea is to bind content names to a producer’s geographic area and guide Interests
towards these areas, which are 200m × 200m squares on a digital map. In a discovery phase, requesters send Interests in all directions to find a content source. Responders attach their geographic area in returned data packets such that future requests can be directed towards the same area. LAL has been extended to map geographic areas to faces (Geo Faces). The FIB can then store name mappings to Geo Faces.

Navigo provides similar advantages (robustness) and disadvantages (accurate localization, processing overhead) as regular geographic routing protocols (see Subsection 2.3.3). In addition, Navigo supports quick content retrieval from the nearest content source due to ICN broadcast communication. However, since broadcast requests address multiple nodes at the same time, broadcast delays are required to enable overhearing of Data transmissions and suppress duplicates (see Subsection 2.1.1). With ubiquitous caching, content density increases drastically and even more nodes may be able to return Data in response to broadcast Interests. As we show in Chapter 6, a high content density may require large broadcast delays to limit duplicate Data transmissions. However, large broadcast delays decrease wireless throughput such that in case of short contacts to content sources (no continuous connectivity) content downloads may not be completed in time.

Broadcast Discovery - Unicast Content Retrieval

While broadcast delays are necessary for broadcast communication, they are not required during unicast transmissions. Therefore, it may be beneficial to avoid broadcast communication whenever unicast communication is possible. Reactive Optimistic Name-based Routing (RONR) [55] is a routing protocol that has been developed for static sensor networks. RONR is based on flooding to find a content source and dynamically configuring unicast faces in the FIB on the reverse path. After a discovery phase (broadcast), subsequent Data can be retrieved from the content source via unicast. In static IoT scenarios, RONR can reduce the number of radio transmissions by 50% compared to broadcast and, thus, save energy on resource constrained devices. However, RONR has not been designed for and evaluated in mobile ad-hoc networks with changing connectivity patterns that require dynamic Interest forwarding strategies and FIB update mechanisms.

In Chapter 6, we present Dynamic Unicast (DU), which has been developed independently at the same time as RONR. Similar to RONR, DU creates dynamic unicast faces to content sources after a broadcast discovery, but different from RONR, connectivity to neighbor nodes can change dynamically with DU. We show that DU is not only beneficial in static networks but also for opportunistic one-hop content retrieval because it increases throughput during (short) connectivity periods to content sources, i.e., no broadcast delays, and reduces the number of duplicate Data transmissions. In Chapter 9, we show that DU can be extended to work efficiently for mobile multi-hop communication. In particular, we show that DU can still aggregate Interests and cache Data on multi-hop paths such that only a fraction of all messages reaches content sources. Furthermore, retransmissions do not need
to be performed over the entire path but can be satisfied from the nearest cache. The described mechanisms do not require localization mechanisms, such as GPS coordinates, and can be used without modifications of NDN Interest and Data messages. For multi-hop DU, we do not limit Interest flooding to a certain number of hops (to find a content source) because hop counters were not available in NDN Interest messages [5, 14], but are available only in CCNx 1.0 [149]. Yet, a recent study [215] shows that scoped flooding, e.g., limiting flooding to only 3 hops, may be more efficient than unlimited flooding (gain vs. message overhead). This observation is orthogonal to our developments, i.e., by introducing hop counters in NDN Interest messages, scoped flooding can be easily integrated with multi-hop DU to further increase message efficiency.

2.5 Retransmission Timers for NDN

Interest lifetimes can be considered as retransmission timers because they define when Interests can be retransmitted, i.e., only after previous Interests have expired and have been removed from the PIT (due to Interest aggregation). The default Interest lifetime in CCNx is 4 seconds, but there are approaches to apply adaptive Interest lifetimes for congestion control in ICN. Early works [154] use an Interest lifetime based on TCP’s retransmission timeout (RTO) [36]. TCP’s RTO uses an exponential moving average (sRTT) of current and past round trip times (RTTs) and the variance of RTT values (rttV AR) as follows.

\[
\begin{align*}
    sRTT &= 0.8 \times sRTT + 0.2 \times RTT \\
    rttV AR &= 0.75 \times rttV AR + 0.25 \times abs(sRTT - RTT) \\
    RTO &= sRTT + 4 \times rttV AR
\end{align*}
\]

The RTO has a lower bound of 1s and in case of a timeout, it is doubled up to a maximum value.

The TimeoutEstimator [62, 61] is similar to TCP [117] but it uses a smaller gain for the RTT variance, i.e., 0.125 instead of 0.25. In addition to TCP, the retransmission timer is multiplied with a factor 2 to ensure that the requestTO, i.e., the Interest lifetime, is larger than RTT values.

\[
\begin{align*}
    err &= RTT - sRTT \\
    sRTT &= sRTT + 0.125 \times err \\
    rttV AR &= rttV AR + 0.125 \times (abs(err) - rttV AR) \\
    RTO &= sRTT + 4 \times rttV AR \\
    requestTO &= 2 \times RTO
\end{align*}
\]

ICP [65] uses another approach based on the history of RTT measurements. The retransmission timer is based on the minimum value and the midrange of minimum and maximum RTT samples over the last 20 measurements as follows.

\[
RTO = RTT_{min} + 0.5 \times (RTT_{max} - RTT_{min})
\]
Exponential moving averages without variance considerations have been applied in CHoPCoP [231]. There, the variance of RTT samples is neglected but instead $s_{RTT}$ is multiplied with “6” to ensure that Interest lifetimes are not a limiting factor. Then, routers need to explicitly signal congestion back to requesters if they are overloaded.

Recent works argue that RTT calculations need to consider the IDs of content sources that served the content due to caching [171] and multi-homing [66, 62] which may result in varying path delays. Similarly, provider IDs have been proposed [40] for multi-homing in wireless information-centric networks. However, individual Interest lifetimes in [40] are still based on TCP’s RTO.

In Chapter 10, we evaluate existing retransmission timers in wireless multi-hop scenarios with one content source and multiple requesters. Furthermore, we describe two algorithms for information-centric wireless multi-hop communication, i.e., one that considers RTT variability and one that does not, and compare it to existing algorithms (described in this section). While most existing works are based on simplified implementations and simulations, we have implemented all algorithms in CCNx and evaluated them by emulations not only in terms of content retrieval times but also message overhead.

2.6 Delay-Tolerant Communication

Delay-tolerant Networking (DTN) addresses communication in challenged networks with intermittent connectivity (large intercontact times between nodes and lack of instantaneous end-to-end paths). In some DTNs, e.g., for interplanetary communication, connectivity patterns are known and communication can be planned, while in extreme terrestrial environments, connectivity patterns are unpredictable and unknown. The latter case is often also denoted as opportunistic networking, a subset of delay-tolerant networking. The main goal of opportunistic networking is to exploit contact opportunities between users to support best-effort content and service interactions where fixed network infrastructure may not be available or only at a high cost.

2.6.1 Delay-Tolerant Architecture and the Bundle Protocol

The Delay-Tolerant Networking Architecture [68, 90] evolved from the Interplanetary Network (IPN) architecture [69], which proposed a store-and-forward overlay network to support Internet-like services across long interplanetary distances. The Bundle protocol (BP) [179] describes a delay-tolerant protocol stack to exchange bundle messages and support intermittent connectivity. A bundle is the core protocol data unit, which contains multiple blocks with meta data and application data. Bundles are large in size but they can be fragmented similar to IP fragmentation. Every node that runs the bundle protocol has a bundle protocol agent (BPA), one or more convergence layer adapters (CLA) and an application agent (AA). The BPA is
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the core component of the bundle protocol: it offers the BP services, e.g., registrations in bundle endpoints (see below) or transmissions of bundles, and executes the procedures of the bundle protocol. CLAs send and receive bundles on behalf of the BPA. Several convergence layers (CLs) have been proposed including TCP-based protocol adaptations for DTNs [83] or datagram based protocols [127]. The AA uses the Bundle protocol to request or accept the delivery of application specific content. Bundle nodes can register in bundle endpoints, which are described by Uniform Resource Identifiers (URIs). Based on bundle endpoint registrations, the BPA sends and receives bundles and delivers it to the AA. Bundles are transmitted in bursts and are stored locally until the next forwarding opportunity arises. To reduce the burden of caching content, nodes can delegate responsibility for storage and retransmission to custodians on the path. Although the bundle protocol is push-based, there have been some efforts, e.g., the Bundle Protocol Query Extension Block [92], to enable applications to query storages of nodes along a path.

Delay-tolerant networking (DTN) and information-centric networking (ICN) have many similarities [91, 197] such in-network storage, late bindings of content to locations, data longevity and flexible routing. There are even structural similarities between the CCN/NDN and the BP architecture: both have a core component for message registrations and transmissions, i.e., called CCND in CCNx or BPA in BP, and both can run applications that communicate via the core component, i.e., applications in CCNx or application-specific elements of the AA in BP. However, the main difference between both concepts is that ICN focuses on named data in rather well-connected networks while DTN focuses on network contacts and named endpoints in disruptive environments with high delays.

2.6.2 Pocket Switched Networks (PSNs)

Pocket Switched Networking (PSN) [115, 173] addresses delay-tolerant networking on mobile devices, e.g., smart phones, to exploit storage capabilities and short-range data transfer protocols for content exchange. While the DTN architecture [68] is based on host-centric addressing using endpoint identifiers, PSNs use data-centric communication where mobile devices exchange content exploiting social characteristics of the humans carrying the devices. Haggle [191] describes a popular data-centric network architecture for opportunistic networks. Data is described by keywords and users have profiles, i.e., node descriptions, which are disseminated in the network. When the profile matches data on another user’s device, the device pushes matching data to the owner of the profile. Data discovery and dissemination is triggered when a device meets a new neighbor or via periodic updates for existing neighbors. There is no multi-hop communication and routing is replaced by the mobility of the nodes. PodNet [136, 105] is a similar approach, where users transmit periodic hello beacons to detect neighbors before connecting to them. Content is then exchanged pairwise by a solicitation protocol. The successor project of Haggle, called SCAMPI [161], has developed a service-oriented platform for mobile and pervasive networks. It contains a communication subsys-
tem, which is responsible for the detection of neighboring peers and the exchange of messages. Direct peer sensing mechanisms are applied to discover peers and services within communication range based on IP multicast or static IP discovery. To discover nodes further away, the platform defines transitive peer discovery, where nodes exchange information about other nodes they have discovered.

The ongoing Umobile [24] project develops a universal mobile-centric and opportunistic communication architecture that combines Delay-Tolerant Networking (DTN) and Information-Centric Networking (ICN) principles in a common framework to meet the requirements of the Future Internet. This includes several aspects such as content discovery [215], service support in challenged networks [174], infrastructure support to detect and predict mobility patterns [142] or pervasive data sharing [148].

2.6.3 DTN Routing Protocols
Routing in DTNs [120] has been studied for more than a decade. Many DTN routing protocols [139] have been proposed such as Epidemic Routing [203], where a node copies its messages to all nodes that it encounters, Spray-and-Wait [186], which limits the number of forwarded copies, or prediction-based forwarding based on the history of past encounters [138]. In recent years, increasingly more DTN routing protocols rely on social characteristics [233] to improve message delivery. Based on neighbor discovery [153], nodes can create a contact graph to detect communities as well as extract centrality, similarity and friendship characteristics for more efficient forwarding. Nodes that regularly see each other are reliable message carriers because they belong to the same community while nodes that have long-lasting and regular contacts may be considered as friends, who may even share common interests [233]. However, mapping contacts to social relations is complex and DTN routing performance heavily depends on how the mapping (contact aggregation) is performed [114].

2.6.4 Delay-Tolerant Information-Centric Networking
By targeting named data rather than node endpoints, ICN is promising for DTN communication because requesters can quickly find and retrieve desired content if available at any neighboring device. CEDO [87] is a first approach to extend CCNx with DTN functionality. Interests stay in the PIT until they are satisfied. Whenever a contact is detected (through periodic hello beacons), a message that summarizes all pending Interests is transmitted. A receiver of such a message sends back all Data messages that it has in the cache. Regular Interest forwarding via FIB is disabled. Another approach [146] introduces the concept of logical faces for communication in disaster scenarios. It assumes that communities (location where content can be retrieved and from where Interests have originated) are static and mobile mules forward messages between communities. Logical faces are used to map communities to physical interfaces. Whenever mules reach the corresponding
communities, the logical faces become active and Data can be retrieved based on information in the PIT.

Both approaches [87, 146] keep Interest messages in the PIT until nodes encounter the desired content source or community. However, NDN content may contain multiple segments, which need to be requested individually and, typically, the requester does not know the content size until receiving the final segment. Thus, a requester does not know how many Interests are required to retrieve the content and there is no immediate feedback when content transfer is finished (delay-tolerant content retrieval via data mules). If too few Interests are forwarded by a requester, a data mule may not retrieve the complete content and may need to travel several times between communities. Too many Interests, however, result in inefficient PIT memory management. Since both approaches [87, 146] modify NDN message processing and message structures significantly, they are incompatible to regular (multi-hop) NDN protocols for well-connected networks.

In Chapter 11, we describe agent-based content retrieval (ACR). ACR is an information-centric delay-tolerant networking approach that does not require any modifications to regular NDN message processing because DTN support is provided by application modules above NDN layers. Requesters can delegate content retrieval to agent applications on neighbor devices, which move closer to content sources, can retrieve content and return it to requesters. Hence, ACR can exploit human mobility [142] or public transportation systems [126] to enable delay-tolerant (best-effort) communication. There are DTN studies [56] showing that by offloading delay-tolerant data onto cars of daily commuting traffic (e.g., to migrate large data portions between data centers), high cumulative bandwidths can be achieved, e.g., a cumulative bandwidth of 10 Gbps if 20% of all vehicles participate with 1TB of storage. In particular, if content retrieval does not have any strict time constraints, delay-tolerant communication may enable energy-efficient communication [204] even if multi-hop routing may be possible. ACR may support efficient opportunistic networking because it can exploit implicit content discovery via NDN broadcast requests and does not require periodic neighbor (device) discovery. In fact, from an information-centric perspective, it may be questionable whether device discovery is required at all because the existence of neighbor devices does not reveal any information about available content or the neighbor’s ability and willingness to perform certain tasks. Instead, nodes can transmit request messages when they are interested in content or services, and neighbor nodes would only answer (become a contact) if they can satisfy the request.

ACR can be combined with regular NDN multi-hop communication because NDN message processing is not modified. This is important in many situations where DTN communication may be dynamically used only for a certain time, e.g., if central communication infrastructures are temporarily not available, or at a certain place, e.g., to cover remote areas. However, after a short time people may be using the infrastructure again, e.g., when arriving at home or at work. Then, they may want to resume incomplete downloads or upload collected information without converting and re-signing it.
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2.7 Network Coding in Information-Centric Networks

2.7.1 Existing Coding Approaches

The potential of network coding in Information-centric networks has been first discussed in [147]. Random linear network coding has been used to encode multiple packets (chunks) together. Hence, instead of sending the original (uncombined) packets, senders transmit network coded packets over multiple paths. Network coding decreases the probability to send duplicates of the same packet and increases packet diversity in the network. Therefore, received packets have higher probability to be useful for decoding. Network coding requires additional header fields in both Interest and Data messages: Interest messages contain a flag indicating whether the response should be network coded and Data messages require an additional header with the coefficients used for encoding.

Motivated by [147], CodingCache [225], a caching extension with network coding, has been proposed. Simulations show that network coding can increase cache hit rate due to cache diversity. This is due to the re-encoding process (network coding), which is performed in intermediate nodes to improve packet diversity. Furthermore, Interests are forwarded uniformly at random to maximize the overall cache hit rate. An analytical study on network coding in NDN [140] proposes offline solutions that increase network efficiency by dynamically exploiting network-coded caching and multicasting. The solutions are examined in a butterfly network and the evaluations show that random linear coded caching and multicasting is sufficient for achieving minimum cost caching-aided multicast. Linear network coding has also been employed in a software-defined networking (SDN) based controller framework [212] for efficient cache management and content routing. Furthermore, a content aware delivery scheme for scalable video transmissions has been proposed [60]. The approach uses prioritized random linear network coding to account for different video layers that have unequal importance. Then, a rate allocation optimization problem is formulated and the authors show that their approach achieves a close to optimal performance. More recent work [172] has integrated a network coding framework into CCNx and re-designed the way how Interest and Data messages are processed. Evaluations in butterfly and selected PlanetLab topologies show notably shorter content retrieval times compared to original CCNx.

2.7.2 Limitations of Existing Coding Approaches

Although existing works [147, 225, 140, 212, 60, 172] seem to be very promising, they do not consider the implications of the proposed modifications on (and limitations of) Information-centric networks. All the approaches use additional headers for network coding and process the messages similar to regular network traffic. However, since the foundation of Information-centric networks are names, i.e., content objects should be uniquely identified and processed by their name, net-
work coding should also be reflected in the content name and not only by message flags. Otherwise, it might be possible that two content objects have the same name (with and without message flags), which would violate the “uniqueness” of names.

The matching process in NDN is deterministic: if the same Interest is retransmitted, the same segment will be retrieved. However, existing network coding approaches assume that during the matching process a random combination of chunks is encoded and returned. If matching is turned into a random process at the CCND \[60, 172\], retrieving missing pieces of information becomes more complex. Below we discuss three approaches to retrieve innovative (non-duplicate) Data with Interests containing only a prefix of the Data name.

1. The first approach is based on a deterministic CCND, i.e., an unmodified CCNx implementation. To avoid the retrieval of duplicate Data, additional information about already received chunks need to be included in Interest messages. Exclude filters have been proposed \[5\] for this purpose, but they have disadvantages. Specifically, the sizes of Interest messages would increase with the number of excluded packets and this would introduce additional delays for Interest transmission and matching (to potential Data). Furthermore, it would not be possible to transmit multiple Interests with the same name prefix simultaneously via the same face because the PIT would prevent it (Interest aggregation), i.e., Exclude filters are not considered for forwarding but only in the matching process. If multiple Interests with Exclude filters could still be transmitted, only one Data message that is not included in the Exclude filters could satisfy all Interests. Thus, Interests with Exclude filters need to follow a stop-and-wait strategy, i.e., Interest transmission after Data reception, and cannot use pipelining.

2. The second approach \[60\] modifies NDN message processing at the CCND and integrates Bloom Filters in Interest and Data messages indicating the client IDs that are interested in the content. Thus, the design is not strictly information-centric anymore and the scheme may not be scalable for an increasing number of clients (to be included in Bloom Filters). In addition, the comparison of client IDs in Bloom Filters of Interest and Data messages is significantly more complex than prefix matching in original NDN. Since Interests from the same clients would look the same (same Bloom Filters), Interest processing in the PIT is modified to enable the forwarding of identical Interests from the same clients (like pipelining, but there is no upper limit) and prevent forwarding of identical Interests from different clients. Then, a returned Data message does only consume one of the Interests and the content source is responsible to transmit sufficiently innovative Data for the same clients (same Bloom Filter).

3. The third approach, called NetCodCCN \[172\], also modifies NDN message processing at the CCND. Instead of adding additional information in Interests, routers remember in the content store whether they have already
forwarded a Data message or not. By this, a router can avoid sending the same Data twice over the same face. However, such an approach has limitations. First, the amount of state information in each router would increase significantly. Currently, only the PIT keeps state information for the duration of an Interest lifetime (at maximum), but still several concerns [209, 98] have been raised that this may overload a router’s memory. Additional information for network coding would need to be stored for an even longer time than an Interest lifetime. In particular, the decision how long information should be kept is not straightforward. Second, the content store has a limited size and content may be replaced frequently. However, after the removal of a Data message, also all state information would be removed such that duplicate Data transmissions can not be avoided. Hence, the content store would need to guarantee a minimum lifetime for each network coded Data message (which may not always be possible due to the content store’s limited size). Third, if all knowledge is stored in routers, dynamic networking and consumer mobility can not be supported. For example, if consumers move to a new location, information at the new router may not be accurate and information from the old router cannot be used anymore. NetCodCCN enables the transmission of multiple concurrent Interests but there is no upper limit (maximum pipeline size) and the decision whether to forward an Interest is more complex than in original NDN, i.e., it is based on the expected number of innovative Data messages to be received within the Interest lifetime and the number of already forwarded Interest messages.

All three approaches result in an increased message processing overhead to i) match Interests with innovative Data, ii) transmit Interests and iii) re-encode Data at intermediate nodes. Furthermore, all network coding approaches [147, 225, 140, 212, 60, 172] do not consider security aspects of NDN. Since a content publisher signs every Data message, re-encoding by means of network coding is equivalent to generating new content with a new signature. Thus, re-encoding can not be performed transparently at intermediate nodes without requesters noticing it. If the generated network coded packets are not signed, malicious nodes could interfere with the communication by introducing single bogus messages. If nodes that apply network coding would sign messages, transitive trust models would be required.

### 2.7.3 Raptor Codes

Raptor codes [181] belong (like network codes) to the family of fountain codes [64]. However, unlike other fountain codes, Raptor codes have linear encoding and decoding times, hence, they are appealing for real-time data delivery in mobile and wireless networks that consist of low cost devices. Raptor codes are endowed with the rateless property that permits the generation of a potentially unlimited number of encoded packets from a given set of source packets $K$. Raptor codes perform similarly to Reed-Solomon codes and are characterized by a very small
communication overhead $\epsilon$ that is typically in the range $[3\%, 5\%]$. Hence, $K \cdot (1 + \epsilon)$ packets should have been received before content can be successfully decoded. Obviously, Raptor codes have only probabilistic guarantees of decoding, i.e., when the number of received packets $N$ exceeds $K$, Raptor codes can be decoded with a probability that increases with $N$. When Raptor codes are used in networks with diversity, e.g., overlay networks, the communication systems take advantage of enhanced packet diversity to cope with loss without requiring Automatic Repeat-Request (ARQ) messages. Although Raptor codes are traditionally applied end-to-end, they can also be combined with network codes [193] to further enhance the resilience of communication systems.

Raptor encoding has two phases. First, packets are encoded by a pre-coder, e.g., a LDPC [97] encoder, and then the resulting (pre-coded) packets are fed into a LT encoder that combines them by means of XOR coding to generate the Raptor encoded packets. The number (degree) of combined packets depends on a carefully designed degree distribution function. Raptor encoded packets are augmented with a header that can be the seed of a pseudorandom generator used for deciding which packets have been combined to generate an encoded packet. This header is required, as Raptor codes have an implicit coding structure, i.e., neither the number of encoded packets is known a priori nor the packets that have been encoded together.

The application of network coding in wireless communication systems [94] brings many benefits such as resilience to network dynamics, increased throughput and decreased content delivery times. In Chapter 7, we describe RC-NDN, which is an encoding scheme based on Raptor codes that reduces duplicate Data transmissions by increasing Data diversity during wireless NDN broadcast communication. RC-NDN does not require modifications to the CCND because basic NDN message processing is not modified. To avoid Exclude filters and, hence, enable pipelining (see Subsection 2.7.2), Interest messages contain IDs of encoded packets. Furthermore, in contrast to approaches 2 and 3 in Subsection 2.7.2, RC-NDN supports consumer mobility and does not require additional state information for forwarding at the CCND. However, to limit the processing overhead and avoid new signatures in intermediate nodes (in contrast to all network coding approaches [147, 225, 140, 212, 60, 172]), RC-NDN encodes packets only at content sources and does not perform re-encoding at intermediate nodes. Yet, RC-NDN shows significant improvements (shorter content retrieval times and fewer Data transmissions) over regular NDN in opportunistic one-hop broadcast communication.

### 2.8 Caching

Caching in information-centric networking has been subject to extensive research in recent years. In NDN, content is cached everywhere along the downloading path resulting in high cache redundancy. It has been shown that popular content tends to be cached at the leaves of the network [167] and, therefore, allocating more storage
resources to edge routers than core routers is beneficial in terms of performance [166] and energy consumption [135]. It has been shown [72] that caching less, e.g., caching content only in a subset of nodes along a path, can achieve more (better performance in terms of cache and server hit rates). To avoid redundant caching, several strategies have been proposed such as limiting the number of cached copies along the path to one [89], probabilistic caching based on distance from the content source [166], latency until a content object is retrieved [67], or applying network coding to ensure content diversity in caches [225, 212]. Other approaches are based on coordination for content deletion, e.g., pushing deleted content one-level upstream the caching hierarchy [137], adaptation of the number of cached chunks based on the content popularity [77] or redundancy elimination via fingerprints of content chunks [157].

Since the size of a content store (cache of the CCND in CCNx [27]) is very limited, cached content is only available for a rather short time. Hence, the content store can be considered as short-term cache to avoid retransmissions over the entire path to a content source in case of collisions or to synchronize multiple concurrent requesters of the same content. In the latter case, content stores can consolidate even slightly time shifted requests, depending on how long content is cached, to reduce network traffic. However, in some scenarios, short-term caching may not be enough and content needs to be stored persistently at the expense of slightly slower access times. In particular, if content should be available for a longer time, e.g., for delay-tolerant networking, custodian-based information sharing [118] or network caches to ensure high availability and performance similar to content distribution networks (CDNs), it should be stored persistently.

In Chapter 12, we investigate a persistent caching approach based on the repository implementation of CCNx 0.8.2. While every Data message in NDN needs to go through the content store (short-term cache), repositories can monitor the network traffic and store only a subset of content, e.g., non real-time traffic such as popular pictures or videos. Hence, persistent caching is orthogonal to existing ICN research on caching, because it can be combined with all (short-term) caching approaches. Our persistent caching approach is necessary for agent-based content retrieval (see Chapter 11) but it can also be used to store popular content in regional network caches. For example, YouTube traffic studies [235] indicate that there is no strong correlation between global and local popularity, i.e., videos of local interest may have higher local popularity. Furthermore, several studies of social networking services [223, 175, 169] report that user interests have significant homophily and locality characteristics. This means that people geographically close to each other may have similar trends in accessing content [218] because the users’ social relationships and interests are often clustered around commonalities in their locations [78]. Hence, regional caches or servers that provide (regionally) popular content can significantly reduce network traffic because many requests can be satisfied in the same geographic region [235, 223, 175, 169].
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Evaluation Methodology

In this chapter, we first give an overview over the CCNx versions used within this thesis. Then, we describe evaluation tools that were used (and partly developed) within this thesis. Finally, we describe performance parameters for the evaluation.

3.1 Software used within this Thesis

The work in this thesis has been performed in the context of a SBFI funded project on Enhanced Mobile Ad hoc Communication with Content-Centric Networks (project no. C10.0139). We based our investigations on open source implementations of CCNx. During the course of the project between April 2011 and April 2014, 25 incremental CCNx releases have been published [8]. Therefore, evaluations in different sections of this thesis may be performed with different versions of CCNx. In Table 3.1, we give an overview of all CCNx versions used in this thesis, together with the most important changes for our work. A more complete list of changes can be found at http://www.ccnx.org/releases/ccnx-0.8.2/NEWS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Version</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CCNx 0.4.2</td>
<td>Section 4.3</td>
<td>first used version</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCNx 0.6.0</td>
<td>Chapter 5</td>
<td>since CCNx 0.5.0: Repository implementation in C, Repository Sync Protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCNx 0.7.1</td>
<td>Section 11.4</td>
<td>since CCNx 0.6.1: new PIT data structure, improved handling of pending Interests, CCNx 0.6.1 - 0.7.1: improvements to Android CCNx services, improved Android stability.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCNx 0.8.2</td>
<td>Sections 4.4, 11.5 and Chapters 9, 10, 12</td>
<td>since CCNx 0.8.0: improved content store implementation, AnswerOriginKind=2 for generated Interests, unsolicited content becomes stale immediately since CCNx 0.8.2: refactored strategy layer, forwarding strategies (default, parallel, load sharing), enforced deletion of unsolicited content</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1: CCNx Versions in Evaluations.
Our first work with CCNx 0.4.2 was using the CCNx Java libraries to perform discovery operations. However, the Java libraries were missing many essential features of the C libraries such as header modifications of CCNx Interest messages, e.g., Interest lifetimes could not be modified. Because all required missing features had to be implemented separately (e.g., see [201]), we used the C libraries for all subsequent CCNx implementations. Since CCNx 0.5.0, a new more efficient repository implementation in C has been made available (the previous implementation was in Java). This enabled us to evaluate CCNx 0.6.0 on wireless mesh nodes without requiring Java. Although the PIT structure has been improved later in CCNx 0.6.1, we expect that it would have only a minor impact on our evaluations (if any, the results would be slightly better), because we only considered one-hop broadcast and no multi-hop communication. For our evaluations on Android smart phones, we used CCNx 0.7.1, which incorporates already all important CCNx Android features and updates. All other CCNx evaluations were based on CCNx 0.8.2, which features an improved and cleaner content store implementation (compared to 0.7.1) including a refactored strategy layer with three different forwarding strategies. By that, custom forwarding strategies could be integrated easier than before. Furthermore, unsolicited content (no matching entry in the PIT) becomes stale immediately upon reception, i.e., freshnessSeconds = 0. Since CCNx 0.8.2, the deletion of unsolicited content in the content store is enforced, which has an impact on our content discovery algorithms (see Subsection 4.4.4).

For the sake of conformity (and because NDNx also experienced major modifications in recent years, see also Subsection 2.1.2), we decided not to switch to NDNx in August 2013 but continue with CCNx until 0.8.2. Until August 2014, NDNx was still based on the CCNx source code and even now, NDNx 0.4.0 and CCNx 0.8.2 are conceptually very similar.

Because CCNx 1.0 differs substantially from CCNx 0.8.2, some approaches described in this thesis, e.g., content discovery in Chapter 4 and agent delegation in Chapter 11 may not be possible anymore in CCNx 1.0 (due to lacking support for Exclude filters and longest-prefix matching for Interest and Data messages). Yet, these mechanisms can still be supported in NDNx 0.4.0. Thus, future developments for information-centric wireless networks should rather be based on NDNx.

### 3.2 Evaluation Methods

When we started our work on Named Data Networking in 2011, CCNx was new and no evaluation methodology had been established yet. During the course of this thesis, we have, therefore, performed evaluations in different ways, i.e., by measurements on real wireless devices, via simulations or emulations.
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3.2.1 Simulations with OMNeT++

For repeatable and scalable evaluations in mobile and wireless networks, we have implemented a NDN framework in OMNeT++ [205]. Figure 3.1 gives an overview of the framework: it contains a CCNx Layer including all memory components such as the Content Store (CS), Pending Interest Table (PIT), Forwarding Information Base (FIB) as well as content queues with the same delays and flags as in CCNx [27]. Applications are implemented at an application layer and communicate with the CCNx layer via internal face. A basic component of the application layer is timeout management, i.e., reaction to Interest expirations, and pipelining. We are using our NDN framework over UDP/IP because this provides fragmentation support (for large NDN packets) without supporting reliability and congestion or flow control, i.e., retransmissions are only controlled by Interest lifetimes. There is a face adapter, which configures broadcast or unicast faces at startup via a CCNDC method from a text file (corresponding to CCNDC [63] in CCNx, which is used to manually configure the FIB at the CCND) or during runtime via Dynamic Unicast (only for the evaluations in Chapter 6). At the MAC layer, we use the IEEE 802.11g standard.

The framework allows us to process and store information like CCNx except for signature calculations and verifications, which are omitted for simplicity. Thus, developed mechanisms in our OMNeT++ framework could be easily implemented in CCNx. We did not use ndnSIM [30], the Named Data Networking (NDN) simulator, for two reasons. First, ndnSIM was not yet available when we implemented our OMNeT++ framework. And even later, there were frequent and substantial modifications to ndnSIM making it difficult to track changes in both ndnSIM and CCNx. Second, ndnSIM used slightly different data structures and message processing procedures than CCNx, including new features that were developed within the NDN project (not available in CCNx). Hence, we used our OMNeT++ framework to stay close to CCNx in order to better understand CCNx.
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operation in wireless networks and facilitate subsequent CCNx implementations. The OMNeT++ framework is based on CCNx 0.4.2 and we performed updates until CCNx 0.6.0. We did not include modifications to the PIT (CCNx 0.6.1) and the content store (CCNx 0.8.0) since these modifications target performance gains in real systems, which would not be measurable in a discrete-event network simulator (where processing time is not considered). The simulation framework was used for evaluations in Chapters 6, 7 (Part II) and Chapter 8 (Part III).

3.2.2 Evaluations on Physical Devices in Experimental Testbeds

We have deployed CCNx on different physical devices to perform real-world measurements with CCNx. In this subsection, we list these devices.

PCEngines Alix 3D2

We used PCEngines ALIX 3D2 [20] wireless mesh nodes, which have a 500MHz AMD Geode GPU, 256MB DDR DRAM and are equipped with two 802.11 miniPCI radio cards. The Alix boards were running on ADAM [188], a small-footprint embedded operating system. The used image was based on Linux kernel 3.2.18. Evaluations with wireless mesh nodes enabled us to evaluate the processing overhead of CCNx and its impact on achievable transmission times. Furthermore, we could evaluate the energy overhead of CCNx during unicast and broadcast communication with the Rigol DM3058 [22] digital multimeter (cf. Chapter 5).

Google Nexus 4

Smart phones may be a target platform for mobile NDN applications. Therefore, we have deployed and evaluated CCNx on LG Google Nexus 4 [12] smart phones running on Android 4.2.2. However, due to the costs of the devices, evaluations could only incorporate a few nodes. Furthermore, evaluations have only been performed in static scenarios because repeatable real-world evaluations with mobile nodes are very time-consuming and complex. Consequently, we used these smart phones only for basic evaluations in Section 11.4.

Physical Servers on Ubelix

Real-world evaluations need to be performed in real-time and evaluations can not be parallelized. Consequently, multiple evaluations (to obtain statistically relevant data) may take a lot of time. Therefore, evaluations that do not rely on wireless communication and require many resources (see Chapter 12) have been evaluated on physical servers of Ubelix [200], a Linux cluster at University of Bern. By that, we could run more than 300 evaluations in parallel on different nodes, which allowed us to evaluate many parameters in a short time.
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3.2.3 Network Emulation

To enable repeatable wireless and mobile evaluations of CCNx (in contrast to simplified implementations in network simulators), we use network emulation tools that run CCNx on virtual hosts and simulate host mobility and wireless communication via network simulator. By that, external influences such as interferences can be avoided, enabling a more comprehensible protocol analysis. Furthermore, evaluations can be performed in simulated time, which is faster than real-time.

VirtualMesh

At first, we used VirtualMesh [187], which is a network emulation tool for wireless mesh nodes developed at University of Bern. VirtualMesh intercepts traffic generated by CCNx on virtualized hosts (XEN virtual machines) and redirects it to the network simulator OMNeT++ [205], which simulates wireless communication on the physical medium. To get statistically meaningful results (multiple evaluation runs per parameter configuration), we have implemented an evaluation framework for VirtualMesh [201] to automatically create XEN virtual machines, configure CCNx nodes and process evaluation results. However, since VirtualMesh does not scale well with increasing network size, we only used it for rather small networks. Consequently, we used VirtualMesh only for our first evaluations in Section 4.3.

NS3-DCE

Later, we used NS3-DCE 1.4 [16], which is a direct code execution framework for the NS3 network simulator [17]. In contrast to OMNeT++, NS3 represents packets as bit sequences in network byte order equivalent to real-world network packets. Therefore, evaluations with NS3-DCE do not require message translations (message encapsulations) into network simulator packets as with VirtualMesh, resulting in a lower processing (and wireless communication) overhead compared to VirtualMesh. While VirtualMesh emulates entire end-systems (including operating systems) accurately in full-fledged virtual machines, NS3-DCE considers only communication protocols, e.g., CCNx, by executing it for every node within virtual processes (which may contain multiple threads for separate tasks). Therefore, evaluations with NS3-DCE can be setup quicker and require fewer resources, i.e., they scale better, than evaluations with VirtualMesh.

The NS3-DCE framework uses absolute paths to load and store temporary files during an evaluation on secondary storage. If NS3-DCE runs only on one host (subsequent evaluation runs), this is not critical because evaluations do not interfere with each other. However, if evaluations need to run in parallel (with different seeds) on multiple computing nodes of a Linux cluster, modifications are required to load and store these files under different paths at computing nodes.

Figure 3.2 illustrates NS3-DCE evaluations on Ubelix [200] conceptually. Instead of subsequent evaluation runs on a single host, multiple evaluation runs can be started on the submit host to be executed in parallel on computing nodes. This
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Figure 3.2: Parallelization of NS3-DCE Evaluations.

means that all CCNx instances of the same evaluation run (including all wireless nodes) are always executed on the same computing node such that no communication (or synchronization) between cluster nodes is required. Temporary evaluation files are stored at and loaded from secondary storage of a computing node. For each simulated node of an evaluation run, there is a debug output, which contains all received and transmitted messages, and a status file, which contains the execution time of an application, e.g., the time until a requester has completed the retrieval of a content object. To reduce read and write operations on the cluster’s network storage, the output files (debug output and status files) of each evaluation run are parsed and pre-processed locally at every computing node after the run has finished. The pre-processed data (message and time statistics per run) is then compressed and copied to a user’s home directory, where it can be further processed by the user. Evaluations with NS3-DCE on Ubelix have been performed in Sections 4.4 and 11.5 as well as Chapters 9 and 10.

3.3 Evaluation Parameters

The implications of ICN are more profound than one might think. Because content can be cached everywhere in the network, performance metrics such as network throughput, bandwidth or latency may not be meaningful in some scenarios because content is not necessarily transmitted between two end points. Since content is automatically cached in ICN, requests from different users are not independent of each other. For example, if a node has requested a specific content object, all of its neighbors do not need to retrieve the same content object from the original
content source anymore but can get it via one-hop communication from the nearest cache. Similarly, if requesters do only request partial content, e.g., only the beginning or the end of a file, other requesters may experience significant RTT variations because some Data messages may be retrieved from caches while others may need to be retrieved from the original content source.

No consensus has been found in related ICN literature how to evaluate information-centric networks, i.e., there is no common evaluation methodology and there are no common evaluation parameters. During the course of this thesis, the evaluation methodology and parameter selection has slightly changed and we use slightly different evaluation parameters in our evaluations (as described in the following subsections). We have obtained statistics for the node roles requesters, listeners and content sources (see Subsection 2.1.1) separately. All results have been obtained via multiple evaluation runs (in most cases: 100 different runs). If evaluations were performed on physical devices, the CCND of all nodes had been restarted between evaluation runs to clear the caches.

3.3.1 Time Parameters

We have used the following parameters to measure the performance of NDN in respect to time. Since only requesters retrieve content, statistics were only collected at requesters. We illustrate parameters with boxplots of minimum values, 25 quantiles, median, 75 quantiles and maximum values (except for cumulative retrieval/decoding times, which show average values).

- **Throughput**: It is calculated based on the size of a content object and the time to retrieve to it. We used this parameter only in our first evaluation works when there was only one requester and one content source, thus, only one ongoing Data transfer that influences the caches.

- **Content Retrieval/Decoding Time**: These parameters denote the time that a requester needs to retrieve a complete content object (or to retrieve a sufficient number of packets to decode a complete content object) after sending the first request. The parameters have been used if there was only one requester.

- **Cumulative Retrieval/Decoding Time**: These parameters denote the average time until a certain number of requesters have retrieved/decoded the complete content object. Hence, these parameters have been used when there were multiple (mobile) requesters in the network, illustrating at what time most of the requesters receive content.

- **Discovery Time**: This parameter defines the time until a node has discovered all content names in a network.
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3.3.2 Message Parameters

Since network throughput or content retrieval times do not give a complete picture of the evaluated protocols (e.g., there may be cached content), we evaluated also different message parameters for all node roles. The message parameters have been obtained by, e.g., parsing the CCND debug output, which can be set with the CCND_DEBUG environment variable [163]. For all message parameters, we either show boxplots of minimum values, 25 quantiles, median, 75 quantiles and maximum values, or average values with standard deviations. In general, we evaluate the following message parameters in all scenarios.

- **Transmitted Interest Messages**: The number of Interest messages that are transmitted by a node over the wireless medium (not satisfied by local cache). We evaluate this parameter for requesters and listener nodes. For the latter, these messages are also called “Forwarded Interests” because listeners transmit Interests only during multi-hop communication.

- **Transmitted Data Messages**: The number of Data messages transmitted over the wireless medium by content sources, requesters and listener nodes.

- **Received Data Messages**: The number of Data messages received by requesters and listener nodes.

- **Received Duplicate Data**: The number of duplicate Data messages at requesters or listener nodes, i.e., content that is already available in the local cache.

- **Duplicate Interest messages**: The number of duplicate Interests at listener nodes or content sources. A duplicate Interest is blocked by the PIT because a similar Interest is already pending. We evaluate this parameter only for broadcast multi-hop communication in Chapter 8.

- **Transmitted Notifications**: The number of notifications sent by requester or agent nodes in Chapter 11. For pull-based notifications, the notifications include Interest messages transmitted by requesters and Data messages replied by agent nodes. For push-based notifications, the notifications correspond to Interest messages transmitted by agent nodes.

- **Number of Collisions**: The number of collisions that occur at a requester or content source. We evaluate this MAC layer parameter only in Chapters 6 and 8.

- **Cache Hits**: The number of Interest messages that can be satisfied from a local content store (cache).

- **Message Sizes**: We evaluate the sizes of transmitted Interest and Data messages (transmitted number of bytes) in Chapters 4 and 11.
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- **Message Overhead:** For multi-hop communication in Chapters 9 and 11, we evaluate the (Interest and Data) message overhead of requesters, content sources and listener nodes individually as follows.

\[
Overhead = \left( \sum_{i=1}^{N} \frac{m_i}{N} \right) \left( \frac{1}{S} \right),
\]

where \( N \) is the number of nodes in the network, \( m_i \) is the number of messages sent by node \( i \) and \( S \) is the content size (number of segments). The left component in Equation 3.1 denotes the average number of messages transmitted by a node. The average number is normalized by the number of segments (right component) to relate it to the number of required messages (segments). Because requests are not independent of each other, the overhead measures the network traffic, i.e., average values for requesters, content sources and listener nodes, in each run. The boxplots show then the values over 100 different evaluation runs.

3.3.3 Power Measurements

In Chapter 5, we evaluate CCNx on wireless mesh nodes. By this, we can perform energy measurements in idle mode (when nothing is received or transmitted), at requesters, content sources and listener nodes. In particular we evaluate the following parameters.

- **Power Consumption in Watt:** The power consumption at requesters, content sources or listener nodes in comparison to idle mode.

- **Energy Consumption in Joule:** The energy consumption at requesters and content sources during the transmission of different content sizes.

3.3.4 Cache Parameters

In Chapter 12, we evaluate our persistent Caching extension using the following parameters.

- **Hit and Miss Rates:** The number of requests that are satisfied (hit) or not satisfied (miss) by the persistent cache.

- **Number of Deletions:** The number of deletion operations that are required for cache maintenance.

- **Deletion Times:** The average duration of deletion operations, split into sorting, copying and cleanup times.
3.4 Evaluation Overview

Figure 3.3 gives an overview of all applied evaluation methods and specifies the chapters in which they were used. While the OMNeT++ NDN framework and NS3-DCE were used in multiple chapters, all other methods were only used in one chapter. Chapters 4 and 11 contain evaluations with two methods.
Part II

Opportunistic Information-Centric One-hop Communication

In Chapter 4, we describe three opportunistic content discovery algorithms to detect available content names in an opportunistic environment. After content names have been learned, requesters can retrieve desired content. Chapter 5 presents an information-centric resume application to enable opportunistic content retrieval in case of intermittent connectivity to a content source. To increase the efficiency of opportunistic content retrieval from neighbor nodes, we investigate two approaches. First, we present Dynamic Unicast in Chapter 6, which dynamically creates unicast links to neighbors if they hold desired content. Second, we describe RC-NDN in Chapter 7, which encodes Data at content sources to increase diversity in wireless broadcast communication (and reduce duplicate Data transmissions).
Chapter 4

Content Discovery in Opportunistic Information-Centric Networks

4.1 Introduction

Natural disasters, e.g., floodings, earthquakes or wars, can destroy communication infrastructures and, thus, prevent infrastructure-based communication. While most works have focused on redundancy and infrastructure resilience [189], not much work has been performed to investigate approaches for operation during or after disasters, when fixed infrastructures may be destroyed. Information-centric networking seems appealing for opportunistic communication because it enables communication whenever desired content is available independent of neighbor nodes. In fact, recent work [198] has shown that most communication patterns that take place during disasters are of information-centric nature, e.g., retrieval of disaster information or dissemination of warnings. Information-centric networking can work in isolated islands that are disconnected from central infrastructure to provide any kind of information. For example, first responders could carry storage units in their backpacks with world news [198] or cars could provide multi-media content [96] to remote cities that lack the required infrastructure. A node can broadcast a request for a content name to receive content if a content source is available. This is also known as Implicit Content Discovery. However, to retrieve content (enable implicit content discovery), knowledge of available content names is required. In a disaster scenario, requesters cannot get naming information from central repositories, and even if they could, it may not be meaningful if most content could not be retrieved due to broken links. In this case, if preferred content is not available because of limited reachability, users may also be satisfied with “second-best” alternatives. For example, if a video with the current weather forecast is not available, users may also be satisfied with a textual weather description.

In this chapter, we investigate algorithms to support opportunistic content discovery based on broadcast requests. We base our work on Named Data Networking (NDN), which is based on a hierarchical naming structure. To ensure globally unique names and support routing, content names may be aggregated by publisher
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![Hierarchical Name Structure](image)

**Figure 4.1:** Hierarchical Name Structure: Files may be Stored on Different Hosts.

Specific prefixes similar to DNS names as illustrated in Figure 4.1. The ellipses correspond to name components and the rectangles to files. Each file consists of one or several segments denoted by small circles. There are no restrictions on content names and they may be selected arbitrarily. Furthermore, hierarchical names may not indicate the location of content objects as Figure 4.1 shows. Content from the same publisher may be downloaded and provided by different mobile hosts. To find content from a specific publisher, an Interest in the general prefix /Publisher is sufficient due to longest-prefix matching of Interest and Data messages. A node can define the scope of discovered content, e.g., requests with the prefix /Publisher retrieve all content from a publisher while /Publisher/video only retrieve videos.

In Section 4.2 we describe two basic and one enhanced content discovery algorithms. The basic algorithms are called Regular Interest Discovery (RID), which is based on implicit content discovery, and Enumeration Request Discovery (ERD), which is similar to DNS-SD [74] in flat namespaces. The enhanced algorithm is called Leaves First Discovery (LFD) and uses elements of both RID and ERD. Our algorithms are designed to find available content names in the absence of central naming repositories. However, once content names or content collections (multiple files with the same prefix) have been identified, implicit content discovery can be used to selectively retrieve desired content or synchronization protocols [9] can be applied to synchronize content collections among repositories. In Section 4.3, we evaluate both basic algorithms (RID and ERD) in a small static network. The conclusions from these evaluations [52, 201] have lead to optimizations of RID and ERD as well as the design of LFD. In Section 4.4, we compare LFD with RID and ERD. These evaluations [50, 182] are performed with mobile nodes in larger networks. Furthermore, all algorithms are analyzed with flat, hierarchical and mixed namespace structures.
4.2 Content Discovery Algorithms

In distributed environments, where connectivity to fixed infrastructures and central repositories may not exist, nodes need to perform content discovery to learn what content names are available. Content discovery algorithms based on Bloom filters [134] or the Sync protocol [9] work only for already known content collections. In addition, the Sync protocol triggers the retrieval of missing content automatically independent of whether users want the content or not. In this section, we describe three algorithms for content discovery in naming structures (name trees) such as depicted in Figure 4.1.

4.2.1 Notation and Parameters

We describe two basic discovery algorithms, namely Regular Interest Discovery (RID) and Enumeration Request Discovery (ERD), as well as an enhanced discovery algorithm called Leaves First Discovery (LFD), which is a combination of both. The common parameters for all algorithms are listed in Table 4.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( p )</td>
<td>request prefix, initially ( p = \text{root} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( IL )</td>
<td>Interest lifetime: ( IL_{\text{long}}, IL_{\text{short}} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( EF )</td>
<td>Exclude filter in an Interest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( to )</td>
<td># timeouts, initially ( to = 0 ), stop if ( to ) equals ( T )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( NT )</td>
<td>name tree with name components</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( RD )</td>
<td>request delay</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1: Parameter Definitions for Discovery Algorithms.

The request prefix \( p \) is initially set to a \( \text{root} \) prefix, which defines the starting point for discovery, i.e., the root of the name (sub-)tree. Broadcast requests in content prefixes can result in multiple different content replies at the same time. The request delay \( RD \) denotes a waiting time between the reception of a Data message and the next Interest transmission; this waiting time has been added to all algorithms based on our evaluations in Section 4.3.3. We use two different values for the Interest lifetime \( IL \), i.e., \( IL_{\text{short}} \) to retrieve content from the local cache and \( IL_{\text{long}} \) to get content from neighboring nodes. We do not set the scope in Interest messages with \( IL_{\text{long}} \), i.e., unlimited scope, but set it to “only local host” with \( IL_{\text{short}} \). Interests do not request specific content but contain a general prefix to discover content published under the prefix. To avoid duplicate transmissions and receptions, Interests have an Exclude filter \( EF \). If an Interest times out, the Interest is retransmitted until the number of timeouts \( to \) reaches a certain limit \( T \). All discovered names are stored in a name tree \( NT \).
4.2.2 Basic Algorithm: Regular Interest Discovery (RID)

Algorithm 1 describes Regular Interest Discovery (RID) and we illustrate its operation with the help of the name tree in Figure 4.2. RID is based on recursive expression of Interest messages to browse a name tree via Depth-first traversal. Due to longest prefix matching, a requester can express an Interest in a root prefix \( p = /\text{Publisher} \) to retrieve content under that prefix (implicit content discovery). To discover the subtree under a root prefix, only the first segment of a content object is requested. After a Data message \( c \) has been received (line 10), RID extracts the file name without segment number (line 12), e.g., \( /\text{Publisher/multimedia/audio/file1} \) (step 1 in Figure 4.2), and stores it in the name tree \( NT \) (line 13). Then, the last component, i.e., \( \text{file1} \), is removed from the request prefix (line 14) and included in the Exclude filter \( EF \) (line 15) to request other files such as \( \text{file2} \) (step 2 in Figure 4.2). If only one Interest in the prefix \( p \) has been transmitted so far, i.e., first request, and there were no timeouts to (line 16), the algorithm waits for \( RD \) before the next Interest transmission to reduce duplicate transmissions (line 17). After waiting for \( RD \), the Interest lifetime is set to \( IL_{\text{short}} \) to retrieve content from the cache. In case of a timeout with \( IL_{\text{short}} \), the Interest is retransmitted with \( IL_{\text{long}} \) (line 21). In case of a timeout with \( IL_{\text{long}} \), the timeout counter \( to \) is increased before the Interest is retransmitted (line 23). After \( T \) timeouts with \( IL_{\text{long}} \), RID assumes that all content has been discovered under that prefix (timeout event) and climbs one level up in the name tree, e.g., to \( /\text{Publisher/multimedia} \), excluding the sub-tree it came from (line 7), i.e., audio. RID always requests the first segment of a content object. Thus, it can quickly go down to a leaf of the next sub-tree, e.g., \( /\text{Publisher/multimedia/video/file1} \) (step 3 in Figure 4.2). Following this strategy, RID can discover the content names of all 7 content objects in Figure 4.2.

Figure 4.2: RID Request Procedure on Name Structure. The numbers correspond to received Data messages, which contain the first segment of a content object.
Algorithm 1 Regular Interest Discovery (RID)

1: function RID_DISCOVER(p, EF)
2: \( p_{new} = \text{RID}\_\text{GET}(p, EF, 0) \)
3: if root \( \not\in p_{new} \) then
4: SCHEDULE\_\text{NEXT\_DISCOVERY}(time)
5: else
6: \( p_{next} = \text{remove\_last\_comp}(p_{new}) \)
7: last\_comp(p_{new}) \rightarrow EF
8: RID\_DISCOVER(p_{next}, EF)

9: function RID\_GET(p, EF, to)
10: c = SEND\_INTEREST(p, IL_{long}, EF)
11: while (Data c has been received) do
12: name = getName(c)
13: name \rightarrow NT
14: p = remove\_last\_comp(name)
15: last\_comp(name) \rightarrow EF
16: if first request and to == 0 then
17: wait(RD)
18: c = SEND\_INTEREST(p, IL_{short}, EF)
19: if to < T then
20: if timeout with IL_{short} then
21: RID\_GET(p, EF, to)
22: else
23: RID\_GET(p, EF, to + 1)
24: else
25: return p

A full discovery round is completed when RID has climbed up to the root of the name tree and experienced \( T \) timeouts, i.e., root is not a prefix of \( p_{new} \) anymore (line 3). In the next discovery round (line 4), which starts after time, already known names can be excluded.

### 4.2.3 Basic Algorithm: Enumeration Request Discovery (ERD)

Enumeration Request Discovery (ERD) is based on the consecutive expression of enumeration requests and targets content at repositories. Enumeration requests [6] are Interest messages with a special marker in the name to requests all next level components of a prefix \( p \) at a certain repository. The enumeration response, i.e., list of next level components for \( p \), is identified by the ID of the corresponding repository, which is based on its public key. ERD in flat namespaces is similar to DNS-SD [74] and mDNS [73].

Algorithm 2 describes ERD and we illustrate its operation with the help of the name tree in Figure 4.3. ERD starts by expressing an enumeration request in the root prefix, e.g., \( p = /Publisher \) (line 13). This may trigger an enumeration response from repository 1 on host 1, i.e., \( /Publisher/ID1 \), containing the next-level component multimedia (step 1 in Figure 4.3). The received name components, i.e., here only multimedia, are then added to the name tree \( NT \) (line 15) and the
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Figure 4.3: ERD Request Procedure on Name Structure. The numbers correspond to received Data messages, which contain the next name components for a prefix at a repository.

Algorithm 2 Enumeration Request Discovery (ERD)

1: function ERD_DISCOVER(p, EF)
2:   ERD_GET(p, EF, 0)
3:   p_next = next_comp_on_lvl(p, NT)
4:   if p_next ≠ {} then
5:     ERD_DISCOVER(p_next, {})
6:   else
7:     p_next = next_lvl_comp(p_new, NT)
8:   if p_next ≠ {} then
9:     ERD_DISCOVER(p_next, {})
10:  else
11:    SCHEDULE_NEXT_DISCOVERY(time)

12: function ERD_GET(p, EF, to)
13:   L = SEND_ENUMERATION(p, IL_long, EF)
14:   while (Enumeration L has been received) do
15:     getNames(L) → NT
16:     getID(L) → EF
17:     if first_request and to == 0 then
18:       wait(RD)
19:     L = SEND_ENUMERATION(p, IL_short, EF)
20:   if to < T then
21:     if timeout with IL_short then
22:       ERD_GET(p, EF, to)
23:     else
24:       ERD_GET(p, EF, to + 1)

repository ID ID1 is added to the Exclude filter (line 16). To reduce duplicates, ERD also waits for RD after the first_request (line 18). The next enumeration request uses IL_short and excludes ID1 to retrieve enumeration responses of other
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hosts from the cache (line 19). In this example, repository 2 on host 2 has replied with /Publisher/ID2 containing the components multimedia and text in the payload (step 2 in Figure 4.3). ERD continues with the same prefix (but more excluded IDs) until an enumeration request has timed out \( T \) times (timeout event). Then, next_comp on lvl (line 3) checks the name tree for other name components on the same level. If there are other components, discovery continues on the same level (line 5). If there are no more components, next_lvl_comp (line 7) continues with the first component on the next level in the name tree, e.g., /Publisher/multimedia or /Publisher/text. Since enumeration responses are identified by repository IDs, redundant information cannot be avoided. If multiple repositories store the same content, their enumeration responses appear to be different (different repository IDs), although they do not provide new information, e.g., information retrieved in step 3 and 4 in Figure 4.3 is partially redundant. Hence, to discover the content names of all 7 content objects in Figure 4.3, 9 enumeration responses are transmitted. Yet, ERD payloads (enumeration responses) contain only content names but no content segments and, thus, have smaller size than RID responses. A discovery run is finished at the leaves of the name tree, i.e., if there are no more name components. Then, the next discovery run starts after \( time \) (line 11).

4.2.4 Enhanced Algorithm: Leaves First Discovery (LFD)

Leaves First Discovery (LFD), which uses elements from both RID and ERD, is presented in Algorithm 3 and we illustrate its operation with the name tree in Figure 4.4. Similar to RID, a regular Interest is transmitted first to quickly find content and reach the leaves of the name tree (line 2), e.g., /Publisher/multimedia/audio/file1 (step 1 in Figure 4.4). After the first Data message has been received, LFD has reached a leaf level and can perform ERD discovery to retrieve enumeration responses from all repositories (line 7), e.g., the enumeration response /Publisher/multimedia/audio/ID1 contains the name components file1 and file2 (step 2 in Figure 4.4). If all enumerations have been received at a level, i.e., \( T \) timeouts have been triggered in ERD_GET (line 7), and it is not the root level (line 8), the algorithm climbs one level up in the name tree by removing the last component (line 11), e.g., from /Publisher/multimedia/audio to /Publisher/multimedia, excluding the component from the last sub-tree (line 12), e.g., /audio, and performs a RID request to quickly reach the leaves of the next sub-tree (line 13), e.g., /Publisher/multimedia/video/file1 (step 3 in Figure 4.4). If no leaves would be found at a level (no other sub-tree), RID requests would be retransmitted up to \( T \) times (line 15) before climbing one level up (lines 17-19). Following this strategy, LFD can discover all 7 content objects in Figure 4.4. Thus, LFD includes advantages of RID to quickly reach content leaves but does not require as much data overhead as RID because mostly content names are requested and fewer content segments. Discovery stops with \( T \) timeouts at the root of the tree and the next discovery starts after \( time \) (line 9 and 21).
Algorithm 3 Leaves First Discovery (LFD)

1: function LFD_DISCOVER(p, EF, to)
2:   c = SEND_INTEREST (p, ILong, EF)
3: if (Data c has been received) then
4:   name = getName(c)
5:   name → NT
6:   pnew = remove_last_comp(name)
7:   ERD_GET (pnew, {}, 0)
8: if pnew == root then
9:   SCHEDULE_NEXT_DISCOVERY (time)
10: else
11:   pnext = remove_last_comp(pnew)
12:   last_comp(pnew) → EF
13:   LFD_DISCOVER (pnext, EF, 0)
14: else if to < T then
15:   LFD_DISCOVER (p, EF, to + 1)
16: else if p ≠ root then
17:   pnext = remove_last_comp(p)
18:   last_comp(p) → EF
19:   LFD_DISCOVER (pnext, EF, 0)
20: else
21:   SCHEDULE_NEXT_DISCOVERY (time)

Figure 4.4: LFD Request Procedure on Name Structure. The numbers correspond to received Data messages, which contain either a content segment (to reach the leaves level) or the next name components for a prefix at a repository.
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4.2.5 Overview of Discovery Messages

In Table 4.2 we list the required discovery messages for each algorithm.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Messages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RID</td>
<td>Interest message to retrieve Data message with first segment of a content object. → Depth First Search (DFS) on name tree.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERD</td>
<td>Enumeration request (Interest message) to retrieve enumeration response (Data message) with next-level name components from each repository. → Breadth First Search (BFS) on name tree.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LFD</td>
<td>Interest message to retrieve Data message with first segment of a content object to quickly reach leaf level. On leaf level: enumeration request to retrieve enumeration response with file names from each repository. → First DFS, then BFS.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.2: Interest and Data Messages transmitted for each Content Discovery Algorithm.

4.3 Evaluation of Basic Algorithms

4.3.1 Evaluation Tools

In this section, we evaluate implementations of Enumeration Request Discovery (ERD) and Regular Interest Discovery (RID) algorithms, which have been implemented in CCNx 0.4.2. The implementations are evaluated by emulations with VirtualMesh [187], which combines the real network stack (by running CCNx on virtualized hosts) with simulations of the wireless communication. The wireless communication is simulated by the OMNeT++ [205] network simulator using the INET framework [11] with the default IEEE 802.11b MAC layer implementation.

4.3.2 Evaluation Parameters and Scenarios

Figure 4.5 shows the evaluation topology and Table 4.3 lists the evaluation parameters. Four repository nodes, i.e., hosts running repositories containing different content objects, are placed in a grid with 50m distance to each other. A discovering node (black node in Figure 4.5) is placed in the middle at a distance of 35m to each repository node. Due to the short distance, all five nodes can directly communicate and overhear broadcast messages from each other. We only consider transmission errors due to collisions but no additional bit error models.

The discovering node performs a discovery operation on the four repository nodes. We differentiate between two basic content distribution scenarios in our evaluations:

1. **Common Scenario**: all repositories store exactly the same content objects.
2. **Distinct Scenario**: every content object is uniquely stored at only one of the repositories.
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Figure 4.5: Network Topology with 1 Discovering Node (middle) and 4 Repository Nodes with Content Objects.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>interface</td>
<td>1 × IEEE 802.11b, data rate: 11 Mbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>propagation loss model</td>
<td>free space path loss path loss: $\alpha = 2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>radio sensitivity</td>
<td>-85 mW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TX power</td>
<td>2.0 mW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobility</td>
<td>static</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>playground size</td>
<td>100m x 100m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>repository nodes</td>
<td>4 nodes grid with 50m distance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interest lifetime</td>
<td>0.5s retransmission after 0.6s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>retransmission limit $T$</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.3: Simulation Parameters for Content Discovery Evaluation with VirtualMesh.

All content objects $\text{content}\_\#$ are published under the same name hierarchy /prefix/content/_\# and the segment size is set to 4096 bytes. The discovery algorithms are implemented as applications forwarding Interests via the local face to the CCND. If the content is in the content store, it will be returned immediately without forwarding the Interest to the wireless medium, otherwise the Interest is forwarded to other nodes and temporarily included in the PIT. Both discovery algorithms (ERD and RID) express Interests in the general prefix '/prefix/' to discover the available content objects at all repositories. Based on the reception of a discovery response (Data message with first segment or enumeration response with name components), the algorithms express the next Interest excluding already received information.

In this section, we evaluate early RID and ERD implementations, which differ slightly from the descriptions in Section 4.2. First, we do not differentiate between long and short Interest lifetimes $I_{\text{long}}$ and $I_{\text{short}}$. The Interest lifetime is set to 0.5 seconds and we perform a retransmission of the same Interest after a retransmission delay of 0.6 seconds if no response has been received. The retransmission delay is slightly larger than the Interest lifetime to ensure that the existing PIT entry has expired on the discovering node such that a retransmitted Interest can be forwarded by the local CCND. Second, we do not use a request delay, i.e.,
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In Subsection 4.3.3, we evaluate the impact of $RD$ on duplicate transmissions. For this, the $RD$ delay is applied after each Interest transmission and not only after the first request (different than described in Section 4.2).

If not stated otherwise, we use a retransmission limit of two retransmissions before a timeout is assumed (three transmissions in total). All cached Data messages remain valid for the entire duration of the discovery. Every configuration is evaluated in 20 different runs and before each run starts, all CCND caches are cleared.

4.3.3 Discovery Delays

Broadcast requests may trigger potentially many responders. In CCNx, broadcast content transmissions are scheduled randomly by a broadcast delay within the interval $[DP, 3DP]$, where $DP$ denotes the data pause. Once scheduled, the content object stays in the sender’s send queue until the broadcast delay is due; then it is forwarded to lower layers for transmission. A long $DP$ may increase the discovery time but enables other hosts to detect identical responses. In this subsection, we evaluate different $DP$ values and their impact on the discovery time as well as transmitted Interest and received duplicate Data messages.

![Graph showing discovery of 40 Content Objects with RID in the Common Scenario.](image_url)

**Figure 4.6:** Discovery of 40 Content Objects with RID in the Common Scenario.

Figure 4.6 shows the performance of RID discovery if the network comprises 40 different content objects, which are all stored on all hosts, i.e. the Common Scenario. The x-axis denotes different $DP$ values in milliseconds. The figure shows the transmitted Interest and received duplicate Data messages at the discovering node as well as the time to discover all content objects, i.e. the discovery time. As expected, the number of received duplicate Data messages is higher with short $DP$ values and decreases significantly with higher values. For a $DP$ of 10ms, the number of received duplicate Data messages is even higher than the number of transmitted Interests. Because of the small $DP$ value, the repository nodes schedule their Data transmissions almost at the same time not leaving enough time to
detect and suppress duplicate Data transmissions. As soon as the Data messages have been forwarded from the send queue to the lower layers, no cancellation is possible anymore. The number of required Interest retransmissions is surprisingly low: for a $DP$ of 10ms, every Interest is retransmitted at most once. For the discovery of 40 content objects, such retransmissions occurred at most five times when using a $DP$ value of 10ms and at most once when using a $DP$ value of 30ms or higher. Since all content objects are stored on all hosts (Common Scenario), every Interest triggers the transmission of the same Data message from all repository nodes. Therefore, to discover 40 content objects, the discovering node transmits at least 43 Interests: 40 Interests to discover the content objects and 3 additional Interests to detect a timeout using the retransmission limit of 2.

![Transmitted Interests, Cache Hits, Interest retransmissions, Received Dup. Data, Discovery Time](image)

**Figure 4.7:** Discovery of 40 Content Objects with RID in the Distinct Scenario.

Figure 4.7 shows the results for the discovering node when using RID discovery for 40 content objects stored uniquely at different nodes (Distinct Scenario). Since every content object is only stored at one node, every Interest in the general /prefix/ will trigger different Data replies from the repositories (longest-prefix matching of Interest and available Data messages at each repository). Since transmitted Data messages are not the same, hosts do not cancel their scheduled Data transmissions if they overhear another Data transmission, although they reply Data to the same Interest. In fact, if Interests are expressed in content prefixes but not exact content names, a repository node has no means in determining whether an Interest has already been answered by another node or not (unless both nodes would answer with the same Data message, which could be identified as duplicate Data transmission). Therefore, the content store of a discovering node may receive multiple Data messages per Interest, i.e., *parallel Data transmissions*, but only one Data message per Interest is forwarded to the discovering application. Subsequent Interests may then be satisfied from the content store (cache) and may not be transmitted over the wireless medium anymore. The discovery time for RID in the Distinct Scenario is approximately halved compared to the Common Scenario since different repository nodes reply to the same Interests with different Data messages.
resulting in a faster discovery. However, the number of cache hits is quite low as Figure 4.7 shows. Surprisingly, Figure 4.7 shows that although all content objects are uniquely stored at only one host, the discovering node receives duplicate Data messages for all DP values. This means that a repository node sends the same Data message multiple times. The reason for this is the fact that subsequent Interests are expressed immediately after the reception of a Data message resulting in duplicate Data transmissions in case of unsynchronized repositories (Distinct Scenario). We illustrate the problem with the help of Figure 4.8 where two hosts store different content objects. An Interest in the general prefix `/publisherA` triggers different Data responses from both hosts. While host 1 answers with `contentA`, host 2 may schedule the transmission of `contentB`. If the discovery node would transmit the next Interest immediately after receiving `contentA` from host 1 but before receiving `contentB` from host 2, the Interest would only exclude `contentA`. If host 2 receives the new Interest but has already scheduled the transmission of `contentB`, i.e., removed it from the send queue and forwarded it to lower layers, it does not remember the previous transmission of `contentB`. Consequently, since the Interest only excludes `contentA`, host 2 would transmit `contentB` again (duplicate Data transmission). Therefore, whenever a discovering node receives a Data reply, we wait an additional Request Delay (RD) before the next Interest is transmitted. We set \( RD = 3DP - 1DP = 2 \times DP \), i.e. the difference between maximum and minimum broadcast delay. This enables the reception of Data replies from other repository nodes before the next Interest is transmitted. If different Data messages have been received, the next Interest may be satisfied from the local cache. Otherwise, the Interest may be forwarded to the wireless medium.

Figure 4.9a shows transmitted Interest messages and cache hits when applying a Request Delay \( RD \). For \( RD = 2DP \), three times more Interest messages can be satisfied from the cache and, therefore, fewer Interests need to be transmitted over the wireless medium. Figure 4.9b compares received duplicate Data messages and discovery times in the same scenario. For \( RD = 2DP \) we can avoid the reception of any duplicate Data relieving the wireless medium from unnecessary transmis-
sions. However, the discovery time increases compared to $RD = 0$ because RD is applied after every Data reception, i.e., before each new Interest transmission.

In the following evaluations of this section, we set $DP = 50\text{ms}$ and $RD = 2DP$. This prevents duplicate Data transmissions in the Distinct Scenario and results in a low number of duplicate Data transmissions in the Common Scenario. It is not possible to avoid duplicate Data transmissions completely in the Common Scenario because two senders may always select the same broadcast delay with a certain probability depending on the DP value. We observed in our evaluations that DP values above 50ms do not significantly reduce the number of received duplicate Data messages but result in a much larger discovery time. Since in all our evaluations, retransmissions occurred very infrequently and at most once per Interest, we set the retransmission limit to 1 (two transmissions in total). Although higher network congestion levels might require higher retransmission limits to discover content, it would also result in more Interest retransmissions, which may increase
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congestion even more. Thus, in highly congested networks, it might be better to consider the corresponding content objects as (temporarily) unavailable.

4.3.4 Enumeration Request Discovery vs. Regular Interest Discovery

In this section, we compare Enumeration Request Discovery (ERD) and Regular Interest Discovery (RID) with respect to discovery time and number of transmitted Interest messages. We use a data pause of $DP = 50\text{ms}$ and set $RD = 2DP$. The retransmission limit is set to 1 resulting in 2 unresponded Interest transmissions before a timeout is detected. We evaluate the efficiency of ERD and RID in the same 5-nodes scenario as illustrated in Figure 4.5 and consider different numbers of content objects and content distributions, i.e., Common and Distinct Scenario. All hosts either comprise 1, 4, 12, 20, or 40 content objects.

Figure 4.10: Comparison between ERD and RID in the Common Scenario.

Figure 4.10 illustrates the number of Interest transmissions and the discovery time for ERD and RID in the Common Scenario. The x-axis denotes the number of content objects to be discovered. If only one content object is available, RID is more efficient, since it cannot learn anything new after the first request and the discovery stops quickly. On the contrary, ERD requests an enumeration response (list of name components) from all hosts. Hence, only after checking the name components from all Enumeration Responses, the discovering node can be certain to have received everything. Although this would require multiple Enumeration requests, subsequent Enumeration responses may be retrieved from the cache. The number of Enumeration requests does not depend on the number of content objects on hosts but on the number of hosts in the vicinity. Therefore, the number of Enumeration requests and the discovery time is constant in our setting for all content configurations. On the contrary, the number of transmitted Interest messages and Data replies increase significantly for RID with increasing number of content objects. If all hosts store the same content objects, the requester has to express an
Interest for every single content object. Since RID requests ask for the first segment of a content object, the transmissions of the corresponding Data messages require considerably more time.

Figure 4.11: RID Performance in the Common and Distinct Scenario.

The comparison between ERD and RID looks similar for the Common and Distinct Scenario. If only one content object is stored at one node, only this node will respond to requests in the Distinct Scenario. In this case, ERD performs similar to RID: only three discovery requests are transmitted (one Interest to retrieve the content and two unresponded Interest transmissions to detect a timeout). However, RID performance degrades with increasing number of discovered content objects due to the increasing number of transmitted Data messages similar to the Common Scenario. While ERD performs nearly identical in the Distinct and Common Scenario, RID performs better in the Distinct Scenario. Figure 4.11 illustrates the number of Interest transmissions and the discovery time for RID in the Common and Distinct Scenario. Compared to the Common Scenario, the number of Interest transmissions can be reduced by up to 70% (for 40 content objects) in the Distinct Scenario. This reduction is due to parallel Data transmissions, i.e., one Interest may trigger Data replies from different hosts, as described in Subsection 4.3.3. Yet, despite significantly fewer Interest transmissions in the Distinct Scenario, the discovery time is reduced only by up to 30%. This is because we evaluate an early implementation of ERD and RID in this section, which applies RD after each Interest transmission. However, this may result in unnecessary waiting times, e.g., it may not be required to apply RD if Interests can be satisfied from the local cache and are not transmitted to the wireless medium. Due to the evaluations in this section, we have optimized our algorithms as described in Subsection 4.2. In particular, RD is only applied after the first request (which uses a long Interest lifetime IL_long to retrieve content from other repositories) but RD is not applied when targeting Data from the cache (with shorter Interest lifetime IL_short).
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4.3.5 Conclusions

Discovery of available content names is very important in mobile NDN to learn what content is available. Users require this information to retrieve content in subsequent content retrievals. We evaluated two methods for content discovery: ERD is based on name enumeration requests and RID is based on regular Interests. The discovery algorithms target the wireless broadcast environment. Since wireless broadcast communication is unreliable and no MAC layer acknowledgments are available, discovery mechanisms have to account for occasional collisions. Therefore, we included a retransmission counter that initiates a retransmission if no information is received within a timeout period. Evaluations have shown that a retransmission limit of 1 (in total 2 unresponded Interest transmissions) is enough to detect timeouts, i.e., unavailability of content objects, in our scenarios. Furthermore, evaluations have shown that delaying the transmission of content objects, i.e., increasing the data pause, helps reducing collisions and duplicate Data transmissions but this is not enough. In case of unsynchronized repositories with different content objects, a Request Delay is required between Data reception and next Interest transmission to avoid duplicate Data transmissions and reduce the number of transmitted Interests, i.e., benefit from parallel Data transmissions. However, to avoid unnecessary waiting periods when retrieving Data from the cache, the Request Delay should only be applied for the first request in a general prefix.

Enumeration Request Discovery (ERD) has shown good performance in our evaluations, because it is independent of the number of content objects. However, the approach depends on the number of repository nodes that store the requested content. Therefore, the approach may be inefficient in mobile scenarios with many repositories. Compared to RID, ERD responses need to be processed and accumulated from all repositories to know which content names are available. Therefore, if all hosts store the same content objects, ERD needs to request and process enumeration responses from all nodes without learning something new. RID is more efficient to detect small differences in collections, because it can ask specifically for new content. Redundant information can be included in Exclude filters of Interest headers to avoid duplicate Data transmissions. RID may also be faster in finding content objects in highly structured name spaces with many name components. In our evaluations, we considered a flat name space where ERD can perform well. In a more structured (hierarchical) name space ERD would require subsequent traversing through all name components until reaching the leaves of a name tree. Therefore, the combination of both approaches, i.e., Leaves First Discovery (LFD), may be promising. An initial RID request may quickly find the complete content name at the leaf level. Then, by expressing enumeration requests with the prefix of the received content object, content names may be retrieved from all repositories.
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4.4 Evaluation of Leaves First Discovery

4.4.1 Evaluation Tools

In this section, we evaluate the basic algorithms RID and ERD and compare it to the enhanced LFD algorithm. We have implemented RID, ERD and LFD in CCNx 0.8.2 [27]. The evaluations have been performed in mobile scenarios with NS3-DCE [16]. To perform extensive evaluations with many nodes and multiple parameters in parallel, we have run NS3-DCE on Ubelix [200], the Linux cluster of the University of Bern.

4.4.2 Evaluation Parameters

The evaluation parameters are listed in Table 4.4. We use IEEE 802.11g wireless interfaces and a Log-Distance propagation loss model. The transmission power is set to 16 dBm and the energy detection threshold is set to -76 dBm, which corresponds to transmission ranges of up to 60m. The playground size is set to 150m x 150m indicating a place of interest where users meet, e.g., convention center, stadium or marketplace. We explore different namespace structures for content discovery (see Subsection 4.4.3). To better investigate the impact of content density and neighbors, content objects are provided by repositories in a static grid of 25 or 100 nodes, i.e., in a grid with 25m or 12.5m distance between nodes. A mobile requester performs opportunistic one-hop content discovery, while moving according to the Random Waypoint Model with a pedestrian speed between 1.2 - 1.4m/s. We select Random Waypoint mobility to better evaluate the differences of the described algorithms with dynamic connectivity. More realistic mobility models such as SLAW [132] or SMOOTH [152] create node clusters such that some

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>interface</td>
<td>1 x IEEE 802.11g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>propagation loss model</td>
<td>Log Distance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>energy detection threshold</td>
<td>-76 dBm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TX power</td>
<td>16 dBm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mobility</td>
<td>Random Waypoint, speed: 1.2 - 1.4m/s, pause time: 1s, skip time: 3600s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>playground size</td>
<td>150m x 150m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>repository nodes</td>
<td>25 nodes grid with 25m distance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>100 nodes grid with 12.5m distance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>data pause DP</td>
<td>270ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interest lifetime long</td>
<td>875ms, short: 125ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>retransmission limit T</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>resume interval</td>
<td>2s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.4: Simulation Parameters for Content Discovery Evaluation with NS3-DCE.
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Nodes may never meet each other and efficient multi-hop communication would be required, which is out of the scope of this work (see Part III for more information on multi-hop communication). The broadcast delay uses a data pause $DP$ of 270ms. The $DP$ value is larger than in the Section 4.3 due to significantly more repository nodes. Furthermore, we set the request delay to $RD = 2DP$ to reduce the number of duplicate transmissions as shown in Section 4.3. However, in contrast to previous evaluations, we only apply the request delay after the first request as described in Section 4.2. The Interest lifetimes are set to $IL_{\text{long}} = 875\text{ms}$ (long Interests) and $IL_{\text{short}} = 125\text{ms}$ (short Interests). If a short Interest times out, a long Interest is transmitted. After $T = 1$ timeouts of long Interests, a timeout event is triggered, i.e., the algorithms proceed with the next prefix. If not all content objects could be discovered within one discovery round, discovery is resumed after 2s. Every configuration is evaluated in 100 different runs.

4.4.3 Evaluation Scenarios

The performance of content discovery depends on the structure of the namespace. Therefore, we perform evaluations in diverse namespaces. In each scenario, we set the number of distinct content objects to 100. Please note that the goal of discovery is not to learn all content names in the Internet but only what is locally available, e.g., from a certain provider such as BBC or YouTube. Thus, we evaluate the performance of broadcast requests in a distributed environment where different nodes may store different content objects.

1. **flat namespace**: all 100 content objects are published under the same prefix, i.e., there is no naming structure. Every content has one distinct name component.

2. **hierarchical namespace**: all 100 content objects are published under a hierarchical prefix with 10 name components. We use 4 different hierarchical prefixes with 10 components for the 100 content objects.

3. **mixed namespace**: it is composed of hierarchical and flat names. In total, every prefix has randomly between 1 and 10 components. Every node in the name tree has between 1 and 5 different children. At the leaves, the number of content objects is randomly set between 1 and 20.

The namespaces are designed such that every name component is 12 bytes long. In every scenario, each node contains 4 different content objects. In the 25 nodes network, every content object is stored uniquely at one node. In the 100 nodes network, content is distributed randomly among all nodes, i.e., there are redundancies. We evaluate RID, ERD and LFD in terms of discovery time, transmitted Interest and received Data messages as well as received duplicate Data messages.
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4.4.4 Modifications to CCNx 0.8.2

All discovery algorithms transmit Interest messages (with content prefixes) via broadcast to all repositories in the vicinity. This means that repository nodes that contain different content objects may reply to the same Interest with different Data messages (parallel Data transmissions, see Section 4.3). However, only one Data message is forwarded to the Discovery application (the PIT entry is satisfied afterwards), and other received Data messages are considered as unsolicited content. In CCNx 0.8.2 (in contrast to CCNx 0.7.2 or older versions), flow balance between Interest and Data messages is enforced by marking unsolicited content as stale immediately after reception, i.e., as if it was expired content. Stale content in the cache is deleted and not returned to Interest messages, even if it would satisfy them. This is a very inefficient strategy because the content has already been received and needs to be retransmitted by content sources. Previous work has shown that it is beneficial to keep unsolicited content in wireless information-centric communication [52, 213, 217, 38] because requesters can retrieve content without knowing exact names or resources, address multiple content sources at the same time and benefit from parallel Data transmissions by exploiting the cache. Therefore, to improve efficiency for wireless communication, CCNx 0.8.2 needs to be slightly modified such that unsolicited content does not become stale immediately.

4.4.5 Discovery Time

Figure 4.12a illustrates discovery times for 100 content objects in the 25 nodes network. The x-axis shows the results for RID, LFD and ERD and the y-axis shows the discovery time in seconds. Figure 4.12a indicates that flat namespaces result in shortest discovery times. The difference in discovery time between RID, ERD and LFD is insignificant. LFD requires 0.8% more time than ERD and RID requires 5% more time than LFD. Although RID requests each content object separately, the discovery time is only slightly longer than for LFD and ERD. This is due to broadcast requests that can trigger multiple distinct content transmissions, i.e., parallel transmissions, from different content sources (see Section 4.3). If unsolicited content is not discarded, it can be collected quickly by subsequent Interests from the cache.

Discovering content in a hierarchical namespace requires more time because algorithms need to climb up and down the name tree, which includes more waiting times due to timeouts. For example, LFD requires 77% more time in a hierarchical namespace compared to a flat namespace. Figure 4.12a shows that LFD handles naming hierarchy better than RID and ERD: it results in 40% shorter discovery times than RID and even 54% shorter discovery times than ERD.

It may seem surprising that LFD performs even better than RID in the hierarchical scenario, because each node contains 4 content objects with different hierarchical prefixes. This means that every enumeration response with LFD contains only 1 content name. However, LFD can quickly reach the leaf level and then re-
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Figure 4.12: Discovery Time for RID, ERD and LFD in Flat, Hierarchical and Mixed Namespaces.

Retrieve content names faster than RID because Data messages at the leaf level are smaller, i.e., they contain only names. While RID could benefit largely from parallel transmissions in flat namespaces, fewer parallel transmissions are possible in hierarchical namespaces (only for content with the same prefix).

In mixed namespaces, LFD performs on average 18% faster than RID and 29% faster than ERD. The maximum discovery times of RID and ERD are even 56% and 72% longer than for LFD since more time is required to browse the name tree, which is disadvantageous in case of mobility.

Figure 4.12b shows discovery times for RID, LFD and ERD in a network with 100 nodes. Due to higher content density, discovery times have significantly decreased compared to the 25 nodes scenario in Figure 4.12a. In hierarchical namespaces, discovery times have decreased more than in flat namespaces due to fewer climbing operations, i.e., content can be found quicker. RID benefits the most from a higher content density due to more parallel transmissions, while LFD and ERD benefit less, because the number of nodes increases as well, which means
that more enumerations have to be requested.

Furthermore, the relative differences between flat and mixed namespaces have decreased in the 100 nodes scenario. For example in the 25 nodes network, RID discovery in mixed namespaces results in 69% longer discovery times than in flat namespaces, while in the 100 nodes scenario the difference between mixed and flat namespaces is only 24%. If content density is high, discovery in flat namespaces results in more collisions than in mixed namespaces because more content is requested at the same time (broadcast requests).

### 4.4.6 Data Messages

Data messages with RID always contain a payload of 4096 bytes, i.e., first data segment, while Data messages with ERD are smaller because they contain only lists with name components. Figure 4.13a shows, therefore, not only the number of received Data messages at the requester (left y-axis) but also their size in bytes (right y-axis) for the 25 nodes network.

In flat namespaces, ERD results in the fewest transmitted Data messages (and fewest transmitted bytes) because only one list needs to be transmitted per node, while RID needs to transmit one Data message per content object. On average, LFD results in 2.8 times more data bytes and RID even in 34.3 times more data bytes than ERD. The data overhead between LFD and ERD is larger than expected, because LFD needs to transmit an Interest to reach the leaf level. Due to multiple nodes in wireless transmission range, an LFD requester may retrieve 7 - 8 segments in response to this Interest (due to parallel transmissions), although only one Data message would be enough to reach the leaf level. However, ERD does not result in the fewest transmitted bytes in all namespaces. In hierarchical namespaces, ERD results in 2.6 times more transmitted data bytes than LFD and even 18% more bytes than RID. This is because ERD transmits 7.8 times more Data messages than LFD while climbing down the name tree and even 10 times more Data messages than RID. Although individual packets are smaller for ERD than for RID, the sum of transmitted bytes (packet headers and payloads) of all Data messages is larger.

In hierarchical namespaces, LFD results in 36% fewer bytes than RID and even 85% fewer bytes than ERD. Only in flat namespaces, ERD performs slightly better than LFD, i.e. 32% fewer bytes, but the difference is negligible (a few KBs) compared to the large overhead in hierarchical and mixed namespaces (several hundreds of KBs), where ERD requires even more Data bytes than RID. In all scenarios, LFD results in significantly fewer Data bytes than RID.

In the mixed namespace, LFD transmits on average 53% fewer bytes than RID but 14.5% more bytes than ERD. LFD transmits slightly more bytes than ERD because it retrieves a Data message for every name sub-tree to reach the leaf level. However, the situation changes for an increased node density. Figure 4.13b shows the number of Data messages in the 100 nodes network. In the mixed namespace, ERD results in the most transmitted Data bytes, i.e., 37% more than RID and even 107% more than LFD.

In hierarchical namespaces, LFD results in 36% fewer bytes than RID and even in 85% fewer bytes than ERD. Only in flat namespaces, ERD performs slightly better than LFD, i.e. 32% fewer bytes, but the difference is negligible (a few KBs) compared to the large overhead in hierarchical and mixed namespaces (several hundreds of KBs), where ERD requires even more Data bytes than RID. In all scenarios, LFD results in significantly fewer Data bytes than RID.
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Figure 4.13: Transmitted Data for RID, ERD and LFD in Flat, Hierarchical and Mixed Namespaces.

4.4.7 Interest Messages

Figure 4.14a illustrates transmitted Interest messages (left y-axis) and their sizes in bytes (right y-axis) in the 25 nodes network. Because Interests only retrieve content, their size may often be neglected. However, Exclude filters may grow with the number of discovered content objects (or the number of repositories) resulting in large Interest messages. We only evaluate Interests transmitted over the wireless medium, i.e., Interests with the lifetime $I_{long}$.

The number of transmitted Interests in the flat namespace is similar, LFD sends 21% fewer Interests than RID and 1.5% more Interests than ERD. RID Interests are slightly larger due to larger Exclude filters (more excluded components). Thus, RID sends 36% more bytes in Interests than LFD and ERD.

In the hierarchical namespace, LFD results in 28% fewer Interests than RID and even in 43% fewer Interests than ERD. However, the size of transmitted Interests with RID is 26% smaller than for LFD and even 87% smaller than for ERD.
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This is due to two reasons. First, there are four different hierarchical prefixes, thus, fewer components need to be excluded with RID compared to the flat namespace (namespace partitioning). Second, Exclude filters with LFD and ERD are larger because they include repository IDs and not name components. While repository IDs have a static length of 38 bytes, name components have only a length of 12 bytes in our scenarios.

Similar observations can be made in mixed namespaces. However, compared to the hierarchical namespace, LFD and ERD require slightly fewer Interest bytes because more names can be included in the same enumeration responses, i.e., fewer Interests are required.

Figure 4.14b shows the number of Interest messages in the 100 nodes network. Surprisingly, the number of transmitted Interests can be reduced compared to the 25 nodes scenario. For example in the flat namespace, the number of Interests can be reduced by 34% (RID), 27% (LFD and ERD) compared to the 25 nodes
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scenario. Due to higher content density more content can be retrieved via parallel transmissions. Consequently, the Interest bytes for RID decrease by 48%. For LFD and ERD, however, transmitted bytes increase despite fewer Interests by 144% (LFD) and 147% (ERD). Due to higher node density, transmitted Interests that are not satisfied from local cache have longer Exclude filters because more repository IDs need to be excluded. Similar observations can be made for the hierarchical and mixed namespace. In the worst case (maximum values), transmitted Interest bytes with ERD can become even larger than transmitted Data messages in bytes (see last subsection).

4.4.8 **Duplicate Data**

Figure 4.15a shows received duplicate Data messages (left y-axis) and their sizes (right y-axis) at the requester in the 25 nodes network. It may be unexpected to have duplicates in the 25 nodes network where every content is uniquely stored at only one node. However, a node may request content from a repository and then

![Figure 4.15a](image)

**Figure 4.15:** Duplicate Data for RID, ERD and LFD in Flat, Hierarchical and Mixed Namespaces.
move out of range for reception. Other nodes may receive the content and keep it in the cache. If the requester moves into communication range again, multiple nodes may reply with the same content resulting in duplicate Data transmissions. Although duplicate suppression can reduce the number of duplicates, it cannot completely prevent them (see Section 4.3).

Figure 4.15a shows that most duplicates (except for the hierarchical namespace) are received with RID and the fewest duplicates are received with LFD. Since duplicates with ERD and LFD are rather small, RID always results in the most duplicate Data bytes transmitted. However, compared to the size of transmitted Interest and Data messages, the overhead for duplicate Data transmissions is insignificant in the 25 nodes scenario.

Figure 4.15b shows the number of duplicate Data messages and their sizes in the 100 nodes network. Due to higher node and content density, the number of duplicate Data messages has increased by a factor of 5 or more compared to the 25 nodes network. Figure 4.15b shows that duplicate Data bytes are still negligible for LFD and ERD. Although ERD results in 5 times more duplicate Data bytes than LFD in hierarchical namespaces, which may seem high, it corresponds only to 2.5% of all transmitted Interest bytes with ERD. For RID, however, duplicate Data becomes a significant fraction of network traffic as more duplicate Data bytes are transmitted than Interest bytes.

### 4.4.9 Discussion

**Namespace Design for Disaster Scenarios**

Discovery in flat namespaces is considerably faster compared to hierarchical namespaces because no browsing is required. However, if node and content density is high, flat namespaces can result in many duplicate Data transmissions and collisions. In addition, the size of Interest messages increases since more components need to be excluded. Content providers can, therefore, use hierarchical names (depending on the number of content objects they provide) to partition the namespace and limit the number of Data replies.

If time matters, e.g., in emergency scenarios, flat namespaces or only a few hierarchy levels should be preferred. To facilitate content discovery in such scenarios, authorities may define artificial flat namespaces, e.g., /emergency/, and link them to ”real”, i.e., existing and potentially hierarchical, content. The linking can be done by alias mappings, which we define as Data messages with artificial alias names that include a list of real content names in the payload. Requesters can then learn content names by inspecting the payload of received alias mappings.

Table 4.5 shows examples of alias mappings that could be defined in an emergency scenario. Alias mappings enable authorities to promote already widely distributed content, e.g., the location map of a building, and mark it as important without re-publishing and, thus, re-signing the content. Hence, existing information such as a location map can be complemented with new instructions tailored
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alias Name</th>
<th>Real Content Names</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/emergency</td>
<td>/police/instructions, /building3A/locationMap,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>/medical-service/first-aid/video</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/notfall</td>
<td>/polizei/anweisungen, /building3A/locationMap,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>/medical-service/first-aid/video</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/emergenza</td>
<td>/polizia/istruzione, /building3A/locationMap,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>/medical-service/first-aid/video</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.5: Examples of Alias Mappings.

to the current situation. Even content from different providers, e.g., police and medical services, can be linked together with the same artificial alias name, e.g., /emergency, to consolidate important information. In addition, multiple alias mappings can be defined for the same content. For example, as shown in Table 4.5, alias names in different languages /emergency, /notfall, or /emergenza may link to the same content names /building3A/locationMap and /medical-service/first-aid/video. Hence, since content retrieval is performed via the real content name learned from the payload of an alias mapping, requesters can still identify identical content in caches despite different alias names. Like all NDN Data messages, alias mappings are signed such that users can lay their trust in alias mappings based on the authority that created it.

Privacy Considerations

Ubiquitous caching in NDN raises several privacy concerns [128, 129, 29, 71] because attackers can monitor cached objects to infer what certain users have requested in the past. In fact, privacy threats are inherent to NDN, i.e., there is a tradeoff between performance and privacy [128, 129, 29].

Since longest-prefix matching of Interest and Data messages (in combination with Exclude filters) enables attackers to identify content in caches without knowing exact names, longest-prefix matching is no longer supported in CCNx 1.0 [150]. Instead, content or service discovery is performed via dedicated Service Discovery Brokers [178], which listen for Interests, e.g., parc/Services, to reply with available content or services. Hence, content or service providers can explicitly specify which content they want to be discovered and preserve privacy for all other content. However, disabling longest-prefix matching may still not prevent leakage of private information through periodic cache probing [128, 71].

Most content becomes privacy-sensitive if it can be linked to an individual user [129]. In mobile wireless networks, connectivity to neighbor nodes may change dynamically (in contrast to static networks). Thus, since NDN messages do not comprise endpoint identifiers, cached broadcast traffic may not be mapped to a unique user (except the content publisher). Furthermore, longest-prefix matching with Exclude filters has significant benefits for wireless communication because it enables distributed resource discovery [217, 45] and significant bandwidth savings
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[52, 38]. For this reason, longest-prefix matching is still supported in the NDNx framework [14].

To avoid leakage of private information, users may configure access policies to their repositories and distinguish between private and public content [29, 128] preventing private content to be discovered and served from caches. Yet, public content, e.g., area maps, weather forecasts or news, can still be retrieved from repositories and caches in an opportunistic way [160] without device discovery.

4.5 Conclusions

If connectivity to a fixed communication infrastructure is broken, e.g., during or after a disaster, users may not be able to retrieve information from central repositories in the Internet. To provide limited communication, users need to learn names of available content objects in a distributed way before they can (potentially) retrieve them. In this chapter, we have described three algorithms for distributed content discovery, namely RID, ERD and LFD. While RID is based on implicit content discovery and ERD is similar to DNS-SD in flat namespaces, LFD combines elements from both. All algorithms have been evaluated by emulations in mobile scenarios using flat, hierarchical and mixed namespaces.

Evaluations have shown that algorithms designed for flat namespaces do not perform well in hierarchical namespaces. If the namespace structure is unknown, LFD should be preferred because it performs better than ERD and RID in most scenarios. In flat namespaces, which are optimal for ERD, LFD results in only slightly more Data traffic than ERD (same discovery time) but in significantly lower Data overhead than RID. In hierarchical and mixed namespaces, LFD performs significantly better than ERD because fewer Interest and Data messages are required (lower message overhead). Although LFD sends slightly more bytes via Interest messages compared to RID, the overall traffic including Data and duplicate messages is still higher with RID. In addition, LFD results in shorter discovery times than both ERD and RID.

For higher node densities, LFD and ERD can send fewer Interest messages than in sparse densities but the Interest messages become larger due to longer Exclude filters. In hierarchical and mixed namespaces, ERD performs the worst because it may transmit even more bytes via Interest than Data messages. However, even in high node density networks, LFD still results in lower traffic overhead and shorter discovery times than RID.

As future work, an adaptive request strategy for LFD on the leaf level, i.e., send RID or ERD requests depending on whether enumeration responses contain the same information or not, may further improve message efficiency. To support this, it would be beneficial to use hashes from payloads as enumeration identifiers instead of repository IDs. Furthermore, Interests may be extended by a discovery flag to avoid the retrieval of content segments but only retrieve meta information, e.g., only the content name.
After content discovery has been performed (as described in this chapter), discovering nodes know what content names are available. Then, they can start content retrieval of specific content objects. In Chapter 5, we investigate opportunistic content retrieval in case of disrupted connectivity to content sources.
Chapter 5

Opportunistic Content Retrieval with Resume Operations

5.1 Introduction

The main goal of opportunistic communication [155] is to exploit contact opportunities between users to support best-effort content and service interactions where fixed network infrastructure may not be available. Broadcast requests enable implicit content discovery (see Chapter 4) to quickly find a suitable content source.

However, during short opportunistic contacts to content sources, content retrieval may not be completed at once. Although received content is cached locally, persistence is not guaranteed for a long time since caches are limited in size and can be overwritten by other content depending on cache replacement strategies. If the disruption between contacts (downloading opportunities) is too long, retrieved partial information may be removed from the cache. If contact times to content sources are always too short to retrieve content at once, content retrieval is never successful. NDN can support the resumption of disrupted content retrievals since content is organized in segments and communication is pull-based, i.e., only missing segments need to be requested. However, to enable requesters to resume content retrievals after long disruptions, e.g., several hours or days, partially received Data needs to be stored on and loaded from persistent storage.

In this chapter, we describe a requester application to support content retrieval for opportunistic networking during short network contacts, where only parts of the content can be exchanged. In Section 5.2 we describe why long-lived NDN messages are not beneficial to support delay-tolerant networking. Then, we describe our design for an opportunistic content-centric retrieval application in Section 5.3. Evaluation results are shown in Section 5.4. We perform all evaluations on PCEngines Alix 3D2 [20] wireless mesh nodes. This allows us also to measure power consumption of CCNx at requesters and content sources during wireless (unicast and broadcast) communication.
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5.2 Long-lived NDN messages

In NDN, Interest and Data messages are only valid for a limited time, i.e., Interest Lifetimes determine the maximum lifetime of PIT entries and freshnessSeconds specify the maximum lifetime of Data messages in the content store. PIT entries maintain soft states (similar to registrations) such that Data messages can flow back to requesters. Hence, increasing Interest lifetimes to obtain long-lived Interests [213, 234, 38] may seem a good idea to enable delay-tolerant networking in the presence of long disruptions but there are drawbacks:

1. Multiple Interests are required to obtain all file segments. Since a requester does not know the length of the requested file until receiving the final segment, proactive transmission of multiple Interests would be required. If all entries are valid for a long time, the PIT size would increase drastically degrading lookup performance.

2. Long-lived Interests stay in the PIT and prevent forwarding of similar Interests because requests are already pending. Forwarding and retransmission is blocked for the duration of the entire Interest lifetime even if the environment has changed due to mobility and the content would be available.

Instead of increasing Interest lifetimes, they could be limited to rather short values but Interests can be re-expressed periodically to account for changes in availability. As we will see later in Section 5.4, short Interest lifetime values are particularly advantageous during broadcast communication due to faster retransmissions in case of collisions.

Similarly, freshnessSeconds could be increased to keep Data messages for a longer time in the cache. However, since caches have limited sizes, Data messages may still be replaced before they expire. To ensure Data availability for a longer time, content needs to be stored persistently.

5.3 Storage Persistence

Every content segment is named individually using a segment number. A NDN requester can request the first segment followed by \( n - 1 \) subsequent segments depending on the pipeline size \( n \), i.e., the maximum number of segments that can be requested concurrently. In case of disruptions, content retrievals are aborted and can be restarted again at a later time. If disruptions are short, the downloaded segments may still be available in the local cache of a requester and no redundant Interest or Data messages need to be transmitted. However, if disruptions are long, received Data messages may be removed from the cache. To obtain storage persistence, a requester needs to store the partial file and Meta Data on a secondary storage.
5.3. STORAGE PERSISTENCE

In the following two subsections we explain what Meta Data is required and describe mechanisms to resume disrupted content retrievals by a sample Download Sequence.

5.3.1 Meta Data

For every incomplete and aborted content retrieval, all received partial data for "name" is stored in a file name.part and Meta Data is stored in a file name.meta. The required Meta Data to perform a resume operation is listed in Table 5.1.

|----------------------------|------------------------------|-----------------|-----------------|---------------------------------|-------------------|

Table 5.1: Meta Data for Persistent Storage after Incomplete Content Retrievals.

Name and version of the content object can be stored together in a string. The name is used to relate the file name.meta to the corresponding partial file name.part. The third field defines the segment number that needs to be received next (where resumption should be performed). The file position specifies the file offset in name.part, i.e., where new segments need to be appended. It depends on the number and sizes of received segments. The publisher’s public key digest is used to check that the resumed content retrieval is requesting content from the same publisher. To avoid incomplete files that never get completed or storing Meta Data of real-time traffic, the expiration time indicates a timeout value after which name.meta and name.part can be deleted. The expiration time can be based on the reception time and freshnessSeconds of the first received segment. For example, in case of real-time traffic, i.e., if the content is only valid for a few seconds, persistent storage is not required.

5.3.2 Download Sequence

We illustrate content retrieval with an example. Figure 5.1a shows a sample resume sequence and Figure 5.1b depicts the corresponding storage management at the requester.

At the beginning of a content retrieval in step 1), the application checks for available name.meta files. If name.meta is available, it is loaded, otherwise, content retrieval starts from the beginning by transmitting a request (Interest message) r0 in segment s0. If a content object is available and the segment has been received, the requester can start expressing multiple requests at the same time in step 2). Similar to TCP slow start, the number of concurrently transmitted Interests is increasing exponentially by doubling a pipeline window size pw.size for correctly received segments up to the maximum value pmax, i.e., the pipeline size. Since
requesters do not know the size of a requested content object until receiving the
final segment, all Data segments are requested sequentially. The content retrieval
application uses a buffer of size $p_{\text{max}}$ to temporarily store received segments until
they can sequentially be written to $\text{name.part}$. In steps 3) and 4) more segments
are received and $pw_{\text{size}}$ is adapted accordingly.

In case of an Interest timeout, i.e., not receiving the segment before the Interest
expires, $pw_{\text{size}}$ is reduced to 1 and the corresponding segment is requested again.
This strategy targets particularly situations where requesters are disconnected from
content sources such that every Interest retransmission would result in a timeout.
In case of timeouts due to collisions of some segments, other segments may still
be received correctly without transmitting new Interests. If the number of unsuccess-
ful Interest retransmissions exceeds a threshold $t_{\text{thresh}}$, a timeout event, i.e.,
disconnection from the content source is assumed. In this case as shown in step
5), the Meta Data is stored in $\text{name.meta}$ and all buffers are released. Therefore,
segments that have already been received but not yet written to $\text{name.part}$ such
as segment $s5$ are discarded because segment $s4$ has not been received. The rea-
soning behind discarding is the following. First, segment sizes may vary, and thus,
the length of a potential placeholder in $\text{name.part}$ is not known. Second, pipelining
works efficiently if it is only increased from a certain value. In case of placeholders

---

**Figure 5.1:** Download Sequence for Content Retrieval with Resume Capability.
5.4 Evaluation

We have implemented content retrieval with resume capability as NDN application in CCNx 0.6.0. The implementation has been tested on PC Engines ALIX 3D2 [20] wireless mesh nodes running on ADAM [188] (see Subsection 3.2.2). All nodes use IEEE 802.11a wireless interfaces configured in ad hoc mode.

5.4.1 Evaluation Scenarios

The evaluation is performed in a static setting of two nodes: one content source shares content via a repository and one requester transmits Interests for the content. In our scenarios, we assume short contacts between requester and content source so that content retrieval can not be completed at once. We implement this by defining disruption points, i.e., specific numbers of segments, after which the requester will stop requesting segments emulating a disruption timeout.

In our evaluations, there is always exactly one disruption per measurement and we measure the effective content retrieval time based on two content retrievals: First, the content retrieval time until a disruption point is reached and then, the content retrieval time of a second content retrieval that is always successful. After long disruptions, content from the first incomplete content retrieval is not available anymore in the cache. This is enforced by restarting the CCND daemon after a disruption to clear the cache. If resume operations are enabled, the application loads the stored Meta Data before starting the second content retrieval. The content retrieval time in opportunistic networks would also depend on the time a connection is disrupted, i.e. the disruption time. However, the disruption time is an additive constant that could be added to the measured effective content retrieval time.
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In dynamic environments where neighbors change frequently, no static unicast FIB entries can be configured. Since NDN messages do not include a destination node address, they can be efficiently transmitted on wireless broadcast media using broadcast MAC frames. However, since MAC acknowledgments are only transmitted in case of unicast communication, automatic retransmissions cannot be performed during broadcast communication. Thus, in Subsection 5.4.2, we explore mechanisms to increase information-centric broadcast throughput via Interest lifetimes. Then, in Subsections 5.4.3 and 5.4.4, we compare broadcast with unicast communication (for reference purposes) by configuring the FIB accordingly. The two-node scenario indicates the baseline performance of broadcast communication since there is no benefit compared to unicast. However, broadcast performance may improve compared to unicast if more requesters are available at the same time. In our evaluations, the main differences between unicast and broadcast are the mechanisms on the MAC layer. The contention window, which controls the delay until a packet is transmitted on the MAC layer, can only be adapted during unicast. During broadcast, the contention window is by default larger resulting in lower data rates. In addition, broadcast NDN communication is delayed to enable duplicate suppression (see Subsection 2.1.1). In our evaluations, we use the default data pause $DP$ of 10ms.

5.4.2 Interest Lifetime for Broadcast Content Transmission

During broadcast communication, collisions can only be detected by unanswered Interest requests. The Interest lifetime has direct impact on Interest retransmissions and, thus, on throughput, because Interests cannot be forwarded in case of existing PIT entries. In this subsection, we evaluate different Interest lifetime values for broadcast communication.

![Figure 5.2: Broadcast Throughput for Different Interest Lifetimes (IL).](image)

In Figure 5.2, we evaluate the throughput of a 2 MB file with a segment size of 4096 bytes using Interest lifetimes of 4.0, 1.0, 0.5 and 0.25 seconds. The x-axis
shows different pipeline sizes and the y-axis the achieved throughput. An Interest lifetime of 4 seconds is the default value in CCNx. Transmissions with large Interest lifetimes result in low data rates for small pipeline sizes because of large retransmission delays in case of packet collisions. For an Interest lifetime of 4s, throughput increases with larger pipeline sizes from 16 up to 512 by a factor of 4, i.e., from 0.38 Mbps to 1.50 Mbps. The reason for this increase is the larger number of Interests that are transmitted concurrently until a timeout has been detected. These Interests may retrieve and pre-fetch Data messages that are stored in the content store of a requester (since not all Data transmissions result in a collision). After a timeout has been detected, only Interests for collided Data messages need to be retransmitted and subsequent Interests can be served from the pre-fetched Data messages in the cache. However, this strategy will cause 75% more Interest transmissions compared to a pipeline size of 16 due to more collisions.

While Interest lifetimes of 4 seconds may be reasonable in multi-hop networks, lower values can be used during opportunistic one-hop communication. By decreasing the Interest lifetime from 4s to 0.25s, the throughput increases drastically by a factor of 7.2 for a pipeline size of 16, i.e., from 0.37 Mbps to 2.67 Mbps. Pipeline sizes above 16 and Interest lifetimes shorter than 0.25s do not result in any performance gain.

In Figure 5.3 we investigate the transmitted messages during the content retrieval of a 5 MB file using a pipeline size of 16. The x-axis denotes different Interest lifetime values. The left y-axis shows the number of transmitted Interest or received Data messages. The right y-axis shows the number of received duplicate Data messages. The number of transmitted Interests depends on the number of collisions and is the same for all evaluated Interest lifetimes. An Interest lifetime of 0.25s results in a few occasional duplicate Data messages: the median value is 0, the 75-quartile is 1 and the maximum value, which occurred only once in 100 measurements, is 30. The reason for the duplicates are Interests that are retransmitted shortly before the corresponding Data message has been received. Since
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content sources do not memorize recently transmitted Data messages, they will respond to retransmitted Interests again as we have already observed in Subsection 4.3.3. In the worst case, an Interest lifetime of 0.25s results in an overhead of around 2% Data messages (duplicates), which corresponds to less than 140 KB. However, the median throughput increases for an Interest lifetime of 0.5s to 0.25s by 48% from 1.79 Mbps to 2.67 Mbps.

5.4.3 Effect of Resume Capability

In this subsection, we investigate content retrieval with resume operations as described in Section 5.3.2 and compare it to ccncat [162], a regular CCNx content retrieval applications without resume capability. Figure 5.4 shows effective content retrieval times of a 5 MB file via broadcast communication for different segment sizes and disruption points. The colors represent different segment sizes, i.e. the payload in Data messages without NDN headers containing names, signatures etc. The x-axis denotes different disruption points represented by the received KBs before a disruption occurs and the y-axis shows the content retrieval times in seconds. Content retrievals with resume (continuous lines) and without resume (dotted lines) operation use a stop-and-wait strategy, i.e., a pipeline size of 1, to transmit Interests.

![Figure 5.4: Content Retrieval Times of a 5 MB File via Broadcast Communication for Different Segment Sizes and Disruption Points.](image)

Without resume operation, the effective content retrieval times increase the later content retrieval is disrupted because all segments need to be requested again in the second content retrieval. If the first download is disrupted immediately before content retrieval has finished, almost twice the amount of data needs to be transmitted requiring almost twice the amount of time. If resume operations are enabled, the content retrieval time is constant independent of the disruption points since received content segments are persistently stored at the requester. In our evaluations, there is always only one disruption and the second content retrieval is always successful. Therefore, the content retrieval time can be reduced by up to 100%. However, in the worst case, when nodes only meet for a short time and
content retrievals can not be completed at once, content retrievals without resume operation would never be completed.

The processing overhead for handling Meta Data is negligible. The size of the Meta Data depends on the size of the content name and the length of the publisher’s public key digest, but it is usually significantly lower than 1 KB. Resume operations do not have a negative impact on content retrievals without disruptions. Evaluations of continuous content retrievals (without disruptions) did not show any increase in content retrieval times caused by Meta Data processing. The MTU of the network cards on the ALIX boards is 2274 bytes, thus, segment sizes larger than 1024 bytes result in packet fragmentation. Since we run CCNx on top of IP (using UDP as transport protocol), packet fragmentation is automatically handled on the IP layer. We can observe that despite fragmentation, larger segment sizes result in shorter content retrieval times due to smaller data and processing overhead since fewer messages need to be transmitted.

Figure 5.5: Content Retrieval Times of a 5 MB File via Broadcast Communication for Different Pipeline Sizes and Disruption Points.

In Figure 5.5 effective content retrieval times are shown for a 5 MB file using resume operations during broadcast communication. The segment size is set to 4096 bytes and we evaluate pipeline sizes of 1, 2, 4, 8, or 16. Content retrieval times decrease from a pipeline size of 1 to 16 by 80%. The largest relative decrease, i.e., 44% is observed when increasing the pipeline size from 1 to 2 because collisions do not affect subsequent message transmissions in the same restrictive way. When using a pipeline size of 1, no communication is performed in case of a collision until a retransmission is performed.

Figure 5.6 shows effective content retrieval times of a 5 MB file using resume operations during unicast communication. The segment size is set to 4096 bytes and the pipeline size is set 1, 2, 4, 8 or 16. The content retrieval times of unicast decrease compared to broadcast between 36% for a pipeline size of 1 and 53% for a pipeline size of 16. However, we can also observe that content retrieval times during unicast communication do not increase significantly for pipeline sizes lar-
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Figure 5.6: Content Retrieval Times of a 5 MB File via Unicast Communication for Different Pipeline Sizes and Disruption Points.

While content retrieval times decrease by 80% from a pipeline size of 4 to 1, they decrease only slightly more for larger pipeline sizes, i.e., by 84% (+4%) and 85% (+5%) for pipeline sizes of 8 and 16 instead of 1. Since unicast Data transmissions do not require forwarding delays, e.g., no broadcast delays to enable duplicate suppression, and unicast data rates are generally higher than broadcast data rates, Data can be returned quicker with unicast than with broadcast communication. Consequently, Interests can be transmitted faster and smaller pipeline sizes are not a limiting factor. For wireless mesh nodes with more processing power than PC Engines Alix 3D2 nodes, differences between pipeline sizes of 4, 8 and 16 may become even smaller (if not negligible) because Interest and Data messages can be processed and transmitted faster.

5.4.4 Power Measurements

We evaluate the power consumption of CCNx 0.6.0 on Alix 3D2 wireless mesh nodes during wireless communication. The topology comprises three wireless mesh nodes. Two nodes exchange files via broadcast and a third node overhears the broadcast communication without being actively involved in the file exchange. The power consumption of all mesh nodes is measured with a Rigol digital multimeter [22]. In conformance with NDN node roles (see Subsection 2.1.1), we use the following traffic roles to classify the power measurements.

1. **Content Source** transmits Data from a local repository.
2. **Requester** transmits Interests to receive Data in return.
3. **Listener** overhears Data from the environment without requesting it. In case of Interest retransmissions, it may respond content from its cache.
4. **Idle mode** runs CCNx but without receiving or transmitting anything.
The average power consumption for all traffic roles during content retrievals is illustrated in Figure 5.7. The content source has the highest power consumption since it needs to fetch already signed content objects from the repository and transmit it to requesters over the wireless medium. Also, it receives Interests and must perform a longest-prefix match on the name. Power consumption of a requester is only slightly lower than for a content source, because it needs to transmit Interests and verify signatures of received Data messages. As expected, a listener consumes less power than a requester or a content source, because no Interests are transmitted and no signatures need to be verified. However, a listener still needs to parse and process all received Interest and Data messages as well as transmit occasionally a Data message in case of an Interest retransmission (due to a collision). Therefore, a listener node spends only 8% less power than a content source and only 4% less power than a requester. If content retrieval would be performed via unicast from the content source, listener nodes would not receive any messages and could remain in idle mode. Compared to idle mode, a listener has a 22% higher power consumption.

Figure 5.8 shows the measured average energy consumption when retrieving content objects of different sizes via broadcast or unicast communication. Both requesters and content sources require less energy for unicast than for broadcast communication due to a higher throughput. After content retrieval via unicast has finished, requesters and content sources can quickly switch back to idle mode, which has a lower power consumption. The energy overhead of a requester using broadcast instead of unicast communication decreases from 9% (0.25 MB file) to 7% (10 MB file) while the energy overhead of a content source decreases from 41% (0.25 MB file) to 28% (10 MB file). Since the energy consumption increases for larger files, the relative differences between broadcast and unicast decrease for increasing file sizes (smaller percentages). However, potential energy savings (absolute numbers) when using unicast instead of broadcast communication increase for increasing file sizes. Consequently, if broadcast communication is not required, e.g., because there is only one requester, unicast communication is advantageous due to lower energy consumption. However, if multiple nodes request content concurrently, broadcast communication may be more efficient.
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Figure 5.8: Energy Consumption for Content Retrievals of Varying File Sizes with Broadcast and Unicast Communication.

5.5 Conclusions

In opportunistic networks, connectivity to content sources may be intermittent and short such that content retrievals may not be completed at once and need to be resumed. Since NDN caches are only used for short-term storage, persistence is not guaranteed. Therefore, we have developed an application that enables requesters to store partial files persistently. Then, content retrievals can be resumed by maintaining Meta Data of received partial files, which is stored after disruptions. While strategies without resume operations may never be successful, resumed content retrievals result in constant content retrieval times independent of the disruption time from a content source. Evaluations have shown that processing and storage overhead is negligible and does not affect regular content retrievals in any way.

Since content sources are generally unknown, content retrievals need to be performed via broadcast. However, collisions during broadcast communication may result in long retransmission delays degrading the achievable throughput. Since opportunistic communication is performed via one hop, Interest lifetimes can be decreased to a low value to reduce retransmission delays. Evaluations have shown that decreasing Interest lifetimes can increase one-hop broadcast throughput with a pipeline size of 16 by a factor of up to 7.2 without significantly increasing the number of transmitted messages.

We have also investigated information-centric wireless unicast and broadcast communication. Evaluations have shown that unicast communication results in significantly faster content retrieval times and lower energy consumption at requesters and content sources. In addition, listener nodes that receive and process overheard broadcast messages have a 22% higher power consumption compared to idle mode. Such an increased power consumption can be avoided during unicast
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communication because only active nodes (requesters and content sources) receive and transmit messages. Thus, for a known content source and only one requester, direct communication via unicast would be favorable. In Chapter 6, we investigate Dynamic Unicast for opportunistic one-hop communication, which dynamically configures unicast faces to neighboring content sources after an implicit content discovery via broadcast.
Chapter 6

Dynamic Unicast for Opportunistic One-hop Communication

6.1 Introduction

Information-centric networking (ICN) is promising for opportunistic communication because it enables dynamic communication based on the availability of content. Instead of detecting or maintaining connectivity to a specific host, content can be retrieved by name (or prefix) from any neighbor node that holds the desired content. Consider for example hitchhikers in rural or mountain areas that are interested in weather information. Instead of connecting via intermittent cellular communication to servers hundreds of kilometers away, it may be more accurate to get temperature information or thermal images from deployed sensors or heat cameras nearby. In addition, if there is no cellular coverage direct local communication may be the only feasible option to retrieve content.

ICN messages do not contain any source or destination identifiers and most wireless ICN works, e.g., [144, 217, 214, 39], use broadcast communication exclusively for all communication. They argue that overheard cached copies can be useful to satisfy future requests from other nodes. However, broadcast requests can trigger transmissions from multiple content sources resulting in collisions and duplicate Data transmissions. With caching in ICNs, every node that overhears broadcast transmission would automatically become a content source increasing content density and collision probability. Furthermore, listener nodes that do not (actively) participate in the communication have a 22% higher power consumption compared to the case when they do not receive broadcast messages (see Chapter 5). Yet, although wireless unicast communication results in shorter content retrieval times and lower energy consumption than via wireless broadcast communication, it is not possible to statically configure unicast faces to content sources in opportunistic networks because neighbor nodes may change dynamically.

In this chapter, we describe Dynamic Unicast [42], an approach that enables requesters to dynamically create unicast faces to opportunistic neighbors and, thus, support efficient content retrieval. Assuming a requester knows the name (or pre-
6.2 Dynamic Unicast

In this section, we describe Dynamic Unicast for opportunistic information-centric content retrieval. Dynamic Unicast is based on implicit content discovery: requesters can transmit Interests for a content name via one-hop broadcast to check whether a suitable content source is available. If no response is received, no content source is available, which - in terms of content retrieval - equals the lack of neighbor nodes. If a reply is received, a dynamic FIB entry can be created so that the content can be retrieved directly from the content source.

6.2.1 Implicit Content Discovery via Broadcast

In Chapter 4, we have described opportunistic content discovery algorithms to learn existing content names. If content names are known, a requester can find content at any nearby node by transmitting Interests for the content name via one-hop broadcast. We call this implicit content discovery because a requester can infer from a Data reply that a content source is available.

In NDN, Interests are forwarded based on configured prefixes in the FIB. Since it is not possible to configure all potential content prefixes in the FIB, we implement a pass-through for Interests from local applications, which means that these Interests are directly forwarded to a (wireless) broadcast face if no FIB entry is explicitly configured. If a content source is available, it will respond to broadcast Interests with a broadcast Data message in return. By that, all nodes in the vicinity get informed that there is a responding content source and duplicate Data transmissions can be avoided. After content reception, the requester can extract the content source’s node ID and the name prefix, i.e., content name without segment number, to create a unicast face.

In this work, we consider the IP address of a node as local node ID. The IP address is not used for global routing but only as temporary content locator, which is not part of the content name protected by the signature, similar to locator-based mobility approaches [107, 168, 108, 125].

6.2.2 Broadcast Data Transmission

Broadcast Interests are addressed to all nodes in the vicinity. If multiple content sources are available, a single broadcast Interest can trigger Data transmissions from multiple nodes. In CCNx, every Data message is scheduled for transmission in a content queue. To avoid duplicate Data transmissions and enable requesters to synchronize to the same content source, broadcast Data transmissions are delayed
randomly. Then, if the same Data message has been received (from another content source) prior to its own transmission, content sources can cancel scheduled Data transmissions by deleting it from the content queue. In CCNx, the multicast delay is randomly selected in the interval \([DP, 3DP]\), where \(DP\) can be configured with the environment variable `CCND_DATA_PAUSE MICROSEC`. We use the same interval for the broadcast delay and evaluate different values of \(DP\).

6.2.3 Unicast Content Retrieval

After creating a unicast face to the content source, all subsequent requests can be addressed directly to it until the content is complete or a timeout has occurred. In the latter case, the Interest can be forwarded based on forwarding strategies described in the next subsection. Unicast faces should only be used as long as they are valid and should disappear if they are not used anymore. In CCNx, faces have limited lifetime and they age periodically every update interval. In addition to the lifetime, faces keep track of all messages that are received since the last update. Dynamic Unicast can exploit these existing procedures to avoid the deletion of expired unicast faces if messages are still being received over it. Therefore, the lifetime of dynamically created unicast faces can be set to a very short value of only a few seconds. The required changes to the CCND are minimal: only content name and node ID need to be extracted from Data messages to register a FIB entry if it does not already exist.

6.2.4 Interest Forwarding Strategy

The default CCNx Interest forwarding strategy rates all available faces and sends Interests first via the face that is considered best. If no answer is received within a certain time (shorter than the Interest lifetime), the same Interest is forwarded on the second best face and so on. To define a unicast-broadcast forwarding strategy, the ranking of outgoing faces needs to be adapted appropriately. We rank faces as follows. First, if there is an internal face, e.g., to a local repository, it has priority over all other faces. Second, if there is a unicast face, it is used next. New unicast faces are included at the beginning of the list and old faces expire quickly if they are not used anymore. Third, if no unicast face is available or no answer is received on the unicast face, the Interest is forwarded on the broadcast face to find new content sources.

If the content retrieval is not successful over any face, there is a timeout event. In this case, the Interest can be retransmitted for \(n\) times. To avoid collisions with retransmitted Interests from other nodes, we delay retransmissions by a random value between \([0, r \times t]\), where \(r\) specifies the \(r\)th retry attempt and \(t\) is a slot time. If no content is received, after \(n\) retransmissions, no content source is assumed in the vicinity and a probing Interest is transmitted periodically after a probing Interval of \(PI\) seconds.
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6.3 Evaluation

6.3.1 Evaluation Settings

In this section, we evaluate the performance of Dynamic Unicast using our NDN simulation framework based on OMNeT++ [205] (see Section 3.2 for more information). The parameters used in our evaluations are listed in Table 6.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>interface</td>
<td>1 × IEEE 802.11g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>data rate</td>
<td>unicast/broadcast: 2 Mbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>error rate</td>
<td>Nist error rate model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>transmitter power</td>
<td>0.1 mW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>signal attenuation</td>
<td>free space path loss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>playground size</td>
<td>50m × 50m, 500m × 500m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mobility</td>
<td>Gauss-Markov, α = 0.9 speed: 1m/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># requesters</td>
<td>1, 10, 30, 50, 70, 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># content sources</td>
<td>1, 10, 30, 50, 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>segment size</td>
<td>4096 Bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>content size</td>
<td>40 KB, 400 KB, 2 MB, 4 MB, 8 MB, 20 MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>data pause DP</td>
<td>10ms, 50ms, 100ms, 200ms, 300ms, 400ms, 500ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>content lifetime CL</td>
<td>60s, 90s, 120s, 150s, 300s, 600s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>probing interval PI</td>
<td>4s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>max. retransmissions n</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>slot time</td>
<td>10ms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.1: Simulation Parameters for One-hop Dynamic Unicast.

With our configurations, nodes can overhear messages from other nodes up to a distance of 50m. We set the data rate for both unicast and broadcast to 2 Mbps to have fair conditions for comparison. In real systems the unicast data rate may be considerably higher, because it can be adapted between sender and receiver while broadcast data rates are set to the lowest supported data rate. The segment size corresponds to the effective NDN payload without any NDN headers and the content lifetime corresponds to the freshnessSeconds in CCNx defining how long a Data message stays in the content store. All network nodes have one broadcast face configured. Thus, they can ask their opportunistic one-hop neighbors for content. In case of multiple content sources, all content sources hold the same content objects. All requesters move based on the Gauss-Markov mobility model looking for content provided by content sources, e.g., sensors, that are statically placed at
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random positions within the playground. Requesters start their requests randomly within the first [1,100] seconds of a simulation by transmitting Interests in the same content name. Interests that time out are re-expressed twice with a delay based on the slot time as explained in Section 6.2.4. If nothing has been received, the next Interest is transmitted after a probing interval of 4 seconds.

6.3.2 Broadcast Delays

We first investigate the impact of broadcast delays using various $DP$ values on wireless broadcast communication. We set the playground size to $50m \times 50m$, i.e. all nodes can see each other. We have only one requester node and multiple content sources with the same content. Figure 6.1a illustrates NDN messages and content retrieval times when using broadcast requests in case of 10 redundant content sources. The left $y$-axis shows the number of transmitted or received messages and the right $y$-axis shows the content retrieval time in seconds. The x-axis denotes different $DP$ values. If too short delays are used, e.g., 10ms is the default delays used.

![Figure 6.1](image)

Figure 6.1: Broadcast Requests for 1 Requester and 10 Redundant Content Sources in a Playground of $50m \times 50m$. The Content Size is 4MB.
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$DP$ value in CCNx, content sources do not have enough time to detect concurrent Data transmissions and respond to the same Interests. As a result, a receiver receives many duplicate Data messages. In this example, a $DP$ value of 200ms results in a content retrieval time that is 60% lower than with 10ms, i.e., 168.6s instead of 420.5s. At the same time, the number of received duplicate Data messages at requesters can be decreased by 78%.

Figure 6.1b shows broadcast messages and collisions at the MAC layer. With a $DP$ value of 200ms, the number of collisions can be reduced by 83% compared to a $DP$ of 10ms. Increasing $DP$ values even more would result in slightly fewer collisions and duplicate Data messages but it cannot avoid them completely. Furthermore, the content retrieval time would slightly increase as well. The optimal $DP$ value depends on the number of available content sources.

![Graph showing NDN Messages and Content Retrieval Times.](image)

(a) NDN Messages and Content Retrieval Times.

![Graph showing Broadcast Messages and Collisions at the MAC Layer.](image)

(b) Broadcast Messages and Collisions at the MAC Layer.

**Figure 6.2:** Broadcast Requests for 1 Requester and 100 Redundant Content Sources in a Playground of 50m × 50m. The Content Size is 4MB.

We have also performed evaluations with more content sources and Figure 6.2 illustrates the results for 100 content sources. Figure 6.2a shows that content retrieval times decrease in case of 100 content sources for increasing $DP$ values up
to 500ms. Thus, in case of 100 content sources, larger $DP$ values result in better results than for 10 content sources. However, due to duplicate suppression, content sources have no means of knowing how many other content sources are available near requesters and can, therefore, not adapt $DP$ accordingly.

**Figure 6.3:** Average Content Retrieval Time of a 4MB File between two NDN Nodes: 1 Requester and 1 Content Source.

If only one content source is available, high $DP$ values are disadvantageous because broadcast communication experiences unnecessary delays. In Figure 6.3, we show average content retrieval times between two NDN nodes: one requester and one content source. For $DP$ values of 300ms or higher, content retrieval times via broadcast are more than 75% higher than with a $DP$ of 10ms (minimum). However, large $DP$ values have a smaller impact on Dynamic Unicast because it affects only broadcast messages.

In the rest of this chapter, we set $DP$ to 200ms as tradeoff because it showed significantly better results than smaller values in case of multiple content sources, but does not result in significantly longer content retrieval times if only one content source is available. For the sake of comparability, we set $DP$ to 200ms for both broadcast and Dynamic Unicast although Dynamic Unicast could use even larger $DP$ values without affecting content retrieval times significantly.

In Figure 6.4 we compare Dynamic Unicast with broadcast communication for one requester and 10 content sources in a playground of 50m × 50m. Figure 6.4 shows that Dynamic Unicast can almost completely avoid duplicate Data transmissions and collisions. Furthermore, Dynamic Unicast can decrease content retrieval times by 87% from 169.8s to 22.7s. The content retrieval times are slightly shorter than with only one content source in Figure 6.3 because Data messages can be transmitted with the shortest random delay (among all 10 content sources). Consequently, retransmissions in case collisions can also be performed quicker.
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6.3.3 Content Lifetime for Broadcast Content Retrieval

If nodes overhear broadcast communication, they can serve future requests for the same content from the cache increasing content density. Broadcast NDN communication is, therefore, most efficient if Data messages do not disappear too quickly from the cache. In this subsection, we investigate the influence of cached Data messages on broadcast content retrieval. We evaluate different content lifetime (CL) values, i.e., time that Data messages remain valid in the cache. We use a network of 101 nodes: one static content source and multiple (1-100) mobile requesters in a 500m × 500m playground. Figure 6.5a shows cumulative retrieval times of 10 requesters when using content lifetime values between 60s and 600s. Recall that all requesters start their requests randomly within [0, 100s]. Thus, for content lifetime values below 100s, content may have disappeared from caches before some requesters have started their requests for it. Even for content lifetime values slightly above 100s, content may disappear from caches before some requesters have seen a node with a cached copy. This observation is confirmed when observing the transmitted messages at requesters and content sources in Figure 6.5b.

Up to content lifetimes of 150s, the content source needs to transmit around 3 - 4 times more Data messages than for a content lifetime of 600s. On the one hand, some requesters can avoid transmitting Interests in the same content because they have overheard the desired content earlier and still have it in their cache; on the other hand, requesters and listeners store content for a longer time and serve it to other requesters from their cache increasing content density.

In this scenario we obtain a pervasive content availability with a content lifetime of 600s, i.e., larger values (not shown in Figure 6.5b) do not result in any improvements. In scenarios with more requesters, pervasive content availability can already be obtained for lower content lifetimes because content is continuously requested and cached by more nodes resulting in a higher content density. For example, in scenarios with 30 requesters, we obtain a pervasive content availability...
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Figure 6.5: Cumulative Retrieval Times and Transmitted Messages for a Content Object of 4MB. There are 100 Mobile Nodes (10 Requesters, 90 Listeners) and 1 Static Source.

already for a content lifetime of 300s.

If Dynamic Unicast is used, only requesters receive content and other nodes cannot overhear Data transmissions. To obtain the full benefits from NDN broadcast communication, we use a content lifetime of 600s when comparing broadcast to Dynamic Unicast in the next subsection.

6.3.4 Broadcast vs. Dynamic Unicast

In this subsection we compare Dynamic Unicast to broadcast communication in a playground of 500m × 500m. We use different content sizes between 40 KB and 20 MB, a content lifetime of 600s and a varying number of requesters. In Figure 6.6a we show the cumulative retrieval times for 10 requesters retrieving content objects of varying sizes using Dynamic Unicast or broadcast communication. For very small content sizes of 40 KB, i.e. 10 segments, broadcast content retrieval
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Figure 6.6: Cumulative Retrieval Times of 10 and 100 Requesters retrieving Content Objects of Varying Sizes via Broadcast or Dynamic Unicast from 1 Content Source.

is slightly faster by 1% because such small content objects can spread quickly via broadcast among all nodes, i.e., broadcast delays have only small impact. However, the larger the content objects are, the better is the relative improvement of Dynamic Unicast. For content objects of 400 KB, Dynamic Unicast is already 4% faster, for 4 MB files the improvement is 34% and for 20 MB it is even 57%. For larger content objects, i.e., 8 MB and 20 MB, cumulative retrieval times of Dynamic Unicast have a less steep slope than for broadcast. This means that a few requesters need more time to complete content retrieval than others, while during broadcast, all requesters retrieve the content approximately at the same time. This is because content density is higher if content retrieval is performed via broadcast, i.e., all nodes receive the content while during Dynamic Unicast, some nodes may require more time until finding a node that can provide the content.

Broadcast communication should be particularly advantageous if many nodes request the same content at the same time. Figure 6.6b shows cumulative retrieval
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times for 100 requesters retrieving content objects of varying sizes. Surprisingly, content retrieval via broadcast is still not faster than Dynamic Unicast. Already for a content object of 40 KB, Dynamic Unicast is slightly faster by 0.1%, for 4 MB files it is 13% and for 20 MB it is 30% faster. Because every requester also caches (requested) Data messages during Dynamic Unicast, content density is considerably higher with many requesters. As a result, the slopes of cumulative retrieval times during Dynamic Unicast are as steep as during broadcast.

In Figure 6.7a we evaluate transmitted Data messages by the content source and the requesters for a fixed content size of 4 MB. The x-axis shows the number of requesters and the y-axis the number of Data messages. As expected, the content source needs to transmit more Data messages for Dynamic Unicast than for broadcast in case of multiple requesters. However, the increase is not as high as expected. For all evaluated requester scenarios, the average numbers of transmitted Data messages are at most 22% and the maximum numbers are at most 62% higher (30 requesters). For 100 requesters, the average number of transmitted Data messages is only 2% higher and the maximum value is only 43% higher. There are two reasons for this. First, during Dynamic Unicast requesters can also retrieve content from other requesters’ caches (high content density), and second, the more nodes are requesting content concurrently, the higher is the probability of collisions and retransmissions during broadcast.

Figure 6.7b shows the number of transmitted Interest and received duplicate Data messages by requesters. The number of duplicate Data messages increases for an increasing number of requesters. In case of 100 requesters, the number of duplicate Data messages can be decreased by 85% when using Dynamic Unicast instead of broadcast. For broadcast, the number of transmitted Interests decreases with increasing number of requesters while for Dynamic Unicast, it increases slightly. However, up to 50 requesters, broadcast communication requires equal or even up to 3 times more Interests than Dynamic Unicast because content retrieval requires more time and may not be finished during short contact times to content sources. Thus, requesters may need to probe and meet the content source several times until retrieving the complete content. For 100 requesters, Dynamic Unicast requires on average only 18% more Interest messages than broadcast.

In Figure 6.7c we investigate the number of received and transmitted Data messages by listener nodes that do not actively provide or request content, but only provide overheard content from their caches. The x-axis shows the number of requesters and the y-axis the number of messages. Since there are no listeners in the 100-requesters-scenario, the x-axis shows only results up to 70 requesters. The more requesters are available, the more messages are received and transmitted by listener nodes. We can see that Dynamic Unicast can preserve resources on listener nodes because they receive, process and transmit considerably fewer messages. In case of 70 requesters, listeners receive and process on average 4.6 times more Data messages and even 23.4 times more duplicate Data messages for broadcast than for Dynamic Unicast. Consequently, listeners transmit on average 13.8 times more Data messages when requested via broadcast compared to Dynamic Unicast.
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Figure 6.7: Comparison of Dynamic Unicast and Broadcast for a Content Size of 4MB and a Varying Number of Requesters.
6.4 Conclusions

In Information-centric networks, requesters transmit Interests to receive Data messages from any available content sources in the vicinity. However, it may not be appropriate to keep this flexibility, i.e., to retrieve content from any reachable node, for every transmitted Interest. Since every node may be a potential content source and nodes do not know how many other content sources are available for a requester, they may need to use large broadcast delays to reduce duplicate Data transmissions and collisions. If every Data message is delayed, content retrieval may be considerably longer.

To solve this problem, we have presented Dynamic Unicast to dynamically adapt the transmission modes in wireless communication. We have shown that flexibility can be maintained by broadcasting requests only until a content source has been found (Dynamic Unicast). The required modifications to the NDN implementation are minimal (pass-through of Interests from local applications, extraction of content name and node ID to create a unicast face) and can exploit existing procedures to remove unused faces.

Dynamic unicast is clearly more efficient in case of single requesters and multiple content sources, where collisions and duplicate Data transmissions can almost be completely avoided. Surprisingly, our evaluations have shown that Dynamic Unicast is also up to 57% faster than broadcast in networks with multiple concurrent requesters. Nodes that cache content increase content density and every broadcast request triggers more duplicate Data transmissions and collisions. Therefore, broadcast communication is not as efficient as expected in terms of message efficiency if all nodes in the network request content concurrently. When using Dynamic Unicast, content sources send on average only 2% more Data messages and requesters send only 18% more Interests but receive at the same time 85% fewer duplicate Data messages compared to broadcast communication.

Furthermore, if only broadcast communication would be used, listener nodes that do not actively participate in the communication (as content source or requester) would need to process all received Interest and Data messages resulting in higher energy consumption (see also Subsection 5.4.4). In fact, the benefit of caching overheard content at listeners may be limited because listeners may overhear only part of the content and do not actively request missing segments. If listeners reply with overheard Data messages in response to broadcast requests in dense environments, it may result in many duplicate Data transmissions (and collisions). In addition, caches may hold content only for a short time due to their limited size (and cache replacement strategies). For example, if a node receives content at a rate of 54 Mbps (by over hearing content retrievals of multiple requesters), a cache of 2 GB would be filled in 5 minutes and would be completely overwritten within 10 minutes. Thus, if there are no requests in the same content in the meantime, there would be no benefit of caching.
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RC-NDN: Raptor Codes Enabled Named Data Networking

7.1 Introduction

Information-centric networking (ICN) can exploit the inherent broadcast capability of the wireless medium because content can be retrieved from any neighbor node that holds desired content. However, we have seen in Chapters 5 and 6 that ICN is not optimized for wireless broadcast communication because the same content copies are cached and transmitted by many nodes. As a result, limited wireless network bandwidth and cache sizes are not efficiently used because of many duplicate Data transmissions. While we have presented Dynamic Unicast as an alternative to broadcast communication in Chapter 6, we investigate an encoding approach called RC-NDN \[51, 190\] for increased wireless broadcast efficiency in this chapter.

There have been other research efforts \[147, 225, 140, 212, 60, 172\] that introduce advanced coding techniques such as network coding \[32\] in ICN architectures to deal with inefficiencies of the ICN content delivery process. Although reported gains are noticeable, these works deal only with static network environments. Furthermore, these works assume that all network nodes are able and willing to perform re-encoding operations with received packets, which may not be the case due to computational constraints. Moreover, since every NDN Data packet is signed by the content source, content can not be re-encoded transparently at intermediate nodes without requesters noticing, i.e., re-encoded content is equivalent to new content that requires new signatures. Thus, different from existing network coding approaches, RC-NDN considers one-hop wireless broadcast communication and encodes packets only at content sources, i.e., there is no re-encoding at intermediate nodes to avoid new signatures (see Subsection 2.7.2). Furthermore, we focus on networks characterized by significant mobility, e.g., moving cars or bicycles, in contrast to existing network coding approaches for ICN \[147, 225, 140, 212, 60, 172\] that focus on static network topologies.

The biggest challenge with the introduction of Raptor codes to NDN is the design of a protocol that is compatible with the NDN request-response scheme,
supports pipelining to enable multiple concurrent requests and exploits enhanced packet diversity from Raptor coding.

7.2 Raptor Coding for NDN

In this section, we present our proposed Raptor coding based NDN protocol. We first discuss the integration of Raptor codes into the NDN architecture before presenting required data structures and names. Finally, we present a sample RC-NDN request procedure.

7.2.1 Integration of Raptor Coding into NDN Architecture

The processing of Raptor coded packets can be included either 1) directly in the CCND or 2) in an application module above the CCND. Below we discuss the implications of each design.

1. **RC-NDN processing at CCND:** This means that packet encoding, collection and decoding should be done at the CCND. This approach would have the advantage that Raptor coding is transparent to the application. However, it is associated with two main drawbacks. First, an application would not know how many Interest and Data packets have been transmitted and received. Requesting new messages would, therefore, be the CCND’s responsibility. To detect when content retrieval has been completed, an application would need to make regular checks. This means that the CCND would need to keep track of complete and partial content and provide it to applications upon request. Thus, the complexity of CCND message processing would increase significantly. Furthermore, received, decoded, and re-encoded Data packets would need to be stored in the cache, which is problematic because it is only a temporary storage. Hence, Data packets may be deleted before a sufficient number of packets for decoding has been received.

2. **RC-NDN processing at Application Layer:** This means that requesters would store received encoded packets temporarily in the content store. In addition, requesters can store received (encoded and decoded) packets at persistent storage controlled by the application. This approach follows the typical NDN application design where applications have full control when Interests are transmitted to receive Data packets. A disadvantage of this approach is that only requesters and content sources can perform encoding and decoding operations, while intermediate nodes only store received Data packets in and relay them from the cache.

As mentioned in Subsection 2.7.2, re-encoding packets at intermediate nodes requires new signatures, which may raise trust issues. Therefore, we decided to follow the second approach, i.e., to introduce Raptor codes as an application layer
module. We assume that encoded content has the same name prefix, which means that the content is created by the same publisher. In particular, we consider only coding of content segments from the same content object or stream and not coding of different content objects or content published by different content sources.

7.2.2 Data Structures

In the proposed RC-NCN architecture, we do not modify the original NDN Interest and Data messages. The information that is needed to request Raptor coded packets is included in the Interest name as explained in the next subsection. Original Data messages are serialized and encapsulated as payload in a new message structure called Raptor Data message. The structure of Raptor Data messages is similar to original Data messages and contains the same headers and signatures as regular NDN. Additionally, we append a Raptor coding header (RCH) to enable decoding at the requesters side. The RCH conveys the following information:

1. The seed used for generating the Raptor coded packets.
2. The number of generated Raptor coded packets \(N\).
3. The number of original source packets \(K\), i.e., segments.

7.2.3 Naming

Since message processing in NDN is based on names, identifiers of encoded messages should also be included in the name. To differentiate between regular NDN traffic and Raptor encoded packets, we have included an additional marker \(rc\) after the file name \(fname\). The proposed name structure is as follows:

\[\text{/c}_0/\cdots/\text{/c}_n/\text{fname}/rc/\text{version}/e_n\]

where \(e_n\) stands for the \(n\)th combination of packets, i.e., encodedID. To avoid the reception of packet duplicates, the requester specifies the encodedID in the Interest name. The first combination \(e_0\) equals the seed of the encoding and \(e_n\) is increased for every additional packet combination. Without specifying the encodedID \(e_n\), multiple parallel Interest transmissions (pipelining), are not possible as explained in Subsection 2.7.2.

7.2.4 Request Procedure

We explain the Data request procedure with the help of Figure 7.1. The requester first transmits a general Interest in \(<\text{content_name}>/rc/>\) without encodedID. This Interest requests the lowest available encodedID of the content name at neighbor nodes. The requester receives for example a Data message with the name \(<\text{content_name}>/rc/\text{version}/25034\). By looking into the RCH, the requester discovers both the seed that was used in the encoding process and the number of
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encoded packets $N$. With this information, the requester can directly demand multiple encodedIDs simultaneously by increasing the encodedIDs, e.g., 25035, 25036, 25037, etc., in the next requests. If there is a timeout, i.e., no reply to an Interest due to collisions or content unavailability, the Interest is not retransmitted but the next encodedID is requested by increasing the encodedID. When the maximum encodedID is reached, which is equal to the sum of seed and overall number of encoded packets $N$, the next encodedIDs to be requested start over from the seed with combinations that have not yet been received.

7.3 Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed RC-NDN architecture and compare it to original NDN. We use our NDN simulation framework (see Section 3.2), which has been implemented in OMNeT++ [205] to facilitate network setup and enable high scalability with respect to network size.

7.3.1 Simulation Scenario and Parameters

The simulation scenario is illustrated in Figure 7.2 and the simulation parameters are listed in Table 7.1. We use a Gauss-Markov mobility model with a node speed of 10 m/s. Nodes can overhear transmissions up to a distance of 240m. All (mobile) requesters are looking for a content object of 4 MB, which is provided by a mobile content source. The requesters randomly start the request phase within the first [1,1000] seconds of the simulations by expressing Interests in the same content name, i.e., they ask for different encodings of the same content. Upon the reception of the first request, the content source encodes the content by means of Raptor coding and broadcasts a Raptor encoded message to all requesters that are in one-hop

Figure 7.1: Data Request Procedure with RC-NDN. We refer to all name components before \texttt{rc} with \texttt{<content\_name>}.
7.3. EVALUATION

Figure 7.2: Simulation Scenario for RC-NDN.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>interface</td>
<td>1 × IEEE 802.11g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>data rate</td>
<td>2 Mbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>error rate</td>
<td>Nist error rate model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>transmitter power</td>
<td>2.0 mW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>signal attenuation</td>
<td>free space path loss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>playground size (square)</td>
<td>500m, 1000m, 2000m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3000m, 4000m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mobility</td>
<td>Gauss-Markov, $\alpha = 0.9$ speed: 10m/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># requesters</td>
<td>10, 30, 50, 70, 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># content sources</td>
<td>1 (encoding Data upon first request)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>segment size</td>
<td>4096 bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>content size</td>
<td>1000 segments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>content lifetime $CL$</td>
<td>60s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pipeline size</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interest lifetime</td>
<td>4s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.1: Simulation Parameters for RC-NDN.

distance. We use Raptor codes with 3GPP degree distribution [202]. Only content sources perform encoding, while requesters only decode content and do not perform any re-encoding operations. We delay content transmissions randomly with a broadcast delay in the interval [50ms, 150ms] to enable duplicate suppression. In our original NDN implementation, Interests that time out are retransmitted twice. If the Interests are not satisfied by the second retransmission, the next Interest is transmitted after a probing interval of 4 seconds. In RC-NDN, users request the next encodedID in case of a timeout. All reported results are averages over 100 simulations.
7.3.2 Content Retrieval Times

We first investigate the cumulative retrieval times for both RC-NDN and original NDN. Figure 7.3 shows the cumulative retrieval times of 100 nodes that request content using RC-NDN and original NDN in square playgrounds of various sizes. The reported playground values correspond to the side length that is measured in meters. The x-axis shows the time in seconds and the y-axis the cumulative number of nodes that have completed the content retrieval. In Figure 7.3, we can see that RC-NDN is considerably faster than NDN for all the examined playground sizes. For example, in a playground of 500m length, RC-NDN is 5.8 times faster than NDN, i.e., 990s instead of 5792s, while in a playground of 4000m, it is still 4.7 times faster, i.e., 1381s instead of 6525s.

Figure 7.3: Cumulative Retrieval Times (NDN) or Decoding Times (RC-NDN) for 100 Requesters requesting the Same Content from a Content Source.

There are two main factors that limit NDN’s content retrieval time in broadcast environments. First, the PIT table prevents the transmission of same Interests for the entire duration of an Interest lifetime (Interest aggregation). This means that a node in vicinity of a content source may not be able to transmit Interests when it receives the same Interests from another node before sending its own. As a consequence, due to the limited wireless transmission range, a node may overhear unanswered Interests from another requester preventing the transmission of its own Interests although a content source would be reachable. Differently from original NDN, in RC-NDN Interest transmissions are less likely to be blocked by the PIT since requesters do not necessarily request content sequentially. Second, in original NDN multiple nodes often simultaneously request the same segment. However, due to the duplicate suppression procedure explained in Subsection 2.1.1 only one segment transmission is performed, which limits the performance of NDN. In RC-NDN, nodes usually request different segments. Thus, multiple transmissions can be performed in parallel such that requesters can profit more from each others’ requests. In Figure 7.3, we further observe that retrieval times of RC-NDN increase with increased playground sizes, i.e., there is an increase of the retrieval
time by 39% for a playground with side length 500m to a playground with side length 4000m. A similar behavior is noticed for the NDN protocol. However, if the requester density for NDN is too high, e.g., on the 500m-playground, content retrieval requires more time than on sparser playgrounds, e.g., 1000m or 2000m playgrounds, because of a higher collision probability and more duplicate Data transmissions when requesting and caching the same segments.

In Figures 7.4a and 7.4b the cumulative retrieval times of RC-NDN and original NDN are presented when only a fraction of nodes request content in playgrounds sizes of 500m and 4000m. Figure 7.4a shows that when the node density is high, RC-NDN enables all requesters to finish content retrieval approximately at the same time. This occurs independently of the effective number of requesters. In contrast, content retrieval times increase with NDN for an increasing number of requesters, i.e., the curves are shifted on the x-axis. This means that the same number
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of requesters needs more time to retrieve content when there are more requesters in a network. From Figure 7.4b, we can observe that for low node density values (large playgrounds), the number of requesters has a bigger impact on the retrieval time. The more requesters there are, the faster is the content retrieval. Specifically with RC-NDN, content retrieval in networks with 100 requesters is 4.6 times faster than in networks with 10 requesters, i.e., 1381s instead of 6408s. In NDN, the retrieval times for networks with 100 requesters are 1.8 times faster than networks with 10 requesters, i.e., 6525s instead of 11829s. Thus, even in low density networks, RC-NDN performs better than NDN in terms of content retrieval times, however, the relative improvement is lower than in high density networks.

7.3.3 Transmitted Messages

In this section, we evaluate RC-NDN and NDN in terms of transmitted Interest and Data messages. The more messages are sent, the more energy is consumed for message processing and wireless transmission. In Figure 7.5a, we illustrate the number of transmitted Interests in different playground sizes when 100 requesters

![Transmitted Interests by Requesters using NDN or RC-NDN for Different Playground Sizes.](a) 100 Requesters

![Transmitted Interests by Requesters using NDN or RC-NDN for Different Playground Sizes.](b) 10 Requesters

Figure 7.5: Transmitted Interests by Requesters using NDN or RC-NDN for Different Playground Sizes.
are considered. We note that in dense environments RC-NDN results in a considerably lower number of transmitted Interests. For example, in a playground size of 500m, each requester in NDN needs to transmit 1303 requests (average value) to complete content retrieval, while using RC-NDN only 95 Interests (-93%) are needed on average. RC-NDN requesters can send fewer Interests because, due to increased request diversity, they can benefit more from each others’ transmissions. Hence, we conclude that RC-NDN drastically reduces the required number of requests in dense environments. In bigger playgrounds, i.e., 4000m, the average number of transmitted Interests is still 18% lower with RC-NDN than with NDN, i.e., 1293 Interests instead of 1572, but the variation of RC-NDN is higher. The reason for this high variation is our selected Interest transmission strategy for RC-NDN, which does not adapt the pipeline size and continues to send the next Interests in case of timeouts. If no content source is in the vicinity of a node, multiple unnecessary Interests are transmitted, which are not answered.

Figure 7.5b shows the number of transmitted Interests in case of only 10 requesters. In a playground of 500m, requesters with RC-NDN send 62% fewer Interests than NDN. Thus, RC-NDN performs slightly worse compared to 100 requesters, but it still results in significantly fewer Interest transmissions than NDN. Yet, in larger playgrounds (i.e., 4000m) and 10 requesters, RC-NDN sends 2.7 times more Interests than NDN on average. This illustrates that RC-NDN may result in considerably more Interest transmissions than NDN in networks with low content density, where requesters may not regularly meet a content source.

Figure 7.6: Transmitted Data Messages by NDN or RC-NDN for Different Playground Sizes (100 Requesters).

However, Interest messages are in general smaller in size compared to Data messages that contain content segments in the payload, i.e., 50 bytes vs. 4700 bytes. Hence, we next study Data transmissions in detail. In Figure 7.6, we depict the number of transmitted Data messages by requesters and content sources for various playground sizes that contain 100 requesters. Evaluations show that the number of Data messages transmitted by each requester using RC-NDN increases
slightly with the playground size. This is attributed to a lower requester density, i.e., requesters can profit less from each others’ transmissions (overhearing) and need to provide content more often to other requesters. With NDN, the behavior is quite different. Since requesters using original NDN demand and store content sequentially, broadcast requests may result in many duplicate Data transmissions in dense environments. In sparse environments (large playgrounds), content density is lower resulting in fewer (duplicate) Data transmissions.

In all scenarios, RC-NDN requesters need to transmit fewer Data messages than NDN requesters. Specifically, in a playground of 500m, a requester using RC-NDN transmits on average 96% fewer Data messages than NDN, i.e., 162 instead of 3854. In a playground of 4000m, a requester using RC-NDN still transmits on average 36% fewer Data messages than NDN, i.e., 791 instead of 1236. Due to increased diversity of Data transmissions, content sources can send fewer Data messages as well. For a playground of 500m, a content source using RC-NDN transmits 85% fewer Data messages than NDN, i.e., 1531 instead of 9857, and for a playground of 4000m a content source sends approximately 27% fewer Data messages than NDN, i.e., 6246 instead of 4577.

In Figures 7.7a and 7.7b, we present the number of Data messages transmitted by requesters and content source in playgrounds of 500m and 4000m for a varying number of requesters. As Figure 7.7a shows, in dense environments the number of transmitted Data messages by content source and requesters using NDN increases with increasing number of requesters, while it increases only slightly with RC-NDN. For 10 requesters, content source and requesters transmit on average 60% and 95% fewer Data messages with RC-NDN compared to NDN. In case of 100 requesters, content source and requesters transmit even 85% and 96% fewer Data messages. These results show that RC-NDN can significantly reduce the number of Data transmissions in dense environments, and by that, reduce the number of (unnecessary) duplicate Data transmissions.

In playgrounds of 4000m with 10 requesters, a content source using RC-NDN needs to send on average only 5% more Data messages than NDN due to a lower requester density and requesters not overhearing each other. Recall that RC-NDN requesters need to receive $\epsilon \times K$ additional packets before decoding content (see Subsection 2.7.3). However, even in sparse environments, if the number of requesters increases to 30 requesters or more, a content source sends up to 27% (for 100 requesters) fewer Data messages with RC-NDN compared to NDN.
7.4 Conclusions

In this chapter, we have studied the application of Raptor codes to NDN to decrease content retrieval times in wireless networks characterized by high mobility. From the evaluation, we have seen that the introduction of Raptor codes in NDN protocols offers large gains compared to original NDN in terms of content retrieval times and the number of transmitted Interest and Data messages. Larger gains are noticed in dense networks even when the number of requesters is very small. Interestingly, the performance of RC-NDN increases with the number of requesters. The superior performance of RC-NDN over NDN is attributed to the inherent inefficiency of NDN to deal with a high number of requesters. In such cases, the PIT in NDN blocks multiple Interests for the same segments. Therefore, due to limited wireless transmission ranges, a node that overhears (unanswered) Interests from
another requester may not transmit its own requests even if a content source would be available. Additionally, due to the sequential requesting policy in NDN, many redundant Data messages are transmitted and cached. This leads to an increased number of collisions, duplicate Data transmissions and eventually to longer content retrieval times. The improved performance of RC-NDN renders it particularly appropriate for dense urban environments, such as train stations or sports stadiums, where multiple requesters can benefit from each other when requesting popular content.

Although RC-NDN offers noticeable gains in sparser environments, these are smaller than in dense networks. In case of only a few requesters, RC-NDN may even perform worse than NDN in terms of Data transmissions because requesters may not overhear each others’ transmissions and need to receive slightly more Data messages to successfully decode content. In addition, requesters may transmit considerably more Interests than with NDN. This is due to our Interest transmission strategy that does not adapt the pipeline size when timeouts occur, but proceeds with the next encoded message. We argue that Exclude filters may increase the size of Interest messages and prevent pipelining. However, there is a trade-off between Interest and pipeline size. Hence, in case of multiple timeouts in a row it may be better to adapt the transmission strategy to send one large Interest with Exclude filters than many small Interests. As soon as content is received, multiple Interests can be transmitted again (pipelining).

We close this section with the following remark. Although we have considered one-hop communication and content is Raptor encoded only at the content source (recall that network coding at requesters or intermediate nodes is not permitted to avoid new signatures and establish transitive trust models), we expect that the introduction of network coding capabilities to requesters and intermediate nodes could further enhance the performance, especially in mobile and wireless multi-hop networks.
If requesters and content sources are not within one-hop distance to each other, Interest and Data messages need to be forwarded via intermediate nodes. In Chapter 8, we describe multi-hop broadcast communication based on overheard Data transmissions and preferred forwarders. As an alternative to broadcast communication, we investigate Dynamic Unicast for mobile wireless multi-hop routing in Chapter 9. To increase throughput during information-centric wireless multi-hop routing, we study adaptive Interest lifetimes in Chapter 10. Wireless multi-hop routing may not be possible in case of intermittent connectivity. Therefore, we present agent-based content retrieval for delay-tolerant networks in Chapter 11. Finally, in Chapter 12, we describe a persistent caching extension that can be combined with short-term caching and stores popular delay-tolerant content at edge routers near requesters.
Chapter 8

Information-Centric Wireless Multi-hop Communication via Preferred Forwarders

8.1 Introduction

Wireless community networks [93] offer a cost-effective option to interconnect users where communication infrastructures by commercial Internet providers are not available. If one of the users has access to an Internet gateway, it can share this connection with other users in the community network; but even if there is no connection to the Internet, users can still communicate and share content among each other. Since wireless community networks are not managed by a central authority and are dynamic in nature (wireless interferences, local congestion and node failures), ICN is a promising networking approach to direct Interests towards available content sources. If requesters can not find desired content within wireless one-hop distance, Interests need to be forwarded towards content sources potentially multiple hops away. To enable ICN routing, forwarding tables need to be configured. For static ICN Internet communication, prefixes can be configured in FIBs with the help of routing protocols [216, 112] and nearby copies can be found via cache synchronization [219] or redundant random searches [75]. However, in wireless community networks, node connectivity and content availability may change over time. In this case, proactive periodic exchange of routing information for every possible content prefix may overload the network.

Most information-centric wireless routing protocols [144, 214, 41, 100, 101] are based on broadcast communication to find content copies at nearby nodes and improve scalability in case of multiple concurrent requesters. Yet, these approaches have limitations: most of them [213, 144, 214, 41, 41] do not consider FIBs to route Interests and they either consider only one-hop communication to wired infrastructures [213], consider routing on a high-level [206] with endpoint identifiers [144, 41] or forward messages based on location information included in names [214] or appended to MAC messages [100, 101].
However, when adding endpoint identifiers to messages [144, 41], communication is not strictly information-centric anymore, which means that ICN loses its flexibility, i.e., it matters from which node content is received. Consequently, handover mechanisms are required similar to current host-based communication and Interest aggregation may be less efficient in case of redundant communication between different endpoints. Furthermore, routing protocols that append location information to messages [214, 100, 101] impose additional requirements on the hardware, which may not be met by all devices, e.g., devices need to know their exact location and need to have sufficient processing capabilities to route every single message based on a node’s location.

In this chapter, we investigate a different approach [43] without endpoint identifiers and location information. Nodes overhear broadcast Data transmissions to configure prefixes in FIBs. Then, we describe and evaluate different strategies for prefix registration and evaluate optimizations to improve multi-hop communication in case of multiple potential forwarders.

8.2 Multi-hop Communication with Overhearing

Information-centric multi-hop communication requires a mechanism to configure forwarding prefixes in the FIB and selecting forwarders out of multiple potential options to avoid duplicate transmissions. We consider the extraction of content names from overheard broadcast Data messages and include it temporarily into the FIB such that Interests can be forwarded towards the content source. To enable overhearing without configured FIB entries (and in the absence of other nodes requesting content), Interests from local applications, i.e., running on the device, can always be forwarded to a broadcast face to probe for content in the environment. We call this pass-through of local Interests. Interests from other nodes are only forwarded if a matching FIB entry exists. To configure forwarding entries towards persistent content sources, Interests forwarded via pass-through always ask for content from repositories but not from caches, i.e., forwarding entries can then be configured based on returned Data messages. Additionally, we add a hop counter to Interest messages to limit the propagation of Interests. A hop counter in Interest messages is also added in the CCNx 1.0 protocol [149].

8.2.1 Prefix Registration and Forwarding Strategies

Since Interest messages can not be forwarded on the face from where they have been received, wireless multi-hop communication requires at least two (broadcast) faces for communication: one for receiving and one for transmitting / forwarding messages. To receive messages on either face, both broadcast faces need to be established. In addition, to forward Interests towards content sources, eligible prefixes need to be configured to those faces in the FIB. Thus, if a node receives Interests on one face, they can be forwarded on the other face.
8.2. MULTI-HOP COMMUNICATION WITH OVERHEARING

We describe three different strategies for prefix registration below. All forwarding strategies require the configuration of two broadcast faces to receive content. The difference between the strategies is how prefixes are associated to those faces.

1. Two Static Forwarding Faces (2SF)

Every prefix needs to be configured on both broadcast faces such that Interests can be forwarded on the opposite face on which they were received. In this strategy, we do not apply any overhearing mechanisms. Instead, all prefixes are statically configured to both broadcast faces of all nodes, e.g., in a configuration phase by network administrators, because no feedback can be received from the network. This may result in large FIB tables to route all potential prefixes (even if the corresponding content is never requested). In addition, it is more difficult to adapt to changing topologies since routing protocols are required for periodic updates. Please note that we use 2SF only for reference purposes.

2. Two Dynamic Forwarding Faces (2DFo)

In this strategy, overheard prefixes are added to both broadcast faces similar to 2SF. However, in contrast to 2SF, prefixes are only added dynamically to the FIB if the content is available, i.e., it has been overheard. The approach uses pass-through and hop counters. Similar to Chapter 6, a pass-through forwards Interests from local applications via broadcast face if no FIB entry is configured. However, different from Chapter 6, we use two broadcast faces instead of one (to enable multi-hop communication). Then, forwarding via pass-through works as follows: if an Interest on face 1 has not been answered, the Interest is automatically transmitted via face 2. To avoid that forwarders discard it as duplicate Interest, the requester needs to change the nonce in the retransmitted Interest.

3. One Dynamic Forwarding Face (1DFo)

In contrast to 2DFo, with 1DFo overheard prefixes are only registered at the face on which Data transmission has been overheard, but not at both faces. Similar to 2DFo, pass-through and a hop counter is used with 1DFo.

We explain forwarding with the help of Figure 8.1, which shows four nodes and their transmission ranges (dashed circles). Nodes in transmission range of the content source can broadcast an Interest on face 1 (pass-through) and all nodes in range of the content source, e.g., forwarder 1 in Figure 8.1, can overhear the Data transmission to configure the prefix in the FIB, i.e., they can configure the prefix on face 1 denoted by the solid gray circle in the figure. Nodes further away, e.g., forwarder 2 in Figure 8.1, need to send Interests on face 2 so that nodes near the content source, e.g., forwarder 1, can forward it via face 1. Then, since they receive Data on face 2, they can configure the prefix on face 2 denoted by the white circular ring. As shown in the figure, only two broadcast faces are required to forward
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8.2.2 Prefix Configuration via Overhearing

Prefixes are configured by extracting the content name from overheard (broadcast) Data transmissions. Only new content is registered in the FIB, i.e., only if the Data message is not already stored in the content store or the local repository. To limit message processing, only every n-th Data message can be processed by applying a modulo operation on segment numbers of received Data messages. Hence, since content is requested sequentially, no additional state information is required to count the number of received messages.

If the 2DFo strategy is used, the prefix is registered to both broadcast faces. If the 1DFo strategy is used, the prefixes are only registered to the face from which the content has been received and to 1 face at maximum. If no prefixes are configured, Interests from local applications can be forwarded via pass-through. If an Interest needs to be forwarded via pass-through, the header field AnswerOriginKind is set to 0, which means that no cached answer from content store is accepted.

8.2.3 Interest and Data Forwarding

To avoid duplicate Interest (and Data) transmissions, the propagation of Interest messages needs to be controlled. The basic idea is the following: every node delays Interest transmissions randomly by an Interest Forwarding Delay (IFD). Based on overheard Interest and Data messages, the IFD is increased or decreased. If a forwarder continuously receives Data to its transmitted Interests, it assumes to be a preferred forwarder.

Figure 8.1: Multi-hop Forwarding via Alternating Faces.

Interests from a requester multiple hops away by alternating the forwarding faces in the nodes along the path.
8.2. MULTI-HOP COMMUNICATION WITH OVERHEARING

Interest Forwarding Delay

To avoid duplicate Interest transmissions, every Interest is forwarded with an IFD, which is randomly selected within a specified interval \([0, IFD_{max}]\). Based on overheard Interest or Data messages, \(IFD_{max}\) is modified. If Interests are transmitted and Data is received in return, \(IFD_{max}\) is decreased. By this, we can minimize the influence of large forwarding delays and reduce the time until the next Interest can be sent resulting in higher throughput. If the same Interest is overheard from another node before it has been transmitted, the Interest transmission is delayed by a waiting time \(WT\), i.e., delayed transmission, and \(IFD_{max}\) is slightly increased. If another Interest is overheard during \(WT\), delayed Interests are discarded. Otherwise, if no Data transmission is overheard, delayed Interests are forwarded.

The values are configurable but in our current implementation, we set \(IFD_{max}\) initially to 100ms. We halve \(IFD_{max}\) if a Data message is received in return and no other Interest has been overheard. If an Interest has been overheard \(IFD_{max}\) is slightly increased by 1ms. In this work, we use a fixed Interest lifetime \(IL\) of 4s and delay overheard Interests randomly by \(WT\) within the Interval \([\frac{IL}{4}, \frac{IL}{4} + IFD_{max}]\). However, more accurate waiting times \(WT\) may be based on previously measured round-trip-times (RTTs).

Preferred Forwarders

Interests are forwarded based on the IFD. At some point, a forwarder may receive a Data message for which no Interest has been forwarded locally. Then, the forwarder knows that there is another node that forwarded the Interest faster. It assumes itself to be non-preferred and adds an additional fixed delay (in our implementation 100ms) to every Interest transmission. Due to the fixed delay, non-preferred forwarders will only attempt to forward Interests if preferred forwarders have not retrieved content already. If preferred forwarders have moved away or their Interests collide, non-preferred forwarders can forward their Interests (delayed transmission). To avoid unnecessary switching, e.g., due to occasional collisions, a non-preferred forwarder can only become preferred, if it has performed a delayed transmission for \(N\) (in our implementation: \(N=3\)) subsequent times.

Data Transmission

Similar to NDN, broadcast Data transmissions experience a broadcast delay to enable duplicate suppression. Furthermore, received Interest messages can be satisfied from cache. However, there is one modification to NDN: received Data messages are only further propagated if the corresponding Interests have been forwarded and have not only been received or scheduled for transmission.
8.2.4 Data Structures

Our proposed approach uses the existing NDN data structures, namely the FIB, the PIT and the CS. For efficient multi-hop communication, we use the following two additional hash tables.

Interest Table (IT)

An IT entry is identified by the complete Interest name (including segment number). It points to the corresponding PIT entry and includes additional information for Interest forwarding. The information includes the number of times the Interest has been overheard, a list of faces where the Interest has been forwarded and multiple flags to specify whether: 1) a pass-through was required, 2) the Interest has been sent or only scheduled for transmission and 3) a delayed transmission was required due to an overheard Interest. An IT entry is created whenever a new Interest is received and forwarded. Cleanup can be performed at the same time as for the PIT, i.e., when an Interest has been consumed or has expired depending on the Interest lifetime.

Content Flow Table (CFT)

The CFT is used to maintain the current $IFD_{max}$ value and to remember whether a node is a preferred node or not. A CFT entry is identified by the Interest prefix (complete Interest name without segment number) and it is created the first time when an Interest has been forwarded for an existing FIB entry. Similar to FIB entries, CFTs have an expiration time, which can be regularly updated and checked at the same time as the FIB expiration. In our implementation, we set the expiration time to 500s but also larger values are possible. CFT entries keep track of existing forwarding faces and unsuccessfully forwarded Interests: if $S$ (in our implementation: $S=16$) subsequent unsuccessful Interest transmissions have been detected over a specific face, the corresponding dynamically created FIB entry can be unregistered and removed from the CFT. If the CFT does not specify another outgoing face, the complete CFT entry is deleted.

8.3 Evaluation

We performed evaluations by simulations using our NDN framework based on OMNeT++ [205]. More information on the simulation framework can be found in Section 3.2.
8.3.1 Simulation Scenario

The evaluation topology is shown in Figure 8.2. The small solid circles represent network nodes and the dashed circles denote different network partitions. All network nodes inside a network partition can directly communicate with each other. The white solid circles are only part of one partition and can not directly reach nodes in other partitions. Black solid circles in the intersections between partitions are potential forwarding nodes that can relay between white solid nodes. In total, there are 150 nodes: 25 nodes within each partition (white circles) and 10 potential forwarders (black circles) in each intersection A, B, C, D, M of neighboring partitions. The content source is always placed in partition 1 and a requester (white node) in partition 1 requests content such that forwarders (black nodes) in the intersections A, B and M can overhear it. This step is only used to populate the FIB in partition 1.

![Figure 8.2: Network with 4 Partitions: all nodes in the same partition can see each other but not nodes from other partitions.](image)

The common evaluation parameters are listed in Table 8.1. All network nodes have one IEEE 802.11g network interface and two broadcast faces configured to enable multi-hop communication. The broadcast data rate is set to 2 Mbps. The segment size corresponds to the payload of a Data message, i.e., without NDN headers, and the content lifetime defines how long content stays valid in the content store, i.e., corresponding to freshnessSeconds in CCNx. The data pause DP (for the broadcast delay) is set to 100ms. We evaluate multiple requests from different partitions and the request interval denotes the time interval between the requests. For example, for a request interval of 2000s, content from previous requests can not be found in the nodes’ caches anymore because it has expired (content lifetime is significantly shorter than the request interval). To evaluate competing concurrent flows, where part of the content can be found in the cache, we also evaluate a request interval of 30s. While the content source is in partition 1, requesters are always selected among the “white nodes” within the partitions 2, 3 or 4 to en-
force multi-hop communication. We use the default CCNx Interest lifetime of 4 seconds. For the 1DFo, 2DFo and 2SF strategies, message processing is implemented as described in Section 8.2. The lifetime of overheard prefixes in the FIB can be much larger than content lifetimes of Data messages in the cache because name prefixes are significantly smaller than cached content objects (multiple Data messages with payloads). Therefore, we set the lifetime of overheard prefixes in the FIB to 40'000s but delete entries after 16 (consecutive) unsuccessful Interest forwardings. For every configuration, 100 simulation runs have been performed.

8.3.2 Multi-hop Communication with Interest Table

In this subsection, we evaluate the performance gain of IT/CFT compared to regular NDN message processing. To populate FIB entries for 1DFo and 2DFo strategies, a requester in partition 1 requests content from a content source in the same partition. After 2000s, a requester in partition 2 is requesting the same content. Although the content does not exist in caches anymore, FIB entries in intersections A and M are still valid. In Figure 8.3a, we compare 1DFo, 2DFo and 2SF in terms of content retrieval times and transmitted Interests. The content size is 4 MB, which corresponds to 1000 segments. The left y-axis shows the requester’s content retrieval time in seconds and the right y-axis the transmitted Interest messages by listeners, i.e., nodes that do not actively request content, in partition 2. Figure 8.3a shows that the 1DFo strategy results in 6% shorter content retrieval times than 2DFo and 8% shorter content retrieval times than 2SF with regular NDN. However, when applying IT/CFT, content retrieval times of 1DFo can be drastically reduced by 47% compared to regular NDN. The differences compared to other strategies become larger with applied IT/CFT, i.e., 1DFo performs 27% faster than 2DFo and even 38% faster than 2SF.

For regular NDN, 1DFo performs better than 2DFo and 2SF because all "white"
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Figure 8.3: Comparison of Regular NDN to NDN with IT/CFT.

nodes in partition 2 have only one face configured. Since Interests cannot be forwarded on the face of reception, Interest forwarding in partition 2 can be effectively avoided with 1DFo. As Figure 8.3a shows for the 1DFo strategy, listener nodes in partition 2 that do not have a direct connection to the content source do not forward Interests but only forwarders (black nodes in Figure 8.2) do. When applying IT/CFT, transmitted Interests by listeners could be reduced for 2DFo and 2SF because listeners realize that they are non-preferred nodes. However, because forwarding via two faces results in more forwarded Interests and overheard Interests, Interest forwarding delays $IFD_{max}$ of 2DFo and 2SF are higher than with 1DFo, which explains the longer content retrieval times.

Figure 8.3b shows the number of received duplicate Interests and collisions at the content source in partition 1. With regular NDN, the number of duplicate Interests is high because all forwarders in intersections A and M receive the Interests at the same time and forward it almost immediately before overhearing Interest forwardings of other nodes. In the 1DFo strategy, every forwarder transmits on
average 636 Interests, while with the 2DFo and 2SF strategies 934 Interests are forwarded by forwarders and 440 Interests by listener nodes in partition 1. As a result, a content source receives 58% fewer duplicate Interests and experiences and 61% fewer collisions with the 1DFo strategy compared to 2DFo and 2SF. With IT/CFT, the number of duplicate Interests for all three strategies can be drastically reduced by at least 93% compared to regular NDN because non-preferred forwarders transmit only a few Interests, however, duplicate Interest transmissions cannot be avoided completely.

We would like to emphasize that multiple forwarders are beneficial for multi-hop forwarding with IT/CFT. Recall that forwarders delay Interest transmissions if they overhear the same Interest. Because these forwarders can transmit Interests via delayed transmission if they do not overhear Data transmissions, the communication can recover faster from collisions on the path. For example, in the current scenario with 20 potential forwarders in intersections A and M, content can be retrieved 21% faster with 1DFo compared to a scenario with only 1 forwarder.

8.3.3 Multi-hop Communication with Multiple Requesters

In this subsection, we evaluate the influence of multiple concurrent requesters to multi-hop communication. We only show evaluation results with IT/CFT because it performed better than regular NDN. In addition, we only show evaluation results with concurrent requesters in different partitions, i.e., partitions 2, 3, 4. Concurrent requesters in the same partition would receive the content without any efforts due to broadcast communication and caching. Similar to the last subsection, a requester in partition 1 requests content such that FIB entries at forwarders can be configured. The concurrent requests start after a delay of 2000s to ensure that no Data messages are cached. Then, requests in partitions 2, 3, 4 (in this order) start with an interval of 30s, which means that some content can be retrieved from cache but requesters quickly catch up resulting in concurrent request streams.

Figure 8.4a shows the content retrieval time of a requester in partition 2 if there is one concurrent request from partition 2, two concurrent requests from partitions 2 and 3 or three concurrent requests from partitions 2, 3 and 4. Figure 8.4a shows that a requester in partition 2 needs 22% more time with 1DFo if there is a concurrent request from partition 3. Please note that only nodes in intersection M can receive Interests from both partitions 2 and 3, while nodes in intersection A only receive Interests from partition 2 and nodes in intersection B only receive Interests from partition 2. Two concurrent requesters in partition 2 and 3 can, therefore, result in two competing request streams, which may result in slightly longer Interest forwarding delays $IFD_{\text{max}}$ and consequently, slightly longer content retrieval times. Another requester in partition 4 does not further increase content retrieval times with 1DFo. Thus, content retrieval times do not grow linearly with increasing number of requesters. All concurrent requesters finish their content retrieval at the same time, which means that effective content retrieval times of requester 2 and 3 are approximately 30s and 60s shorter as Figure 8.4b shows.
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Figure 8.4: Content Retrieval Times for Concurrent Requests.

Figure 8.5a shows the average number of transmitted Interests by forwarders in intersections A, B, M when using the 1DFo, 2DFo and 2SF strategies with three requesters in partitions 2, 3 and 4. The bars on the left side show transmitted Interests if the requests are subsequent with an interval of 2000s such that requesters cannot profit from each other. The bars on the right side show transmitted Interests if requesters concurrently retrieve content with an interval of 30s. Figure 8.5a illustrates that with 1DFo, the transmitted Interests can be reduced by 64%, i.e., to almost a third of the traffic, in case of concurrent requests compared to independent (subsequent) requests. This demonstrates that 1DFo can efficiently handle multiple concurrent request streams. For 2DFo and 2SF, the reduction is smaller because forwarders can forward Interests on two faces. Forwarding in NDN is continuously updated based on past experience and every node forwards Interests first over the face that it considers best. Different nodes may have different views on which face is "best". If requesters in partitions 2 and 3 transmit Interests on different faces, intermediate nodes occasionally forward Interests for the same segments from both partitions. Therefore, the reduction is only 47% with 2DFo and only 55% with
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Figure 8.5: Transmitted Messages for Subsequent and Concurrent Requests.

2SF. The absolute number of transmitted Interests is a slightly larger with 2DFo compared to 2SF because $IDF_{max}$ is slightly larger with 2SF.

Figure 8.5b shows transmitted Data messages by the content source in partition 1 for multiple subsequent and concurrent requests. The number of transmitted Data messages is proportional to the number of received Interest messages at the content source. Figure 8.5b illustrates that all three strategies can limit the number of transmitted Data messages for concurrent requests at an approximately constant level. The 2DFo strategy has the highest increase of transmitted Data messages of 9% from 1 to 3 requesters. For 2SF, the increase is 6% and for 1DFo, it is only 3%.

8.4 Discussion

In this chapter, we have enabled multi-hop forwarding via two alternating broadcast faces. It would be possible to use only one forwarding face and enable FIB forwarding on the same face of reception. However, this would have implications on PIT processing, e.g., routing loops could be introduced if Interests would be for-
8.5. CONCLUSIONS

We have described a new approach for information-centric wireless multi-hop communication based on overhearing. In contrast to existing approaches, no endpoint identifiers are used but overheard prefixes are registered in the FIB. Evaluations have shown that the current NDN architecture does not work well for wireless multi-hop communication if multiple paths (forwarders) are available. Every node that receives an Interest and has a forwarding entry, may forward it resulting in many duplicate Interest transmissions. We have shown that additional data structures to maintain Interest forwarding delays can reduce the number of duplicate Interest transmissions by 93% and reduce the number of collisions by 61%.

Furthermore, we have implemented two dynamic prefix registration and Interest forwarding strategies based on overhearing, i.e. 1DFo and 2DFo, and compared it to a static strategy, i.e., 2SF. Evaluations have shown that 1DFo outper-
forms both 2DFo and 2SF in terms of both content retrieval times and transmitted (Interest and Data) messages. The 1DFo strategy results in 27% faster content retrieval times than 2DFo and even 38% faster content retrieval times than 2SF. Interest aggregation and caching works efficiently even in case of multiple concurrent request streams. However, Interest aggregation is more efficient with 1DFo than with 2DFo or 2SF because Interests are forwarded over the same faces. As a consequence, the number of transmitted Data messages stays approximately constant for an increasing number of concurrent requesters.

The main challenge of the described approach is the fact that content needs to be overheard to configure forwarding prefixes. While this works well for popular content, it may be more difficult for unpopular content that is requested infrequently. Furthermore, the described approach is efficient in rather static scenarios or mobile scenarios with low host churn, e.g., cars on a highway, but it may degrade in highly mobile scenarios, if preferred forwarders may regularly move away.
Chapter 9

Dynamic Unicast for Wireless and Mobile Multi-hop Networks

9.1 Introduction

Since ICN messages do not contain any source or destination identifiers, authentic content can be cached and retrieved from any node. If the connectivity to a content source breaks, e.g., because the distance becomes too long, it is not required to establish a new path to the same content source or perform handovers to connect to a new content source. Instead, content requests can implicitly find new content sources nearby because requested content is returned if a source is available.

In Chapter 8 we have described an approach to enable information-centric multi-hop communication via broadcast. By overhearing broadcast communication, preferred forwarders can be identified, which are responsible to forward messages between requesters and content sources. While this is efficient in rather static networks, e.g., community networks, communication performance may degrade in mobile ad-hoc networks if preferred forwarders change frequently resulting in long forwarding delays.

In Chapter 6, we have introduced Dynamic Unicast for opportunistic one-hop communication and found that it is superior to one-hop broadcast because no forwarding delays are required. In this chapter, we consider Dynamic Unicast for wireless multi-hop communication. For this, requesters can broadcast Interests to find content sources and (if Data is received in return) configure dynamic FIB entries to next hops towards content sources. Then, the next Interests can be transmitted directly to the same content sources until they become unavailable and new sources need to be found via broadcast. In contrast to existing wireless ICN routing protocols, Dynamic Unicast does not require modifications to ICN messages such as end-point identifiers [144, 41] or location information [214, 100, 101], but stores forwarding information dynamically in local FIB entries.

The work in this chapter [54, 221] differs in multiple ways from Dynamic Unicast in Chapter 6. First, we focus on multi-hop but not one-hop communication. This requires new FIB forwarding strategies, FIB update mechanisms and a pass-
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through extension for multi-hop. Second, we implement and evaluate a Content Request Tracker (CRT) to perform unicast or broadcast transmissions depending on the number of concurrent requesters. Third, we integrate all described mechanisms in CCNx and do not use a network simulator as in Chapter 6. This increases the accuracy and credibility of our results because the same source code can be deployed on real wireless devices. Fourth, we evaluate the described mechanisms in diverse scenarios incorporating different topologies, node velocities and content source densities (in Chapter 6 the evaluation has been performed with only one content source). In particular, we investigate whether dynamically created paths are resilient to mobility and whether Dynamic Unicast scales with an increasing number of requesters compared to broadcast communication.

9.2 Multi-hop Dynamic Unicast

In this section, we describe Dynamic Unicast, which creates dynamic unicast faces to locally available content sources that are discovered via broadcast requests.

9.2.1 Protocol Overview

Figure 9.1: Implicit Content Discovery via Broadcast.

Figure 9.1 illustrates implicit content discovery with Dynamic Unicast. Requesters broadcast Interest messages, which are forwarded by other nodes in transmission range. If multiple nodes receive an Interest via broadcast, e.g., nodes 2 and 3 in Figure 9.1a, they may forward it simultaneously resulting in a duplicate Interest transmission. If either node 2 or 3 forwards the Interest slightly before the other node, a duplicate Interest transmission may be prevented because the same Interest is already included in the PIT of the other node. Similar Interests from
multiple requesters can be aggregated in the PIT such that only one Interest is forwarded, e.g., at node 2 and 4 in Figure 9.1a. If Interests reach a content source, Data messages return on the reverse path via broadcast as illustrated in Figure 9.1b. All nodes that overhear the Data transmission can configure a unicast face to the previous hop in the FIB. Duplicate Data transmissions, e.g., at node 3 in Figure 9.1b, may be prevented since broadcast Data transmissions are delayed to enable duplicate suppression (see Subsection 2.1.1).

After the Data packet has reached the requesters, a hop-by-hop unicast path to the content source is configured in the FIBs of all intermediate nodes. Thus, the content retrieval can be performed via unicast as illustrated in Figure 9.2. Although transmissions are performed via unicast, Interest aggregation from different requesters and Data caching in intermediate nodes is still supported.

![Figure 9.2: Content Retrieval via Configured Unicast Faces. Interest Aggregation and Caching is still possible.](image)

### 9.2.2 Enabling Multi-hop Communication

To discover available content sources and enable Dynamic Unicast, broadcast Interests need to be transmitted (see Subsection 9.2.1). However, if no broadcast FIB entries are configured for the name prefix, the corresponding Interests are dropped. To address this issue, we have implemented a pass-through mechanism, which redirects Interests without matching FIB entry to a broadcast face. In Chapter 6, we enabled pass-throughs only for local applications but in this work we extend it for Interests from other hosts to enable multi-hop communication. To limit Interest forwardings by nodes, which can not reach a content source, users can define an upper limit of Interests that can be forwarded via pass-through. For example, a node may only allow one pass-through per content name, i.e., more Interests can only be forwarded if Data returns and a prefix is configured in the FIB or if the Interest expires and is removed from the PIT.
9.2.3 Dynamic Prefix Registration

Figure 9.3 illustrates the prefix registration process at a requester. Applications initiate content retrieval by transmitting Interests via internal face to the CCND (step 1), where a FIB lookup is performed (step 2). If the FIB does not contain a unicast face to a content source, the Interest is transmitted via broadcast (step 3) towards any content source in the vicinity (pass-through). Forwarded Interests are always included in the PIT (not shown in Figure 9.3). After receiving a Data message on the reverse path (step 4), dynamic FIB entries can be configured towards the content source (step 5) and the Data is forwarded further (step 6) based on PIT information. To maintain accurate forwarding information, the FIB is regularly updated (step 7, see Subsection 9.2.4). Dynamic FIB entries based on received Data messages are only configured if the corresponding Interests have been transmitted and the Data is new, i.e., not already in the cache indicating that the Data has been received previously. To configure a dynamic FIB entry, the node ID of the previous hop and the content prefix (content name without segment number) are extracted. In our implementation, we use IP addresses as node IDs, however, other node IDs such as MAC addresses or descriptive names would also be possible. These node IDs are not included in NDN messages but can be extracted from headers of packets that have transported NDN messages over the previous hop, e.g., IP or MAC packets. Hence, we do not use IP addresses for global end-to-end routing but only to identify a next hop towards a content source. As mentioned in Chapter 6, node IDs can be viewed as temporal content locator similar to locator-based mobility approaches [107, 168, 108, 125]. In multi-hop communication a “next-hop”-node might not necessarily be the content source itself but could only be a forwarding node. However, from a requester’s perspective, a differentiation is not required because a forwarding node acts as content source for a requester.
9.2.4 Updating the FIB

In mobile networks, connectivity to other nodes may change quickly. Thus, it is crucial to remove outdated information from the FIB as quickly as possible because Interests transmitted over broken paths increase message overhead and transmission times. We delete expired information in two cases.

First, we perform periodic update operations in the FIB to track the number of received messages over a face. If no messages have been received via a dynamic unicast face for some time, e.g., if the neighbor is not in range anymore, the corresponding face is automatically deleted. If faces are deleted, the corresponding FIB entries need to be updated and entries without valid faces are removed. This mechanism is already available in CCNx since dynamic unicast faces are already used in CCNx, i.e., they are created to return Data via unicast when Interests have been received via unicast. However, we reduce the period to check whether a face is still used from 16s to 4s to detect path breaks quicker (since path breaks may occur frequently in mobile networks). Consequently, also valid paths are removed quicker if they are not used anymore, limiting the number of active forwarding entries in the FIB. In the worst case, i.e., too early deletion of a FIB entry, another Interest needs to be broadcast to establish a new path to a content source. However, this is not necessarily a disadvantage because it enables requesters to find new (and potentially closer) content sources.

Second, a requester may retrieve different content objects from the same neighbor node via different paths, e.g., from two content sources via a neighbor node as shown in Figure 9.4. Then, it is possible that a source, e.g., content source 2, may move away but the neighbor node is still in range to receive and forward messages from and to content source 1. Thus, the requester would still keep the face to the neighbor node (because it receives messages) although content from source 2 can not be retrieved anymore. This illustrates that automatic deletion of dynamically created unicast faces (case 1 above, and one-hop communication in Chapter 6) is not enough to support route maintenance for multi-hop communication. Consequently, we add a short prefix validity time of 5 seconds to each dynamically created FIB entry, i.e., slightly more than the default Interest lifetime of 4 seconds.

Figure 9.4: Retrieving Content from two Content Sources via Neighbor Node.

First, we perform periodic update operations in the FIB to track the number of received messages over a face. If no messages have been received via a dynamic unicast face for some time, e.g., if the neighbor is not in range anymore, the corresponding face is automatically deleted. If faces are deleted, the corresponding FIB entries need to be updated and entries without valid faces are removed. This mechanism is already available in CCNx since dynamic unicast faces are already used in CCNx, i.e., they are created to return Data via unicast when Interests have been received via unicast. However, we reduce the period to check whether a face is still used from 16s to 4s to detect path breaks quicker (since path breaks may occur frequently in mobile networks). Consequently, also valid paths are removed quicker if they are not used anymore, limiting the number of active forwarding entries in the FIB. In the worst case, i.e., too early deletion of a FIB entry, another Interest needs to be broadcast to establish a new path to a content source. However, this is not necessarily a disadvantage because it enables requesters to find new (and potentially closer) content sources.

Second, a requester may retrieve different content objects from the same neighbor node via different paths, e.g., from two content sources via a neighbor node as shown in Figure 9.4. Then, it is possible that a source, e.g., content source 2, may move away but the neighbor node is still in range to receive and forward messages from and to content source 1. Thus, the requester would still keep the face to the neighbor node (because it receives messages) although content from source 2 can not be retrieved anymore. This illustrates that automatic deletion of dynamically created unicast faces (case 1 above, and one-hop communication in Chapter 6) is not enough to support route maintenance for multi-hop communication. Consequently, we add a short prefix validity time of 5 seconds to each dynamically created FIB entry, i.e., slightly more than the default Interest lifetime of 4 seconds.
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such that retransmissions (in case of collisions) can be satisfied from nearby caches but broken paths still expire quickly. Whenever a Data message is received over the configured face, the lifetime of the configured FIB entry is extended. Otherwise, the prefix is deleted from the FIB after 5 seconds.

9.2.5 Interest Forwarding Strategies

Since multiple faces can be configured for the same prefix in the FIB, forwarding strategies are required to define over which faces Interests are forwarded. We evaluate two forwarding strategies as described below.

Single Face Forwarding (SFF)

This strategy establishes a single path from a requester to a content source. Every Interest is first forwarded over the “best” face and if nothing has been received in return, it is forwarded via broadcast (fallback). If a unicast face is available, it is considered the “best” face (priority over broadcast). If multiple unicast faces are available, the face that has been (successfully) used the last time is the best face. This is slightly different from Chapter 6, where new unicast faces have priority over existing unicast faces. We decided to prefer successfully used unicast faces to avoid frequent path fluctuations, resulting in more stable multi-hop paths.

Parallel Face Forwarding (PFF)

This strategy can establish multiple paths between requester and content source. If there are multiple unicast faces, the PFF strategy sends the Interests over all unicast faces in parallel and not only over the “best” face as the SFF strategy. Interests are first forwarded via all unicast faces and if nothing has been received (on either face), they are forwarded via broadcast (fallback).

9.3 Content Request Tracker (CRT)

If there are many concurrent requesters for the same content, e.g., for a video broadcast, a single broadcast transmission may be more efficient than multiple unicast transmissions. Therefore, we introduce a Content Request Tracker (CRT) as optional extension of the CCND message forwarding engine. A CRT is a hash table, which maintains one CRT token (struct containing multiple connection parameters) for each actively requested content prefix. A CRT can be applied only at source nodes (CRT-S) or both source and requester nodes (CRT-SR) as described in the following subsections.
9.3. CONTENT REQUEST TRACKER (CRT)

9.3.1 CRT at Source (CRT-S)

Figure 9.5 illustrates message processing at a content source. If a content source receives a unicast request, it checks the FIB if the content is locally available in the repository (step 1). If the content is available, the corresponding CRT token is loaded or a new CRT token is created if it does not yet exist (step 2). At the content source, the CRT token maintains information about active unicast connections, i.e., number and node IDs of current requesters, and the time when the last request has been received. The Interest can then be forwarded to the repository (step 3). Before Data can be returned to an individual requester based on PIT information (not shown in Figure 9.5), the CRT is consulted (step 4). If a certain number of MAX_CRT different unicast requests has been received for the content prefix, the content source transmits the Data message via broadcast (step 5). In this case, all pending Interests in the PIT, i.e., with unicast faces that would be satisfied by the broadcast transmission, are removed (not shown in Figure 9.5).

The CRT is regularly updated (step 6) by deleting CRT entries for content prefixes if no new requests have been received for a time T (in our implementation: 1 minute). Furthermore, CRT entries are deleted whenever the content source transmits the final segment of a content object.

9.3.2 CRT at Source and Requester (CRT-SR)

At the source, CRT-SR uses the same message processing as CRT-S. Figure 9.6 illustrates message processing at a requester. After a Data message has been received via broadcast, the requester checks in the PIT whether a unicast request has been transmitted for it (not shown in Figure 9.6). Then, the requester checks the
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Figure 9.6: CRT at Requester to support CRT-SR.

CRT for the content prefix (step 1). A requester keeps track of subsequent broadcast responses to unicast requests in a CRT token, i.e., last received segment number and number of subsequent Data messages. Multiple broadcast Data responses would indicate that a content source may have switched to broadcast (CRT-S) due to many concurrent unicast requests. Thus, for a certain number of $\text{MAX}_{\text{CRT,REQ}}$ subsequent broadcast responses to unicast requests at requesters (in our implementation: $\text{MAX}_{\text{CRT,REQ}} = 2$), dynamically created unicast faces are removed from the FIB (step 2). Then, the Data is forwarded to the application (step 3) triggering the next Interest (step 4), which is transmitted via broadcast (step 5). To avoid fluctuations between unicast and broadcast, new dynamic unicast faces are only created at a requester if no CRT token is available for the content name, i.e., the requester has not switched back to broadcast deliberately. The update process of CRT-SR (step 6) is identical to CRT-S.

9.4 Evaluation

We have implemented Dynamic Unicast (DU) with Single Face Forwarding (SFF) and Parallel Face Forwarding (PFF) as well as CRT-S and CRT-SR in CCNx 0.8.2 [27]. However, all described communication mechanisms can also be supported by CCNx 1.0. In dynamic networks, unicast faces can not be statically configured due to changing connectivity. Therefore, we compare DU to broadcast communication (using unmodified CCNx as reference) in our mobile scenarios. All evaluations have been performed with NS3-DCE [16] on a Linux cluster [200]. By that, we evaluate the same source code on simulated nodes that would run on real wireless devices.
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9.4.1 Evaluation Parameters

The wireless configuration is listed in Table 9.1. Every node has an IEEE 802.11g wireless interface and we use a log distance propagation loss model. With the selected parameters, the transmission range is approximately 130m (outdoor scenario). The unicast data rate is adapted automatically based on the distance between two nodes. Since the broadcast data rate can not be adapted, it is usually set to the lowest supported rate. In every evaluation, requesters retrieve a 5 MB file (1280 segments à 4096 bytes) from one or multiple content sources. The freshnessSeconds, i.e., how long each segment is valid in the cache, is set to 300 seconds.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wireless Standard</td>
<td>IEEE 802.11g, 2.4 GHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modulation</td>
<td>ERP-OFDM, min. data rate: 6 Mbps, max. data rate: 54 Mbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Propagation Loss Model</td>
<td>Log Distance with Exponent: 3.0, Reference loss: 40.0 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error Model</td>
<td>NIST Error Rate Model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TX power</td>
<td>16.0206 dBm (default in NS3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RX/TX gain</td>
<td>1 dB (default in NS3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy Detection Threshold</td>
<td>-86.0 dBm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCA Model Threshold</td>
<td>-90.0 dBm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 9.1: Wireless Configuration for Evaluations with Multi-hop Dynamic Unicast.

We evaluate wireless (multi-hop) communication in different mobile and static scenarios with multiple requesters, forwarding nodes and content sources. The scenarios and selected topology parameters are explained in the following subsections. Since end-to-end paths during multi-hop communication can be disrupted, we use a content retrieval application (see Chapter 5), which persistently stores received segments at a requester. Then, even in case of long disruptions (when cached content may be deleted), content downloads can always be resumed from where they were stopped. DU establishes a path between requester and content source such that only nodes on the path receive and forward messages (a new path is established if the old path breaks). In contrast, with broadcast all nodes receive messages and decide individually whether they forward them or not. To compare the two schemes we evaluate the Interest and Data overhead as defined in Section 3.3. We have evaluated the message overhead separately for content sources, requesters and forwarder nodes (neither requesters nor content sources). Every configuration in each scenario has been evaluated in 100 different runs and the boxplots show the average message overhead of all evaluation runs.
9.4.2 Multi-hop Communication

To evaluate the performance of DU and broadcast for a varying path length, we compare them to unicast communication in a line topology as illustrated in Figure 9.7. Neighboring nodes have a distance of 75m such that only direct neighbors can communicate with each other. Since both forwarding strategies (SFF and PFF) behave the same (only one neighbor), we evaluate the SFF strategy only. Table 9.2 lists the scenario parameters, i.e., we evaluate multi-hop communication in a static scenario for up to 15 hops. The FIB entries for unicast routing have been manually configured, while DU establishes unicast faces dynamically.

![Figure 9.7: Line Topology with 4 hops. Only Direct Neighbors can communicate.](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nodes</td>
<td>1 static requester&lt;br&gt;1 static source&lt;br&gt;0-14 static forwarders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobility</td>
<td>no mobility, static</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 9.2: Evaluation Parameters for Line Topology.*

![Figure 9.8: Multi-hop Communication via Broadcast, Unicast and Dynamic Unicast using the SFF Strategy.](image)
Figure 9.8 shows content retrieval times of a requester to retrieve a 5 MB file over multiple hops. Content retrieval via broadcast takes considerably more time than via unicast due to two reasons. First, broadcast Data transmissions are delayed in CCNx to enable duplicate suppression. Although we used the (default) minimum broadcast delay (CCNx data pause) of 10ms, these broadcast delays have significant impact on throughput because they are added at every hop. Second, broadcast data rates are in general lower than for unicast because they are set to the lowest supported rate while unicast rates can be adapted based on the distance (see Table 9.1 for our wireless configuration).

Consequently, content retrieval times for an increasing number of hops increase faster for broadcast than for unicast communication. For example, content retrieval via broadcast over 15 hops requires on average 14.5 times more time than over 3 hops, while content retrieval via unicast (no delay) requires only 10.4 times more time. We have also compared DU with unicast for reference purposes. The time overhead is low, i.e., it varies between 5.7% (3 hops) and 6.3% (15 hops) more time for DU compared to unicast. However, unicast routing is only possible in static scenarios because faces need to be manually configured in the FIB. For this reason, we compare DU only with broadcast (and not unicast) in the remainder of this chapter.

9.4.3 Multiple Sources and Requesters

We evaluate one-hop and multi-hop communication in networks with multiple requesters, content sources and mobile forwarder nodes.

Evaluation Scenario

Natural disasters, e.g., floodings, earthquakes, or wars may destroy communication infrastructures such that links to central servers are broken. In such scenarios, ICN may enable users to retrieve local emergency information from deployed wireless mesh nodes acting as content sources (see Chapter 4).

Figure 9.9 illustrates the evaluation scenario. We use a square playground with a side length $l_{\text{playground}}$ of 1000m and assume that content sources are deployed in a grid. Depending on the number of content sources $n_{\text{sources}}$, the playground is divided into smaller regions and each region has a content source in the middle. The side length $l_{\text{region}}$ of these smaller regions is calculated by

$$l_{\text{region}} = \frac{l_{\text{playground}}}{\sqrt{n_{\text{sources}}}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (9.1)

For example, Figure 9.9 shows 4 content sources that are placed in the middle of regions with side lengths $l_{\text{region}} = 500m$.

Table 9.3 lists the scenario parameters. Within the playground, there are 1-30 mobile requesters who want to retrieve the same 5 MB content concurrently as well as 30 mobile nodes, which do not perform active requests but can forward received
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**Figure 9.9:** Grid Topology: Content Sources are placed in a Grid, here shown for 4 Content Sources.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nodes</td>
<td>1-36 static sources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1-30 mobile requesters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>30 mobile nodes (forwarders)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Playground</td>
<td>Side Length: 1000m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobility</td>
<td>Random Waypoint Mobility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>node speed: 1.2m/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>node pause: 0s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 9.3:** Evaluation Parameters for Grid Topology.

Interests from requesters. We evaluate the performance of concurrent requests in topologies with 1-36 static content sources (although 16 content sources are already sufficient to ensure one-hop distance to a content source on the entire playground).

**One-hop vs. Multi-hop**

In Chapter 6, we have considered DU only for one-hop communication. Thus, we first explore the performance of multiple requesters using one-hop and multi-hop DU with SFF and PFF against one-hop and multi-hop broadcast.

Figure 9.10 illustrates the cumulative content retrieval times for 30 concurrent requesters and 1 content source. The cumulative content retrieval time denotes...
the time (x-axis) at which a certain number of requesters (y-axis) has received the content. Figure 9.10 shows that DU with SFF and PFF perform similar for one-hop communication but SFF performs slightly better than PFF for multi-hop communication. Furthermore, there is a clear benefit (shorter retrieval times) for multi-hop communication because requesters may not always be in direct (one-hop) transmission range of a content source. However, the first few requesters can retrieve content faster with one-hop communication. These requesters are in a one-hop transmission range from the content source and can retrieve content directly. With multi-hop communication, more Interest messages are transmitted in the network, which means that there is less time for Data transmissions on the shared wireless medium. In addition, requesters may retrieve content indirectly via forwarders although one-hop communication would be possible.

We have also performed evaluations where requesters set the AnswerOrigin-Kind field in Interest messages [5] to enforce content retrieval from content sources. However, it resulted in worse performance because i) Interest retransmissions could not be satisfied from caches and had to be forwarded to the content source and ii) requesters could not benefit from nearby nodes that have retrieved the content already. A better solution to limit Interest propagation and improve download performance over multiple hops may be the introduction of hop counters in Interest messages as included in CCNx 1.0 [149]. We discuss hop counters in Section 9.5.2.

Multi-hop Communication

Figure 9.11 shows the cumulative content retrieval times of 30 requesters that retrieve a 5 MB file via multi-hop communication. We evaluate different content source densities (1 to 36 content sources) but do not show the results for 36 content sources because they overlap with the results for 16 content sources. As expected, the content retrieval times decrease with increasing number of content sources.
DU is better than broadcast for all source configurations, even when content density is low, e.g., for 1 content source. Although broadcast Data transmissions can be overhead by multiple nodes, which cache the content, content retrieval times via broadcast are longer than with DU due to two main reasons. First, DU can exploit short contact times to content sources better due to (potentially) higher data rates and no forwarding delays. Second, overhead and cached content is beneficial in case of multiple requesters (popular content). However, for multiple requesters, the content density is also high with DU. Although requesters cannot overhear and cache unicast Data transmissions from other requesters, they can still cache content, which they requested themselves, resulting in shorter path lengths for other requesters. For all source configurations, multi-path forwarding (DU with PFF) results in worse performance than single-path forwarding (DU with SFF). To better understand the reasons for this, we evaluate the message overhead.

Figure 9.12 shows the Interest overhead of mobile nodes with DU and broadcast. The Interest overhead for DU is considerably lower than for broadcast because messages are mostly transmitted over established paths. The more content sources are in the playground, the shorter are the forwarding paths and the fewer Interests are forwarded with DU. The PFF strategy results in slightly more Interest transmissions than SFF. For broadcast, the number of Interest transmissions does not decrease significantly for an increasing number of content sources because Interests cannot be addressed to a specific source but are flooded in the network.

The more Interest messages are forwarded by mobile nodes, the more Data messages are transmitted as Figure 9.13 shows. Since not every Interest retrieves Data, the number of transmitted Data messages is slightly lower than the number of Interest messages. Yet, many Data transmissions by mobile nodes are not necessarily bad if it results in less Data transmissions by content sources.
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Figure 9.12: Interest Overhead by Mobile Nodes (Forwarders) for 30 Concurrent Requesters.

Figure 9.13: Data Overhead by Mobile Nodes (Forwarders) for 30 Concurrent Requesters.

Figure 9.14: Data Overhead by Content Sources in case of 30 Concurrent Requesters.
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Figure 9.14 shows the Data overhead by content sources for 30 concurrent requesters. Content sources have a significantly lower Data overhead value than 30, which would be the overhead if downloads from 30 requesters would be independent of each other as in host-based communication. Surprisingly, content sources send fewer Data messages with DU than with broadcast despite multiple concurrent requests. While the difference between broadcast and DU is rather low for 1 content source (18% fewer Data messages with DU), the differences increase for higher content densities, e.g., 66% fewer Data messages with DU for 36 content sources. Although DU establishes unicast paths, not every Data message needs to be retrieved from a content source but can also be obtained from caches of other requesters or mobile forwarders.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{data_overhead.png}
\caption{Duplicate Data Overhead at Requesters in case of 30 Concurrent Requesters.}
\end{figure}

Figure 9.15 shows the duplicate Data overhead at requesters. While the number of duplicate Data messages increases with broadcast by 23% from 1 to 36 content sources, received duplicate Data messages decrease with DU by 80%. For broadcast, a higher content density yields more content sources that are addressed by broadcast requests at once (more duplicates). For DU, however, a higher content density yields shorter path lengths resulting in fewer Data transmissions by forwarders. Only if the number of content sources is larger than required, e.g., for 36 instead of 16 sources, the number of received duplicate Data messages increases slightly with DU due to broadcast transmissions, which are required to establish unicast paths.

9.4.4 Mobility during Multi-hop Communication

We investigate the impact of mobility on route persistence during wireless NDN multi-hop communication. Figure 9.16 illustrates the investigated scenario. To enforce multi-hop communication, a static requester and a content source are placed at opposite corners of a square playground (10m to the borders) in 500m distance to each other. Table 9.4 lists the evaluation parameters. There are 50 mobile for-
warders, which move according to the Random Waypoint mobility model and make occasional breaks, i.e., no mobility. The node pause denotes the maximum break time, e.g., a node pause of 3600s means that a node randomly waits between 0s and 3600s. As reference, we also evaluate a static scenario where static forwarders are randomly distributed in the playground.

Figure 9.16: Multi-hop Topology with One Static Requester, One Static Content Source and Multiple (Mobile) Forwarder Nodes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nodes</td>
<td>1 static source</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 static requester</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>50 forwarder nodes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Playground</td>
<td>side length: 374m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>distance: 500m (source - requester)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobility</td>
<td>no mobility, static</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Random Waypoint Mobility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>node speed: 1.2m/s, 14m/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>node pause: 0-3600s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 9.4: Evaluation Parameters for Mobility Scenarios.

Figure 9.17a shows content retrieval times of a requester retrieving a 5 MB file from the content source when mobile nodes move with 14m/s. The x-axis denotes the node pause times and the rightmost graphs show the static case (no mobility). For DU with SFF, content retrieval times decrease from a high mobility scenario (node pause: 0s) to a static scenario by 55% and for DU with PFF they decrease by 60%. However, content retrieval times decrease even with broadcast by 41% from the high mobility (node pause: 0s) to the static scenario.

Hence, we have repeated the same evaluation with a slower node velocity of
1.2m/s and show the content retrieval times in Figure 9.17b. The content retrieval times decrease only by 13% (DU with SFF) and 26% (DU with PFF) from the high mobility to the static scenario. However, the maximum content retrieval times (worst cases) are longer compared to 14m/s because bad node formations, where multi-hop communication is temporarily not possible or only over many hops, stay for a longer time.

Figure 9.18a illustrates the Interest overhead by mobile forwarders with a velocity of 14m/s. DU with SFF results in only 9% more Interest transmissions in high mobility compared to the static scenario, while DU with PFF results in 16% more Interests and broadcast results in 11% more Interests in case of high mobility compared to the static scenario. As expected, the increase of Interest messages from static to a high mobility scenario is lower with a velocity of 1.2m/s as Figure 9.18b
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Figure 9.18: Interest Overhead during Multi-hop Communication by Mobile Nodes (Forwarders).

confirms: for DU with SFF it is only 0.4% more Interests and for DU with PFF it is only 1.6% more Interests in high mobility compared to static scenarios. This illustrates that the main reason for longer content retrieval times in high mobility scenarios are path breaks. In our evaluations, we used the default Interest lifetime of 4 seconds, which means that timeouts and retransmissions are only triggered after 4 seconds. However, if Interest lifetimes would be adapted based on estimated round-trip times (RTT), communication may recover faster from path breaks resulting in shorter content retrieval times in high mobility scenarios (see Chapter 10 for adaptive Interest lifetime algorithms based on estimated RTTs).

Figure 9.19a illustrates transmitted Data messages by mobile forwarders with a velocity of 14m/s. The evaluation results for a node velocity of 1.2m/s are nearly identical as Figure 9.19b shows. We can observe that the number of transmitted
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Figure 9.19: Data Overhead during Multi-hop Communication by Mobile Nodes (Forwarders).

Data messages with DU is almost constant, i.e., for a node velocity of 14m/s there are 0.9% (SFF) and 1.3% (PFF) more Data transmissions in high mobility compared to static scenarios. This illustrates that breaking of symmetric Interest-Data forwarding paths is not an issue for DU. In contrast, for a node velocity of 14m/s, broadcast results in 62% more Data transmissions in high mobility compared to static scenarios. Since broadcast delays for broadcast transmission result in longer (and more varying) round trip times, broadcast forwarding paths are susceptible to mobility.
9.4.5 Multiple Concurrent Requests for Multi-hop Communication

We explore the scalability of wireless NDN communication by evaluating multiple concurrent requests over multiple hops. Figure 9.20 illustrates the evaluation topology. Similar to the last subsection, requesters and content source are static and there are multiple forwarding nodes. However, the number of static requesters varies between 1 and 48. The evaluation parameters are listed in Table 9.5. Besides static forwarders, we also evaluate mobile forwarders with a velocity of 1.2m/s.

![Multi-hop Topology with Multiple Requesters, Forwarder Nodes and One Content Source.](image)

**Figure 9.20:** Multi-hop Topology with Multiple Requesters, Forwarder Nodes and One Content Source.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nodes</td>
<td>1 static source</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1-48 static requesters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>50 forwarder nodes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Playground</td>
<td>side length: 374m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>distance: 500m (source - requesters)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobility</td>
<td>no mobility, static</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Random Waypoint Mobility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>node speed: 1.2m/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>node pause: 0s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 9.5:** Evaluation Parameters for Multiple Requesters.

Figure 9.21a shows content retrieval times of multiple requesters that retrieve the same 5 MB content object via static forwarders from the content source. From 1 to 32 requesters, the content retrieval times increase by a factor of 10.2 for DU with SFF, i.e., less than linear, and only by a factor of 2.2 for broadcast. However, even for 32 concurrent requesters, DU with SFF results in 88% shorter content retrieval
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Figure 9.21: Content Retrieval Times for Multiple Requesters during Multi-hop Communication. The Requesters are at a Distance of 500m from the Content Source.

Figure 9.22a illustrates the Interest overhead by static forwarders. From 1 to 32 requesters, the Interest overhead increases only by a factor of 7 because similar Interests can be aggregated in the PIT. However, for more than 32 concurrent requests (or the PFF strategy), the network gets overloaded such that Interests can not be efficiently aggregated anymore. For broadcast, the Interest overhead increases only by a factor of 2.5 from 1 to 32 requesters, but this is mainly because Interest
transmissions are already on a high level for only a few requesters. For mobile forwarders (Figure 9.22b), the Interest overhead of DU with SFF increases more, e.g., by a factor of 12.5 from 1 to 16 requesters, because Interests cannot be aggregated as efficiently as in the static case.

Figure 9.23a depicts the Data overhead by static forwarders. The data overhead increases only by a factor of 17 (DU with SFF) from 1 to 48 requesters due to shorter path lengths (caching). Even for 48 concurrent requesters, the Data overhead of DU with SFF is 40% lower than for broadcast. In the mobile scenario in Figure 9.23b, the Data overhead increases even only by a factor of 14.8 (DU with SFF) from 1 to 48 requesters because some redundant unicast paths (due to multiple requesters) may break more easily with mobility and retransmissions can be satisfied by nearby caches. Since Interest messages are significantly smaller than
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Figure 9.23: Data Overhead of Forwarders During Multi-hop Communication for Multiple Requesters.

Data messages, i.e., 50 bytes vs. 4500 bytes, a reduction of Data transmissions has a larger impact on the network traffic than fewer Interest transmissions. Thus, even for 48 concurrent requesters, DU results in lower network traffic than broadcast.

Figure 9.24a presents the Data overhead of the content source for static forwarders. The results for mobile forwarders in Figure 9.24b look very similar. Since multiple requests can be mostly satisfied by intermediate caches, content sources do not need to send more Data messages for concurrent requesters. Using DU with SFF for static forwarders, a content source sends less than 1% more Data messages up to 32 concurrent requesters and 13.5% more Data messages for 48 concurrent requesters. In all our evaluations, broadcast results in more Data transmissions by the content source. Although the Data overhead decreases with broadcast for 16 (and more) concurrent requesters in Figure 9.24a, this is mainly due to an over-
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![Graph showing data overhead for different requesters]

**(a) Static Forwarding Nodes**

**(b) Mobile Forwarding Nodes with a Velocity of 1.2m/s.**

**Figure 9.24:** Data Overhead of Content Source During Multi-hop Communication for Multiple Requesters.

Loaded medium by flooded Interest and (duplicate) Data messages, i.e., each node has less time to access the medium and forward messages. Consequently, fewer Interests are forwarded to the content source and most Interests can be satisfied by intermediate nodes (forwarders or other requesters).

### 9.4.6 Content Request Tracker

We evaluate the performance of a Content Request Tracker (CRT) for multiple concurrent requesters in one-hop distance from a content source as shown in Figure 9.25. Table 9.6 lists the evaluation parameters. Between 1 and 100 requesters are placed at a distance of 75m from the content source.
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Figure 9.25: Static Topology: Multiple Requesters placed at Equidistance on a Circle around a Content Source.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nodes</td>
<td>1 static source</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1-100 static requester</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Playground</td>
<td>circle around source</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>distance: 75m (source - requesters)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobility</td>
<td>no mobility, static</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 9.6: Evaluation Parameters for CRT Scenarios.

Parameter Selection for CRT

Different parameters could be selected as decision criterion for unicast or broadcast transmissions. For example, if the number of transmitted Data messages would be considered, transmissions would always be performed via broadcast for more than 1 concurrent requester. In this work, we select the content retrieval time as decision criterion.

Figure 9.26: Content Retrieval Times for Static Requesters in One-hop Distance from a Content Source.

Figure 9.26 shows the content retrieval times (y-axis) for multiple concurrent requesters (x-axis) using broadcast or unicast transmissions. For only a few re-
questers unicast content retrievals are faster than broadcast but for more than 50 requesters, broadcast is faster. Based on this observation, we set $MAX_{CRT}$ to 40 concurrent requests. At requesters we set $MAX_{CRT\_REQ}$ to 2 subsequent broadcast Data replies to unicast requests.

**CRT-S vs. CRT-SR**

Figure 9.27 shows content retrieval times for multiple concurrent requesters with unicast, broadcast, CRT-S (CRT only at content source) and CRT-SR (CRT at content source and requesters). Surprisingly, CRT-S becomes worse than unicast above $MAX_{CRT}$. This is because requesters still transmit requests via unicast while the content source responds via broadcast (lower data rate than unicast). Then, if unicast Interests from requesters do not arrive at exactly the same time, the content source may broadcast the same Data messages multiple times as response to each Interest because it does not remember already transmitted Data messages. To improve the performance, requesters need to switch back to broadcast requests as well. CRT-SR performs similar to broadcast for many concurrent requesters, i.e., CRT-SR requires only 22% more time than broadcast for 100 requesters. Compared to unicast, CRT-SR results in 53% shorter content retrieval times for 100 requesters.

Figure 9.28 shows the Data overhead of the content source for multiple requesters. Below $MAX_{CRT}$, the number of Data messages transmitted by a content source using CRT increases linearly with the number of requesters similar to unicast. However, for more than $MAX_{CRT}$ concurrent requesters, content sources with CRT-SR send only 15% more Data messages compared to broadcast because requesters switch to broadcast communication. Thus, the parameter $MAX_{CRT}$ sets an upper bound on Data transmissions with CRT-SR. Lower $MAX_{CRT}$ values may result in lower upper bounds but in longer content retrieval times.
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9.5 Lessons Learned

9.5.1 Efficiency of Dynamic Unicast

Multi-hop broadcast communication results in significantly longer content retrieval times than with Dynamic Unicast because of broadcast delays at each node and lower data rates. There is an overhead of Dynamic Unicast compared to unicast due to path setup via broadcast, but it is low, i.e., only 6% longer content retrieval times than for unicast in static multi-hop environments. In mobile networks, Dynamic Unicast may require more path setups than in static environments. However, unicast-only communication would not be possible at all because content sources cannot be configured statically.

9.5.2 One-hop vs. Multi-hop Communication

We have seen that multi-hop communication has clear advantages over one-hop communication because content can be retrieved from far away. However, one-hop communication is more efficient for very high content densities because multi-hop communication may establish non-optimal communication paths, e.g., to a requester’s cache multiple hops away although there is a content source in one-hop distance. Enforcing content retrieval from (persistent) content sources may result in shorter path lengths for high content densities but results in worse performance for low content densities because users cannot benefit from cached content. Hop counters in Interest messages as supported in CCNx 1.0 may be a good way to limit Interest propagation. For example, requesters could perform Interest probing and successively increase the hop counter until they receive content back. However, such a strategy would require adaptation mechanisms for mobility (hop distances may change) and more complex Interest aggregation strategies in the PIT.
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9.5.3 Routing in Mobile Networks

Evaluations have shown that Dynamic Unicast with single path routing (SFF strategy) performs better than multi-path routing (PFF strategy) in terms of content retrieval times and message overhead. Furthermore, Dynamic Unicast performs better than broadcast even for low content densities because short contact times to content sources can be better exploited. Although broadcast communication is efficient to quickly find a content source, it is not required to perform all communication via broadcast. Particularly for high content densities, Dynamic Unicast shows clear benefits compared to broadcast due to fewer duplicate Data transmissions.

9.5.4 Impact of Mobility

Dynamic Unicast performs best in static scenarios but the performance degrades only slightly if nodes move with pedestrian speeds. However, for vehicular speeds, transmission times increase significantly compared to static scenarios. The main reasons for the degradation are path breaks that are only detected after Interests have timed out. While the number of Interest transmissions increases slightly for more mobile scenarios, the number of transmitted Data messages remains nearly constant. Thus, adaptive Interest lifetimes based on measured round-trip times (see Chapter 10) are required to enable more seamless communication in high mobility scenarios. Surprisingly, the performance of broadcast communication decreases also with mobility. In particular, the number of transmitted Data messages during broadcast communication increases significantly in high mobility compared to static scenarios (in contrast to Dynamic Unicast), which indicates that symmetric Interest - Data forwarding paths may break more easily due to broadcast delays.

9.5.5 Scalability for Multiple Requesters

Evaluations with multiple requesters have shown that Interest messages can be efficiently aggregated in the PIT such that transmitted Interests do not drastically increase with increasing number of requesters (as long as the medium is not overloaded). In case of mobility, Interest aggregation works slightly less efficient since neighboring nodes, i.e., forwarding paths, may change slightly. Furthermore, Dynamic Unicast over multiple hops results in fewer Data transmissions than broadcast even for many concurrent requesters in static and mobile scenarios. Due to caching, most requests can be satisfied by intermediate caches and do not need to be forwarded to a content source.

9.5.6 Replacing Multiple Unicast Transmissions with One Broadcast Transmission

We have observed that replacing multiple unicast Data transmissions with one broadcast transmission as proposed with the Content Request Tracker is quite complex. It is not enough if only a content source switches to broadcast when re-
questers still transmit their requests via unicast. However, if requesters switch to broadcast requests as well, a content source has no means of knowing how many nodes are still interested in the content, i.e., whether broadcast is required. Particularly in mobile environments where connectivity changes frequently, the decision whether to use broadcast or unicast cannot be done once but needs to be re-evaluated periodically. Thus, instead of using CRT-SR in combination with Dynamic Unicast, i.e., reverting to broadcast communication in case of multiple requesters, it may be more efficient to avoid Dynamic Unicast, i.e., individual unicast links, for certain content prefixes in the first place, e.g., because the content is of high importance such as in emergency or disaster scenarios.

9.6 Conclusions

In this chapter, we have investigated information-centric routing in mobile and wireless ad-hoc networks. While broadcast is beneficial to quickly find a content source, it is not required to perform all message transmissions via broadcast. Instead, Dynamic Unicast enables requesters to retrieve content from the same content source until it becomes unavailable. We have described two Interest forwarding strategies for Dynamic Unicast as well as an optional Content Request Tracker to enable one broadcast transmission instead of multiple independent unicast transmissions. All mechanisms have been implemented in the CCNx framework and evaluated using NS3-DCE.

Evaluations have shown that NDN can improve scalability of wireless multi-hop communication since multiple requests can be aggregated and content can be retrieved from caches such that only a fraction of requests needs to be forwarded to content sources. Dynamic Unicast results in significantly shorter content retrieval times and fewer Data transmissions than broadcast for high content densities, but surprisingly it performed also better than broadcast for low content densities.

In future implementations, adaptive Interest lifetimes based on round-trip times may help to to detect path breaks quicker and, thus, improve performance of Dynamic Unicast in case of high mobility. Furthermore, the usage of different MAC protocols can be investigated such as IEEE 802.11p for vehicular networks or new MAC protocol designs tailored for information-centric wireless communication. In addition, hop counters in Interest messages may limit Interest propagation but they require new Interest aggregation strategies in the PIT. In particular, since requesters may have different distances from content sources, Interest aggregation mechanisms may need to handle different hop counter values of received and already forwarded Interest messages.
Chapter 10

Adaptive Interest Lifetimes to Support Information-Centric Wireless Multi-hop Communication

10.1 Introduction

Wireless communication is error-prone and collision probability increases in wireless multi-hop communication because received and forwarded packets can collide. In addition, connectivity to content sources may change with mobility such that established paths may break as shown in Chapter 9. To avoid throughput degradation, it is crucial to detect path breaks or collisions quickly such that retransmissions can be performed quickly. In ICN, retransmissions can only be performed if Interests have expired. For example, short Interest lifetimes enable fast recovery from collisions and increase throughput in opportunistic one-hop communication as we have shown in Chapter 5. In multi-hop scenarios, Interests need to be large enough to enable Interest messages to reach a content source multiple hops away and enable Data messages to return back to a requester. The closer an Interest lifetime matches a round-trip time (RTT) between a requester and a content source, the quicker retransmissions can be performed resulting in larger throughput.

Several adaptive Interest lifetime algorithms have been used in ICN literature [154, 65, 62, 231]. Yet, these works focus on throughput in wired networks and do not evaluate the number of unnecessary retransmissions due to too short Interest lifetimes. Wireless communication experiences higher RTT variability than wired communication due to varying channel conditions and MAC layer buffering. If timeouts are triggered too early, spurious retransmissions may be performed.

In this chapter, we describe two algorithms [53, 210] for wireless multi-hop communication, i.e., one that considers RTT variability and one that does not, and compare them to available algorithms from related work (see Section 2.5). We assume that requesters have dynamically established unicast faces to a content source (e.g., after a broadcast request as described in Chapter 9). By that, all segments are requested from the same content source until the path breaks and a new content
source is searched via broadcast. If a path breaks, the Interest lifetime is reset to
the default value of 4 seconds to find a new content source.

While most existing works are based on simplified implementations and simu-
lations, we have implemented all algorithms in CCNx 0.8.2 and evaluate them with
NS3-DCE [16] not only in terms of content retrieval times but also message over-
head. Once efficient algorithms have been identified in a single source scenario,
extension to multi-homing, e.g., based on node identifiers [171, 66, 62, 40] could
be implemented.

10.2 Adaptive Interest Lifetimes

In this section, we describe two newly developed algorithms to adaptively set the
Interest lifetimes, namely CCNTimer and weighted moving average for CCNx
(WMA). CCNTimer and WMA are illustrated in Algorithm 4. The parameters
are listed in Table 10.1. CCNTimer uses the same exponential moving average for
$sRTT$ and rttVAR as TCP [36] (see also Section 2.5). We measure the RTT as the
time between the transmission of the first Interest in a segment and the reception
of the corresponding segment. In case of timeouts, Interests may be retransmitted
but the RTT start time of the corresponding segment is not changed because the
segment has possibly been transmitted over some hops and may be cached in in-
termediate nodes. $T_{out}$ defines the number of timeouts for each segment. We only
process $RTT$ measurements if no timeouts occurred, i.e., no retransmissions of
the same Interests. Thus, if a received segment experienced a timeout, the $sRTT$
value remains unchanged since there is no new RTT sample. Consequently, the old
Interest lifetime $IL$ is used for the next transmission.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>recv</td>
<td># received Data messages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Gamma$</td>
<td>threshold of received Data messages (for stability reasons)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{out}$</td>
<td># timeouts per segment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Phi$</td>
<td>retransmission threshold (to reset algorithms)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\gamma$</td>
<td>weighting factor for RTO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\epsilon$</td>
<td>multiplicative factor for IL (after timeouts)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 10.1: Parameter Overview for CCNTimer and WMA.

In addition to TCP and similar to TimeoutEstimator [62], $sRTT$ is weighted by
a factor $\gamma$ to obtain the Interest lifetime $IL$. This ensures that the Interest lifetime is
slightly longer than the usual RTT, which avoids spurious retransmissions. While
too long Interest lifetimes only have an influence in case of collisions (retrans-
misions), too short Interest lifetimes may already trigger retransmissions if Data
messages are returned with a delay and, therefore, cause unnecessary traffic. In the
worst case, too early Interest retransmissions may cause collisions with delayed
Data packets.
10.2. ADAPTIVE INTEREST LIFETIMES

Algorithm 4 CCNTimer / WMA

1: initial values: $IL = 4s$, $recv = 0$, $initial = true$
2: 
3: function RECEIVE\_CONTENT($RTT, Tout$)
4:     $recv + +$
5:     if $Tout == 0$ then
6:         if $recv \geq \Gamma$ then
7:             if $initial == true$ then
8:                 $sRTT = RTT$
9:                 $rttVAR = RTT / 2$
10:                $initial = false$
11:             else
12:                 $sRTT = 0.8 \times sRTT + 0.2 \times RTT$
13:                 $rttVAR = 0.75 \times rttVAR + 0.25 \times abs(sRTT - RTT)$
14:                $RTO = sRTT + 4 \times rttVAR$  \(\triangleright\) for WMA: $RTO = sRTT$
15:                $IL = max(4s, \gamma \times RTO)$
16: function TIMEOUT\_OCCURRED($Tout$)
17:     if $Tout > \Phi$ then
18:         $IL = 4s$
19:         $initial = true$
20:     else
21:         $IL = max(4s, (1 + \epsilon) \times IL)$

In contrast to TCP, CCNTimer does not double the Interest lifetime in case of timeouts because collisions of received and transmitted packets may happen regularly in wireless multi-hop networks, even if the traffic load is low. Longer Interest lifetimes, e.g., after burst errors, cannot avoid future collisions but only delay the detection and reaction to it. Therefore, if a retransmission is required for a segment, CCNTimer increases the Interest lifetime only slightly by the factor $\epsilon$ to account for delay variability. If $\Phi$ retransmissions are required for the same segment, CCNTimer resets the Interest lifetime to 4 seconds (default CCNx Interest lifetime), which we also set as maximum Interest lifetime. For stability reasons and to avoid high variability in the beginning of a content retrieval, we ignore the first $\Gamma$ messages before processing the samples. In our evaluations, we use the following default numerical values, $\Gamma = 4$, $\gamma = 1.2$, $\epsilon = 0.2$ and $\Phi = 3$.

Besides CCNTimer, we have implemented WMA, which is a simpler version of Algorithm 4 without variance considerations, i.e., without lines 9, 13, 14. Similar to CHoPCoP [231], WMA uses an Interest lifetime that is only based on the exponential moving average of RTT values weighted by a factor $\gamma$. Since the specified $\gamma$ is 6 [231], which would result in very long Interest lifetimes close or equal to 4 seconds (maximum value), WMA uses a smaller value of 1.5 to ensure that Interest lifetimes stay close to RTT values, i.e., only 50% higher. In case of timeouts, WMA increases the Interest lifetime only slightly by 20% as with CCNTimer.
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10.3 Evaluation

We have implemented CCNTimer and WMA as well as TCP’s RTO [36], Timeout-Estimator [62] and ICP [65] by integrating them into the cncat application [162] of CCNx 0.8.2 [27]. We have also compared it to a constant Interest lifetime of 4 seconds, which is the default value in CCNx. The segment size was set to 4096 bytes and we used a pipeline size of 4. In this section, we show evaluation results in wireless multi-hop communication, which are obtained by emulations with NS3-DCE [16] using the IEEE 802.11g MAC layer and the free-space path loss model. All evaluations have been performed 100 times.

10.3.1 Implementation Details

CCNTimer is similar to TimeoutEstimator [62], but we use the same weight for rttVAR as TCP and multiply the RTO with 1.2 instead of 2 to keep Interest lifetimes closer to RTT values. Since the behavior of TimeoutEstimator in case of timeouts is not specified, we assume the same behavior as for TCP, i.e., doubling the RTO. WMA is based on CHoPCoP’s retransmission timer [231], i.e., ignoring the RTT variance, but we multiply the exponential moving average with a weighting factor of 1.5 instead of 6. For CCNTimer and WMA, we increase the Interest lifetime in case of timeouts by only 20% instead of doubling it as with TCP.

For CCNTimer, WMA, TCP and TimeoutEstimator, only RTT values of segments that have not experienced any timeouts are processed. Since these algorithms use an exponential moving average \( s_{RTT} \), large RTT values (due to Interest retransmissions) could distort \( s_{RTT} \) excessively and affect Interest lifetimes for a long time. For ICP we consider all measured RTT values, even for segments that experienced timeouts and required Interest retransmissions. We have also implemented an ICP variant that ignores timeouts similar to the other algorithms but the performance was significantly worse. Please recall that ICP uses a history of 20 RTT samples (see Section 2.5). If RTT samples with timeouts would be ignored, the algorithm could not adapt the Interest lifetime until the next segment is received in time. However, by considering RTT samples from segments that have experienced timeouts, higher RTT values are possible, which automatically increase the next Interest lifetime and enable a timely reception.

For all algorithms, we set the maximum Interest lifetime to 4 seconds because higher values resulted in worse performance. TCP’s RTO has a lower bound of 1s and we set the lower bound of all other algorithms to 125ms (minimum in CCNx). In case of 3 consecutive timeouts of the same segment, the Interest lifetime is reset to the default value of 4 seconds for all algorithms. This enables algorithms to find another content source in case of mobility, e.g., if the content source has moved farther away.
10.3.2 Evaluation Scenarios

We evaluate all algorithms in wireless multi-hop communication with 1 to 5 hops. The network nodes are placed in a row so that only immediate neighbors see each other and every node has a unicast face configured to its neighbors.

We evaluate the algorithms in three scenarios. Scenario 1 consists of two active nodes: one requester that requests a content object and a content source, which is 1 to 5 hops away. Figure 10.1a shows the topology for scenario 1 with 3 hops. The requester (R) is the leftmost node and the content source (CS) the rightmost node. In scenario 2, there is one requester at every node requesting a different content object. Figure 10.1b shows the topology for scenario 2 with 3 hops. Scenario 3 is similar to scenario 2, but every requester additionally receives requests for different content objects from two requesters above and below. Figure 10.1c shows the topology for scenario 3 with 3 hops.

Please note that we focus on static network topologies to analyze the algorithms in multi-hop communication with varying traffic loads. If synthetic mobility models would be used, mobility and routing would have a significant impact on the performance of content transmissions making algorithm analysis less traceable. For example, if requesters and content source are too far apart, no multi-hop communication is possible and if they are too close, direct communication (no multi-hop) could be performed. However, we would like to emphasize that human mobility does not always include continuous movements, but is often composed of long (nearly) static periods, where the same neighbors are seen, e.g., at work, at home or in the train. These static periods are followed by transient mobility with high host churn, e.g., when walking from work to the train station before entering the train. In this chapter, we do not focus on transient mobility but on static periods in-between. Whenever changing the environment, a new content source needs to be found via routing algorithms. Routing itself is out of the scope of this work and we assume that requesters have found the content source, e.g., via flooding, and configured a unicast face towards it (as described in Chapter 9). If the content source moves away, content retrieval will experience multiple timeouts for the
same segment, which cause the algorithms to reset the Interest lifetime to the initial configuration, i.e., 4 seconds, until the next content source is found.

10.3.3 One Requester - Varying Path Length

In this section, we evaluate the algorithms in scenario 1, between one requester and one content source. To better understand the algorithms, Figures 10.2 and 10.3 show the measured RTT (blue dashed lines) and the Interest lifetime (red solid lines) values of a sample run for all evaluated algorithms over 3 hops. Since the RTT is measured between the first Interest transmission and the reception of the corresponding segment, i.e., incorporating Interest retransmissions, the RTT values are slightly different for all algorithms. If collisions are detected quicker (due to shorter Interest lifetimes), retransmissions can be performed faster resulting in lower RTT values.

Figure 10.2a shows the results if the default CCNx strategy, i.e., a constant Interest lifetime of 4 seconds, is used. RTT values of 4 seconds indicate collisions because regular RTT values are much shorter and Interest retransmissions are only triggered after 4 seconds (Interest expiration). If RTT values are longer than 4 seconds, multiple timeouts of the same segments have occurred. This shows that even with large Interest lifetimes, collisions can not be avoided, but due to longer detection times, RTT values become larger.

Figure 10.2b shows Interest lifetime and RTT values for TCP’s RTO. Because most RTT values are below 1 second, Interest lifetimes are often set to the lower bound. However, due to high variability, some RTT values may be slightly larger than 1 second and, therefore, cause a timeout. These timeouts are visible in Figure 10.2b as RTT values slightly above 1 second, which indicates that retransmissions could be satisfied from the cache. Since Interest lifetimes are doubled in case of timeouts, these unnecessary timeouts cause Interest lifetimes to be increased to 2 seconds. As a result, collision detection takes more time and RTT values increase.

Figure 10.2c shows Interest lifetimes with TimeoutEstimator, which is similar to TCP but without lower bound, i.e., the lower bound of 125ms was never reached in any measurements. Since RTOs are multiplied by 2, the resulting Interest lifetimes are still larger than most RTT values, avoiding too early retransmissions. In addition, Interest lifetimes can adopt more diverse values because they are not always set to the lower bound as TCP’s RTO. More diverse values enable TimeoutEstimator to adjust the Interest lifetimes better to current round-trip times, resulting in slightly lower RTT values compared to TCP’s RTO. However, because RTOs are doubled in case of collisions, Interest lifetimes can quickly reach high values, which cause higher RTT values in case of collisions.

In Figure 10.3a, we show Interest lifetimes of CCNTimer. In contrast to TimeoutEstimator, the RTOs use the same weight for the RTT variance as TCP’s RTO, i.e., not half the weight as for TimeoutEstimator, and the RTOs are multiplied with a smaller weight of 1.2 to account for higher RTT variability but ensure that Interest lifetimes are only slightly larger than most RTT values. In case of timeouts, the In-
Figure 10.2: RTT and Interest Lifetime Values of the Default CCNx Strategy, TCP’s RTO and TimeoutEstimator from a Sample Run over 3 Hops for the First 1000 Segments.
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**Figure 10.3:** RTT and Interest Lifetime Values of CCNTimer, WMA and ICP from a Sample Run over 3 Hops for the First 1000 Segments.
The interest lifetime is only slightly increased by 20% for every timeout and not doubled as for TCP’s RTO and TimeoutEstimator. Timeouts are mostly caused by higher RTT variability and collisions. In both cases, the content might be found in caches at intermediate nodes. Therefore, CCNTimer can react quicker to timeouts and does not overcompensate them by increasing the Interest lifetime extensively. This enables CCNTimer to reduce timeout periods, which leads to lower RTT values as Figure 10.3a shows. There are a few segments that time out and cause RTT values of slightly more than 2 seconds, e.g., segment 149, 232 and 302, but the Interest lifetime does not drastically react to it and only increases slightly. As Figure 10.3a shows, this is enough to receive the next few segments without timeout.

Figure 10.3b shows Interest lifetimes and RTT values for WMA. The RTT values are on a slightly lower level than with CCNTimer due to shorter Interest lifetimes, which reduce timeout periods. However, there are four peaks of Interest lifetimes and RTT values. Because Interest lifetimes may be slightly too short, i.e., RTT variance is not considered, timeouts happen more frequently and for segments 80, 606, 802 and 934 in Figure 10.3b, the Interest lifetime is reset to 4 seconds because of 3 consecutive timeouts of the same segment. If segments, which are transmitted with an Interest lifetime of 4 seconds, collide, the RTT values become considerably larger since it takes more time to detect the collision. We can see such RTT peaks at segments 90, 614, 812 and 942, i.e., after every reset of the Interest lifetime. This indicates that WMA results in many timeouts.

Finally, Figure 10.3c depicts Interest lifetimes of the ICP algorithm. The Interest lifetimes do not change as quickly as for the other algorithms because Interest lifetimes are only based on minimum and maximum RTT values of the last 20 samples. Figure 10.3c shows that the Interest lifetime changes in cycles. For small minimum RTT values, the Interest lifetime becomes slightly too small resulting in timeouts. Timeouts require retransmissions, which means that RTT values increase resulting in larger Interest lifetimes. Larger Interest lifetimes result in fewer timeouts and, thus, enable lower RTT values completing the cycle.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>2 hops</th>
<th>3 hops</th>
<th>5 hops</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Time Interests</td>
<td>Time Interests</td>
<td>Time Interests</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCNTimer</td>
<td>reference</td>
<td>reference</td>
<td>reference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>default 4s</td>
<td>+324% 0%</td>
<td>+234% +1%</td>
<td>+176% +1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCP’s RTO</td>
<td>+44% 0%</td>
<td>+95% 0%</td>
<td>+50% -1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TimeoutEst.</td>
<td>+44% 0%</td>
<td>+41% +1%</td>
<td>+45% 0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WMA</td>
<td>-7% +2%</td>
<td>-10% +4%</td>
<td>-7% +4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICP</td>
<td>-1% +2%</td>
<td>-6% +2%</td>
<td>+1% +1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 10.2: Content Retrieval Times and Transmitted Interests relative to CCNTimer (Scenario 1).

To measure algorithm performance, Figure 10.4a illustrates content retrieval times of a 5 MB content object from a content source multiple hops away and
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Figure 10.4: Content Retrieval Times and Transmitted Interests of a Requester in Scenario 1 for Varying Path Lengths.

Figure 10.4b shows transmitted Interest messages by the requester. Table 10.2 lists the relative differences of all algorithms compared to CCNTimer in percentages, i.e., overhead in terms of content retrieval times and transmitted Interest messages.

For two hops or more, Interests need to be forwarded by intermediate nodes and may collide with other Interest or Data messages. As a result, adaptive Interest lifetimes result in shorter retrieval times than the default Interest lifetime of 4 seconds. However, with increasing path length, the performance of adaptive algorithms decreases slightly compared to the default 4 seconds due to longer content retrieval times and more collisions. CCNTimer results in notably shorter retrieval times than TCP and TimeoutEstimator without requiring more Interest transmissions because Interest lifetimes are closer to RTT values, i.e., the algorithm can react faster to collisions. However, requesters using WMA or ICP have slightly shorter retrieval times (due to shorter Interest lifetimes) and require only slightly
more Interest transmissions than CCNTimer. Although the relative difference of Interest transmissions compared to CCNTimer seems to be low, it is worth mentioning that ICP and WMA result in significantly more timeouts, e.g., 3.59 times more timeouts with ICP and 2.2 times more timeouts with WMA for 3 hops compared to CCNTimer, while the other algorithms are on the same level in terms of timeouts. This means that Interest lifetimes with ICP and WMA are only slightly too short but retransmissions do not need to be sent on the wireless medium in most of the cases but can be satisfied from the local cache, i.e., delayed Data arrival.

Thus, in low traffic scenarios, WMA and ICP perform best in terms of content retrieval times. However, if transmitted Interests and timeouts are relevant, e.g., if algorithms may also experience occasional high traffic, CCNTimer performs better.

10.3.4 Multiple Requesters - Varying Path Length

In this section, we evaluate the algorithms in scenario 2, where every node requests content from a content source. Every requester uses the same algorithm and we measure the statistics at the leftmost requester. However, the relative performance of the algorithms at other requesters is similar.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>2 hops</th>
<th>3 hops</th>
<th>5 hops</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Time</td>
<td>Interests</td>
<td>Time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCNTimer</td>
<td>reference</td>
<td></td>
<td>reference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>default 4s</td>
<td>+235%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>+128%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCP’s RTO</td>
<td>+32%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>+48%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TimeoutEst.</td>
<td>+31%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>+21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WMA</td>
<td>-6%</td>
<td>+2%</td>
<td>-9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICP</td>
<td>-1%</td>
<td>+2%</td>
<td>+3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 10.3: Content Retrieval Times and Transmitted Interests relative to CCNTimer (Scenario 2).

Figure 10.5a shows content retrieval times of the leftmost requester for a 5 MB content object over multiple hops and Figure 10.5b shows the number of transmitted Interests at the leftmost requester. Table 10.3 lists the overhead of all algorithms compared to CCNTimer. CCNTimer performs better than TCP’s RTO and TimeoutEstimator for content retrievals over 2 to 5 hops, i.e., significantly shorter content retrieval times and similar (or only slightly more) Interest transmissions. ICP performs similar to CCNTimer between 2 hops and 3 hops but it’s performance degrades from 3 hops to 5 hops due to a higher collision probability. Since ICP incorporates all RTT measurements including retransmissions, RTT values can be considerably larger than with other algorithms. In case of frequent timeouts, there is always at least one large RTT value, which causes the Interest lifetime to remain at 4 seconds (maximum value).

WMA results in slightly faster content retrieval times than CCNTimer, but it is at the expense of more Interest transmissions. In fact, Figure 10.5b shows that
Figure 10.5: Content Retrieval Times and Transmitted Interests of a Requester in Scenario 2 for Varying Path Lengths.

WMA results in more Interest transmissions in all scenarios and the difference to CCNTimer becomes bigger with increasing path length. Thus, CCNTimer shows the best overall performance (content retrieval times and transmitted Interest messages).

10.3.5 Multiple Streams - Varying Path Length

In this section, we evaluate the algorithms in scenario 3, where each requester additionally receives and forwards Interests from two requesters (above and below) as illustrated in Figure 10.1c. This results in considerably more traffic in the network. Figure 10.6a and Figure 10.6b show content retrieval times and transmitted Interests for a 5 MB content object at the leftmost requester in the middle, i.e., same requester as in previous scenarios. Table 10.4 lists the overhead of all algorithms compared to CCNTimer.
10.3. EVALUATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>2 hops</th>
<th>3 hops</th>
<th>5 hops</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CCNTimer</td>
<td>reference</td>
<td>reference</td>
<td>reference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>default 4s</td>
<td>+60%</td>
<td>-7%</td>
<td>+28%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCP’s RTO</td>
<td>+4%</td>
<td>-2%</td>
<td>+6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TimeoutEst.</td>
<td>+8%</td>
<td>-2%</td>
<td>+5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WMA</td>
<td>-6%</td>
<td>+7%</td>
<td>-2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICP</td>
<td>+20%</td>
<td>-2%</td>
<td>+17%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 10.4: Content Retrieval Times and Transmitted Interests relative to CCNTimer (Scenario 3).

![Content Retrieval Time](image1)
![Transmitted Interests](image2)

Figure 10.6: Content Retrieval Times and Transmitted Interests of a Requester in Scenario 3 for Varying Path Lengths.

CCNTimer, TCP’s RTO and TimeoutEstimator perform similarly because there are many transitions to Interest lifetimes of 4 seconds, i.e., TCP’s RTO and Timeout-
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Estimator have slightly longer content retrieval times but also slightly fewer Interest transmissions. WMA results in shorter content retrieval times than CCNTimer only for short path lengths, but with increasing path length the performance of WMA degrades. For example, for 5 hops, WMA has equal content retrieval times as CCNTimer but notably more Interest transmissions. ICP results in significantly longer content retrieval times than CCNTimer in all scenarios because Interest lifetimes remain mostly at 4 seconds similar to scenario 2. However, in this scenario, ICP performs particularly badly over 1 hop, i.e., it requires 29% more Interests and results in 29% longer content retrieval times than CCNTimer.

![RTT and Interest Lifetime Values from a Sample Run over 1 Hop for the First 1000 Segments.](image)

To better see differences and understand why ICP sends more Interests over 1 hop, we show Interest lifetimes and RTT values for CCNTimer and ICP over 1 hop in Figure 10.7. Recall that there are two additional requesters above and below the requester, which cause significantly more traffic and RTT variability compared to scenario 1. Figure 10.7a shows that Interest lifetimes with CCNTimer are slightly larger than RTT values but they adapt quickly to changing RTT values. For example, at segment 418 and 811 the Interest lifetime increases due to higher RTT variance. Figure 10.7b shows the Interest lifetime and RTT values for ICP.
While ICP’s retransmission timer may calculate a good average estimation, the algorithm underestimates RTT values in case of high RTT variation resulting in too short Interest lifetimes. Consequently, Interest timeouts trigger retransmissions resulting in larger RTT values and Interest lifetimes, which again enable shorter RTT values without timeouts, i.e., there are cycles between low and high values. Due to these peaks in Figure 10.7b, ICP results on average in higher RTT values than CCNTimer.

Overall, we can conclude that slightly too short Interest lifetimes (WMA, ICP) do not result in any benefits in high traffic scenarios. Compared to CCNTimer, they either result in longer content retrieval times with a similar or higher amount of transmitted Interests (ICP), or in similar content retrieval times but considerably more Interest transmissions (WMA).

10.4 Caching and Multi-homing

In this section, we discuss caching and multi-homing, which require more investigations. Currently, we do not process RTT samples if Interests have been retransmitted, although the segments may be found in intermediate caches and do not need to be retrieved all the way from the content source. However, before an Interest can be retransmitted, an Interest timeout needs to be triggered, which results in imprecise RTT samples.

Even if Interests have not been retransmitted, the same content could be found in intermediate caches due to earlier downloads from other requesters. However, since NDN follows a sequential request strategy, NDN caches may contain contiguous blocks of subsequent Data segments but not random segments. Thus, algorithms could retrieve cached segments slightly faster resulting in shorter RTT and Interest lifetime values. If only part of the content could be found in the cache, e.g., only the beginning of a content object, Interest lifetimes would become too short to retrieve the remaining parts of the content from the original content source resulting in timeouts. If the same segment times out multiple times, the algorithm could reset to the initial configuration (Interest lifetime of 4s) to retrieve content and process RTT values from the original content source.

In this work, we only considered one content source because we assumed that routing algorithms enabled requesters to build unicast routes to the content source. Furthermore, all requesters retrieved different content objects. However, if all requesters would retrieve the same content object concurrently, partial content may be found in caches. To support multi-homing and differentiate RTT measurements from different responding nodes (content source or intermediate caches), existing works [171, 66, 62, 40] propose the usage of node identifiers. All described algorithms in this chapter could be extended to support multi-homing by tracking node identifiers of responding nodes. However, to enable multi-homing via node identifiers, modifications to CCNx would be required to include node identifiers of responding nodes in Data messages, i.e., either by content source or intermediate
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cache. Since any intermediate node that answers an Interest from cache should, then, be able to modify the node identifier field (such that requesters can differentiate RTT measurements from different responding nodes), a node identifier field cannot be protected by the signature of the original content source making it vulnerable to attacks. In addition, node identifiers in ICN messages may have implications for message forwarding and caching efficiency. Future works that address multi-homing, should, therefore, also consider such implications and associated security challenges.

10.5 Conclusions

Adaptive algorithms for Interest lifetimes are beneficial in wireless networks to control how quickly retransmissions can be performed in case of collisions or path breaks. Fast retransmissions have a large impact on content retrieval times in wireless information-centric networks. Since the number of transmitted packets is limited by the pipeline size, new Interests can only be transmitted if Data is received in return or unsatisfied Interests time out. Thus, all evaluated algorithms resulted in considerably faster content retrieval times than the default 4 seconds in CCNx.

Evaluations in a low traffic scenario (scenario 1) have shown that CCNTimer results in significantly shorter content retrieval times than TCP’s RTO and TimeoutEstimator without transmitting more Interests. In high traffic scenarios (scenario 3), CCNTimer performs similar to TimeoutEstimator and TCP’s RTO regarding content retrieval times and transmitted Interests. Furthermore, we have seen that it is not required to double Interest lifetimes in case of timeouts. Timeouts are mostly caused by higher RTT variability and collisions. In both cases, the content might be found in caches of intermediate nodes. Evaluations have shown that increasing the Interest lifetime only slightly (CCNTimer) is enough to receive subsequent segments without timeouts.

It is important that Interest lifetimes are larger than RTT values. Although algorithms with slightly too short Interest lifetimes, e.g., ICP and WMA, may result in slightly faster content retrieval times than CCNTimer and TimeoutEstimator in low traffic scenarios, it is at the expense of significantly more timeouts and Interest transmissions. Consequently, ICP and WMA perform worse in high traffic scenarios, i.e., longer content retrieval times and more Interest transmissions than CCNTimer.

Strategies that are based on the history of RTT samples are much more complex than exponential moving averages because they need to maintain recent values in a buffer as well as compare and update minimum and maximum values for every new sample. Our evaluations did not show any benefits of such strategies compared to exponential moving averages. If the midrange of the samples is considered, Interest lifetimes may often be slightly too small resulting in more frequent timeouts. Then, in case of frequent timeouts, Interest lifetimes may remain at the maximum value because of large maximum RTT samples.
Chapter 11

Agent-based Content Retrieval for Information-Centric Delay-Tolerant Networks

11.1 Introduction

If a node never meets a content source directly, it needs to forward requests to other nodes. NDN requires symmetric Interest-Data forwarding paths because Data travels on the reverse path (of Interests) back to requesters. If there is a continuous path between requester and content source, multi-hop routing can be used as described in Chapter 9. However, in case of intermittent connectivity, Interests may either time out at intermediate nodes such that they never reach a content source or the reverse path may break due to topology changes such that Data can not reach the requester (asymmetric forwarding paths). Then, if segments are stored at different intermediate nodes (since some nodes may have move away), it may be difficult to retrieve the complete content via NDN’s sequential request strategy.

In this chapter, we investigate DTN support via agent-based content retrieval (ACR) [45, 34, 49, 177]. In ACR, requesters can delegate content retrieval to mobile nodes (called agents), which will retrieve content on their behalf. Requesters can then retrieve content from agents when they meet them again. Mobility studies [99] have shown that human mobility exhibits temporal and spatial periodicity. This means that people tend to have strong location preferences in their daily mobility and meet other individuals regularly. ACR can exploit this property since agents (with different mobility patterns as requesters) can request content in locations requesters would never visit.

In NDN, routing and caching is performed on every node at the CCND and additional functionality can be provided by application modules above the CCND (see Section 2.1.1). If applications provide a certain service or content, they can register prefixes (Interest filters) at the CCND to receive requests from other nodes or applications. This means that the CCND includes only vital ICN functionality (to limit the processing complexity such that line-speed operations can be suppor-
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Figure 11.1: Content Retrieval in Different Environments.

Consequently, we implement ACR as application module to be run on mobile nodes. By this, ACR can be combined with multi-hop routing (since message processing at the CCND is not modified) enabling interoperability in dense and sparse environments. For example, a requester could initially try to retrieve content via multi-hop routing if the node density is high (Figure 11.1a). However, if the node density is low, multi-hop content retrieval would not be successful. Then, requesters may delegate content retrieval to agents, which move closer to content sources, can retrieve content and deliver it back to requesters as illustrated in Figure 11.1b. Furthermore, requesters can switch back to multi-hop routing at any time to retrieve content from content sources or agents if the node density is sufficient to enable efficient multi-hop communication.
11.2 Relations to classical DTN Protocols

DTN protocols such as the Bundle protocol [179] exchange so-called Bundle packets upon node encounters. Combining the Bundle protocol with NDN is difficult due to potentially long delays between encounters that may result in the expiration of NDN Interest messages. Increasing the Interest lifetime to obtain long-lived Interests may enable the integration with existing DTN protocols but it would result in two major drawbacks:

1. Since content is organized in segments and content retrieval is pull-based, multiple Interests in segments are required to obtain the complete content. In general, a requester does not know the length of the requested content until it receives the last segment. Therefore, proactive Interest transmissions to request all segments are not possible. Assuming a very high number of segments may obviously result in many unnecessary Interest transmissions and inefficient resource utilization if the content has much fewer segments. Since all entries are valid for a long time, the increasing PIT size would drastically degrade PIT lookup performance.

2. Long-lived Interests in the PIT prevent forwarding of similar Interests because the requests are already pending. Thus, forwarding and retransmission is blocked for the entire duration of an Interest lifetime, even if the environment has changed due to mobility and a content source would be available. If pending (long-lived) Interests would be re-expressed periodically [213] before they expire, it would compromise NDN’s ability to aggregate Interests in the PIT. Interests would only be forwarded to the next hop (where the PIT entry already exists) and applications would lose control when Interests are (re-)transmitted.

As evaluations in Chapter 5 and 10 have shown, short Interest lifetimes may result in higher wireless throughput because retransmissions due to packet collisions can be triggered earlier. Therefore, Interest lifetimes should be rather short and used to retransmit Interests in case of collisions. If multiple immediate retransmissions are not successful, it can be assumed that no content source is available in the current environment and the retrieval can be postponed to a later time. In most DTN approaches, nodes exchange hello beacons to learn about their neighbors and subsequently connect to each neighbor to discover and exchange content. This is not required in NDN: users can broadcast requests and only nodes that can provide the desired content (or service) will reply. The lack of a reply means that no neighbor node can (or is willing to) provide the requested content, which - in terms of content retrieval - is equivalent to the unavailability of neighboring devices.
11.3 Agent-based Content Retrieval

In ACR, requesters can delegate content retrieval to agent nodes. In most cases, the exact content size may not be known. Thus, it is impossible to transfer a sufficient and not extensive amount of Interests (for every content segment) to the agent. However, this is not required since only the task to retrieve content is transferred. Agents are implemented as application modules and can perform content retrieval independently. Later, after receiving a notification from the agent, the requester can regularly retrieve the content from the agent via multiple Interests. ACR is performed in three phases, which are described in the following subsections.

11.3.1 Phase I: Agent Delegation

Agent delegation describes the process of finding an agent and delegating content retrieval to it. The proposed agent delegation sequence is presented in Figure 11.2.

A requester broadcasts an Exploration Interest with the prefix /ferrying, the content name <prefix> and optional selection parameters, e.g., coordinates where the content may be found, to its one-hop neighbors. Agents have registered Interest filters for the prefix /ferrying at the CCND to receive Exploration Interests. If agents have sufficient resources to perform the task and agree with the optional parameters, they reply to an Exploration Interest with Exploration Data appending their nodeID, which uniquely identifies the agent, in the name. Since the Exploration Interest is broadcast (see Figure 11.3), the requester may receive multiple Exploration Data replies from agents in one-hop distance. The requester can then create an agent list by retrieving other replies from its local cache (using Exploration Interests with Exclude filters [5] containing already known nodeIDs). Exploration Data has a short lifetime of only a few seconds to avoid usage of old information from the cache. After a short delegation time (DT, in our implementation: 2s),
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Figure 11.3: Agent Delegation: a Broadcast Exploration Interest from a Requester may retrieve Multiple Exploration Data Replies from Different Agents.

during which additional responses may be retrieved from the cache, the requester can select an agent from the agent list for delegation. Agent selection can be based on diverse criteria such as social relations or past GPS traces. For example, if a requester knows at which location or in which area desired content can be found, it can indicate this as optional parameter in Exploration Interests such that only agents who travel in this area may respond. Since most smart phones nowadays store GPS traces locally, an agent can simply examine it’s locally collected GPS traces without requiring to transmit or share it with others. However, for the sake of simplicity, we randomly select agents from the agent list in this work and leave more sophisticated criteria as well as multi-hop agent selection algorithms for future work.

The requester sends a Delegation Interest to the selected agent using its nodeID, a jobID, an expiration time and optional parameters such as the notification type push or pull. The jobID is used in the notification phase (see below) and the expiration time limits the duration that an agent is looking for the content. As last step, the agent has to confirm the delegation with an acknowledgment (ACK). The last step is required to ensure that the agent has received the delegation and has not moved away, i.e., without acknowledgment a requester may wait infinitely long for content if the agent has never received the delegation. An agreement between requester and agent could be enforced by signing the exchanged Interest and Data messages with the sender’s private key so that both nodes can learn the identities of each other (even if they are a pseudonyms) via the corresponding certificates. Knowing the identities may help to implement incentives and avoid denial of service attacks. Agent delegation can be performed to one or multiple redundant agents up to an agent limit (maximum number of delegated agents).

Please note that an early version of agent-based content retrieval [45], which we evaluate in Section 11.4, uses a slightly different implementation than described here. First, it uses only pull notifications, thus, there is no option to select the notification type in the Delegation Interest. Second, no acknowledgment has been transmitted after the Delegation Interest. The acknowledgment has only been introduced after investigating ACR in mobile environments.
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11.3.2 Phase II: Content Retrieval

After agent delegation, the agent can find and retrieve content for the requester by periodic Interests (Interest probing, in our implementation: every 1s). Since neighbor nodes may change, static unicast faces to content sources cannot be configured and communication needs to be performed via broadcast. Broadcast requests enable implicit content discovery (see Chapter 4) as illustrated in Figure 11.4, i.e., a broadcast request can address multiple nodes at the same time but only a content source, which holds the desired content, will reply. Content retrieval can also be performed via Dynamic Unicast (see Chapter 6), where content requests are transmitted via broadcast only until a content source is found. Then, subsequent Interests are addressed via unicast to the same content source until it becomes unavailable. Although content retrieval can be performed via opportunistic one-hop or multi-hop communication, we limit the scope of ACR requests in our current implementation to one-hop and leave evaluations of multi-hop for future work.

![Content Retrieval by Agents](image)

**Figure 11.4:** Content Retrieval by Agents: Broadcast Requests enable Implicit Content Discovery, i.e., Agents can find the Content quickly at any Neighbor Node.

Content retrieval is performed in two steps. First, the agent resolves the content version. Then, as soon as a version has been found, content retrieval can start. To persistently store the content and keep the publisher’s original signatures, the agent delegates content retrieval to its local repository, which is an independent application that retrieves and persistently stores content. Interactions between local applications and repositories (via internal faces through the CCND) follow the repository protocol [7]. Two commands can be used in Interest messages to initiate a content download via repository.

- The **Start Write** (%C1.R.sw) command asks the repository to retrieve and store a content object sequentially from segment 0 until the final segment.

- The **Checked Start Write** (%C1.sw-c) command is similar to Start Write but it requires a segment number as starting point. The repository first checks whether the segment is already available in the repository such that it does...
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not need to be retrieved again. Then, it starts content retrieval from the specified segment number (usually different than segment 0). In case of intermittent connectivity and disruptions, content retrieval may not be completed at once. Then, the repository implementation re-expresses expired Interests up to five times before content retrieval is aborted. After that, content retrieval needs to be restarted manually with the Checked Start Write command. Unfortunately, the repository implementation does not have a mechanism to detect whether the complete content is stored in the repository or not. However, this information is required to resume disrupted content retrievals and retrieve missing segments. Therefore, we have extended the repository protocol by a new command such that applications can retrieve additional information from the repository.

- The **Validate Content** (%C1.R.vc) command requests information whether content retrieval has been completed (all segments stored) or whether content retrieval is still running. If the content is incomplete (and content retrieval is disrupted), repositories include the lowest missing segment number in the Data reply such that content retrievals can be resumed via Checked Start Write.

Agent applications can then send Interests in the form `<prefix>/<version>%C1.R.vc` to repositories to request status information (complete, incomplete or disrupted at specific segment number) for ongoing content retrievals. In our current implementation, agent applications perform a Validate Content check periodically every 4 seconds (default Interest lifetime used in repositories) for ongoing content retrievals until the content is complete. When content retrieval is complete, the notification phase starts.

Note that the size of agent repositories may grow with an increasing number of delegated content retrievals. To delete content that is not used anymore, e.g., incomplete content, delivered content or content that is never retrieved by requesters, deletion mechanisms of persistent caching (see Chapter 12) may be applied.

11.3.3 Phase III: Content Notification

When an agent has retrieved the content, it can notify the requester via push or pull notifications. Then, after receiving a notification, the requester can retrieve the content from the agent. The decision which notification type to use is made by the requester during agent delegation. Both notification types are based on the assumption that agents meet requesters again after a while. However, agent delegation and content delivery can also be at different locations as long as both locations can communicate and coordinate with each other. For example, Figure 11.5 shows two access points, which are placed along a road. A requester is connected to the access points via wired link (dashed line). Then, agent delegation may be performed at one access point and content delivery may be performed at another access point further down the road, while agents can collect information in-between.
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Figure 11.5: Agent Delegation and Content Delivery through Access Points at Different Locations: Requester and Access Points can coordinate each other via Wired Link (dashed line).

Alternatively, agents and requesters could exchange content with the help of home repositories [151], which are repositories running in the agents’ home networks, i.e., they are continuously connected to the Internet. Then, agents can synchronize retrieved content with their home repositories (whenever they have connectivity to the Internet) such that requesters can retrieve it without meeting agents again.

Push Notification

As soon as an agent has retrieved the content, it can start the notification phase by periodically transmitting push notifications (see Figure 11.6). When the requester receives the push notification, it can start retrieving the content from the agent.

Figure 11.6: Push Notifications by Agents: After Reception, Requesters can start Content Downloads from Agents.

Figure 11.7a illustrates the message sequence for push notifications. Push notifications are Interest messages with the prefix /notify, the jobID (see agent delegation) and the content version. Furthermore, agents may add additional parameters for content retrieval, e.g., their nodeIDs. In our implementation, we use IP addresses as nodeIDs but also other node identifiers, e.g., MAC addresses or descriptive names, are possible. NodeIDs are required such that requesters can create
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Direct unicast faces to agents to retrieve content with a higher throughput, i.e., there are no broadcast delays and rate adaptation mechanisms are supported. Thus, in contrast to [143, 41], nodeIDs are only used to create unicast faces to neighbor nodes but they are not included into NDN messages. As soon as content retrieval has finished, the requester notifies the agent (DONE flag) indicating that no more notifications are required.

Pull Notification

Pull notifications are based on periodic Notification Requests transmitted by requesters followed by Notification Responses transmitted by agents if they have retrieved the content (see Figure 11.8). The message sequence is shown in Figure 11.7b. Agents that have completed content retrieval can register an Interest filter for the jobID in the CCND in order to receive Notification Requests, i.e., Interests for the jobID. Then, as soon as an agent comes into the requester’s transmission range and receives a Notification Request, it can respond with a Notification Re-
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Figure 11.8: Pull Notifications by Requesters: Agents reply with Notification Responses if they have retrieved the Content Object.

response containing the content version and optionally the nodeID (for direct content retrieval similar to push notifications). Since multiple agents may be delegated with the same jobID for redundancy, a requester can retrieve notifications from any agent in its neighborhood with one message. After a requester has finished content retrieval from an agent, it can notify the agent (via extensible command marker [%C1.A.done]) to delete the job and release the resources for other jobs.

Please note that push notifications have larger sizes than pull notifications (in our implementation push notifications are around 35 bytes larger) because they contain all information to retrieve content (e.g., nodeID, content version). Pull notifications can be short because additional information is only transmitted if requester and agent meet.

11.4 Evaluation of ACR on Smart Phones

We have implemented Agent-based Content Retrieval (ACR) in CCNx 0.7.1 and evaluated it on LG Google Nexus 4 [12] smart phones running on Android 4.2.2. This implementation included only pull notifications and was lacking the final acknowledgment in the agent delegation phase as described in Subsection 11.3.1. The evaluation topology is shown in Figure 11.9. There are four nodes: one smart phone acting as requester, two smart phones acting as agents or forwarders and one laptop acting as content source. All communication is performed via IEEE 802.11n, i.e., no cellular communication, and all nodes are within direct transmission range to each other.

For ACR, requesters delegate content retrieval to agent nodes, which retrieve the content from the content source. To avoid requesters fetching overheard content between agent and content source from their local cache, we set the AnswerOriginKind field in Interests to 0 indicating that no answer from the content store is accepted. This is only necessary in our ACR evaluations because requester and content source are within communication range. In practice, if a requester would be in communication range of the content source, it could retrieve the content dir-
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Figure 11.9: Evaluation Topology for ACR on Smart Phones.

directly without agent. Furthermore, we assume in our scenarios that if an agent detects the content source, it has enough time to retrieve all segments subsequently without disruptions.

We also perform evaluations with ccngetfile [183], a standard CCNx content retrieval application, for reference purposes. To have the same conditions as with agent-based content retrieval when using ccngetfile, every Interest is transmitted via unicast on the first hop from requester to forwarder and then forwarded via broadcast on the second hop to the content source. Because the requester has only a unicast face to a forwarder, it cannot overhear broadcast communication between agent and content source. Consequently, the requester needs to retrieve content via forwarder from the content source.

11.4.1 Agent-based Content Retrieval

ACR is performed via two hops: 1) from agent to content source and 2) from requester to agent. All messages during ACR are transmitted via broadcast except for the content retrieval between requester and agent, which is unicast. The reason for this is that content sources and agents may not be known a priori. Only after the agent tells the requester its node ID (IP address), the requester can create a unicast face for direct content retrieval. In this subsection, we compare ACR with ccngetfile over two hops. ACR comprises all three phases including agent delegation, content retrieval and notification while ccngetfile only comprises content retrieval over two hops. In both cases, content transmission on the first hop between requester and forwarder/agent is performed via unicast and on the second hop between forwarder/agent and content source it is performed via broadcast.

Figure 11.10 shows the measured throughput of both transmissions for different content sizes. The x-axis shows the different content sizes and the y-axis shows the throughput. ACR uses a probing interval of 5s. This means that every 5 seconds the requester transmits a broadcast request to every reachable agent asking whether it has retrieved the desired content. For content transmissions of 1 MB, the throughput of ccngetfile is 20% higher than ACR and for 200 KB it is even 80% higher. Since no agent delegation and notification is required with ccngetfile, the throughput when transferring small content is higher due to lower message overhead. However, ACR results in higher throughput for content retrievals of 4 MB or larger although every segment is retrieved from the agent’s repository and not from its cache as with ccngetfile. For content sizes of 10 MB and 20 MB, throughput of ACR is even 20% higher than with ccngetfile. As described above, with ccngetfile,
every Interest is transmitted by the requester via unicast on the first hop and then forwarded via broadcast to the content source on the second hop. Since the number of concurrently transmitted Interests is limited by the pipeline size at the requester, new Interests can only be transmitted if matching Data for previously transmitted Interests has been received. Therefore, the unicast data rate on the first hop is limited by the broadcast data rate on the second hop, which is lower than the unicast data rate. With ACR, content retrievals are performed subsequently. First, the agent retrieves the content via broadcast from any (unknown) content source and stores it in its repository. Then, the requester can retrieve the content via unicast from the agent using the full unicast data rate.

In practice, multi-hop unicast forwarding with ccngetfile is not feasible in opportunistic networks because forwarders are not known and, thus, can not be configured statically in the FIB. Only if all nodes would support Dynamic Unicast (see Chapter 9) multi-hop communication via unicast would be possible. However, communicating over many hops to reach a content source far away would reduce overall throughput. For example, Figure 11.10 shows that throughput of ccngetfile over two hops is halved compared to the throughput over one hop. Earlier studies have shown that in unicast multi-hop communication, throughput degrades with the number of \( n \) hops by \( 1/n \) [110] or worse [102]. In contrast to this, ACR can exploit the mobility of agent nodes to reach a content source via multiple subsequent one-hop transmissions.

11.4.2 Impact of the Probe Interval for Pull Notifications

In this subsection we evaluate pull notifications in a static scenario. A requester transmits periodic Notification Requests at different probing intervals to check whether a neighboring agent has retrieved the content (pull notifications). As soon as the requester detects the desired content on an agent, it can start downloading the content from the agent. The larger the probing interval is, the more coarse is the notification granularity. With increasing content size, the number of received Notification Requests increases, because more time is required until content retrieval
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is completed and a Notification Response can be transmitted. An appropriate value for the probe interval may, therefore, also depend on the requested content size. However, it is currently not possible in CCNx to know the content size until receiving the final segment.

We explore the impact of different probing interval values on the number of transmitted Notification Requests and the content retrieval time. The content retrieval time is measured from the transmission of the first Exploration Interest at the requester until the requester has received the complete content from the agent. Therefore, the content retrieval time also depends on the time until an agent can start retrieving content from a content source. In practice, depending on the mobility and connectivity of nodes, there may be a delay until an agent meets a content source, retrieves the content and meets the requester again to reply to a Notification Request. For simplicity, we ignore this delay in this evaluation and assume that an agent can instantly reach a content source and reply to Notification Requests as soon as the download has finished.

![Figure 11.11: Transmitted Notification Requests for Different Probe Intervals.](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>File Sizes</th>
<th>30s</th>
<th>60s</th>
<th>120s</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4 MB</td>
<td>-80%</td>
<td>-85%</td>
<td>-90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 MB</td>
<td>-76%</td>
<td>-85%</td>
<td>-93%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 11.1:** Transmitted Notification Requests in relation to a Probe Interval of 5s.

Figure 11.11 shows the number of transmitted Notification Requests when using a probe interval of 1s, 5s, 30s, 60s and 120s during content retrievals of 1 MB, 4 MB and 10 MB. As expected, the shorter the probe interval is, the more Notification Requests need to be transmitted. In Table 11.1 we list the differences of transmitted Notification Requests in percent when using a probing interval of 30s, 60s or 120s instead of 5s. During the retrieval of a 10 MB content object, 76% fewer Notification Requests are required with a probe interval of 30s and 85% fewer requests with a probe interval of 60s.
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Figure 11.12: Content Retrieval Times for Different Probe Intervals.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>File Sizes</th>
<th>30s</th>
<th>60s</th>
<th>120s</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4 MB</td>
<td>+4%</td>
<td>+27%</td>
<td>+60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 MB</td>
<td>+6%</td>
<td>+9%</td>
<td>+12%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 11.2: Content Retrieval Times in relation to a Probe Interval of 5s.

Figure 11.12 shows content retrieval times when using different probe intervals. The figure shows that content retrieval times increase with increasing content size but the differences between different probe intervals decrease with increasing content size. In Table 11.2, content retrieval times are compared to a probe interval of 5s. For content retrievals of 4 MB, only 4% more time is needed with a probe interval of 30s and 27% more time with a probe interval of 60s instead of 5s. For content retrievals of 10 MB or larger, the median content retrieval times are similar because the content retrieval times are much larger than the differences in the probe interval. Therefore, in this scenario, a good tradeoff value for the probe interval seems to be 30s, because compared to a probe interval of 5s, Notification Requests decrease by 76 - 80% but content retrieval times increase only by 4 - 6%. However, probe intervals may also depend on the mobility of the nodes. For example, in case of short contact times to agents, shorter probe intervals may be beneficial.

11.4.3 Conclusions

In delay-tolerant networks, Interest forwarding over multiple hops may not be possible due to intermittent connectivity between nodes. Agent-based Content Retrieval (ACR) enables requesters to delegate content retrieval to agent nodes, which can find the content on behalf of requesters. Since available agents and content sources are not known a priori, communication needs to be performed via broadcast. If a requester detects an agent that has retrieved the complete content, it can
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retrieve the content from the agent via unicast. We have implemented and evaluated ACR on Android smart phones. Evaluations have shown that the overhead for agent delegation and notification is only measurable for very small content objects. For content objects larger than 4 MB, ACR may even result in 20% higher throughput than multi-hop forwarding, although the content is stored at intermediate nodes on secondary storage and not in the cache. Because the maximum number of concurrently transmitted Interests is limited by the pipeline size, content retrieval times during multi-hop forwarding are limited by the slowest link. With ACR, content is transmitted subsequently over both hops and, thus, every link can reach its maximum capacity.

While ad hoc networking is supported on wireless mesh nodes, it is still an unresolved issue on Android devices [1]. Although Android would be capable of supporting ad-hoc networks, there is no API from the kernel enabling developers to setup and configure ad-hoc communication. Thus, to enable ad-hoc networking, Android devices need to be rooted. However, a requirement to root devices before using them would be a major disadvantage preventing widespread protocol usage because users may lose warranty when rooting their devices. To enable information-centric device-to-device communication among unrooted Android devices, workarounds are required. Wifi-Direct [26] enables direct file exchange between devices but it requires manual discovery and pairing procedures. Wifi-Opp [194] uses the tethering mode of smart phones enabling some mobile nodes to opportunistically turn into access points. Other devices can scan the environment for usable access points and associate with those for some time to exchange messages. Unfortunately, when using Wifi-Opp, nearby users may miss communication opportunities among themselves if they are associated to different access points. However, the upcoming LTE Direct [21], which is part of Release 12 of the 3GPP standard, features energy efficient proximity-based service and content discovery based on application-specific expressions. Thus, LTE Direct may enable requesters to find suitable agents or enable agents to notify requesters in an efficient way. Then, as soon as a contact is detected, content retrieval could be performed via ad hoc communication (if supported), Wifi-Direct [26] or Wifi-Opp [194].
11.5 Evaluation of ACR via Emulation

We have implemented agent-based content retrieval (ACR) and Dynamic Unicast (DU, see Chapter 9) in CCNx 0.8.2 [27] and compared it to multi-hop broadcast communication (using unmodified CCNx as reference since dynamically created unicast paths may have only a limited lifetime in mobile scenarios). The evaluation has been performed with NS3-DCE [16] on a Linux cluster [200]. By that, we deploy the same source code on simulated nodes that would run on real mobile devices. Although this evaluation method introduces limitations in terms of network size and simulation time, we believe that it increases accuracy and practical relevance of our evaluations.

11.5.1 Scenarios and Configuration

The evaluation parameters are listed in Table 11.3. Every node has an IEEE 802.11g wireless interface and we use a log distance propagation loss model. With the selected parameters, the transmission range is approximately 130m (outdoor scenario). The data rate is adapted automatically based on the distance, i.e., the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wireless Standard</td>
<td>IEEE 802.11g, 2.4 GHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modulation</td>
<td>ERP-OFDM, min. data rate: 6 Mbps, max. data rate: 54 Mbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Propagation Loss Model</td>
<td>Log Distance with Exponent: 3.0, Reference loss: 40.0 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy Detection Threshold</td>
<td>-86.0 dBm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCA Model Threshold</td>
<td>-90.0 dBm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobility</td>
<td>circular mobility regular: 1.0 - 1.4m/s, node pause: 0-30s, slow: 0.7 - 1.0m/s, node pause: 0-1200s, fast: 10.0 - 14.0m/s, node pause: 0-30s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Circle Radius</td>
<td>250m (circumference: 1570.8m), 375m (circumference: 2356.19m), 500m (circumference: 3141.59m)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nodes</td>
<td>1 static requester, 1-3 static sources mobile nodes: 5-100, agent limit: 1, 5, 10, agent delegation: every 10s up to limit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>File Sizes</td>
<td>0.5 MB, 1 MB, 5 MB, 10 MB, 20 MB, segment size: 4096 bytes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 11.3: Evaluation Parameters for ACR in Mobile Scenarios.
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Human mobility follows cycles among different points of interest, e.g., work and home, by traveling on urban roads or using public transportation systems. In our evaluations, we consider circular mobility, where (NDN capable) nodes move with different velocities on a circle. Figure 11.13 shows the evaluation topologies for a hiker and a vehicular scenario. Mobile nodes are randomly distributed on the circle and move with velocities within a specified range depending on the scenarios described below. Node pauses specify individual occasional breaks (randomly selected within the specified intervals in Table 11.3), where nodes do not move. Although mobile nodes return to the requester in our evaluations, this is not necessarily required as described in Subsection 11.3.3. For ACR, every mobile node is an agent. Requesters can delegate content retrieval to mobile nodes (agents), at best effort every 10s until the agent limit, i.e., the maximum number of delegated agents, has been reached. If there is no agent available due to low node density, agent delegation is postponed by 5 seconds.

Since end-to-end paths (for multi-hop communication) can be disrupted, we use a content retrieval application (see Chapter 5) that persistently stores received segments at requesters. Then, even in case of long disruptions (when cached content may be deleted), content downloads can always be resumed by requesters from where they were stopped. Different from agents, requesters do not need to provide persistently stored content to others but can store it privately (not in the repository). Still, received Data messages are stored temporarily in caches of intermediate nodes enabling quick retransmissions.

Every configuration has been evaluated in 100 different simulation runs.
Hiker scenario

In the hiker scenario (Figure 11.13a), we place a static requester and a static content source on opposite sides of the circle to ensure multi-hop communication. Consider a round trip hiking trail to the top of a mountain. At the top, there is a content source, e.g., a solar powered sensor node that is gathering data (e.g., weather data, web cam snapshot etc.). At the start of the trail there is the tourist office, which is interested in the sensor data. Since there is no direct connection between tourist office and sensor, multi-hop routing or ACR needs to be applied. Hikers travel with regular pedestrian speeds of 1.0 - 1.4m/s on the trail and make a short break from time to time to enjoy the view or take a picture, i.e., node pause times of 0-30s. In addition, there are lazy hikers, who travel with slower speeds of 0.7 - 1.0m/s and make longer breaks between 0s and 1200s.

Vehicular Scenario

The vehicular scenario (Figure 11.13b) is similar to the hiker scenario but nodes move with vehicular speeds of 10.0 - 14.0m/s resulting in significantly shorter contact times between nodes. Therefore, two additional redundant content sources are placed on the circle, e.g., access points that are connected to the Internet, such that requester and content sources are in equidistance (1/4 circumference) to each other. Then, if content retrieval from one content source is disrupted, it can be resumed from another content source. Consider for example travelers on a safari in a wildlife park. While moving in their cars, travelers may collect sensor information from their surroundings (e.g., images from animal surveillance cameras). From time to time, travelers make short stops to watch animals more closely and they can deliver collected information at the exit when leaving the park. Other mobility examples may include public transportation systems or mail delivery services in urban areas, where users follow a specific route and then return back.

11.5.2 Push vs. Pull Notifications

We first evaluate the notification types for ACR with one-hop broadcast in the hiker scenario. Figure 11.14 shows the notification messages (y-axis) transmitted via push and pull notifications when all nodes move with regular speeds (1.0 - 1.4m/s) on a circle with radius 250m. We evaluate the performance for different numbers of nodes (x-axis) in the network resulting in different node densities.

Figure 11.14 shows that the number of pull notifications stays approximately constant independent of the number of delegated agents (agent limit) because one pull request can retrieve content from any agent node in the vicinity. However, more push notifications are required if the number of delegated agents increases because each agent transmits them individually. Furthermore, the number of push notifications increases with more mobile nodes (agents) in the network because agents can be delegated faster, i.e., agents can be delegated shortly after each other such that they start their notification phases approximately at the same time. If
fewer mobile nodes are available, agent delegation takes more time, i.e., some agents may have already returned the content to the requester before other agents have retrieved the content and started their notification phases.

For 10 delegated agents out of 50 mobile nodes, push notifications result on average in 3.8 times more notification messages than pull notifications. However, if there is only one delegated agent, pull notifications result in 87% more messages than push notifications. This is because we start pull notification requests immediately after delegating the first agent (no assumptions when content is retrieved), while push notifications start only after the agent has retrieved the content. Thus, pull notifications are transmitted for a longer time. However, optimizations for pull notifications are possible by estimating the time for agents to retrieve content and return back. As a rule of thumb, we can say that pull notifications should be used if content retrieval is delegated to more than one agent (fewer notifications) and push notifications are more efficient for delegations to one agent (since notifications start only after the agent has retrieved the content).

Please recall that pull notifications are smaller because additional information is only transmitted if requester and agent meet while push notifications contain all information to retrieve content (see Subsection 11.3.3). When considering the sizes of transmitted messages for one agent, pull notifications result in only 25% (or 5.5 KB) more traffic (not optimized case). Thus, if notification messages need to be transmitted periodically, pull notifications are favorable in terms of message size compared to push notifications. In the remainder of this chapter, we only use pull notifications.

### 11.5.3 Agent-based vs. Multi-hop Content Retrieval

We compare ACR with one-hop broadcast requests against multi-hop communication (broadcast and DU with SFF or PFF), on a circular topology with a radius of 250m. Figure 11.15 shows content retrieval times for a 1 MB file (y-axis) for dif-
different numbers of nodes in the network (x-axis). In this scenario, 75% of the nodes move with slow speeds and make long breaks and only 25% of the nodes move with regular speeds (hiker scenario, cf. Table 11.3). The horizontal area between the dotted lines denotes the min./max. traveling times of an agent around the circle (regular speed, no pause time).

Figure 11.15: Content Retrieval Times of a Requester on a Circle Topology with 250m Radius, 75% Slow Nodes and 25% Regular Nodes.

Figure 11.15 illustrates that ACR retrieval times mostly depend on the nodes’ mobility characteristics while multi-hop communication depends on the number of nodes (density) in the network. If content retrieval is delegated to only one agent, there is a high risk that it is a slow node (since most nodes are slow in this scenario) resulting in long content retrieval times. However, by delegating content retrieval to multiple redundant agents, i.e., in this scenario 5 agents are enough, the impact of slow nodes becomes negligible. Furthermore, we can observe that ACR is successful with any number of nodes while multi-hop communication is only possible for 20 and 50 nodes.

Scenarios with 20 nodes correspond to an average distance of 78.5m between nodes, which we define as intermediate node density, and scenarios with 50 nodes correspond to an average distance of 31.4m between nodes, which we define as high node density. Although communication with both node densities is expected to work well (transmission range of 130m), this is not the case as Figure 11.15 shows. For 20 nodes, ACR with 5 agents results in 59% (median) shorter content retrieval times than multi-hop broadcast and requires only 13% (median) more time than DU with SFF or PFF. However, multi-hop communication experiences a large variability for this node density. If nodes are favorably clustered between requester and content source (such that multi-hop communication is possible), multi-hop communication performs better than ACR while it performs worse if this is not the case, e.g., for long disruption periods. For 50 nodes, the node density is high enough such that multi-hop communication is always faster than ACR. In this case, multi-hop broadcast results in 2.9 times faster transmission than ACR.
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(with 5 agents) and multi-hop DU in even 44 times (PFF) or 55 times (SFF) faster transmission than ACR.

Furthermore, we can observe that multi-hop DU (with SFF or PFF) performs significantly better than multi-hop broadcast. This is due to two main reasons. First, since broadcast requests are addressed to all nodes of a node’s vicinity, broadcast transmissions need to be delayed to enable duplicate suppression. In multi-hop communication, these delays have a significant impact on throughput because they are added at every hop. In our evaluations, we used the default broadcast forwarding delay (CCNx data pause) of 10ms, and larger values resulted in significantly worse performance. Only broadcast communication requires these delays since unicast requests address nodes directly. Second, the data rate for unicast transmissions can be adapted dynamically based on the distance between two nodes, i.e., based on the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). For broadcast communication, however, the data rate cannot be adapted and is usually set to the lowest supported rate (see Table 11.3). Although only a few nodes receive content via unicast, multi-hop DU can still exploit caching, i.e., if a multi-hop path breaks, Interests do not need to be retransmitted over the entire path (in most of the cases) since Data can be retrieved from a mobile node’s cache, i.e., where the path broke.

Figure 11.15 shows that ACR can be combined with multi-hop DU, e.g., a requester could initially try to retrieve content via multi-hop communication and only switch to ACR if nothing can be received. In very sparse or very dense environments, the combination may be straightforward. For example, for 5 or 10 nodes in Figure 11.15, multi-hop DU does not work and a requester could switch to ACR after a few expired content requests. Similarly, for 50 nodes a requester could directly retrieve the content via multi-hop DU such that ACR is not required. However, in dynamic and time-varying environments, i.e., neither permanently dense nor sparse, the combination becomes more complex and requires further investigation. In particular, it needs to be explored how long a requester should try to find an alternative path in case of a disruption before content retrieval is delegated to an agent.

11.5.4 Agent-based vs. Multi-hop Content Retrieval for Higher Node Densities

In this subsection, we compare ACR with one-hop broadcast requests to multi-hop communication for increasing path lengths with intermediate and high node densities. All nodes are moving with regular speeds of 1.0 - 1.4m/s on a circle (hiker scenario). The path length indicates the minimum number of required hops between requester and content source, i.e., 7 hops for a motion radius of 250m, 10 hops for a motion radius of 375m and 13 hops for a motion radius of 500m. To keep the same node densities, we increase the number of mobile nodes for increasing motion radii as listed in Table 11.4.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Motion Radii</th>
<th>250m</th>
<th>375m</th>
<th>500m</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>intermediate</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>high</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 11.4: Number of Mobile Nodes to maintain (intermediate or high) Node Densities for increasing Motion Radii.

Content Retrieval Times

Figure 11.16a shows content retrieval times for a 1 MB content object (y-axis) over varying path lengths (x-axis) in case of an intermediate node density. For 7 hops, ACR performs better than multi-hop broadcast and similar to multi-hop DU (median values) as seen in the previous subsection. However, with increasing path length, multi-hop communication becomes significantly worse. For 13 hops, multi-hop content retrieval via broadcast can not be completed within 6 hours (our maximum simulation time), i.e., in 77% of the simulation runs requesters retrieve up to 11% of the content, while in 23% of the runs they do not retrieve a single segment. The performance is only slightly better with multi-hop DU because continuous end-to-end paths are only available for a short time, i.e., only in 5% of the runs requesters could retrieve the complete content. The PFF strategy results in slightly shorter content retrieval times than SFF for long path lengths due to better path redundancy. However, for intermediate node densities, multi-hop communication with more than 7 hops is barely successful or requires a lot of time. Thus, ACR should be preferred for long path lengths in such scenarios.

Figure 11.16b shows content retrieval times for the high node density. Even for long path lengths, multi-hop communication is always successful and significantly faster than ACR. This is mainly due to the fact that end-to-end path availability is more stable and agents need to travel the entire path before delivering content. We can confirm path stability by observing the number of path breaks and resume operations. For 13 hops with high node density (Figure 11.16b), approximately 5 resume operations were necessary on average with broadcast, while for the intermediate node density (Figure 11.16a) already 25 resume operations were required for 7 hops and more than 100 resume operations for 10 hops (a 1 MB file has 251 segments). Strategies to combine ACR with multi-hop DU should, therefore, not only depend on mobility patterns, e.g., node velocity and density, but also on the number of disruptions in relation to the size of already received partial files.
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**Figure 11.16:** Content Retrieval Times of a Requester for Varying Path Lengths and Different Node Densities.

**Transmitted Messages**

Multi-hop DU establishes a path between requester and content source such that only nodes on the path receive and forward messages, while for multi-hop broadcast all nodes receive messages and decide individually whether they forward them or not. In contrast, for ACR only delegated agents retrieve content and deliver it to requesters. To compare all three schemes, we evaluate the Interest and Data overhead as defined in Section 3.3. We have evaluated the message overhead separately for content sources, requesters and mobile forwarder nodes (agents). Every configuration has been evaluated in 100 different runs and the boxplots show the message overhead of all simulation runs. Since multi-hop content retrieval does not always complete for intermediate node densities within the simulation time of 6 hours, we only show results for high node densities in the remainder of this chapter.
Figure 11.17: Interest and Data Overhead of Mobile Nodes for a High Node Density and Varying Path Lengths.

Figure 11.17a shows the Interest overhead (y-axis) for different path lengths (x-axis). ACR with only 1 delegated agent results in the lowest Interest overhead because only 1 agent needs to send Interests to probe for the content while for multi-hop communication, Interests are forwarded by multiple nodes. With an increasing number of delegated agents, the number of transmitted Interests increases accordingly because agents probe for content independently. However, even for 10 delegated agents, mobile nodes send on average 50% fewer Interests than with multi-hop broadcast.

Multi-hop DU results in significantly fewer Interest transmissions than multi-hop broadcast because Interests are only transmitted on established paths and not flooded. Similarly, DU with SFF results in fewer Interest transmissions than DU with PFF because Interests are only forwarded over a single path and not multiple paths. Up to 4 agent delegations, ACR results in fewer Interest transmissions than
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Multi-hop DU with SFF, but ACR requires more Interests than multi-hop DU with SFF for 5 agent delegations or more.

While Interest messages are rather small (around 50 bytes), Data messages have a bigger impact on network traffic because they are significantly larger (around 4500 bytes). Figure 11.17b illustrates the Data overhead (y-axis) for different path lengths (x-axis). For ACR with 1 delegated agent, the Data overhead is negligible because only 1 agent needs to deliver the content to the requester. The Data overhead of multi-hop broadcast is high (mobile nodes transmit on average 50% of all Data messages), but the Data overhead can be reduced by a factor of 3 when using multi-hop DU (independent of the strategy) instead of multi-hop broadcast.

The Data overhead of ACR with 5 and 10 delegated agents is rather high in this scenario due to the high node density. Because agents can be delegated quickly after each other, they arrive at the content source approximately at the same time. Broadcast requests from some agents may, therefore, be satisfied by the content source or other agents, which have requested the content already. This illustrates the importance for efficient agent delegation to a minimum number of agents depending on environmental conditions and application requirements. In fact, there is a tradeoff between content retrieval time, i.e., how fast content can be retrieved in an arbitrary environment, and redundant message transmissions. This tradeoff is inherent to any existing DTN routing approach [139] such as Epidemic Routing [203] or Spray-and-Wait [186]. However, even for 5 delegated agents, the Data overhead of ACR is similar or lower (for an increasing path length) than for DU with SFF. The Data overhead decreases with ACR for an increasing path length since more nodes are required to maintain a high node density, i.e., only delegated agents transmit messages, while the Data overhead stays rather constant (or increases slightly due to retransmissions) with multi-hop DU.

11.5.5 Agent-based vs. Multi-hop Content Retrieval for Multiple Content Sources and Varying Content Sizes

Contact times between nodes decrease for faster node velocities. In this section, we evaluate the vehicular scenario with three redundant content sources and mobile nodes that move with velocities of 10.0 - 14.0m/s on a circle. We only consider high node densities and increase the number of mobile nodes with increasing motion radii as shown in Table 11.16. Due to short contact times to content sources, we evaluate ACR with one-hop DU requests (in contrast to ACR with one-hop broadcast requests in previous subsections) and compare it to multi-hop communication. If an agent cannot complete the content retrieval from one content source, it can resume it from the next content source.

Content Retrieval Times

Figure 11.18a shows content retrieval times (y-axis) for different content sizes (x-axis) and a motion radius of 250m, i.e., at least 4 hops from the requester to the
next content source. The content retrieval time with ACR is rather constant independent of the content size as long as it can be retrieved during the short contact time between requester and agent. Although contact times between nodes are short, i.e., a requester sees the same next hop for only 9 - 13 seconds (and the complete path is valid for a much shorter time), multi-hop DU performs significantly better than multi-hop broadcast. ACR is faster than multi-hop DU for larger content objects, i.e., 5 MB and more, while multi-hop DU results in shorter content retrieval times for smaller content objects (1 MB and less). Evaluations with slightly larger motion radii, e.g., 375m (5 hops) in Figure 11.18b, look similar, but multi-hop DU requires 2 - 4 times longer for 5 hops compared to 4 hops while multi-hop broadcast requires only 38% more time for 5 hops compared to 4 hops. For large motion radii, e.g., 500m (7 hops) in Figure 11.18c, multi-hop DU performs similar to multi-hop broadcast because paths expire quickly, i.e., only 8 - 10 messages are transmitted on average before a path expires. Consequently, DU with PFF performs slightly better than DU with SFF (lower maximum values due to path redundancy). However, in such scenarios, ACR performs generally better than multi-hop communication (except for very small content objects below 1 MB).

Transmitted Messages

Figure 11.19a shows the average Data overhead of all three content sources for a motion radius of 250m. While ACR results in (almost) perfect efficiency, i.e., a content source has a Data overhead of only 33%, multi-hop broadcast communication is very inefficient because every content source sends more than 90% of all Data messages. With multi-hop DU almost perfect efficiency can be obtained, i.e., only 2 - 3% more Data messages are transmitted by content sources compared to ACR. Consequently, the number of Data messages forwarded by mobile nodes in the network is also significantly lower with multi-hop DU compared to multi-hop broadcast.

Figures 11.19b and 11.19c show the same evaluations for larger motion radii of 375m and 500m. Compared to a motion radius of 250m, broadcast Data transmissions by content sources decrease by 17% (375m) and by 24% (500m) because of longer path lengths. Hence, the probability that some paths break and not all Interests are forwarded to all content sources increases. However, for DU with SFF and PFF the situation is different. Path breaks result in more Interest transmissions via broadcast, which address all content sources (since broadcast is the fallback strategy). For DU with SFF and PFF, Data transmissions by content sources increase by 6% for a motion radius of 375m instead of 250m and even by 17% (SFF) or 12% (PFF) for a motion radius of 500m instead of 250m. For long paths, PFF requires slightly fewer Data transmissions than SFF due to a higher path redundancy (fewer fallbacks to broadcast). Furthermore, although content retrieval with multi-hop DU requires approximately the same time than multi-hop broadcast (cf. Figure 11.18c), Figure 11.19c shows that multi-hop DU still results in fewer Data transmissions than multi-hop broadcast. This indicates that multi-hop DU experi-
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Figure 11.18: Content Retrieval Times of a Requester for Different Content Sizes and Motion Radii.
Figure 11.19: Data Overhead of Content Sources for Different Content Sizes and Motion Radii.
11.6. LESSONS LEARNED

ences many timeout periods, where Interests are not forwarded due to path breaks and can not be retransmitted until they expire (the default Interest lifetime is 4 seconds). Thus, to quickly react to path breaks and increase throughput of multi-hop DU, adaptive Interest lifetimes (see Chapter 10) based on measured round-trip times (RTTs) may be beneficial.

For ACR, the path length has no significant impact on the number of Data transmissions by content sources but the contact time to content sources does. Therefore, we have also evaluated the overhead of ACR with one-hop DU when retrieving large files from multiple content sources, i.e., resume operations. However, the overhead is negligible, e.g., for a download of 60 MB (15’000 segments) at a mobile speed of 14m/s from 3 content sources only 5 - 8 more segments need to be transmitted by content sources (because the agent is out of range for reception) and agents send 10 - 15 more Interest messages via unicast (because disruptions can not be detected instantaneously).

11.6 Lessons Learned

In this section, we give an overview of our lessons learned and discuss open issues.

11.6.1 Push vs. Pull Notification

After an agent has completed content retrieval, it needs to notify the requester. We have observed that pull notifications are more efficient for multiple delegated agents since one message can address multiple agents at the same time. In addition, pull notifications are rather small, i.e., they request additional information only when a suitable agent is in range, such that they result in less network traffic than push notifications. On the downside, a requester needs to transmit pull notifications without knowing whether an agent has already retrieved the content, while push notifications are only transmitted by agents after finding the content. Thus, for pull notifications, a requester needs to estimate when to start requesting notifications (or just start after delegating the first agent).

11.6.2 Agent Selection and Delegation

When delegating agents, there is a tradeoff between content retrieval time and message overhead. Thus, it is important to keep the number of delegated agents at the lowest possible level that still enables reasonably fast content retrieval (depending on application requirements). In our current implementation, all agents are delegated in short time intervals to quickly retrieve content even in the presence of many slow nodes. An alternative (more conservative) strategy could be to delegate content retrieval to more agents only after a much larger time interval, e.g., based on estimations when an agent might return (past experiences).

Furthermore, the quality of agent selection can be improved with additional information. Currently, we select agents in a requester’s neighborhood randomly.
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Other options for more efficient agent selection may be based on social criteria, e.g., social interactions [145] or reputation [233], past experiences, e.g., overheard content [43] or past GPS traces [109], or based on hybrid approaches [113, 185], where potential agents are discovered from a central server (when connected to the Internet) for later usage when disconnected from the Internet. Alternatively, LTE Direct [21] or Wi-Fi Aware Networking [35] may also be promising technologies to enable agent discovery or content notification in an energy-efficient way if requesters and agents are in proximity.

11.6.3 Impact of Path Length

In dense environments, multi-hop DU results in faster content retrieval times than ACR. Yet, if only a few agents are delegated, ACR has a lower message overhead because only selected agents need to transmit messages while for multi-hop communication every node on the path forwards messages. For ACR, the message overhead decreases with increasing path length while it stays constant (or slightly increases due to retransmissions) for multi-hop DU.

In general, multi-hop DU performs better than broadcast communication for long path lengths because no broadcast delays (for duplicate suppression) are required. Hence, breaking of symmetric Interest-Data forwarding paths is no issue because Data can be returned quickly (within milliseconds), i.e., the topology has not changed much.

11.6.4 Impact of Node Velocity

DU with SFF is more efficient than DU with PFF for pedestrian mobility with respect to content retrieval times and message transmissions. If nodes move with vehicular velocities, neighboring nodes may see each other only for a short time. Thus, for long path lengths, multi-hop DU results in similar content retrieval times than multi-hop broadcast due to frequent path breaks (timeouts and fallbacks to broadcast). In particular, DU with PFF performs slightly better than DU with SFF for long paths due to higher path redundancy.

Yet, ACR performs generally better than multi-hop DU with either forwarding strategy in high speed scenarios. To retrieve content in case of fast node velocities, it is crucial to detect available content sources quickly. In our implementation, agents periodically probed for content (Interest probing) at a fixed rate of one Interest per second. However, the agent application has full control when to transmit Interests and can adapt Interest transmission based on arbitrary requirements such as node velocity (e.g., fewer Interests at lower speed), location or past experience to minimize the Interest overhead depending on scenario and application requirements. In general, more frequent Interest transmissions may result in a higher message overhead and, thus, in a higher energy consumption but may also detect a content source more quickly (tradeoff between message overhead and content retrieval time).
To increase throughput during short contact times, ACR can be combined with one-hop DU, which addresses Interests (after an initial broadcast) at a higher rate to the same content source until it becomes unavailable. We have seen that the overhead of one-hop DU for resume operations from multiple content sources is negligible.

11.6.5 Combination of ACR and DU

ACR and multi-hop DU perform differently under similar network conditions. In general, multi-hop DU performs better for content retrieval in dense environments and for small content objects while ACR performs better in sparse environments, for fast node velocities and for large content objects. Therefore, ACR and multi-hop DU can complement each other perfectly. In dense or sparse environments, the combination may be straightforward, i.e., a requester can try to retrieve content via multi-hop and delegate it to an agent only if multi-hop content retrieval is not successful. However, in intermediate (neither dense nor sparse) environments, the combination is more complex and requires further investigations. In particular, it needs to be explored how quickly a requester should delegate content retrieval to an agent after a disruption. If it is delegated too early and connectivity would be re-gained quickly, there may be redundant message transmissions. However, if a requester waits a long time before delegating content retrieval to an agent, the content retrieval time increases accordingly.

In general, there may be different scenarios and application requirements, which can influence the decision whether to use multi-hop routing (e.g., DU) or delay-tolerant communication (e.g., ACR). For example, quick content retrieval times may be most important for some applications but message efficiency (which translates to energy consumption) may be more important for other applications. Hence, depending on application requirements, delay-tolerant communication may enable energy-efficient communication [204] without degrading network performance.

11.6.6 Security

Delegating content retrieval to other nodes introduces various attack options, which have not been analyzed in this work. For example, an agent should not retrieve malicious or illegal content for other users. To mitigate this threat, trust and reputation models may be established. Then, agents and requesters could exchange their identities and sign messages during agent delegations.

Furthermore, the retrieved content should not be too large and fill the agent’s complete memory. Therefore, requesters and agents can negotiate a maximum content size during agent delegation. If the content is larger than an agent can handle (e.g., due to impending resource exhaustion resulting from hardware limitations or due to an already high task load), a requester needs to delegate content retrieval to multiple agents, which request different parts of the content. An approach to do this may be based on RC-NDN (see Chapter 7), where content sources use Rap-
tor codes to create Data encodings. Without requiring coordination, agents can retrieve a certain number of Data encodings and deliver it to the requester, where original content can be recovered after decoding.

11.7 Conclusions

We have described agent-based content retrieval (ACR) and showed that delay-tolerance in information-centric networks (ICN) can be supported without modifications to ICN message processing. This enables seamless operation in well-connected and disruptive networks. Furthermore, we have shown that mobile ICN communication does not require all messages to be transmitted via broadcast. Dynamic Unicast (DU) has resulted in faster transmission times than broadcast for slow and high node velocities (up to a certain path length). Symmetric Interest-Data forwarding paths have not been identified as limitation because Data messages are returned within milliseconds, i.e., the topology has not changed much.

We have seen that node mobility is not necessarily a disadvantage for wireless communication and ICN provides the means to exploit it. While multi-hop communication is faster with high node densities, ACR is superior in low and intermediate node densities where multi-hop communication does not work or results in frequent disruptions. Furthermore, ACR is beneficial for large content sizes and works well even under high mobility, where it can be combined with one-hop DU. Although, in our scenarios, agents had to return to the requester to deliver content, agent delegation and content delivery can also be performed at different locations as long as both locations can communicate and coordinate with each other.

With our approach, multi-hop DU and ACR can be combined. A requester could initially try to retrieve content via multi-hop communication and only delegate retrieval to agents if nothing has been found. Because all messages are stored in the same ICN message format, requesters could also retrieve (via multiple hops) content from agents, which were delegated by other requesters. However, concrete mechanisms to combine multi-hop DU with ACR under dynamic (time varying) network conditions are still subject for more investigations.
Chapter 12

Persistent Caching

12.1 Introduction

In NDN, every received Data message is stored in the content store before it is further forwarded. The basic idea of the content store is to keep received Data as long as possible in buffers to satisfy similar requests (retransmissions or requests from other nodes). However, since content stores need to operate at line-speed, current memory technologies impose limitations. Fast memory is expensive, power hungry and only available in small capacities [156]. Furthermore, content stores are implemented in volatile storage, which is cleared, i.e., data loss, in case of power outages.

Delay-tolerant networks are characterized by disruptions and the lack of instantaneous end-to-end paths. In such scenarios, short-term volatile caching may not be enough and content needs to be stored persistently (at the expense of slightly slower access times). In Chapter 5, we have presented a content retrieval application that enables resume operations in case of long disruptions from content sources. Requesters that run the retrieval application store requested partial content persistently without providing it to others. Yet, to enable persistent caching, content needs to be made available publicly with original publisher signatures such that requesters can verify its authenticity. In Chapter 11, we have described agent-based content retrieval, where agents store retrieved Data messages in repositories such that requesters can retrieve them at a later time enabling delay-tolerant communication. Furthermore, to increase communication opportunities in (sparse) DTNs, agent nodes could also be statically deployed in wireless networks such that mobile users, which meet agent nodes at different times, could use them as relay for delay-tolerant Data exchange among themselves similar to DTN throwboxes [232].

However, with increasing number of delegated content retrievals, an agent’s repository size may grow with time. Since storage space is limited, it is crucial to delete non-essential, incomplete or outdated content to free space for new content. In this chapter, we present a persistent caching concept that maintains popular content in repositories [47, 46, 95] and deletes unpopular content if memory space is required. Our work is orthogonal to existing ICN research on caching (see Subsec-
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...tion 2.8), because it can be combined with fast (short-term) caching. Hence, our persistent caching concept is not limited to delay-tolerant networking via agents but can also be used for custodian-based information sharing [118] or network caches that enable high content availability and performance similar to content distribution networks (CDNs) by dynamically storing content in regions of high demand. While received and forwarded content will automatically be stored in the content store (short-term cache), persistent caching can be used to store only a subset of it for a longer time. For example, real-time audio streams from phone conferences may be stored in the cache, but it may not be required to keep them for a long time. In contrast, large static files, such as multimedia files or pictures may be valid for a longer time and can be cached at persistent storage closer to requesters.

Consider a wireless mesh network deployed in a mountain area that provides Internet access to users in remote valleys as illustrated in Figure 12.1. User requests are forwarded in a hierarchical way from wireless access points to wireless mesh nodes (at level 1, 2 and 3) and via directional antennas over a long-distance link to an Internet gateway. The Internet gateway may be connected with multiple wireless mesh networks and provides connectivity to content sources in the Internet. Persistent caching may be deployed alongside wireless mesh nodes and Internet gateways to store a subset of content forwarded through these nodes. Several studies of social networking services have shown that network traffic characteristics have significant homophily and locality components (see Subsection 2.8). This means that people geographically close to each other have similar interests and trends to...
access content. Thus, by storing very popular content of the day, e.g., electronic newspapers or popular videos, at persistent caches at the edge of a network (e.g., at level 1), the network performance can be improved. While many requests for popular content may be satisfied already at edge routers, requests for less popular content may be forwarded further to the next wireless mesh node, which may hold a cached copy of the content. Thus, only unpopular content, for which caching would not yield any benefits, would need to be retrieved all the way from the content source in the Internet. Hence, persistent caching may increase the capacity of a wireless network since only new (non-redundant) content needs to be transmitted over potential bottlenecks such as the long-distance link in Figure 12.1.

12.2 Design and Implementation of Persistent Caching

Persistent storage in NDN is provided by repositories. In CCNx 0.8.2, repositories store all content in the `repofile` and maintain references to the content in a B-tree. Content sources publish content in repositories \[184\] to make it available to other nodes. It is also possible to synchronize collections among repositories with a synchronization protocol \[9\]. However, there is no way of deleting content from a repository besides resetting the entire repository, which results in the deletion of all stored content. Hence, to use repositories for caching, content deletion needs to be introduced in an automatic way, e.g., based on popularity. Yet, we do not maintain popularity counters for two reasons. First, popularity counters would need aging mechanisms, introducing significant additional complexity \[164\]. For example, content that has been requested extensively one year ago may be less popular in the near future than content that has been frequently requested in the last hours, although the absolute number of requests would be lower. Aging timers would require last access timestamps in case multiple objects have expired (to know what to delete first). We prefer simplicity over complex solutions to minimize the processing overhead in content routers. Second, content requests that reach the repository (persistent cache) would not reflect the effective number of requests due to regular caching in the content store. In case of multiple concurrent requests, only the first request would be forwarded to the persistent cache while the others may be satisfied from the content store until the content is replaced.

Therefore, in this work, we maintain access information and delete content that has not been requested recently. There are two main differences to LRU strategies. First, deletion operations are performed based on content and not individual chunk popularities. Second, multiple content objects may be deleted at the same time to free space if a certain storage utilization threshold is reached because deletions in the filesystem take more time than in main memory (ms vs. sec).
12.2.1 Data Structures

Figure 12.2 illustrates data structures required to enable content deletion for persistent storage. The *delete_queue* maintains a *queue_element* for every content object in the *repofile*. The basic idea is to move requested content to the tail (bottom) of the queue such that unpopular content can be found at the head (top) of the queue. Therefore, if content needs to be deleted, it can be removed from the head.

*Figure 12.2: Additional Data Structures for Persistent Storage.*

Figure 12.2 shows that the *delete_queue* is implemented as doubly linked list, on which every *queue_element* has a pointer to the previous and next *queue_element*. In addition, every *queue_element* has a pointer to another linked list of *queue_chunks*, i.e., the individual chunks of the content. Besides a pointer to the next element, we also maintain a pointer to the last chunk in the list to avoid long list traversals when including chunks of large content. The *queue_chunk* contains the flat name of a chunk to find the content (and its reference in the *repofile*) in the B-tree. When we need to find a *queue_element* quickly, we use a *hash table* to get its reference in the *delete_queue* based on a lookup of the base name, i.e., content name without chunk numbers.

In contrast to related work on NDN caching, we keep content based on object granularity and do not make individual caching decisions for every chunk. Because content in NDN is requested sequentially based on the pipeline size, high variability in chunk downloads would degrade overall download performance. More information on chunk-based vs. object-based caching can be found in Section 12.4.

12.2.2 Processing

In this subsection, we describe processing procedures in the *delete_queue*. In particular, this comprises 1) Inclusion of New Content, 2) Queue Updates and 3) Deletion Operations.

220
Inclusion of New Content

Content information is stored based on object granularity. When a chunk is received, the content name, i.e., base name without chunk number, can be extracted. Based on a hash table lookup, delete_queue entries of existing content can be found quickly. In this case, only a new queue_chunk needs to be added to the existing queue_element. If it is new content, a new queue_element is included into the delete_queue. As Figure 12.3a shows, we include new queue_elements in the middle of the lower half, i.e., at 75% of the queue. If content would be included in the upper 50% of the delete queue, new popular content could be deleted almost instantly, e.g., if the inclusion is just before a content deletion, since up to 50% of the repofile is deleted during a deletion operation (see below). In addition, new content is not appended to the tail such that unpopular content can quickly reach the head of the delete_queue, while popular content can go to the tail.

Queue Update

Figure 12.3a illustrates also update operations on the delete_queue. Every time content is requested, the corresponding element in the delete_queue is pushed to the tail of the queue. This push operation can be performed for every requested chunk, every n-th chunk or only the first chunk. If every (or every n-th) chunk would be processed, there would be a tendency of larger files at the tail of the queue, since they have more chunks and, thus, more pushing operations. Therefore, we decided...
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to consider only the first chunk of a content object as trigger for pushing operations (see Section 12.4 for more information).

Deletion Operation

A deletion operation is initiated if the repofile has reached a certain size, i.e., the repofile threshold. Then, a deletion operation is performed by deleting a configurable percentage of the repofile, i.e., the deletion ratio. A deletion operation is initiated after a file inclusion, if the repofile threshold has been exceeded. In CCNx, file sizes are only known when the final chunk has been received with the final bit set. Therefore, the repofile threshold is a soft threshold and the repofile size can become slightly larger than the threshold depending on the size of included files, i.e., we do not perform deletion operations during file inclusions but rather afterwards.

Figure 12.3b shows modifications on the delete queue due to deletion operations. A deletion operation is performed by the following steps.

1. Prevent the repository daemon from accepting new content while the deletion operation is being performed. If new content arrives during local deletion operations, it will only be stored temporarily in the content store. However, if persistent caching is used as network cache, other repositories on the path to the requester will store it persistently.

2. Start at the head of the delete queue and iterate through the elements until the deletion ratio is reached. All content entries up to this point will be deleted (red part in Figure 12.3b) and the lower part becomes the new delete queue.

3. Every queue element contains multiple queue chunks. The queue chunks of all deleted content objects need to be sorted based on their position in the repofile such that the repofile can be sequentially processed (see next step) and every B-tree entry needs to be processed only once. In our current implementation, we use the $O(n \log n)$ merge-sort algorithm for sorting.

4. All content from the repofile (except deleted chunks) are copied to a new repofile. This is required because file systems do not support selective deletions inside files. Due to deletions, content is copied to other positions in the new repofile, thus, reference values in the B-tree need to be updated.

5. All B-tree entries of deleted content are removed.

6. Instruct the repository daemon to start accepting new content again.

To limit service interruptions of network caches due to deletions, a (read-only) repository can be started to provide content from the old repofile. Otherwise, Interests may just be forwarded and satisfied by persistent caching at the next router level. Thus, only in the worst case Interests would be forwarded all the way to the content source.
12.3 Evaluation

Persistent caching has been implemented by extending the repository implementation in CCNx 0.8.2, and extensive evaluations have been performed in different scenarios on physical servers of a Linux cluster [200]. Evaluations have been performed on Intel Xeon E5-2665 and Intel Xeon E5-2650-v2 processors, i.e., each evaluation ran on a single core with 25 GB of RAM and enough disk space to store the repofile.

12.3.1 Scenarios

Figure 12.4 shows our evaluation topology. We evaluate the performance of persistent caching at an edge router, e.g., at an access point or Internet gateway, that continuously receives requests from the network according to YouTube and web server traffic models. The edge router is connected to a local repository, which is responsible for persistent caching. Independent of the network topology, an edge router has a downstream face from which file requests are received and content is returned and an upstream face where received Interests are forwarded and new content is received, i.e., file inclusions at the persistent cache of the edge router. The evaluation parameters are listed in Table 12.1.

![Figure 12.4: Network Scenario for Persistent Caching.](image)

Similar to existing ICN literature [170], we assume that content popularity follows a Zipf distribution. We use 20 popularity classes and perform evaluations with parameters $\alpha$ set to 1 and 2. A parameter of $\alpha = 1$ is considered realistic for web server traffic and $\alpha = 2$ is used for YouTube traffic [170]. Several studies have shown [70, 229, 196] that most files are unpopular and only a few files are very popular. Therefore, we map the number of files in all popularity classes to a Zipf distribution $\alpha = 1$ with inverted classes, i.e., most files are included in class 19 and fewest files in class 0.

The file sizes in each popularity class vary as well. Based on existing YouTube models [28], we set the file size distribution for our YouTube scenario to a gamma distribution with $\alpha = 1.8$ and $\beta = 5500$. Our YouTube files are between 500 KB and 100 MB, while most files are between 2 and 10 MB (9.9 MB mean).

---

1 Although CCNx 1.0 has been made available, our caching concept is still valid as the CCNx 1.0 Tutorial [141] confirms.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>YouTube</th>
<th>Web server</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Requests</td>
<td>every 5s</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Request Popularity</td>
<td>Zipf distribution with</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\alpha = 2$</td>
<td>$\alpha = 1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>File distribution per popularity class</td>
<td>Zipf distribution, $\alpha = 1$</td>
<td>mapped to inverse classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Files</td>
<td>every 10s</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>File sizes per popularity class</td>
<td>Gamma distribution, $\alpha = 1.8, \beta = 5500$</td>
<td>Gamma distribution, $\alpha = 1.8, \beta = 1200$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>min. 500 KB</td>
<td>min. 50 KB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>max. 100 MB</td>
<td>max. 50 MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repofile thresholds</td>
<td>2 GB, 4 GB, 8 GB</td>
<td>8 GB, 12 GB, 16 GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deletion ratios</td>
<td>50%, 25%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effective duration</td>
<td>86400s (1 day)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 12.1: Evaluation Parameters for Persistent Caching.

The file sizes for web server traffic are considerably smaller [222]. File sizes have increased in the last years and we believe that file sizes will increase even more in future information-centric networks. Transmitted ICN packets need to have a certain minimum size to be efficient, e.g., chunk size of 4096 bytes or more, to avoid too large overhead for content headers including names and signatures. Therefore, we believe that for future ICN traffic, many small files may be aggregated to larger data packets or ICN would only be applied to large static files, e.g., pictures or embedded videos, and not small text files that may change frequently. Therefore, we use a gamma distribution with $\alpha = 1.8$ and $\beta = 1200$ for the web server scenario. Our web server files are between 50 KB and 50 MB, however, most files are between 750 KB and 1250 KB (2 MB mean).

In our scenarios, requests are performed periodically, i.e., 1 new content request every 5 seconds. The requested content of a popularity class (Zipf distribution) is selected randomly among all created content objects in that popularity class. To simulate a dynamically growing file catalog and to evaluate the performance of persistent caching with regular deletion operations, we create and request new files every 10s. These files are included into the repository, i.e., file inclusions, as mentioned above.

For every scenario, we evaluate various repofile thresholds and deletion ratios of 50% (DR50) and 25% (DR25) of the repofile. We measure the performance of persistent caching during operation, i.e., the repository is filled initially with content and we collect statistics after a first deletion operation has been performed. The effective evaluation starts after the first deletion and lasts 86400 seconds (1 day). Thus, in one day we create approximately 85.54 GB of data in the YouTube scenario and 18.67 GB of data in the web server scenario. Every configuration has been evaluated and repeated 100 times on physical servers [200] that run a NDN router with persistent caching.
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12.3.2 Cache Hit and Miss Rates

In this subsection, we evaluate the cache hit rates of our repository implementation in the YouTube and web server scenario. Figures 12.5 and 12.6 show the cache hit and miss rates for all popularity classes in different configurations. The y-axis shows the cache hit/miss rates and the x-axis indicates the popularity class. Figure 12.5 is obtained for our web server scenario, i.e., requests with Zipf distribution $\alpha = 1$, and Figure 12.6 shows the YouTube scenario with Zipf distribution $\alpha = 2$.

Figure 12.5a shows the cache hit and miss rates in the web server scenario with a repofile threshold of 2 GB. The dark green boxplots show the cache hit rates for a deletion ratio of 50% (DR50) and the light green boxplots for a deletion ratio of 25% (DR25). The overall cache hit rate of DR25 is slightly higher, i.e., 81%, compared to 77.5% with DR50. For high popularity classes, such as classes 0 and 1, the difference between DR50 and DR25 is smaller because files from these classes are barely deleted in both cases. However, for classes 3 - 17, the difference between DR25 and DR50 is larger by up to 6.3% because these files are kept more likely with DR25, while they are deleted with DR50. The red boxplots show the cache miss rates for DR50 and the orange boxplots for DR25. For DR50, cache hit rates are higher than miss rates up to files from popularity class 11, while for DR25, cache hit rates are better for more file classes, i.e., up to class 13. Even for the most unpopular content in class 19, DR50 results in a slightly higher cache miss rate of 61.5% compared to 58.1% with DR25. Therefore, freeing space too aggressively, i.e., DR50, has a noticeable impact on cache hit rates in the web server scenario.

Figure 12.6a shows the cache hit and miss rates for our YouTube scenario with a repofile threshold of 8 GB. Because file sizes are larger compared to the web server scenario, we use larger repofile thresholds for YouTube scenarios than for web server scenarios. With DR50, the overall cache hit rate is 95.3% and with DR25 it is 96.9%. The relative differences between DR50 and DR25 are smaller compared to the web server scenario. This is due to the fact that the probability for requests in most popular files in classes 0 and 1 are larger for a Zipf distribution with $\alpha = 2$ (YouTube) than $\alpha = 1$ (web server), i.e., 62.7% and 15.7% instead of 27.8% and 13.9%. Therefore, more than 78% of all requests in the YouTube scenarios request content from popularity classes 0 and 1. Since our implementation keeps the most popular files, there is no difference for DR50 and DR25 for most of the requests. However, for class numbers larger than 2, DR25 results in 4.9% to 12% higher cache hit rates than DR50. We notice a large variability in performance for popularity class numbers larger than 3 in Figure 12.6a. The variability is much larger than for the web server scenario in Figure 12.5a. This can be explained by two reasons. First, the request frequency of class numbers larger than 3 is higher with Zipf distribution $\alpha = 1$ compared to $\alpha = 2$ due to larger request probabilities. Second, the file ranges that we selected in the YouTube scenario are larger than for the web server scenario resulting in higher variability. When considering the average values, DR25 results in higher cache hit rates than miss rates up to popularity class 17, while for DR50 cache miss rates become higher already.
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Figure 12.5: Hit and Miss Rates for Web Server Scenarios.
Figure 12.6: Hit and Miss Rates for YouTube Scenarios.
at popularity class 11.

Figure 12.5b and Figure 12.6b show the cache hit and miss rates for the web server scenario with a repofile threshold of 4 GB and the YouTube scenario with a repofile threshold of 12 GB. Similarly as above, DR25 results in superior performance compared to DR50. In the web server scenario, DR25 results in an overall cache hit ratio of 93%, while for DR50 it is 90.7%. In the YouTube scenario, DR25 results in an overall cache hit rate of 99% and with DR50 it still reaches 98.1%. Although these values are much higher than in the web server scenario, cache miss rates for popularity class numbers larger than 12 may become larger than cache hit rates in the YouTube scenario (worst case) due to a large variability.

Figure 12.5c and Figure 12.6c show that if we further increase the repofile threshold to 8 GB in the web server scenario and 16 GB in the YouTube scenario, the average cache hit rates do not go below 80%. Even in the worst case, cache hit rates are always higher than miss rates in the YouTube scenario.

### 12.3.3 Deletion Times

In this subsection, we evaluate the processing times to perform deletion operations in the web server and YouTube scenario. Figure 12.7 illustrates the overall processing times for deletions, i.e., deletion times, and the number of deletion operations in each evaluated scenario. The deletion time is split into subparts for sorting chunks of deleted content, copying files from the repofile and cleanup of the B-tree. The number on top of each bar denotes the average number of deletion operations (see Subsection 12.2.2) during one day in the corresponding configuration.

Figure 12.7a illustrates the deletion times as well as the number of deletion operations in web server scenarios with repofile thresholds of 2 GB, 4 GB and 8 GB. For every repofile threshold, the labels on the x-axis denote deletion ratios of 50% (DR50) and 25% (DR25). For small repofile thresholds of 2 GB, deletions with DR25 take only 16.2% less time than for DR50. This is because most of the time is required for updating file references and deleting entries in the B-tree (cleanup). For DR50, B-tree cleanup requires 86% of the total deletion time and for DR25, it requires even 92%. With increasing repofile threshold, the time for sorting increases. For a repofile threshold of 8 GB, sorting is responsible for 41.5% of the deletion time for DR50 and only for 18.6% for DR25. DR50 requires more than 300% additional time for sorting and 24.8% more time for cleanup compared to DR25, while their difference for copying is insignificant. For one deletion operation with a repofile threshold of 8 GB, DR25 requires 45% less time for the deletion than DR50. Considering that DR25 requires nearly twice as many deletions over one day, DR25 results only in 6% longer deletion times than DR50. However, due to the increased cache hit rate for DR25 (see last Subsection), it may be worth investing 6% more time for deletion.

Figure 12.7b shows deletion times and number of deletion operations for the YouTube scenario. A deletion operation with a repofile threshold of 8 GB takes considerably less time than for the web server scenario: for DR50, it is 36.4% less

---

*Note: The above text is a continuation of the previous text and is part of a larger document.*
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Figure 12.7: Deletion Times and Number of Deletions for Persistent Caching.

...time and for DR25 it is 16.9% less time. Because files are larger in the YouTube scenario, i.e., have more chunks, fewer files are stored in the repository for the same repofile threshold. Due to the sequential request strategy in NDN, chunks of the same file are already (more or less) ordered. However, since popular files are continuously pushed down in the delete_queue, the sorting overhead increases with the number of deleted files, i.e., no First-In-First-Out (FIFO) deletion strategy. Fewer files that contain more ordered chunks (YouTube scenario) result in a less fragmented repository file than many files with fewer ordered chunks (web server scenario) and can, therefore, be sorted faster. As a result, sorting requires only 18.1% of the deletion time for DR50 and only 7.5% for DR25. However, the larger the repofile becomes, the higher is the overhead for sorting and cleanup. For a repofile threshold of 16 GB, sorting is responsible for 30.6% of the deletion time for DR50 and 12.5% for DR25. Although sorting takes 3.5 times more time with DR50 compared to DR25, a deletion operation with DR25 requires only 31.6% less...
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time compared to DR50. This is because the overhead for copying is not negligible
anymore, i.e., 41.6% more time for DR25, and cleanup becomes more expensive
for DR25, i.e., only 16.9% less time compared to DR50. When taking into account
the number of deletions, DR25 results in 15.6% longer deletion times than DR50.
Considering that the overall hit rate for DR50 and DR25 is almost the same (less
than 1% difference), it may be a better strategy to use DR50 instead of DR25 in
the YouTube scenario.

12.4 Discussion

12.4.1 Integration of Persistent Caching with Regular Caching

While every received Data message is automatically stored in the content store
(regular caching), persistent caching in repositories may only be used for static
content with a certain lifetime, i.e., no real-time data. The basic idea of persistent
caching is to store popular static content objects closer to requesters.

Every received Data message, which is not already cached in the content store,
can be forwarded and stored in repositories, i.e., persistent caching does not result
in additional traffic and we do not consider off-path caching. If content is cached
persistently, the repository can indicate local content availability in the FIB such
that received Interests can be forwarded via internal faces to the repository. Thus,
forwarding decisions can be based on local decisions only (no coordination re-
quired). Internal faces in the FIB have priority over network faces such that In-
terests are only forwarded to another router if content is not locally available.

12.4.2 Chunk-based vs. Object-based Persistent Caching

Regular caching is chunk-based to enable retransmissions of specific chunks. For
persistent caching, we process content based on object granularity because con-
tent is requested sequentially, i.e., up to \( n \) chunks at the same time depending on
the pipeline size. Thus, a high delay variability between chunks, e.g., by caching
chunks individually, would drastically degrade download performance.

However, for large files such a strategy may result in inefficient resource usage.
For example, if only the first few seconds of a 2 hours movie would be retrieved, the
content would be considered as popular as if the entire 2 hours would be request-
ted. To address this issue, well-known techniques for Video on Demand (VoD)
may be applied. VoD traffic is divided into segments (not to be confused with
NDN chunks). A VoD segment denotes a specific interval of the video, e.g., a two
minutes interval that contains multiple NDN chunks. Similar to VoD caching, only
the beginning of a video [211] may be stored or the video clip may be divided into
segments of increasing size [224] to better utilize storage space. To avoid disrup-
tions for popular videos, pre-fetching [180] may retrieve missing segments once
the initial frames are requested.
12.4. DISCUSSION

The frequency of queue updates, i.e., when content needs to be pushed back to the end of the delete queue, should be independent of the content size to avoid discrimination of small files with only a few chunks compared to large files, which would otherwise have much more update operations. Since we assume that the first chunk is requested in every download, we push content entries back based on the request of the first chunk. If videos are divided into segments, a separate update operation can be performed for every segment. However, segment \( i + 1 \) should only be kept if segment \( i \) is still cached.

12.4.3 Video on Demand (VoD) Support

NDN is promising for video streaming due to its implicit multicast support, i.e., caching Data in the content store and aggregating Interests in the PIT. Recently, DASH (Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP) [208] has gained significant attention in the VoD community because it enables adaptive bitrate streaming based on the client’s capabilities and network conditions. DASH can also be supported over NDN [195, 84, 130, 165]. After downloading a manifest file, which describes the available bit rates at a server, content downloads can be initiated by the client.

While DASH may benefit from NDN caching, it also introduces additional challenges. If the data rate is specified in the content name [195], [84], cache efficiency would be reduced significantly because different encodings of the same content would look differently. Furthermore, end-to-end throughput can not be assessed reliably in the presence of caching. Transcoding content adaptively at every node would result in significant processing overhead and would require new trust models to replace publisher signatures. Thus, to avoid transcoding, publishers can split content into different layers during encoding [165]. Then, a user needs to consume at least one layer (base layer) and can increase the perceived quality by retrieving enhancement layers. Persistent caching could support such an approach by storing layers individually giving higher priority to base layers compared to enhancement layers.

12.4.4 Deletion Overhead

Our evaluations have shown that deletion operations result in a large processing overhead to update the B-tree, sort the deleted chunks and delete content from the repofile. For some applications, the processing overhead may not be critical, e.g., delay-tolerant networking (see Chapter 11) or custodian-based information sharing [118], and it can be performed as maintenance operation during off-peak hours.

However, if persistent caching is used as network cache alongside content routers, service interruptions (see Subsection 12.2.2) have a larger impact on caching performance because no new content can be included during deletion operations. In this case, a (read-only) repository could be used during the deletion to continuously serve existing content. In addition, a router may use multiple repositories at the same time (load balancing). Then, if one repository performs a deletion,
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the other repository may still accept content. In the worst case, i.e., if only one repository is used and Interests cannot be satisfied due to a local deletion, Interests may be forwarded to the next content router on the path to the content source.

12.5 Conclusions

Persistent caching is required to support delay-tolerant networking or provide high content availability similar to content delivery networks (CDNs). In this chapter, we have extended the repository implementation in CCNx to support persistent caching in repositories. A fundamental requirement for persistent caching is content deletion during operation, i.e., without deleting or resetting the entire repository, which is not supported by CCNx. Our approach for content deletion is based on a delete queue, which keeps the most popular files at the tail of the queue. If disk space needs to be released, content can be removed from the head of the queue.

We have performed extensive experimental evaluations for different configurations in a web server and YouTube scenario. In every scenario, new content has been generated periodically such that deletion operations in the repository were necessary due to limited space. Evaluations have shown that our design can maintain high cache hit rates in both scenarios, but performance depends on the reserved repofile size for caching. Although repositories are slightly larger in the YouTube scenario due to larger file sizes, the repositories need to store a smaller percentage of all content to achieve high cache hit rates. For example, in web server scenarios a repofile size of 4 GB, which corresponds to 21% of all included content during a day, results in cache hit rates larger than 90%. In YouTube scenarios, a repofile size of 12 GB, which corresponds to 14% of all included content during a day, results in cache hit rates larger than 98%. High cache hit rates in network caches of edge routers are beneficial for both users and network operators. While network operators can reduce network traffic to the core network to improve network availability and reduce operational costs, users may benefit from faster content downloads (shorter delays, less RTT variability) as well as partial service and content availability if links to the core network are overloaded or disrupted.

In the web server scenario, it is a better strategy to have more frequent deletions of fewer content to obtain higher cache hit rates. More frequent deletions of fewer files do not require much more time for deletions, i.e., not much longer service interruptions, than fewer deletions of many files. In the YouTube scenario, fewer but larger deletions are better. Compared to the web server scenario, the sorting overhead is significantly smaller because fewer files can be stored at the same space (files are larger) and chunks of the same file are already ordered. In addition, because most requests are addressed to the most popular classes, the additional gain of keeping less popular content in the repository is only minimal and may not justify more frequent deletion operations.

We have implemented persistent caching based on the repository implementation of CCNx 0.8.2, which uses a B-tree to keep references to stored content in
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the filesystem. For caching in delay-tolerant networking, the overhead for deletions may be negligible but to increase efficiency of network caches in content routers, other repository implementations may be evaluated, e.g., storing files or even chunks in separate repofiles to reduce cleanup and sorting overhead, or even develop a repository implementation with a database. However, all of these solutions would come with their own disadvantages that would need to be evaluated.
Part IV

Conclusions and Outlook
Chapter 13

Conclusions

Information-Centric Networking (ICN) is a new approach to address communication challenges of the Future Internet such as scalability with an increasing amount of traffic and security, e.g., exchange of authentic content. Although ICN has experienced a lot of momentum in recent years, research is still in its beginnings and researchers are facing many open challenges that need to be addressed. In this thesis, we have investigated ICN in the context of information-centric mobile and wireless ad hoc communication. Section 13.1 gives an overview of challenges addressed in this thesis. Our contributions are summarized in Section 13.2.

13.1 Addressed Challenges

There are multiple challenges and problem domains that were addressed in this thesis. In this section, we give an overview of these challenges.

- **Evaluation Methodology, Tools and Software**: Information-centric networking is a new communication paradigm based on names instead of endpoint identifiers. Analytical evaluation of ICN is very complex and nearly infeasible without significant simplifications because content requests are not independent of each other, i.e., cache states are influenced by different requests. Since simulation and emulation tools for NDN have only emerged recently, no common evaluation methodology has been established in related NDN literature. We have analyzed several different performance parameters and have used different evaluation tools. In particular, we have implemented an NDN framework for the network simulator OMNeT++ and extended NS3-DCE such that it enables the automated evaluation of many parameters in parallel on a Linux cluster.

- **Content Discovery**: Because content is routed based on names, requesters need to know available content names before they can request it. In a distributed environment, requesters may not be able to retrieve content via a centralized Google-like search engine because content availability may change
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based on the connectivity. Thus, even if a certain content may exist, a requester may not be able to retrieve it. Another challenge is the design of namespaces to enable efficient discovery (collisions vs. discovery time). We have addressed this topic by the description of three opportunistic content discovery algorithms, namely, Regular Interest Discovery, Enumeration Request Discovery and Leaves First Discovery, as well as their evaluation in different namespaces. Furthermore, we have described alias mappings to enable expressive content descriptions without re-naming existing content objects and, hence, without degrading content availability in caches.

- **Performance of NDN broadcast**: NDN messages without source or destination addresses do not target specific hosts but (potentially) multiple hosts at the same time. Most existing wireless NDN protocols use broadcast communication for all Data transmissions. However, broadcast communication has implications on message overhead since broadcast requests may result in duplicate Data transmissions if multiple content sources are available. We have investigated information-centric wireless broadcast communication in terms of energy consumption and duplicate Data transmissions. Then, we have designed two approaches to increase wireless communication efficiency, namely, Dynamic Unicast and RC-NDN.

- **Routing in Wireless Multi-hop Environments**: Although NDN nodes do not need to know the existence of particular content objects (due to longest-prefix matching), they still need to know where content may be found, i.e., they need forwarding entries towards content sources. While forwarding entries may be efficiently configured in wired networks, it may be more challenging in mobile and wireless networks because connectivity may change frequently, i.e., configured forwarding entries may expire. Yet, flooding all messages in a wireless network may overload the network by redundant transmissions and result in frequent collisions. We have described two wireless routing protocols. The first routing protocol uses overhearing to register name prefixes and defines preferred forwarders to setup efficient forwarding paths to content sources. The second routing protocol (multi-hop Dynamic Unicast) uses Interest flooding to find a content source and registers a unicast forwarding path when Data returns on the reverse path.

- **Delay-tolerant NDN Communication**: NDN communication is symmetric, which means that Interests create soft states in forwarding nodes such that Data can travel on the reverse path. In intermittently connected networks, there may be no continuous paths between requesters and content sources and the intercontact time between mobile nodes may be long. Thus, Interests may expire at intermediate nodes and never reach a content source or the reverse Data path may break if nodes have moved away. Most existing routing approaches either target connected networks or intermittently connected networks but they do not work (efficiently) in case of other (or dy-
13.2. Thesis Summary

In this thesis, we have investigated information-centric networking for mobile and wireless (ad hoc) communication. Our main contributions are presented in two parts. Part II includes our contributions for opportunistic one-hop communication and Part III lists our contributions for wireless multi-hop communication.

13.2.1 Part II: Opportunistic Information-Centric One-hop Communication

In Chapter 4, we have investigated opportunistic content discovery in disaster scenarios, where fixed infrastructures may not be available. We have described three content discovery algorithms. Enumeration Request Discovery (ERD) is similar to DNS service discovery (DNS-SD) and requests only name components, Regular Interest Discovery (RID) is based on implicit content discovery and requests always the first segment of a content object, and Leaves First Discovery (LFD) is a combination of both, which uses RID to quickly reach the leaf-level of a name tree and ERD on the leaf level. We have performed evaluations in different scenarios using flat and structured (e.g., hierarchical) namespaces. In flat namespaces, which are optimal for ERD, all three algorithms perform similar in terms of content discovery times, but LFD requires up to 89% fewer Data traffic than RID, while the difference to ERD is negligible. However, if namespaces are structured, ERD performs significantly worse than LFD and RID. For example, in hierarchical namespaces, LFD results in up to 54% shorter discovery times (and 62% lower Data overhead) than ERD as well as up to 40% shorter discovery times (and 55% lower Data overhead) than RID. Thus, for a general namespace structure, LFD performs best in terms of message overhead and discovery time.
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After content names are known, desired content can be retrieved whenever there is an opportunity for retrieval. However, if contact times to content sources are short, content retrievals may be disrupted. In Chapter 5, we have implemented a content retrieval application for requesters that stores Meta Data and partial files persistently such that disrupted content retrievals can be resumed even in case of long disruptions (when the cache may be cleared). Evaluations on wireless mesh nodes have shown that our design works efficiently even in case of short contact times to content sources, and the processing overhead to maintain Meta data is negligible. Furthermore, we have measured the power consumption of NDN on wireless mesh nodes during unicast and broadcast communication. In particular, we have observed that listener nodes (neither requesters nor content sources) that overhear broadcast messages have a 22% higher power consumption compared to idle mode. Thus, if only a few requesters are interested in a content object, unicast communication could save a substantial amount of energy.

Furthermore, since broadcast requests can address multiple content sources at the same time, they may also trigger duplicate Data transmissions and collisions. In Chapter 6, we have shown that broadcast delays need to be considerably large to limit the number of duplicate Data transmissions in case of multiple content sources. Then, we have described Dynamic Unicast (DU), which uses broadcast communication only until a content source is found and addresses subsequent requests via unicast to the same content source until it becomes unavailable. While DU is clearly more efficient in case of single requesters and multiple content sources, our evaluations have shown that DU is also up to 56% faster than broadcast in networks with multiple concurrent requesters. In fact, broadcast communication is not as efficient as expected in terms of message efficiency if all nodes in the network request content concurrently. In particular, with DU, content sources transmit on average only 2% more Data messages and requesters transmit only 18% more Interests but receive at the same time 85% fewer duplicate Data messages compared to broadcast communication.

Efficiency of opportunistic NDN broadcast communication can also be improved by our Raptor Codes enabled NDN framework (RC-NDN), which has been described in Chapter 7. RC-NDN encodes Data messages at content sources to increase diversity of broadcast transmissions. Instead of requesting and retransmitting exactly the same content copies (as with NDN), requesters retrieve differently encoded Data messages such that multiple requesters can profit from each other. Our evaluations have shown that RC-NDN can significantly increase communication efficiency in dense wireless environments, such that requesters can send up to 93% fewer Interest messages and content sources transmit up to 85% fewer Data messages. Thus, with RC-NDN, requesters can reduce content retrieval times by up to 83% compared to original NDN, while they are also saving resources on the wireless medium. However, since re-encoding of Data messages in intermediate nodes would require new signatures and transitive trust models (because re-encoded Data is equivalent to new content), we only apply RC-NDN to opportunistic one-hop communication.
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13.2.2 Part III: Information-Centric Wireless Multi-hop Communication

If a requester cannot find a content source in direct transmission range, multi-hop routing is required to forward Interests towards potential content sources. In Chapter 8, we have investigated multi-hop broadcast communication in the context of wireless community networks. First, we have explored strategies to efficiently configure forwarding entries based on overheard Data messages. Since there may be many potential forwarders during multi-hop broadcast communication, we have, then, presented a concept to elect preferred forwarders, which forward Interest messages slightly faster than non-preferred forwarders. Evaluations have shown that this approach results in up to 47% shorter content retrieval times than regular NDN due to fewer duplicate Interest transmissions and collisions. Furthermore, since messages do not contain endpoint identifiers, concurrent requests can be efficiently aggregated such that content sources send only 3% more Data messages for three concurrent requesters (which are located in disjoint network partitions and cannot overhear each other) compared to 1 requester. However, forwarding efficiency may degrade in case of high host churn, i.e., if preferred forwarders are regularly moving away.

In Chapter 9, we have extended DU for multi-hop communication by defining new forwarding strategies and FIB update mechanisms. In addition, we have implemented a Content Request Tracker, which keeps track of unicast requests and can replace multiple unicast transmissions with one broadcast transmission (for improved communication efficiency). Our evaluations have shown that despite unicast paths, multi-hop DU can result in significantly fewer Data transmissions by content sources compared to host-based communication due to Interest aggregation and in-network caching. In particular, for 32 concurrent requesters that retrieve content via multiple hops from a content source, the Interest and Data overhead of multi-hop DU (compared to 1 requester) increases only by a factor of 7 for Interests and 6.8 for Data messages, while content retrieval times increase by a factor of 10.2. Multi-hop DU performs best in static scenarios but the performance degrades only slightly if nodes move with pedestrian speeds. However, for vehicular speeds the performance degrades more due to more frequent path breaks, which are only detected after Interests have expired.

To increase throughput in mobile and wireless multi-hop networks, path breaks (in case of mobility) or collisions need to be detected quickly. This can be achieved by Interest lifetime values, which are close to round-trip times (RTTs) such that retransmissions can be performed quickly. In Chapter 10, we have evaluated existing retransmission timers and described two new algorithms to adapt Interest lifetimes, i.e., CCNTimer and WMA. Our evaluations have shown that in low traffic scenarios, CCNTimer can decrease content retrieval times by up to 45% compared to existing algorithms and up to 324% compared to the default Interest lifetime of 4 seconds (without increasing the number of Interest transmissions). In high traffic scenarios, CCNTimer performs similar (±2%) to existing algorithms. In particular,
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we have observed that doubling Interest lifetimes in case of timeouts may not be required for NDN because content may often be found in intermediate caches such that slightly increased Interest lifetimes are enough to retrieve subsequent segments in time.

Yet, in case of intermittent connectivity, multi-hop routing may not be possible due to potentially long inter-contact times and asymmetric forwarding paths. In Chapter 11, we have presented agent-based content retrieval (ACR) for delay-tolerant communication. In ACR, requesters can delegate content retrieval to mobile agents that move closer to content sources, retrieve the content and return it to requesters. Evaluations have shown that ACR is superior to multi-hop routing in low and intermediate node densities where multi-hop routing does not work or results in frequent disruptions. However, even for high node densities, ACR has resulted in a lower message overhead compared to multi-hop DU for up to 4 agent delegations since only agents need to transmit messages and not every node on the multi-hop path. Hence, ACR is beneficial for large content sizes, long path lengths and works even in case of high mobility when being combined with one-hop DU. In particular, the overhead of ACR to retrieve large content objects from multiple content sources with one-hop DU (resume operations) is negligible. Agents store retrieved content persistently in their repositories to support long inter-contact times between communication opportunities. Therefore, repository sizes may grow with time for an increasing number of delegated content retrievals such that efficient deletion mechanisms are required.

In Chapter 12, we have presented a design for persistent caching that maintains popular delay-tolerant content in the repository and deletes unpopular content if free space is required. However, persistent caching is not limited to delay-tolerant networking via agents, but can also be applied to network caches at edge routers, where it can be combined with short-term caching in the content store. While short-term caches need to be implemented in fast memory to support line-speed, persistent caching for popular delay-tolerant content can relax this requirement and use larger (but slower) storage. Despite slower access latencies in persistent storage, requests can still be satisfied quicker than without persistent caching because Interests do not need to be forwarded further over the network (shorter path length). We have validated our design by extensive measurements using YouTube and web server traffic. Depending on the allocated storage size for persistent caching, high cache hit rates can be achieved. In the web server scenario, it is a better strategy to have more frequent deletions of fewer content to obtain higher cache hit rates. In the YouTube scenario, fewer but larger deletions are better because most requests are addressed to the most popular content classes, hence, the gain of keeping less popular content in the repository is only minimal and may not justify more frequent deletion operations.
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Future Work

Information-centric wireless networking is a new research direction and there are many open issues that could not be addressed in this thesis. In this section, we briefly describe topics that require further investigations. We divide the topics in six main fields: Content Discovery, Optimized MAC layer, Multi-hop Routing, Delay-tolerant Communication, Hierarchical Caching as well as Privacy and Trust.

14.1 Content Discovery

In Chapter 4, we have described Leaves First Discovery (LFD) for opportunistic content discovery. LFD uses enumeration requests to retrieve content names from repositories. Since enumeration responses are identified by the IDs of the repositories holding the content, enumeration responses may look different due to different repository IDs despite containing the same content. To better identify similar content at different repositories, it may be more efficient to identify repository collections by the hash of all content names included in the collection. In addition, implicit content discovery (with regular Interests) may become more efficient in terms of Data overhead when containing a flag to retrieve only meta information, e.g., only the content name without payload.

14.2 Optimized MAC Layer

Current MAC layer protocols are efficient for unicast communication (rate adaptation, sleep mechanisms) but they are not optimized for broadcast communication. Rate adaptation during unicast communication between two nodes is based on signal strength, which in turn is based on the distance between two nodes. Close nodes can, therefore, transmit at a higher rate while nodes farther away can only communicate at a lower rate. During broadcast communication, the data rate is usually set to the lowest supported rate such that all nodes can receive the content at the same rate. However, this may not be an efficient strategy if most nodes are close to a sender and could receive content at a higher rate. Thus, it may be be-
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It is beneficial to use rate adaptation also for broadcast communication. For example, if 80% of the nodes are close to a sender, the data rate can be switched to a higher rate. Depending on the type of content, the remaining 20% nodes could retrieve the content from closer nodes, e.g., from one of the previous requesters that belong to the 80% group, or in case of a video stream they may just display the video with a lower quality.

Furthermore, by avoiding redundant functionality at the MAC layer and the CCND, information-centric wireless communication could be made more efficient. For example, Data messages are delayed at the CCND to enable duplicate Data suppression but the same packets are also delayed at the MAC layer for collision avoidance. Thus, after NDN messages have been forwarded to the MAC layer (but not yet transmitted), duplicate messages cannot be identified anymore. By enabling duplicate Data suppression at the MAC layer, forwarding delays at the NDN layer could be reduced (because messages can still be suppressed at the MAC layer). Similarly, duplicate Interest transmissions could be avoided if duplicate Interests would be identified on the MAC layer shortly before transmission.

In addition, we have seen that broadcast multi-hop communication may result in many duplicate Interest and Data transmissions. Besides a higher energy consumption for transmission and reception of messages, nodes may switch to sleep modes less frequently because they are constantly receiving messages. In Chapter 8, we have described a concept for preferred forwarders in multi-hop broadcast communication. A similar concept may be used at the MAC layer to control duty cycles. In particular, since non-preferred forwarders are not essential for message forwarding, they could enter sleep modes more frequently than preferred forwarders to save energy even if they overhear broadcast messages.

Moreover, Dynamic Unicast (see Chapters 6 and 9) could be implemented more efficiently directly at the MAC layer (instead of the IP layer). Thus, a node could broadcast messages until it receives a response from a neighbor node. Then, it can send subsequent requests directly to the same node (or even allocate a separate wireless channel to the neighbor node for subsequent communication). Ideally, such an approach could avoid fragmentation by adapting frame sizes based on the NDN payload (e.g., jumbo frames), but otherwise, fragmentation functionality needs to be integrated. To optimize path establishment over multiple hops (area coverage vs. path stability), message forwarding may be based on the nodes’ location. While LAL [100] appends GPS coordinates to messages, message forwarding may also be based on RSSI values, which do not require additional equipment.

14.3 Multi-hop Routing

In Chapter 9, we have described Dynamic Unicast for multi-hop communication. While this approach showed good performance in static and pedestrian mobility scenarios, the performance decreased slightly with random vehicular mobility. The reason for this are path breaks when neighbor nodes see each other only for a short
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time. Path breaks can only be detected after an Interest expiration and we used the default Interest lifetime of 4 seconds in our evaluations. To increase data rates in high mobility networks, it may be more efficient to set NDN parameters adaptively. For example, Interest lifetimes can be set based on measured RTT values similar to our algorithms in Chapter 10. In addition, pipeline sizes can be set dynamically by increasing them on established paths (higher bandwidth utilization) and decreasing them in case of path breaks (e.g., set the pipeline size to 1 until a new path is discovered) or network congestion.

Another topic that requires more investigation is multi-homing. Since ICN supports ubiquitous caching, RTT measurements may not only include measurements for end-to-end transmissions but also shorter samples due to cached content in intermediate nodes. Cached content is problematic if only partial content can be found in caches and other parts of the content may need to be retrieved over the entire path (high RTT variation). To address this issue, related works [171, 66, 62, 40] include source identifiers in messages to differentiate between nodes (caches and content sources). A source identifier specifies the first node that replies to an Interest (hence, it is not changed on the reverse hop-by-hop path to the requester). Our algorithms in Chapter 10 could be extended with source identifiers to support multi-homing. However, source identifiers may affect information-centric forwarding, e.g., modifications may be required to Interest aggregation and content caching. An alternative approach to avoid source identifiers may be based on RTT outlier detection such that only RTT samples within a certain range may be processed while single short RTT samples (due to cached content) may be ignored.

Finally, the scope of Interest flooding may be limited via hop counters in Interest messages to avoid message transmissions in the entire network [215]. To support hop counters, Interest aggregation mechanisms may be modified to avoid that Interests with low hop counters (which may not be able to reach certain content sources) can block Interests with larger hop counters.

14.4 Delay-tolerant Communication

In Chapter 11, we have described agent-based content retrieval (ACR) for delay-tolerant communication. There are several ways to further improve ACR depending on scenario and application requirements. While we were selecting agents randomly within the one-hop neighborhood, there may be more efficient ways for doing this. For example, if it is known where the content might be found, agents can be selected based on their probability to travel to this area. The required information, e.g., based on social interactions [145] or GPS traces [109], could be collected locally on each device and could be exchanged during agent delegations as optional parameters. Agent selection can also be based on hybrid approaches, where requester may download potential agent information for certain areas when connected to the Internet and use this information when being disconnected [113, 185]. To enable agent selections based on locations, CCNx/NDNx
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and NS3-DCE (for the evaluation) need to be extended by location parameters. In addition, LTE direct [21] or Wi-Fi Aware Networking [35] may also support more efficient information-centric device-to-device communication, e.g., to discover suitable agents or exchange environmental information.

To increase robustness of ACR, content retrieval can be delegated to multiple agents in parallel. Currently, the number of delegated agents is set statically, but it may be more efficient to set it adaptively based on the environment. For example, if there is a high probability (or even certainty) that an agent returns quickly to deliver the content, only one agent delegation is required while more agent delegations are only needed in case of a high uncertainty. To decrease duplicate Data transmissions and increase diversity of content transmissions, content sources may use our RC-NDN approach (see Chapter 7). By this, each agent may only retrieve a certain number of Data messages and deliver it to the requester where content can be combined and decoded.

Furthermore, our ACR approach can be combined with multi-hop routing. In general, the decision whether to use ACR or multi-hop routing may not only depend on environmental parameters (e.g., node density and node mobility) but also on application requirements (e.g., quick content retrieval times vs. message or energy efficiency). If a quick content retrieval is important, a requester may try to retrieve content via multi-hop routing whenever possible. Hence, in extreme environments, the combination may be straightforward. In a sparse environment, a requester may initially try to retrieve content via multi-hop routing and delegates content retrieval only if nothing can be retrieved. In a dense environment, a requester can directly retrieve content via multi-hop routing before delegating agents. However, in more dynamic time-varying environments, the combination of ACR with multi-hop routing may be more complex. For example, it needs to be explored what requesters should do if they have received 80% of the content via multi-hop communication before they have experienced a disruption. Should content retrieval be delegated to an agent node? How long should a requester try to retrieve the missing fragments before delegating content retrieval to an agent node? To answer these questions further investigation with more realistic mobility models, e.g., SUMO [58], SLAW [132] or SMOOTH [152], are required.

14.5 Persistent Caching

In Chapter 12, we have described persistent caching with repositories to support agent-based content retrieval (see Chapter 11) in delay-tolerant networks and support hierarchical caching (persistent caching combined with short-term caching) in network caches at edge routers. Our current persistent caching implementation maintains popular content as long as possible in a repository and deletes unpopular content when free space is required. While this strategy may be efficient in hierarchical static networks, alternative caching strategies may be explored for mobile and opportunistic networking scenarios to optimize storage utilization and cache
hit rates, e.g., availability of popular content vs. content diversity.

Furthermore, since persistent caching shows good performance with YouTube and web server traffic, it may be promising to evaluate it also in large realistic network topologies. Due to the resource requirements (memory and storage), it may not be possible to evaluate this with NS3-DCE, but it can be implemented in ndnSIM [30] instead. In addition, more efficient repository implementations may be evaluated for network caches to reduce the processing overhead for content deletions and cleanup of data structures. For example, alternative implementations may be based on databases such as SQLite [23].

14.6 Privacy and Trust

Security topics (including privacy and trust) are not addressed in this thesis. Nevertheless, they are important topics that need further attention. While signatures are important to ensure authenticity and non-repudiation of published content, this is only relevant if users trust the identity of a signer. Thus, suitable trust models [230] are required. In particular, the meaning of trust needs to be defined: does it mean that an identity is legitimate or that a publisher creates legitimate (high-quality) content? Hence, trust models for distributed environments may be based on several mechanisms and parameters such as certificate chains, ratings or reputation systems.

Another important topic is privacy. It is still not clear whether user privacy can be fully protected in information-centric communication. By avoiding endpoint identifiers in NDN messages, it may be more difficult to track a user’s behavior because traffic is not exclusively routed to an IP address. Even if approaches use node IDs as temporary next hop or content locator (see Chapters 6, 9, 11), attackers could only infer that a message has been transmitted by a certain node ID (if they are sufficiently close to overhear the transmission) but they would not know whether the node is a requester or only a forwarder. Only the identity of content publishers may not be easily masked because of content signatures that are required to ensure authenticity and non-repudiation (see above).

However, while payloads can be encrypted, content names need to remain in clear text because they are required for routing. Thus, by observing content names in Interest or cached Data messages [29, 71], attackers may infer personal information about a group of users that is attached to the same router. There may be options to obscure traffic, e.g., via onion routing [85], but such solutions may increase message redundancy and decrease ICN efficiency, i.e., the main benefits to deploy ICN in the first place.
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## Acronyms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AA</td>
<td>Application Agent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACR</td>
<td>Agent-based Content Retrieval</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACK</td>
<td>Acknowledgment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADAM</td>
<td>Administration and Deployment of Adhoc Mesh networks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AODV</td>
<td>Ad hoc On-demand Distance Vector Routing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARQ</td>
<td>Automatic Repeat-Request</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLR</td>
<td>Beacon-less Routing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BP</td>
<td>Bundle Protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BPA</td>
<td>BP Agent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIB</td>
<td>Forwarding Information Base</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIFO</td>
<td>First-In-First-Out</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCN</td>
<td>Content-Centric Networking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCND</td>
<td>CCN Daemon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDN</td>
<td>Content Distribution Networks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CEDO</td>
<td>Content-Centric Dissemination Algorithm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFT</td>
<td>Content Flow Table</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLA</td>
<td>Convergence Layer Adapter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRT</td>
<td>Content Request Tracker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRT-S</td>
<td>CRT at Source</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CRT-SR</td>
<td>CRT at Source and Requester</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CS</td>
<td>Content Store</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DASH</td>
<td>Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCE</td>
<td>Direct Code Execution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DD</td>
<td>Directed Diffusion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNS</td>
<td>Domain Name System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mDNS</td>
<td>Multicast DNS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNS-SD</td>
<td>DNS Service Discovery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DoS</td>
<td>Denial-of-Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DP</td>
<td>Data Pause</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRAM</td>
<td>Dynamic RAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DREAM</td>
<td>Distance Routing Effect Algorithm for Mobility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSR</td>
<td>Dynamic Source Routing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTN</td>
<td>Delay-tolerant Networks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DU</td>
<td>Dynamic Unicast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DYMO</td>
<td>Dynamic MANET On-demand Routing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERD</td>
<td>Enumeration Request Discovery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-CHANET</td>
<td>Enhanced-Content-centric multi-Hop wireless NETwork</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIA</td>
<td>Future Internet Assembly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPL</td>
<td>GNU General Public License</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPS</td>
<td>Global Positioning System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPSR</td>
<td>Greedy Perimeter Stateless Routing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPU</td>
<td>Graphics Processing Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HTTP</td>
<td>Hypertext Transfer Protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICN</td>
<td>Information-Centric Networking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICP</td>
<td>Interest Control Protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IFD</td>
<td>Interest Forwarding Delay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbreviation</td>
<td>Full Form</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IoT</td>
<td>Internet of Things</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IP</td>
<td>Internet Protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPN</td>
<td>Interplanetary Internet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT</td>
<td>Interest Table</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAL</td>
<td>Link Adaptation Layer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LDPC</td>
<td>Low-Density Parity-Check</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LFBL</td>
<td>Listen-First-Broadcast-Later</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LGPL</td>
<td>GNU Lesser General Public License</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LFD</td>
<td>Leaves First Discovery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSCR</td>
<td>Link State Content Routing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LT</td>
<td>Luby Transform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LTE</td>
<td>Long-Term Evolution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LRU</td>
<td>Least Recently Used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAC</td>
<td>Medium Access Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MANET</td>
<td>Mobile Ad-hoc Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPR</td>
<td>Multipoint Relay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MTU</td>
<td>Maximum Transfer Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NACK</td>
<td>Negative ACK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NDN</td>
<td>Named Data Networking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLSR</td>
<td>Named-data Link State Routing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OLSR</td>
<td>Optimized Link State Routing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSPFN</td>
<td>OSPF Based Routing Protocol for Named Data Networking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PFF</td>
<td>Parallel Face Forwarding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIT</td>
<td>Pending Interest Table</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSN</td>
<td>Pocket Switched Networks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAM</td>
<td>Random Access Memory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCH</td>
<td>Raptor Coding Header</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acronym</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC-NDN</td>
<td>Raptor Codes Enabled Named Data Networking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RID</td>
<td>Regular Interest Discovery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RONR</td>
<td>Reactive Optimistic Name-based Routing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RSSI</td>
<td>Received Signal Strength Indicator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RTO</td>
<td>Retransmission Timeout</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RTT</td>
<td>Round Trip Time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDN</td>
<td>Software-defined Networks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SFF</td>
<td>Single Face Forwarding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLAW</td>
<td>Self-Similar Least-Action Walk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLP</td>
<td>Service Location Protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNR</td>
<td>Signal-to-Noise Ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSDP</td>
<td>Simple Service Discovery Protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUMO</td>
<td>Simulation of Urban Mobility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCP</td>
<td>Transmission Control Protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TTL</td>
<td>Time to Live</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UDP</td>
<td>User Datagram Protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UPnP</td>
<td>Universal Plug and Play</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>URI</td>
<td>Universal Resource Identifier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>URL</td>
<td>Uniform Resource Locator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VoD</td>
<td>Video on Demand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WMA</td>
<td>Weighted Moving Average</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WS</td>
<td>Web Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WSN</td>
<td>Wireless Sensor Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WWW</td>
<td>World Wide Web</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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